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PREFACE.

THE
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present Volume are J. Bostock, M. D. ; Mr. J. Cuthbertson ;

A. M.; J. A. De Luc, Esq., F. R. S., &c; Mr. Charles Sylvester ;

J. D. Maycock, Esq.; P.; Richard Lovell Edgeworth, Esq.
M. R. I. A. ; Prof. Wood ;

Luke Howard, Esq. ;
Mr. G. J. Singer ;

T. Le Gay Brevverton, Esq. ; G. O. P.

Of Foreign Works, Dr. Haldat; Mr. Fourcroy; Mr, Vauque-
lin; Alexander von Humboldt; Prof. Klaproth ; Prof. Viviani;
Prof. Tourte; Mr. Guyton-Morveau ;

Mr. Finhof; Mr. Tromms-
dorff; Mr. Hassenfratz"; Mr. E. Berard
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Mr. Derosne; Mr. Thaerj;

Mr. Theodore de Saussure; Mr. Marcel de Serres ; Hichard Che-

nevix, Esq. F. R. S. M. R. f. A. &c. ; Count Dunin Borfcowski;
Mr. ***; Mr. J. C. Delametherie; Mr. J. J. Omalius de Halloy ;

Count von Mellin
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Prof. Kries; Mr. Sonnini; Mr. Nose.

And of British Memoirs abridged or extracted, William

Brande, Esq. F. R. S.
;
Mr. John Saddington; Major Spencer

Cochrane ; Mr. J. P. Hubbard; Henry Cavendish, Esq. F. R. S. ;

Mr. Robert Salmon; Everard Home, Esq. F. R S. ; Mr. George
Prior; Mr. John Ducket Ross; Mr. George Williams; Mr. J.

Varty; William Henry, M. D. F. R. S. V. P^ of the Lt. and Phi).

Soc. of Manchester; Mr. W. Wallis Mason; Mr. Timothy Fisher;
Mr. Peter Tansley; Humphry Davy, Esq. Sec. R. S. F. R. S. E.

M. R. I. A.
;
Mr. William Salisbury j Rev. Wm. Lax, A. M. F. R.S.

and Lowndes's Professor of Astronomy.

The Engravings consist of 1. Mr. Cavendish's Method of

Dividing Astronomical Instruments; 2. Professor Copland's insu-

lating Handle for an Electrical Machine; 3. Mr. Robert Salmon's

Man-trap for securing Depredators without injuring them; 4. his

Screw for fixing any Thing securely in the Ground
; 5. his Method

of building Pise, or Earthen Walls; 6. Mr. De Luc's Appa-
ratus for Analysing the Galvanic Pile; 7. his Dissection of the

Galvanic Pile; S. Mr. George Prior's Clock Escapement; 9. Mr.
G. D. Ross's Eye Bath ; 10. Diagram to illustrate Prof. Wood's
new Theory of the Rotary Motion of the Earth

;
1 1. Mr. G. Wil-

liams's Method of Securing the Beams of Ships, without wooden
Knees; 12. Mr. J. Varty's improved Linchpins; 13. An Iron Cy-
linder burst by Electricity ; 14. Arrangement of the Strata of the
Hill of Durbuy ; 15. Mr. Mason's Trochar for the Relief of Hoven
Cattle; 16. Mr. Fisher's Swivel-headed Churnstaff; 17. Mr. Tan-

sley's Shag Cutter; 18. Mr. .Davy's new Electrochemical Appa-
ratus.
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Jltmarks upon Meteorology. By J. Bostock, M. Df

.Si

(Concluded from Vol. XXV, p. 2QS.J

To Mr, NICHOLSON.
SIR,

JL Now resume my remarks upon the weather in Septem^ Weather in

ber last, in doing which I shall have occasion to bring- for- September last,

wards some of my peculiar ideas on the subject of meteoro-

logy. I shall, however, as much as possible avoid entering
into any hypothetical discussions, my present object being

merely to illustrate my method of making observations.

The beautiful evening of the 1st was succeeded, as I ex-

pected from its transparency, by a cloudy morning and fall-

ing barometer ; rain came on about noon, and continued

for two hours, and in the night there was a considerable

squall of wind and rain. In the afternoon I have noticed a

particular formation of the clouds, which I call an arc; it Form f ciOU(j

consists of a body of clouds, stretching in nearly parallel called an arc,

lines over a considerable part of the heavens, and converging
Vol. XXVI. No. 116—May, 1810. C
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J REMARKS UPON METEOROLOGY.

in a point in the horizon; sometimes the lines converge ot

both ends, in opposite parts of the horizon, while at other

times the lines shoot up to the zenith and terminate there.

Upon the shape, extent, and position of these arcs, and

upon their relation to the wind and the barometer, many

meteorological predictions depend. In the fits* place :is to

their shape, they may be composed of long parallel lines or

threads, forming a lunar arc; or of small rounded clouds,

lying side by side or in rows, a mottled arc; or they may he

composed of clouds resembling a volume of smoke, as it

rises from a chimney top, a wreathed arc; or they may as-

sume the appearance of feathers, having h linear centre and

lateral branches, a feathered arc. Then independent of any

particular shape, the arc may be perfectly or imperfectly

formed; it may reach only to the zenith, or it may reach

quite across to the opposite point ;
it may be either increas-

ing or diminishing in size, forming a precipitating or dis-

solving arc ; or, according as it coincides with the present,

future, or past state of the wind, it will take the title of a

Indications of
present, future, or past arc. A present arc almost always

it

e W1 Jf

indicates, that the wind will leave the point from which it is

blowing; and when it arises from a S or W quarter, we

may form a pretty good judgment whether the wind v.- ill go

to the right or left b:\nd, by noticing whether the barome-

ter be rising or falling; if rising, the wind will pass to the

right hind, if falling, to the left ; in employing the terms

right and left, I suppose the face of the obvet ver turned to

the point of the horizon from which the arc proceeds. The

appearance that was observed on this day was a future arc,

and according to a pretty general rule, that whenever an

arc is formed to the left hand of the wind, and the barome-

ter at the same time falls, the wind will move into that

point, we had in the evening a squall from E. On the 4th

•was another arc, which passed from S to N ; an expression

which signifies,
that it had two converging points in oppo-

site parts of the horizon, and that it was most distinct in

the S end: had it been equally perfect at both extremities,

it would have been expressed, an arc between N and S. As

the wind and the arc crossed each other at right angles, the

direction of the arc did not inform us, whether the wind

would
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would move to the right or the left; hut there were several

circumstances, which rendered it probable, that the wind

would go towards S; the arc was strongly precipitating

and there was a small contiguous solar halo, by which is Hal°*

meant, a halo that is close to the sun, and not one that

forms a large circle at some distance from it. This combi-

nation of pheuornena seemed to show, that there was a cur-

rent of air passing above the wind in a southerly direction,

and that this upper current was loaded with aqueous parti-

cles in a different state from those in the wind. When I

first observed these appearances, I fully expected rain from

the S ; but when, after some time, I perceived, that, al-

though the rapidity of the upper current increased, yet the

lower one decreased and tended to a different direction, I

concluded, that the commotion, which at that time affected

the upper regions of the atmosphere, would not be felt in

this district. Accordingly, only a few drops of rain fell,

and for the next 36 hours there was nothing which could be

called a shower. This is one of those cases in which com- Comparative

parative observations made in different countries would be

extremely interesting; we might, by their means, trace the

exact limits of a storm, and probably be enabled to ascer-

tain the causes which immediately produced it.

The 5th was what I call a revolving day, i, e. where the A revolving

wind gradually moves rouud through the different points of day#

the compass; a change which must be distinguished from

that where it ceases in one quarter, and then springs up in

a different one. The revolutions are either direct or reverse,

i.e. in the same direction with the course of the sun, or

contrary to it. A reverse revolution, such as took place on Indications

this day, is a very general sign of rain, whereas a direct re-
^rom il*

volution is what often takes place in the most settled state

of the atmosphere; a rainy night succeeded. During this

time there were many indications of ;he atmospherical elec- Atmospherical

tricity being in what is usually called a negative state, which
eleclnclty ne*

genen»Uy takes place when the wind is E with a low and
&

falling barometer, in opposition to the more usual kinds of

K winds, which are accompanied by a high barometer, aud
a strong positive electricity. In cold weather this combina-

tion of circumstances is generally attended or succeeded by
B 2 the
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the heaviest falls of rain, and in summer, by a close, op*

pressive state of the air, and thunder. The 7th was also

a negative day, the barometer fell still lower, there were

large thunder clouds at noon, and lightning in the evening.

Indications. -A different constitution of the atmosphere, however, now

took place, it became dissolving, the barometer began to

rise, and continued to rise with occasional interruptions for

several days. This change of constitution, the commence-

x meat of a rise in the barometer, and the arc of the follow-

ing morning, rendered it probable, that a complete change
of wind was at hand, and it accordingly took place in the

afternoon. The 9th was a different kind of day from any
that we had had since the beginning of the month ; 1 deno-

Sour day. minate it a sour day, a phrase employed by landscape

painters, expressive of that state of the atmosphere, when

the whole face of nature appears chilled and gloomy. The
NW current was hastily tilling up the partial vacuum that

had taken place during the low state of the barometer, and

being deficient in caloric, it produced that large body of

clouds, which gave the peculiar character to the day. By
S haded clouds, the term shaded clouds I mean to designate the appearance

which the heavens occasionally present, where the clouds are

formed into rounded masses of greater or less extent, one

side of which is very much darker than the other side, in

the same manner that a solid globe is affected by the light

Piled clouds, shining upon it. By piled clouds is meant that state m
which s part of the horizon is occupied by a quantity of

large rounded clouds, which appear as if they were heaped
one upon another.

In dications of The barometer had now attained nearly its average ele-

u.isetiled wea-
vatiorjj but tne c0]dness of the air, and the peculiar appear-

ance of the clouds, pretty certainly indicated, that the at"

rnosphere was not in a settled state. If, after the influx of

a cold current from the NW, the temperature of which is

. too low to keep its water in solution, the wind passes into

a sonheily noint, rain almost alwuys ensues, and the morn-

ing of the 10th exhibited a good specimen of the manner

in which ti is operation is performed. In the early part it

was Lricht > clear, and calm; but clouds soon began to form,

which rapidly increased in bulk, and after some time were
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no longer able to support themselves. The lines which were

observed passing from the W were, however, a proof, that

there was still an upper current in this direction ; and it was

probable, from the little loss of weight which the atmosphere

had experienced, that this current would finally prevail.

The change took place in the afternoon, when the atmos*

phere exhibited an appearance of greater tranquillity than

it had done for many days. For a few hoursthere appeared

nothing to disturb the equilibrium, but the formation of a

wreath of clouds, composing an arc from NW, indicated a

current of air passing from that quarter, which, by its

greater density, would probably rush into our region, and

produce a new constitution. The state of the next thirty-

six hours might be considered as the immediate effect of

this NW current, although with us it assumed a westerly

direction. There was a cold breeze, large clouds were fly*

Log along, which were dense and disposed to dissolve, eva«

por-Uion went on rapidly *, and I was much inclined to pre-

dict a favourable state of the weather, when on the evening
of the 12th, the distant mountains were observed to be

transparent, affording a pretty certain indication, that the

w'md would change to a precipitating point, and of course a

strong presumption of rain. The following day was accord-

ingly precipitating in a high degree; the atmosphere rapidly

deposited its water, and the air rushed in to supply the par-

tial vacuum that was thus produced.
On the 1 4th a constitution of the atmosphere took place,

for which I was not prepared ; a highly dissolving current of

air proceeded from the E. As is the case with a positive E Positive E
wind, the air soon became clear, and the weight of the at-

wind »

Biosphere considerably augmented, but, according to a

popular observation, which I believe to be very generally

correct, a continuance of this state was not to be expected,
both from the circumstance of its coming on so hastily, and
also from its having been so immediately preceded by a S
wind. The tufts that were observed, particularly those Tufa,

after the change, confirmed this opinion, for as they proba^

* I have heard it remarked by old people, that, when evaporation goes
on rapidiy, the streets drying quickly alter rain, more rain will soon fol-

low
; and I have fiequeuily found it so. C.

bly
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Indications of

change.

Flecks.

Storm.

bly depend upon partial currents of air, possessed of differ-

ent properties from the prevailing one, so they lead us to

suspect, that the mixture of these will produce some change
in the equilibrium of the atmosphere. The appearances to

which 1 give the name of tvfts, are those clouds which re-

semble bunches of hair, the fibres of which are sometimes

disposed in a perfectly irregular manner, and at other times

lie nearly in a parallel direction. I believe, that, when these

tufts point to any quarter, there is a current passing from

that quarter, but there are many circumstances to be taken

into account, before we can conclude that this partial cur-

rent will become the prevailing one.

The 15th, although calm and not unpleasant, had not

that kind of calmness, which denotes a settled state of the

atmosphere ;
but rather indicated the approach of some

change in its constitution. The veering of the wind may
be considered as an almost certain precursor of a change to

a precipitating point, and a consequent diminution of the

weight of the atmosphere. The appearance of the clouds

rendered it probable, that there were at least two currents

then prevailing, one from the NNW, and one from the E,

while the appearance of the flocks led us to conclude, that

the E current terminated in a stratum of air that was

strongly precipitating. Flocks is a popular term, suffici-

ently expressive of a particular appearauce of the clouds,

when they form larger and more compact masses than those

which I have called tufts ;
the fibres of which Hocks are

composed are also more generally parallel to each other than

those of tufts.

The weather of the l6th, 17th, and 18th, may be consi-

dered as the result of that state of the atmosphere which

was forming on the 15th ; the barometer sunk considerably,

the wind was in the S or W points, and sometimes high,

\Mth frequent rain, until on the evening of the 18th it pro-

ceeded to a violent slorm. The atmosphere had lost three-

quarters of an inch of its weight, and on the morning of the

18th it rained for several hours with a gentle breeze from

SSK, at the same time that the clouds were moving rapidly

from that quarter. Hence we might conjecture, either that

there had been a partial storm to the SE, the efr'tcts of

which
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which would not reach us, or that to the N W there was &

decom position of some part of the atmosphere, commencing
in the higher regions, to winch the upper current, in which

these clouds moved, was rushing. The appearances that

afterwards took place proved, that this latter supposition

was correct; for, although the wiud went to the W, the di-

minution of the weight of the atmosphere still continued,

while the appearance which I have described, of white clouds white clouds

on a gray ground, is one of the most certain indications of on a gray

the mixture of two currents possessed of different eonstitu- 6

tions. It is to be observed, that, before the storm attained

its greatest violence, the barometer began to rise; and as it

depended merely upon the tendency of the air to produce
an equilibrium of pressure, it was probable, that it would

neither be of long continuance, nor very extensive.

I am here led to notice the difference between this kind of stormsfrom

storm, which is produced by an abstraction of part of the diaiinullun

,
. . . . „ aiul inoeaseof

atmosphere, and that which appears to originate from atheatmos-.

contrary cause, from a sudden increase of the volume of the Phere«

atmosphere. Of this latter species a well marked instance

occurs while I am writing this paper. Yesterday, March
25th, we had a strong gale from the E; the barometer had
been before about the medium height, but it rose during
the continuance of the stoim; to day the wind is more mo-

derate, and the atmosphere is becoming lighter. I may '

here observe how much insight would be gained with respect
to the theory of the weather, had we a number of accurate Comparative

comparative observations made in different places on the observation-

progress of such storms as the one that took place on the

18th of September. Were we to ascertain exactly at what
hour the barometer got to its minimum, when it began to

rise, how long after this storm acquired its greatest violence,

when it began to abate, and when the barometer arrived at

its maximum, we should probably have gone a great way
towards obtaining a correct theory on the subject. One
important point might be ascertained, whether a storm be

retrograde or progressive in its formation. 1 apprehend,
that, where the current is rushing forwards to supply a va-

cuum, the storm will be retrograde; i. e. supposing the par-
tial vacuum tc have taken piace over the extern part of the

county
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county of Lancaster, the storm, if proceeding from the

W, will first be felt m this place, then it will recede to

the coast of Wales, then to Anglesea, the Irish Chan-

nel, &c, until the equilibrium be established. But in

the storm of yesterday probably the contrary course

would be observed ; the current being formed by an abso-

lute increase of the volume of the atmosphere, it will push
forwards like a current in any other kind of fluid, and will

abate in proportion as the addition to the bulk of the atmos-

phere abates. If we pursue this idea so far as to suppose,
that storms from a \V point originate from the first, and those

from an E point from the second of these causes, we may
perceive why the former are more sudden in their com-

mencement, are preceded by greater indications of common

tion in the atmosphere, are attended with greater variations

of the barometer, are more squally in their progress, more

partial in their extent, and generally of less duration.

I shall not think it necessary to proceed any farther with

the remarks upon my diary, as I conceive, that I have given

enough to afford a complete illustration of my ideas on the

subject. It is evident, that the first object is to obtain a

Objects in roe- fu \ \ historical description of the successive changes of the
teorology. . . . . _

, .

atmosphere, to notice the periods ot their commencement

and duration, and the connection which they have one to the

other. The second great point is to invent some method by
which these changes may be accurately recorded ; and it

was here that I experienced the greatest difficulty, and that

Terms. my diary will probably be regarded as most imperfect. The

terms that I have employed will be thought very uncouth;

and I have not unfrequently endeavoured to improve them,

by forming a nomenclature upon scientific principles. 1 how-

ever finally determined to postpone the attempt, as I found

it impossible to construct a nomenclature without involving

in it more or less of hypothesis; and although it is difficult

for any one to have thought so much as I have done upon
the subject of meteorology, without forming an hypothesis,

yet I do not consider mine as at present sufficiently mature

to meet the public eye. It appeared therefore more advisable,

not to attempt any thing like a methodical nomenclature, un-

til there was a probability of its being founded upon well esta-

blished
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Wished principles. Not only is it desirable to avoid frequent

changes, but from the influence which language exercises

over our ideas, it is important to be on our guard, lest an

incorrect set of terms should produce inaccuracy in our opi-

nions. I am not unaware, that a scientific nomenclature

for the appearance of the clouds has been attempted by Mr. Mr. Howard's.

Howard, but I hope I shall not be accused of presumption,

if I give it as my opinion, that his set of names is much too

confined to be of any great use, and that the hypothesis on

which he proceeds is not entirely correct.

It will be perceived, that, according to my view of the Improvement
-,

• i n 1 x i j j 'j.
oi meteorolo-

subject, the science of meteorology must be advanced, not

only by accurate observations of individuals, but by the

comparison of observations made in different places. It

was in a great measure from a conviction of this truth, that

1 have been induced to lay those remarks before the public,

in hopes that some of your readers, in different parts of the

kingdom, might cooperate with me in my plans. I should

wish that your journal might be made the medium of com-

munication, for there is certainly no other work, that on

every account is so well adapted for this purpose.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Liverpool, J. BOSTOCK.
Mar. 28, 1810.

II.

On some Improvements in the Electrical Machine. Cominu-

nlcated by Mr. J. Cuthbertson.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

S1K,

8OME time ago I was informed by a friend of mine, that Improvement

Professor Copland of Aberdeen had mentioned to him a va-
made

.

in
[

he
1 electrical ma«

luable improvement, which he had made on my electrical chine by Prox

machines. I requested my friend, to procure me the parti- Copland.

culars
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culars of this improvement; and he soon obtained for me
the enclosed paper, wliich I believe, isin the Professor's own
hand writing. 1 have made some practical remarks on this

paper, which may be useful to electricians, and I have also

added a hint of an extraordinary improvement I am about

to make in the plate electrical machine. Should you ap-

prove these observations, you will oblige me by inserting
them in your valuable Journal.

I am, with due respect,

Sir, yours &c.

54, Poland Street, Soho. J. CUTHBERTSON.

The negative Mr. Cuthbertson's electrical machine is upon the whole

power not
the best i ever met with. The only fault I found was, that

equal to the ,.,.,,, ,
. .

,

positive
from insulating the wnole machine, so many inlets were given
to the fluid, that the negative power of it was by no means

owing to the equal to the positive. His winch or handle is an insulating
hand passing so

one) ]-jU (- }{• pa^ed so near the mahogany pillar twice in every
near the pillar ,

•
, n i r- i i it ,, .,

in ramine the revolution, that a flash was seen trom the handle to the pil-

winch. lar perfectly risible in the dark, and the effect of which [

A glass handle fe'* "early to the shoulder. To remedy this I added a glass*

nnd disc ad.led handle surrounded l»v a disc about seven inches diameter
to prevent this. . c ,

.

'
.

, ,
. ,

and of the same piece with the handle.

Within the hollow part of the handle was cemented a brass

conical socket for receiving the steel pin of the former

wooden handle, and a nut to prevent its coming off. The

glass disc thus entirely prevented any supply of fluid to the

Farther altera- machine by the hand. I now perceived however in the dark
Uou ' a constant stream of the fluid entering by the small brass

bail and wire, which' supports the silk flaps of the upper
rubbers. 1 therefore took it away, and supplied its place by
a solid ^lass rod.

The negative power of the machine was thu» move than

doubled, or it charged a vial negatively with less than one

half of the number of turns it did when I received it. I

Fdgesand an- indeed still perceived some appearances of lights at times, on

ftfttof the the- edges and armies of the wood work, but by rounding
woodwork n

, . , , ...
.round*!. these more, or adding pretty large brass balls contiguous to

then-.;
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them; no light is now visible in the dark, and the negative

power seems fully equal to the positive.

The rude sketch, PI. I, fig. 5, will give some idea

of the manner of fixing the handle with its disc. A brass cap
is fitted, by grinding, over the inner nut and screw before

cementing, to preveut their being fixed by the cement. It

also serves as a reservoir. P. COPLAND.

Observations on Mr. Copland's Paper.

The machine described in the Professor's paper was not The improve-

oriirinallv made for hirn, but for a gentleman who employed
m<mt had been

© • o r j
employed tx>

it principally for his amusement. I did not therefore at-
fore,

tend particularly to its construction with regard to the per-

fection of either the positive or negative powers, and they

might be imperfect. The Professor appears to think, that

the greatest imperfection was the insulated winch which im-

perfection he has overcome by the application of a disc

This disc is precisely similar to an invention of mine made

about 30 years ago, when I resided in Holland. I have given

a description and plate of it in the second vol. of my
Eigenshappen der Electriciliet, printed at Amsterdam, 1782;
but on account of its awkward appearance, and risk of

breaking, I left off using it, and have since employed asim- but disused.

pie insulated winch, placed at a greater distance from the

mahogany pillar of the machine, and this I find a more per-

fect remedy.
With respect to the other improvements the Professor Farther re-

imagined he has made, and proved by experiment; I am in-
^ect^n'uil-

clined to think he has been deceived, because the negative tion,

part of an electrical machine, with such imperfect insula-

tions as he describes, will charge a phial to a certain degree,
with the same number of turns as one with'the most perfect

insulation. Such imperfect insulation does not begin to act

till the charge attains a certain degree of intensity, till then

it keeps pace with the charging power of a machine perfectly

insulated. Tins circumstance does not seem to have oc-

curred to the Professor
;
had he thought of measuring the

advance of the charge at each revolution, before, and after,

he had finished his alterations, the result would have been

more
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more satisfactory, and it might then have been known if he

had made a real improvement, or not:

Intended im- 1 shall now proceed to give an account of an improvement

the'itlattT*

'

intended to he made in the plate electrical machine. I have

machine. often thought of attempting to improve the acting power of

the plate machines, but in their present state they have given
such general satisfaction, that I have deferred tjiis attempt
till an opportunity should occur of comparing their acting

Cylindrical power with a cylinder properly constructed. All the cylin-

wetilV^d^fL^Z
^er mrtcnmes I na(i met with were in some way or other de-

rive, fective in their construction, so that I was not satisfied with

any of the comparative trials I had hitherto made; for in all

these cases the plate machine had evinced very superior ac-

Oneofsupe- tion. Some time since however Mr. Singer showed me a

lion

00"3" 110"
cy nuo, er machine of his own construction. In this machine

I could find no fault, and its acting power had been consi-

dered by most persons ns very superior. I was at this time

making a two-foot plate machine for Mr. Singer, and we

agreed when this should be completed, to compare the act-

Comparative ing power of the two machines. We met accordingly, Mr.

with a plate Singer munaged the cylinder machine, and I excited the

machine. plate. The result of a number of experiments proved, that

Their powers the effect produced by any given number of turns was pre-
e(* l,aI>

cisely the some with either machine, so that their acting

powers were equal, but the force required to put them in

but the plate motion was materially different; 8lbs. hung on the winch of
tumec with ^e p] n ^e w hen in a horizontal position, would move it; but
less power. .

it required 14lbs. to move the handle of the cylinder from

the name situation. To complete a proper course of expe-

riments, we found it necessary to construct some apparatus,

and were therefore obliged to defer the continuation of these

The cylinder inquiries, till we had obtained the particulars alluded to. It

diameteTthe n!a
>'

* )e n^'essary to state, that the diameter of Mr. Singer's

plate 24. cylinder is fourteen inches. Finding the power of the plate

machine equalled by a cylinder, I was incited to attempt an

improvement, and a contrivance soon occurred to me, by
The power of whieh I could double the acting power of the plate machine,

machine may
or make a single plate act equal to a machine with two plates,

probably be or equal to two 14-inch cylinders, without being much more
doubled

> laborious
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laborious to turn (I communicated this to Mr. Singer, when

the same improvement occurred to him.) I am of opinion,

that it is possible on this principle, to make one single 2- or even quad*

foot plate machine act equal to four cylinders, or to two rui> *

double plate machines. If I succeed, I shall be able to

equal the power of the large machine, which I made at

Haarlem ; and that too with one plate only and of much less

diameter. If this contrivance should be applied to that

machine, the effect must be astonishing; perhaps equal to

the production of effects similar to the powers of the vol-

taic battery. In conjunction with Mr. Singer, I am now

engaged in a series of experiments on this subject; should

our success be equal to the expectations I have formed, the

results will be of the highest interest to the progress of elec-

trical science. When we have completed these experiments,
we shall take an early opportunity of communicating them
to the public, through the medium of your justly esteemed

Journal.

III.

Observations on Albumen, and some other Animal Fluids;

with Remarks on their Analysis by electro-chemical Decom-

position. By William Brande, /. R. S. Communica-

ted by the Society for the Improvement of Animal Che-

mistry*.

Sect. I. Observations on Mucus, and on the Composition

liquid Albumen. »

JL HE results obtained from the chemical analysis of the Experiments
intervertebral fluid of the spalus maximus, an account of on mucus U** 1

which is annexed to Mr. Home's paper
" On the nature of

the intervertebral substance in fish and quadrupedsf," led

me to undertake a series of experiments on mucus, in order

to examine the properties of that secretion in its pure state,

#
Philosophical Transactions for 1809, p. i373.

Philos. Ttans. 1809
j
or Journal, vol. XXV, p. 214.

and
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and to ascertain how far it might be capable, of conversion

into modification* of gelatine and albumen.
Saliva agitated J# Sallva the g^ sour<:eo f muclls t o which I directed
vntn pore wa-
ter & filtered, my attention.

In order to separate the albumen, which Dr. Bostock's

analysis has shown it to contain*, it was agitated for a short

time with an equal quantity of pure water ; the solution was

Solution con- t^en boiled and filtered. I considered the clear fluid, which

waiter. na^ passed the filter, as a solution of nearly pure mucus;
but found, on applying to it the tests of nitrate of silver,

and acetate of lead, that it still contained a very considera-

ble proportion of saline matter. The precipitate consisted

of muriate and phosphate of silver and lead, in combination

with a little animal matter, the odour of which was percep-

tible on exposing it to heat after it had been washed and

dried.

Saliva contain- One thousand grains of saliva afforded, by careful evapo-

phosphateof
ration in a water bath, a residuum weighing one hundred

lime and mu- and eighty grains, from which twenty grains of saline mat-
nate so a.

^ei^ ronsj sti ng of phosphate of lime and muriate of soda,

were obtained by incineration.

Mucus of the o. The mucus from the trachea, and that of the oyster

the oyster

°
were next examined; but here the proportion of saline mat-

ter was greater than in the former case, although no traces

of albumen could be detected by the usual tests of heat, al-

cohol, and acids.

Testsofmucus Finding, therefore, that the reagents employed to detect
act on the salts. . A

.... .. ,. ,
. , .

*
*; ,

mucusj act principally upon trie salts which it contains, and

not merely upon the secretion itself, it became an object of

some importance to find out a method of depriving it of its

saline ingredients, by such means as should not affect the

mucus. Decomposition by electricity immediately occur-

red to me, as the most likely means of attaining the object

I had in view.

Attempt to por ^is purpose, I procured three glass cups, each capa-
ble of holding rather more than a measured half ounce of

* Nicholson's Journal, Vol. XIV, pags 149.

f Nitrate of silver and acetate of lead. Vide Thomson's System of

Chemistry, Vol. V, jagt 500, 3d edition j and Nicholson's Journal

Xl-251.
water
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water; one of these was tilled with a mixture of equal parts from the sah'Ym

of saliva and pure water; this was connected with the other b? elecmci*y«

two, containing pure water, by filaments of moistened cot-

ton. The water in one of the cups was rendered positive,

that in the other negative, by a Voltaic battery of one hun-

dred and twenty four-inch double plates, charged with a so-

lution of nitro-muriatieaeid, in the proportion of one part of

the mixed acid to thirty parts of water*. By continuing this

process, 1 hoped to decompose the saline ingredients of the

saliva, to collect the acid matter in the positive, and the al-

kaline matter in the negative cup, and thus to leave the mu-

cus and albumen in the centre vessel (free from the salts

which they contain in their natural state), and to have sepa-

rated them by boiling distilled water, which would then have

afforded a solution of pure mucus.

^Vhe:l the action of the battery had been continued for white suV
abont ten minutes, a considerable quantity of a white sub- stance at the

stance surrounded, and adhered to, the cotton on the nega-
neSauvesi e -

tive side of the circuit, whereas on the' positive side no such

effect had taken place.

I could not at first account for this appearance, conceiving

that, if it depended on the coagulation of albumen held in

solution in the saliva, it would have taken place at the posi-

tive pole, in consequence of the acid there separated.

To ascertain this point, an experiment was made on the white of an

albumen of an egg. egg

When the conductors from the same battery were brought exposed to^i-

within two inches of each other in this fluid, an immediate infraction.

and rapid coagulation took place at the negative wire, while

only a thin film of albumen collected at the positive wire,

where its appearance was readily accounted for, by the sepa-
ration of a little acid, which, reacting on the albumen, would
render it solid; but the cause of the abundant coagulation
at the negative pole was not so obvious.

This result I mentioned to Mr. Davy, who immediately The fluidity of

offered an explanation of it, by supposing the fluidity of al-
a!bumen Per*

i ii i #• ii i. • •*, na P s owing to
bumen to depend upon the presence or alkaline matter, the an alkali.

separation of which, at the negative pole, would cause it to

* It was conceived, that this electrical power, though sufficient for the

(decomposition of the salts, would not materially affect the animal matter.

assume
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assume a solid form. I had only to follow up this idea, and
shall proceed to state the principal experiments, which were

undertaken to establish so probable an opinion*.

bumen
a

boHed*
l ' When **HJ»l«ted albumen, cut into small pieces, is

boiled in distilled water, it imparts a viscidity to that fluid,

showing that something is retained in solution.

Triturated in Two hundred grains of the coagulated albumen of an egg
were repeatedly washed and triturated in four ounces of dis-

tilled water, which was afterwards separated by a filter, and

evaporated to about one fourth of its original bulk. It was
Yielded alkali, then examined by the usual tests, and was found evidently

alkaline ; it converted the yellow of turmeric to a pale brown,

and restored the blue colour to litmus paper, reddened by
vinegar; but it did not appear to effervesce on the addition

of a dilute acid.

The solution On evaporating this alkaline fluid to dryness, by a gentle
evaporated. beat, a viscid substance, soluble in water, was obtained.

This solution was rendered slightly turbid by an acid; and

by the application of electricity, from sixty four-inch dou-

ble plates, a copious coagulation took place at the negative

pole.

Contained al- So that water, in which the coagulated white of egg has

bumen. been boiled, is in fact an extremely dilute alkaline solution

of albumen.

This enables us also to explain why albumen becomes co-

agulated simply by heat.

Alkaline ftto. When the coagulated white of egg is cut into pieces, a

tionofalbu- sm .all quantity of a brown viscid fluid gradually separates

fro^ ooaguto from it, as has been observed by Dr. Bostock in his paper on
ted white of t jUo

primary animal flaidsf. This 1 find to consist princi-
eiJe '

pally of an alkaline solution of albumen. It reddens tur^

mrric, and coagulates abundantly on the application of ne-

gative electricity. *

White of egg a & appears, therefore, that the white of an egg, in its fluid

compound of
state, is a compound of albumen with alkali and water; that

albumen, al-

* On referring afterwards to Dr. Thomson's System of Chemistry (Vol.

V, page 491), 1 find, that a very similar explanation of the coagulation

of albumen has been offered b> that author; which the following exp»»

riments will likewise confirm.

+ Nicholson's Journal, Vol, XI-»24G%

when
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when hea. ?«i applied to it, the affinities existingbetween these kali, and wa.

bodies are m i lined : that the alkali, before in chemical com- tcr#

bination with the albumen, is transferred to the water, and that

this separation causes the coagulation of the albumen : the

aqueous alkaline solution, whtch is thus formed, reacts upon
the coagulate I albumen, of which it dissolves a small por-

tion, and then appears in the form of the brown viscid fluid al-

ready noticed.

The coagulation of albumen by alcohol and by acids may Alcohol coa*

be explained by a reference to the principles already laid gulates white

j of egg
down.

1. Five hu iid red grains of the white of egg were agitated with

two ounces of pure alcohol ; an immediate coagulation re-

sulted, which was rendered more perfect by the application

of a very gentle heat. The liquor was separated from the

coagulum by nitration, and evaporated to half its bulk;

when the usual te&ts were now applied, alkaline matter was

abundantly indicated.

In this instance then, the albumen, in passing from the
j, abstracting

liquid to the solid state, gives it alkali to the alcohol*. its alkali.

2. When acids are applied to albumen, these effect its co« Acids do the

agulation from the same cause : they render it more rapidly
same.

and more perfectly solid, on account of their superior af-

finity for the alkali.

The following experiments were instituted with a view to

ascertain the nature and quantity of the alkaline matter

which exists in liquid albumen.

I. Five hundred grains of the liquid white of egcr were white of

mixed with two ounces of distilled water, and exposed for boiled, cut

half an hour to a temperature of 212°. The fluid was then ^all,
& wash-

„. , , , , ,. .
ed with boiling

separated by a filter, and the coagulated albumen cut into
water,

small pieces, and repeatedly washed with boiling distilled

water. The filtrated fluid was evaporated to half an ounce

by measure; it had a saline taste, it was somewhat turbid,

and slightly alkaline; on cooling, it gradually deposited a .,-,_.
few flakes of albumen : it was electrified positively in a

flu id electrift-

small glass cup, connected by washed cotton to another si- e&*

* When albumen is coagulated by alcohol, it does not become so per-

fectly solid as in most other instances, because the separation effected by

the relative affinities is not so complete.

Vol. XXVI—May, 1810. C milat
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milar vessel containing a little distilled water, negatively-

electrified by one hundred four-inch plates, charged with a

solution of nitro-muriatic acid of the same strength as that

employed in a former experiment, fresh portions of water

being occasionally added in order to compensate for the loss

by its decomposition.

When the electrization had been carried on in this way
for one hour the cups were removed, and their contents

examined.

In the negativt The fluid in the negatively electrified cup acted rapidly

cup, soda j on turmeric, rendering it deep brown. On evaporation
and subsequent exposure to a low red heat, it afforded a re-

siduum weighing 5*5 grains, which had the properties of

soda, in a state approaching to purity,

in the positive, The positive cup contained a little coagulated albumen,
muriatic aci .

an(j an ac«j wr,icn vvaP principally, if not entirely the muri-

atic, was held in solution by the water: It gave a very copi-

ous precipitate with nitrate of silver, which became speedily

black on exposure to light. When saturated with carbonate

of soda, and evaporated, it afforded a salt in small cubic

crystals, from which the fumes of muriatic acid were deve-

loped by the action of the sulphuric.

Some muriate This experiment shows, that, exclusive of soda in an un-

combined state, fluid albumen coutains some muriate of

soda*. We learn from the experiments of Mr. Hatchett,

that minute quantities of other saline bodies are likewise

present f.

In

* May not a suhmuriate of soda exist in fluid albumen ? _

Saline matters t After the destructive distillation of coagulated, dry, semjtransparent

in albumen. albumen, there remained " a spongy coal of very difficult incineration
;

" as towards the end of the process it appeared vitrified, and glazed with
<e a melted saline coat, which was, however, easily dissolved by water.

" The residuum was again exposed to a Tong continued red heat, and

M
again treated with water, till, at length, a few scarcely visible particles

"
remained, which, as far as such small quantity would permit to be

"
ascertained, proved to be phosphate of fime. The portion dissolved

"
by water (which was by much the most considerable) consisted prin-

9* ci pally of carbonate, mixed with a small quantity of phosphate of

* soda.
« Five
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In the foregoing experiments, I had generally employed Small electri-

from sixty to three hundred four-inch double plates of cop- gulateTalbu-*"

per and zinc, but in subsequent researches, made with a men.

view of ascertaining the action of lower powers, the effects

of which I shall afterward relate, 1 find that a battery of

twenty-four three-inch double plates is sufficient to effect a

perfect coagulation at the negative pole, even where the

albumen is diluted with so large a quantity of water, as not

to be detected by the usual tests.

Sect. 2. Observations on the Composition of some animal

Fluids containing Albumen.

Finding, from the experiments detailed in the preceding This test ap-

section, that albumen may exist in such states of combina- p
. VL

*®'
J animal fluids.

tion, as not to be detected by the usual tests, but separable

by electrical decomposition, I was induced to apply this

mode of analysis to the examination of animal fluids in

general.

1. Saliva.

When saliva is boiled in water, a few flakes of coagulated Saliva. All ite

albumen are deposited ; but this is by no means the whole albumen c*n-

quantity of albumen contained in the secretion, for on apply- j^gj by bal-

ing the test of negative electricity to the filtered fluid ob- ingin water,

tained after the separation of the albumen by heat, a copi-
° r yaci s *

ous coagulation and separation of alkali are produced at the

negative pole. A large portion of albumen may therefore

exist in a fluid, incapable of separation by heat, and in the

present instance not to be detected even by acids, these re-

agents producing no effect on the filtered solution just al-

luded to.

2. Mucus of the Oyster.

The solution of mucus obtained by agitating oysters in Mucus of oys.
water exhibits to the usual tests no traces of albumen ; but ters contains

when acted upon by electricity from the Voltaic battery, a

" Five hundred grains ©f dry albumen afforded 74 50 grains of coal," of which 11*25 were saline matter."

See w Chemical Experiments on Zoophitci, with some Observation*
*» on the Component Parts of Membrane." Phil. Trans. 1800.

C 2 considerable

albumen.
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Other mucus
timiiar.

Alkalis and
acids given
out.

Alkali appa-
rently predo-
minant.
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soda or its mu-
riate ?

Bile.

Albumen in it

v le ;n

quantity,

and proporti-
onate to the re-

sin.

considerable and rapid coagulation takes place at the nega-

tively electrified wire.

3. Mucus of the Trachea, $c.

The other varieties of mucus, as from the trachea, the

nose, &c, agree with the former, in affording abundance of

albumen by electric decomposition; whereas scarcely any
traces of th ; s substance can be detected by the tests of acids,

beat, or alcohol.

In these experiments, alkaline matter was always evolved

at the negative, and acid at the positive wire. Minute re-

searches, made with a view of ascertaining the nature of the

alkaline and acid matter thus evolved, showed the former to

consist of soda, with traces of lime; the latter of muriatic

acid, with traces of phosphoric acid in the cases of saliva,

and mucus of the trachea and nose: the mucus of the oyster

afforded only soda and muriatic acid.

On examining the proportions of alkali and acid, the for-

mer seemed always to predominate, although in the original

fluids no traces of uncombined alkali (as in the white of

egg) are to be detected.

These results lead to new ideas respecting the composition

of mucus: Is it a peculiar combination of muriate of soda

and albumen? or may it not be a compound of soda and

albumen, in which the alkali is not separable by the usual

modes of analysis, but which yields to the superior decom-

posing energy of electricity ?

4. Bile.

An immediate coagulation took place in this secretion, at

the negative conductor, the albumen being tinged through-
out of a green colour, arising from the colouring matter at

the same time separated.

The relative proportion of albumen, separable by electri-

c from different specimens of ox-bile, was found to be

liable to considerable variation, so that a detailed analysis of

this fluid cannot be generally depended upon. I have found

the albumen in bile to vary in quantity from 0*5 to three

per cent, and it is somewhat remarkable, that where there

is a small quantity of albumen, there likewise the proportion

of the resinous matter of bile is relatively small.

The
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The electro-chemical decomposition of this fluid affords, Soda, and mu«

beside the results just mentioned, a considerable quantity ifaieaJSf?
of soda at the negative pole ; and at the positive pole, a

mixture of muriatic and phosphoric acids.

5. Milk.

In this fluid, the separation of albuminous matter at the Milk,

negative pole is equally evident, though not so rapid, as in

most other cases. The conductors from sixty four-inch dou-

ble plates, highly charged, and immersed within four inches

of each other in three ounces of cows milk, during one hour,

produced the appearance of curds and whey, the principal

part of the curd being collected in the neighbourhood of the

negative wire, and but little at the positive wire. When
this experiment was so conducted, as to collect the products

in separate vessels, the predominating ingredients in the

contents of the negative cup were soda and traces of lime;

and in the positively electrified vessel, a mixture of muriatic

and phosphoric acids.

After sirch decomposition of milk, the serum still affords

sugar of milk.

6. The Liquor of the Amnios.

An opportunity having offered of examining this secretion, Liquor amnii.

from the human subject, in its pure and fresh state, I shall

mention the general results of its analysis.

The liquor of the amnios is almost perfectly transparent, Its properties}

but on exposure to air becomes gradually turbid, and depo-
sits a white flaky matter. It renders tincture of violets

green, and while perfectly fresh does not affect litmus ; but

sulphuretted hidrogen is soon evolved from it, and then it

slightly reddens litmus. When heated, it becomes turbid,

and lets fall flakes of coagulated albumen. Acids render it

li ;tly turbid from the same cause.

Alkalis produce no change, unless when added in consi-

derable excess : the odour of ammonia is then perceptible.

Electrical analysis afforded albumen and sodaatihe nega- \ dilute solu-

ttve pole, and muriatic acid at the positive pole. Hence we tion of liquid
*

i albumen.
learn,
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learn, that the liquor of the amnios has the properties of a

dilute solution of liquid albumen*.

7. Pus.

*as * In the pus of a healthy sore, coagulation took place at

both poles ; most abundantly, however, at the negative pole.
A slight degree of putrefaction having commenced in the

pus which was examined, I did not pay particular attention

to the other products of the experiment.
The dccompo-- In concluding this section, it may be proper to remark,

men differs ac-
*nat tne decomposition of liquid albumen by Voltaic elec-

cording to ihe
tricity takes place in different ways, according to the power

P^w
r p oy- ein pioveci # With a comparatively high electrical power, the

coagulation goes on rapidly at the negative pole, and only

very slowly at the positive pole ; whereas, with an extremely
low power, the coagulation is comparatively rapid at the

positive surface, an alkaline solution of albumen surround-

ing the negative pole. Thus, when the conductors from

twenty-four four-inch double plates, highly charged, were

brought within half an inch of each other, in a dilute solu-

tion of albumen (consisting of one part of albumen to six

of water), the coagulation was considerably more abundant

at the negative than at the positive pole ; but when the con-

ductors were removed from each other to a distance of eight

inches, or when they remained at half an inch, being con-

nected with a battery of six four-inch double plates ouly,

the coagulation was only perceptible at the positive pole, in

consequence of the acid there collected. Hence we may
infer, that a rapid abstraction of alkali is necessary to the

perfect coagulation of albumen, since, in the cases above

alluded to, the albumen remains in solution.

* The difference in the results of the analysis given in the text, and

that of Vauquelw and Buniva, most probably arises from the liquor

of the amnios examined by those chemists not having been perfectly re-

cent, and perhaps mixed with other secr«tions. See Annates de Chituie,

XXXIII, p. 270.

IV.
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IV.

Comparative Experiments on the Culture and Application of

Kohl Rabi, Drum-headed Cabbage, and Swedish Turnips,

Communicated by Mr. John Saddington, of Finchley*.

SIR,

'EING actuated by the most patriotic motives, I beg
the favour of you to lay the following communication before

the Society of Arts, together with the plants herewith sent.

I will endeavour to give you an account, with as much bre-

vity as is in my power to render myself intelligible, of the

nature of the soil, the mode of cropping, and the produce
thereof. The plot of land being about two acres and a half, Piece of bad

and lying on a dead flat, I obtained leave in 1805 to under- ^
a

rJ ê

d

d#

un"

drain and break up the same, the grass being sour and use-

less.

I cut two main drains, forty-two inches deep, gradually

rising at top to twenty-eight inches, to give a sufficient fall,

with sixteen branches twenty-four inches deep, rising to

sixteen inches, terminating at top like the letter Y : the

drains were wooded with elm, and laid with my own hands;

this work was done in February. The soil is a loam, with Soil,

clay and gravel under. On the 20th of March I sowed Sown with

.three bushels and a half of oats per acre, which produced
oats>

thirty-nine bushels per acre, weighing forty-one pounds per
bushel. The straw was used, as it was threshed, for litter

to stalled oxen. The 28th of September seeded with win- and then win.

ter tares, four bushels of seed per acre. Ate them off in

May with sheep. Two fallow ploughings were given in Fallow plough-

June and August. About two hundred sheep were brought
twlce »

in at nights by way of fold. The 11th of October sowed Sheep folded.

three bushels of Thanet wheat per acre. Brined and limed sown with

in Ma»ch, twice fed down with sheep. Produce, twenty-
wheat,

nine bushels per acre, weighing fifty-nine pounds per bushel,

and very near three loads and a half of straw per acre. The

stubble was mowed and cleared off, and the land got ready

* Trans, of th« Society of Arts, vol. XXVII, p. 75.

for
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Turnips sown, for turnips. Three pounds of seed were sown the last week

in August, when the plants were just making their appear-

Gypsumtopre- anee.
" Two quarters of gypsum were sown by hand to pre-

vent the fly. vent the fly> which had the desired effect>

This proved a very valuable crop; having two hundred

ewes which gave suck, it was a great acquisition to their

Comparative milk. This induced me to try three experiments last spring
experiments. ^^ j^j rû \ f or pUrp ie turnip cabbage, drum-headed

cabbage, and Swedish turnips.

Purple turnip With due respect I heg to recommend to the Society
cabbage. kohl rabi, as a prolific and nutritious plant for the feed of

sheep and neat cattle; and green food may be produced by
this means from October until May. To ensure a succession

of keep, seed should be sown in March, April, and May.
The plant bulbs above the ground ; the leaf is much like

that of beet; it will stand in defiance to the severest frost;

and as a proof thereof, I have cut with my knife several of

the plants through the crown two inches deep, and they

have stood three months afterwards in a sound state ; some

of them are here produced. The plants may be trans-

planted like those of cabbage ; many of those transplanted
at eighteen inches apart, I have found to weigh ten and

eleven pounds a piece.
— I must now beg leave to introduce

my method of cultivation, with the average weight of the

crop.

Method of cul- On the 14th of May, I sowed four ounces of seed broad-

cast, and transplanted about forty-six poles therefrom, on

the 18th of June, at twelve inches apart each way. The

weight of a square pole is seven hundred and thirty-two

pounds, on an acre fifty-eight tuns six hundred eighty-eight

pounds, taking each plant to average three pounds. Th«

beauty and regularity of this crop in my idea overbalanced

the trouble of transplanting.

• Drum headed 1 likewise sowed upon a bed in the garden, the second

cabbage. week in March, eight ounces of drum-headed cabbage. The

fly and slug were very destructive to the plants. I trans-

planted them the second week in June, upon ridges thirty-

six iuches apart, the land being dunged at the rate of twelve

loads per acre. Some of the cabbages weighed thirty

pounds. I think the average about twelve pounds each, or

twenty-
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twenty-five tuns eighteen hundred sixty-four pounds per

Acre. The caterpillar was very destructive. I have picked

off in a morning as many as would fill a quart pot. Al- No caterpillars

though the kohl rabi was planted near to the cabbage, 1
°"
bJ

he
-
kohI

never saw a caterpillar upon any of the plants.

In the middle of June, I sewed the remainder of the Swedish tur-

6eld with Swedish turnips, but lost two thirds of this crop
nii)S

*

by the fly. One of the best of the Swedish turnips is here

produced, in order to show the great superiority of the kohl

rabi, as there is not that waste in being eaten upon the

ground, as it bulbs above, and the Swedish turnip in the

ground. When the sheep have eaten the turnip level with

the ground, and scooped out the inside, the remainder

serves as a reservoir for the dirt and filth. The produce of

this field has been sufficient for nine score of suckling ewes

with rowen for five months. I sent to market, at Christ-

mas last, house lambs fattened with milk only, which

weighed eleven stone and one pound each, alive, at eleven

weeks old. Should the Society consider these observations

worthy of notice, I shall feel myself happy in hearing from

you.

I am, Sir, very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

JOHN SADDINGTON.

On the Properties of Furze, or Whins. Communicated by

Major Spencer Cochrane, of Muirfield House, near

Haddington, North Britain *.

SIR,

JL HE Society having honoured me, by publishing in their poppy u.

25th volume, ray communication, stating the advantages

arising from the culture of poppies, and that seven ounces

of fine salad oil were furnished by expression from two

* Trans, of the Society of Arts, vol. XXVII, p. 77.

of
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pounds of the seed f ; I now beg leave to add, that I am
informed, considerable quantities of poppy seeds have been

lately bought up, in different parts of the country, and the

expressed oil from them sold at the price of Florence oil ;

and that emulsions made from poppy seeds answer in every

respect the purposes of those made from almonds.

The following communication may perhaps be deemed
Furze useful worthy the notice of the Society. It relates to the use of
ood for cattle. w^g or furze# \ ts utility as food for cattle has been long

known, though probably not sufficiently appreciated ; but

as a medicine I never till within a few years heard of it. My
information was first received from a gentleman, who has

been an officer in the army, a friend and relation of mine ;

he is seveuty-hve years of age, and in good health, and what

he says may be depended upon. In October 1806, he in-

Infusionof the formed me, that his sight had been much strengthened by
•lossoms

drinking an infusion of whin or furze blossoms, dried in the
stungthensthe v

sight, sun in summer. The infusion is made from a tea cup full

of the blossoms, in a tea pot, in the manner of tea, and the

dose half a tumbler at night. He never had a cough since

ami prevtnts he first used it, which was fifty years ago ; it acts as a diuretic,
°"K * and by perspiration, and when the dose is increased, pro-

motes sleep. In October 1808, he informed me, that he
still continued the use of the whin tea, that he had no

cough, and that his skin was remarkably fine and soft, which

he attributes to its use.

I have also used the whin blossoms with good effect my-
self, and can safely recommend them.

My friend supposes the young shoots of furze may answer,

Epidemic cold if the blossoms cannot be got. He informs me, that when
of horses cured an epidemical cold came from Germanv, and destroyed
by voung .

* J

shoots of furze, many horses in England, the east wind continued six weeks,

and the infection came over to Ireland, where he had the

care of a troop, in so poor a village that he could get nei-

ther bran nor malt for mashes, which were ordered for the

horses, with sulphur, after bleeding. That he ordered the

men to cut furze, and directed them to give it to the horses,

after they had beaten it well on the pavement: that at first

ihey had to mix it with oats, but that in two days the horses

f See Journal, vol. XXI, p. 157 : also vol. XIX, p 282.

devoured
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devoured it like clover. That by these means he recovered

them all, though every other troop lost two or three ; and

that his was the only troop in good condition at the review.

I remain with esteem, Sir,

Your sincere and humble servant,

SPENCER COCHRANE.

VI.

Account of several Varieties of British Marble, produced

from the Babicomb Quarry, near Teignmouth in Devon*

shire. By Mr, J. P. Hubbard, Picket Street, Temple
Bar

SIR,

.GREEABLY jto the wishes of the Society, expressed Marble quarry

in their list of Premiums, stating that they were desirous ir* Devonshire.

to encourage the marble of the quarries of this country, I

herewith send fifty various specimens, all arising from one

quarry, named the Babicomb quarry, in my possession, si-

tuate in the parish of St. Mary Church, near Teignmouth,
in the county of Devon, and adjoining the sea. I beg leave

to observe, that, though an attempt to introduce this arti-

cle has once before failed, yet I am confident, if I should

be so fortunate as to have my exertions seconded in such a

way as the nature of the concern requires, a considerable

benefit would ultimately result to the country at large, as

well as to myself. The numberless obstacles which I had
to encounter, during a period of two years, arising from

heavy expenses, and local prejudices, must have damped
my exertions, if I had not resolved at the onset to give it a

decided trial. Perhaps no period could have offered so eli- Foreign marble

gible as this, for the advantage of the enterprise, owing to very de* r *

the present enormous prices of foreign marble. I am sorry
to see, daily, many unaccountable prejudices arise against

most articles of the produce of our own country; but I hope

* Trans, of Soc of Art3, vol. XXVII, p. 85.

time
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time will remove them. It would be presumption in me,
to attempt to vie with the finer articles of continental pro-

duction in this line, but it cannot be denied, that the appli-

cation of the marbles now produced will be useful, econo-

mical, ornamental, and worthy of encouragement. The

advantages which would arise to the country at large from

a general introduction of this article are very evident, and

if I can be favoured with the patronage and support of the

Society of Arts &c. towards accomplishing such object, they
would meet with the warmest acknowledgments of many
individuals beside myself.

Great variety I have already prepared a great variety of articles, such
0t

ed
as cn 'mney pieces, slabs, &c, of very large dimensions, of

these marbles, which are now ready for inspection ; and

which will show, that I have entered into this business on

an extensive scale.

I subscribe myself with great respect,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

JOHN P. HUBBARD.

Plan of the The specimens of marble sent by Mr. Hubbard to the

hibiT British" Society were each of them eight inches high, six inches

marbles. broad, and one inch thick, and polished on one /ace; such

are the dimensions pointed out by the advertisement of the

Society, in order that a regular range of British marbles

may be fixed round the Society's Great Room, to show to

the public what our quarries can produce. Mr. Hubbard's

marbles were, on being received, referred to the considera-

tion of their Committee of Chemistry, and the following
additional information obtained respecting the quarry and

produce thereof, viz.—
Extent of the That the quarry which produced the different specimens
Devonshire , ...
quany.

1S twelve acres in extent.

Varieties. That marble similar to each specimen can be distinctly

procured.

Lirge block*, That Mr, Hubbard had then in his possession columns of

red marble, eight feet long, and two feet diameter, and

believed that they might be got ten feet long, and five feet

diameter,
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diameter, and that blocks of other kinds might be got of

large sizes.

That he had at that time slabs six feet six inches long, by and slabs,

three feet six inches in width.

That the quarry is close to the sea, and a part thereof Convenience

covered by it at high water, and that he can load vessels
°
JT*

direct from the quarry, having made a wharf for that pur-

pose.

That the quarry is situate about four miles from Teign-

mouth, and was first opened about sixteen years ago, and

was afterward neglected ; but that it has been now worked

by him for two years.

That the marble is harder IB quality as the mine goes

deeper, and that some part of it rises fifty feet from the

sea.

That the sale price is about half that of foreign marble of Price of th«

similar appearance; that the general price is now about four

shillings per superficial foot, and will probably be so re-

duced as to be delivered at three shillings in London.

That it will take a finer polish than any other marble

found in the kingdom.
That he supposes from sixty to one hundred workmen

may be employed in the quarry next autumn.

That chimney pieces made from this marble are not Not injured

injured from the heat of fire applied near to them, nor bv heaU

liable to crack from alternate sudden changes of heat and

cold.

That great part of the refuse stones of the quarry will Limefromthe

burn to lime, and that such lime is of superior quality to any
iefuse«

other on that coast.

The Society having taken into consideration the circum- Gold medal

stance of Mr. Hubbard's having carried their views to so vote"-

great an extent, and of his undertaking being likely to

prove highly advantageous to this country, voted to him

their Gold Medal, although no specific premium had been

ever offered by them for coloured British Marbles.

Mr. Hubbard afterwards presented the Society with ten 6*4 specimens.

more specimens from his quarry, which with two specimens
of Devonshire marble presented by Lord Clifford, and two

others presented by Mr. W. Coles, have been framed along
the
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the surbase of the Society's Great Room ; where it is also

intended to place such other marbles, the produce of the

British Empire, as may be presented to them, with refer-

ences to each sample, that the public may know whence each

kind can be procured."

VII.

Inquiries concerning the Heat produced by Friction : by Dr»

Haldat, Secretary to the Academy of Nancy*.

Heat an object k^O much has been done concerning heat in our days by
of difficult re- eminent natural philosophers, that the subject would be ex-

hausted, if it accommodated itself so easily to experimental
research as many others ; and if the fluid, which is pretty

generally admitted as the cause of calorific phenomena,
could be treated like those elastic fluids, the knowledge of

which is at present so far advanced : but, incoercible in the

highest degree, and incapable of having either its bulk mea-

sured or its weight ascertained, it eludes our research, and

this real Proteus escapes into the depths of nature, the mo-
ment we attempt to lay hold of it. These properties how-

and opinions ever, which seem calculated to render it the despair of phi-
on it divided.

]OSOpnerSj nave excited their emulation : but, as they exhi-

bit themselves in different points of view, each has adopted
for their explanation that hypothesis, which appears to him
the most natural, and their opinions are divided.

According to The ancients explained the calorific effects, with which
the ancients an

t^ey were acquainted, by means of a fluid of extreme sub-
element. ., , . ,

, A . . , . . . .

tilty and incomparable activity, which gave it the power of

attacking bodies, and resolving them into their first princi-

ples. They ranked this substance among the elements, of

Thiscontro- which they composed the universe. This opinion, variously
erted by Des modified at different times, was generally adopted till the

age of Descartes; when that great genius, sent to renovate

the sphere of science, represented these phenomena as a

simple modification of matter, which all bodies were suscep-

Journal de Physique, vol. LXV, p. 213,

tible
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tible of, and which consists principally in the extreme atte-

nuation of their constituent molecules. Philosophers then

were divided into two classes, they who made the calorific

phenomena to depend on the action of a substance of a pe-

culiar nature, and which has been called matter of tire, or

caloric ; and those who supposed them to depend on a cer-

tain mode of being of the particles of bodies. The former The ancient

opinion, which was most generally adopted, had become Pmion Pren"

almost universal, since the phenomena of heat, having been

more thoroughly studied, had been presented as dependant
on a substance that might be transferred from one substance

to another, in the same way as a fluid is poured from vessel

to vessel ; that might be combined with substances, and the

combination of which produces remarkable changes; and

lastly that might be set free from its combinations, and

determined to others by the same means as are employed to

produce similar changes in all substances. There seemed

to remain no doubt of the substantiality of caloric, and phi-

losophers seemed emploj^ed only in making better known a

substance, the existence of which appeared to them suffici-

ently demonstrated, when count Rumford, dear to his till opposed bj

country by his beautiful discoveries, and not less dear to hu- count Rum-

manity by his philanthropic, labours, began to excite fresh

doubts of the existence of caloric, and again place the phe-
nomena ascribed to it among the modifications of which sub-

stances are susceptible.

The property of friction to develope heat had long been Heat produced

known ; but this fact, so deserving of attention, had not by friction,

yet been subjected to proper examination. Count Rum-
ford, having made a blunt borer turn in a brass cylinder

immersed in water, obtained from it a quantity of heat so

disproportionate to any thing the brass could have lost, that

he thought himself warranted to infer, that this heat could

not have arisen from any condensation of the metal, but

must have been produced by the agitation of the particles

communicated to the water in the manner of sound. This

conclusion however, which tends entirely to overthrow the

theory of caloric, has not appeared to be legitimately deduced

from the facts; and Mr. Berthollet has refuted it in a note

to
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to his Chemical Statistics, vol. J, p. 247*. Thus the opi-

nion of philosophers remains wavering between two theories

diametrically opposite, and each supported by respectable

Acquires fur- authority. Accordingly 1 have undertaken the following

mentstodetect ^P*tf*****» w^ the view to add some facts to those, that

its source. will serve pe haps some day to elucidate more completely
this important question. The experiments of count Rum-
ford, executed on a large scale, were well calculated to

give rise to conspicuous phenomena; but they appear to

me, not to have been varied sufficiently. This is the object
I proposed to myself, not merely the rubbing of bodies of

different kinds, but likewise by varying all the circumstances

that could concur in the developement of heat.

Aponratus for The apparatus I employed consists of a small cubical
IS P rP •

oaken box, very firmly put together and cemented, in which

an axis turns vertically. The lower end of this axis rests in

a copper socket fixed to the bottom of the box, and on the

opposite end a grooved wheel is securely fastened. In the

upper third is a rim, resting on a bed of copper fixed to the

cover of the box: and to the lower third is fixed a piece of

copper furnished with rims, to retain cylindrical pieces of

metal fitted to it. These pieces are 6 cent. 5 mill. [2§ inches]

in diameter. On the convex surface of these hollow cylin-

ders, the friction is produced by means of a spring fastened

horizontally in the inside of the box. This spring receives

at one extremity rubbers of metal, which are fitted to it by
means of a groove ; while a screw, passing through the box,

gives the spring the tension necessary to press the rubber

against the surface of the cylinder. A graduated arch fitted

to the spring indicates in weights the force produced by its

tension. The rotatory motion, that produces the continual

friction, is given by an endless cord passing round the wheel

on the axis and the large pulley of an iron-turner's wheel.

The diameters of these are to each other as one to four, so

that the velocity of the smaller is four times that of the

larger, and by turning this only once round in a second, the

smaller will make four revolutions in this period; so that the

• So it is in Rees's New Cyclopaedia, art. Caloric. Trans.

axis,
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axis, moving with the same quickness, produces a friction,

the velocity of which is more than 84 cent. [32*8 inches in

the same space of time. This velocity, sufficient to produce
sensible effects, is that which [ have generally employed in

my experiments. The other parts of the apparatus are hol-

low cylinders, equal in surface but of different materials,

and rubbers of copper and of steel 3 cent. [1*2 inch high.]

The heat developed by the friction of the pieces of this The hea* pro-

apparatus is employed to raise the temperature of a mass Q^ the tenmefL
water of 3 dec. 664 cent, cubic measure [2l6 cub. inches], ture of water

which the box is capable of containing, and this tempera-
'nlheaPPara-

ture is measured by the thermometer immersed in it. The
water employed was in general nearly of the temperature
of the air of the room, in order to avoid the influence

this might have had on that of the water during the course

of the experiment. This influence was farther diminished

by preventing the air from being renewed, and shortening
the period of the operations.

Exp. 1. The first trial was made with a cylinder and Exp 1 with a

rubber of brass. These pieces, before they were subjected
brdSS cy ,inder

r •
i.- i i

•
i i i. i

•
, •

aud rul>ber.
to friction, were accurately weighed both in air and in wa-

ter. Their temperature was 4° [39*2 F.] : the spring acted

with a force equivalent to a pressure of 20 kil. [44ibs.] : and

the mean velocity was 60 turns of the greater wheel in a mi-

nute. After 15 minutes continued friction, the tempera-
ture of the water was 6° [42*8] ; and it was pretty regularly
raised 2° [3'6°] in every interval of 15 minutes, so that at

the expiration of 70 min. the temperature was 13° [,55*4°].

The cylinder and rubber, weighed anew in air and water,

showed no diminution in bulk or weight, that the balance

could detect, though it was sensible to half a grain. The
two pieces rubbed together however, exhibited a polish at

the points in contact, which indicated a slight loss of sub-

stance. This was chiefly visible" on the rubber. Thus a

surface of 3 cent. [1*2 inch] broad, and 21 cent. [8'3 inches]

long, rubbed with a velocity of 84 cent. [32*8 inches] per

second, produced a quantity of heat capable of raising the

temperature of 3 dec. 666 cent. cub. [216 cub. inches] of

water 9* [l6*2°] ; or in other words of melting more than an

eighth part of ice, though the quantity of metal detached

Vol. XXVI.—May, 1 810. D from
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from the surface was less than half a grain, and the conden-

sation inappreciable.
Exp 2 Cv'ia- Exp. 2. For the brass cylinder of the preceding experi-

ment I substituted one of lead. The two pieces were previ-

ously weighed both in air and wateras before. The temper-
ature of the air was 9° [48'2

#

],
that of the water employed 7°

[44*6]. The thermometer, observed every 15 minutes, ex-

hibited the following progression in the temperature of the

water 10°, 12°, 14°, 1.6° [50°, 53'6°, 57*2*, 60'8°]. The ex-

periment continued 75'. Neither the leaden cylinder nor the

rubber showed any perceptible diminution of weight or bulk.

The point of contact was distinguishable only by a very

slight mark on the rubber, and the polish of the surface of

the cylinder: whence it appears, that, without any percepti-

producedan ble alteration in its bulk or weight, a cylinder of lead, the

equal quantity density of which is to that of copper as 11-352 to 8*788,

produced an equal quantity of heat.

Exp. 3. Cylin- Exp. 3. This ^result, the reverse of what the theory of
cr of nn.

friction seemed to indicate, induced me to make still farther

inquiry into the influence of the density of the body rubbed

by employing a metal of less density than that of copper;
and accordingly I substituted for the preceding a cylinder

of tin, the density of which is to that of lead as 7*291 to

11 '352. The circumstances being the same, the tempera-
ture of the air and water 11° [51*8°], the acquired tempera-
ture gave the following progression: 13% 15°, 17°, 18° [55*4°,

Produced only 59°, 62*6°, 64,4°]. Hence it follows, that in the same time

^t

9

u

t

t

hsa3much a cylinder of tin gives but £ of the heat produced by one of

copper, while the latter gives an equal quantity to that pro-

duced by lead, though its specific gravity is only about 1
8
T

of this metal. The volume and weight were found not to be

sensibly changed.

Exp. 4 Cylin- Exp. 4. A metal, the density of which is still less than
ero zinc. ^ t Qf^ ^ut ^e narc] ness f* which is much greater, and

which possesses little malleability, zinc, was substituted for

this metal. Rubbed during the same time, with the same

velocity, and under the same pressure, the temperature of

the air and that of the water employed being 10° [50°], it

exhibited the following progression : 12°, 14°, 16°, 18°, 20*

Produced more [53-6°, 57*2°, 60'8*, 64*4°, 68°]. The zinc cylinder then,
k**1,

less dense than those of copper and lead, afforded a mucb

larger quantity of heat. Exp*
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Exp. 6 and 7. I sought to confirm the influence of pres- Fx P . 6 and 7.

»ure on the evolution of heat by two experiments, in one of

which I made it four times as great as in the other. For

this purpose I employed the cylinder of brass, and the rub-

ber of the same metal ; and the velocity being equal, the

pressure was at first 10 kil. [22 lbs.]. The temperature of

the water rose only 1° [l'8°] in 30 minutes. Having after- Quadruple

ward rendered the pressure equal to 40 kil. [88 lbs.], the g^^e&t
temperature acquired by the water in the same space of time heat,

was six times greater, or 7° [12'G ].

Exp. 7. The cause, to which we ascribe the most general Exp. 7. Brass

influence on the developement of the heat produced by ^^J*
inst

friction, is the erosion of the surface rubbed, the particles

of which are separated with violence. In order to ascertain

this influence, I employed a rubber of steel, cut so as to

resemble a bastard file; and applied it to the surface of the

cylinder with a force equal to 20 kil. [44 lbs.]. Having ac*

curately weighed the cylinder in the air, I turned it with

the same velocity as in the preceding experiments; and in

the space of 60 minutes the temperature of the water was

raised only from 14° [57*2°] to 18° [64*4°]. The cylinder

had lost 3 decagr. [463 grs.] of its weight. This quantity produced but

of metal, a thousand times as much as that lost by the fric- ,

haIf as m "ch
J neat as when

tion of the same cylinder against a rubber of smooth po- rubhingagainst

lished brass, in Exp. 1, gave but half the quantity of heat smouth brass *

in the same time, though taken off by an equal pressure.

Exp. 8. In the 8th experiment I proposed to ascertain Exp. 8 Rrass,

the influence, that the free communication of the parts of •unroantied by
. -ii •• 1 t , „ , a bad conduc-
the apparatus with the surrounding bodies by means of good tor of heat

conductors of heat, or their insulation by bad conductors,

might have on the production of heat. With this view I

placed the apparatus in a deal box, in which it was kept at

the distance of a decim. [3 '9 inches] from every side by
pieces of wood half charred. The interval between the two

boxes was filled with smallcoal, forming a stratum on all

sides near four inches thick. I employecl the brass cylinder
and rubber, subjected to the same pressure, and rubbed
with the same velocity. The time of the experiment was

divided into three equal portions of 30 min. each. In each

of these periods the temperature acquired by the water in

D 2 the
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the inner box was pretty regularly 3° [5*4°]. Though the

communication with surrounding- bodies was alternately in-

terrupted and restored, it is to be observed, on comparing
heated more this experiment with the first, that, if the quantity of heat

were equal, it was iu a third longer time; whence it follows,

that in the same time it was a third less.

F.xperiiT ent 9. JExp. 9« The electric fluid, as well as caloric, is developed

ted*
USU a "

ky friction, and generally progagated with more facility; and

as these two fluids have some analogy to each other, the for-

mer may be suspected, to have some influence on the de-

velopement of the heat, and to furnish the matter. To ap-

preciate this hypothesis, I repeated the preceding experi-

ment, insulating the apparatus by nonconductors, and alter-

nately establishing its communication with the ground. For

this purpose it was placed in a box of very dry deal coated

with resin, from every side of which it was kept at the dis-

tance of a decimetre [3*9 inches] by pieces of wood baked

in an oven, and immersed while hot into boiling gum lac.

The whole was placed on an insulating stool with glass feat.

Electricity ap- Tne experiment, which continued an hour, was divided into

no effect in f°ur eqtfal portions of time, in which, though the commu-
the production nication with the earth was alternately interrupted and re-

friction.

y
stored, the quantities of heat appeared equal. In the GO

min. the water acquired 6° [10'8°], whence it would appear,

that insulation, either by nonconductors of electricity, or by
bad conductors of heat, diminishes the quantity of the heat

produced by friction.

Fxp. 10. Exp, 10. Of all the causes suspected to influence the
An iron wire

^ r %

compressed by production ot heat in our experiments, none appears more
repeated powerful, than the condensation of the particles of bodies

arising from the pressure necessary for the friction. It is to

this cause too, that Mr. Berthollet has thought fit to ascribe

it; but as its influence rests solely on theory, I attempted to

confirm it by experiment. For this purpose I constructed

a small oak box, capable of containing a cubic decim. [6l
cub. inches] of water. The four sides were firmly united by
iron screws. The bottom was closed by a block of oak 3

dec. [11*8 inches] long, one end of which was rabetted to

receive the sides, and these were fastened to it likewise by
screws. The whole was covered with a cement impenetrable

to

blows.
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to water. On the bottom, namely in the end of the block,

and perpendicular to its fibres, was fixed a small steel anvil

of 3 cent. 25 mil. On two opposite sides, level with the an-

vil, were two leather boxes, by means of which a wire could

traverse the box, without letting out the water. This wire,

part of which rested on the anvil, was subjected to strong

compression by means of a prismatic stamper of steel, which

descended through the cover of the little box, and moved

in a groove, that directed its lower extremity to the anvil.

This stamper, driven by hard strokes with a hammer, trans-

mitted to the wire, on which it rested, the blows it received,

and compressed it. The hammer I employed weighed 2kil.

[4 lb. 6| oz.] At every stroke the wire was advanced two

thirds of the breadth of the anvil. The metal subjected to

experiment was an iron wire one third of a line in diameter,

and of the weight of 366 grains [300 grs Eng.]. Com-

pressed throughout by the mechanism I have described, it

formed a band a little more than a line broad, and its length

was increased; but its specific gravity had acquired no per-

ceptible increase. The temperature of the water employed
to collect the caloric evolved by this condensation rose only
2° [3 -6°]. As my balance detects a variation of less than

half a grain, a change in the density, less than would pro-
duce a difference of half a grain in the specific gravity of

366 grains of iron wire weighed in water, extricated a quan-

tity of heat that raised the temperature of a cubic decime-

ter of water one degree, and consequently would have

melted more than an eighteenth part of ice.

If the experiments I have described had not all the sue- Friction pro-

cess I expected to determine the cause, that prodnces the ^cesanaston"

•
i P . • o , lshingquan-

heat extricated in the friction of substances, they appear to thy of heat,

me not destitute of utility. They not only confirm the ex-

periments of count Rumford concerning the astonishing

quantity of heat produced by friction, but they prove (al-

lowing for the irregularities unavoidable in experiments of

this sort), that this quantity of heat is modified by the na- and thisisnei-

ture of the substances rubbed ; that it is not in the ratio of
ther

f

n
tl!

he ra"

iio oi mc sur»
the surfaces, for equal surfaces have given unequal quanti- face rubbed,

ties ; and that it is not in the ratio of the number of parti- 'I
16 de

?
sity of

ro i
tne substance,

cles rubbed oft, or ot the density; for lead, the density of northequanti-

which l* abraded '
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which is greater than that of copper, gave but an equal

quantity of heat, while zinc, which is less dense than either,

gave a greater quantity.
Influence of The influence of pressure is shown by the 5th and 6th ex-

prcssure,
periments, and as its effect on compressible bodies is neces-

sarily to crush and condense them, does it not seem to indi-

cate the approach of the particles as the cause of the extri-

cation of heat ? Yet as this condensation must be the greater,

in proportion as the same pressure is exerted on a small num-

ber of points at a time, and is employed to detach particles,

that cannot be separated till they have experienced a consi-

derable approximation of their' parts, the 7th experiment/in

which the steel file-cut rubber detached a considerable quan-

tity of particles of copper, should have produced a propor-

tionate quantity of heat: yet it gave less by half than the

friction with a smooth rubber,

and of conden- The influence of condensation on the production of heat

sanon.
j§ ren(]ere(] stm more uncertain by the 10th experiment, in

which the iron wire, compressed and flattened by strokes of

a hammer, ought to have set free a quantity of heat so much

greater, in proportion as the force employed to effect the

compression was more powerful. In vain would it be ob-

jected, that there was no condensation, the specific gravity

of the wire not appearing to be changed: the electricity and

fragility it had acquired, certain signs of compression, leave

no doubt of the reality of this condensation, though it was

too little to affect the hydrostatic balance. The condensa-

tion was greater than that produced by simple pressure, yet

the quantity of heat extricated was less. These facts, the

reverse of what might have been expected, render the expla-
nation of the calorific phenomena produced by friction very

difficult. They would seem to favour the opinion of count

Rumford ; but the materiality of heat is confirmed by so

many arguments, that we ought not to relinquish a theory

so fertile in useful explanations, before fresh experiments

have completely elucidated this important point.

Difficulties in In admitting, that the calorific phenomena, produced by
the hypothesis f,.j ction depend on the extrication of caloric, expelled from
of maleiial ca- £''••, P •

loric, the pores of substances by forcing the particles nearer toge-

ther, how is it that the particles, in resuming their former si-

tuatiqn,
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tuation, which necessarily takes place in elastic metals like

zinc, do not resume the quantity of heat they have imparted
to the water? and if this hypothesis explain the little heat

of the 10th experiment, how does it apply to the great quan-

tity produced by the simple pressure in the first, second, and

third experiments? In discussing these facts, we are led to

the following consequences. If the calorific phenomena

produced by friction depend on a particular fluid called into

action by this process, either this fluid is extricated from the

pores of the metal by condensation, or it is drawn off and

taken away from the surrounding bodies like the electric

fluid. In the first case, the heat must diminish by conden-

sation, must follow the inverse ratio of the density, and must

be exhausted; in the second it must be modified by the in-

sulation of the substances rubbed : which did not take place
either in my experiments, or in those of count Rumfoid.
If on the contrary these phenomena are produced solely by an(J in tJ)at of

the internal agitation of the particles, the quantity of heat vibrations of

should diminish by condensation, and exhibit some propor-
1 e

l
)arice9,

tion to the density and more particularly to the elasticity of

the metal. Such are the doubts, that still obscure the ques-
tion concerning the cause of the heat produced by friction,

and require farther experiments. It is sufficient for me to

have opened the way, and shown its importance and its dif-

ficulties.

VIII.

Abstract of a Paper read to the Institute the 21st of July,
1807 , by Messrs, Fourcroy and Vauqublin, on some

Bones found in a Tomb in the Church of St. Geneviva*.

I HESE bones were in general extremely fragile; but R
their heads were particularly so, owing to their great poro- tender,

sitv.

Their colour is purple, much resembling that of dried
purp ie

* Annales d« Chimie, Vol.LXIV, p. 190.

wine
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wine lees. This colour it much stronger in the body of the

bones, than in their head, where on the contrary it is brown-

ish.

filled with jn tilt. body of the bones, as well as in their heads, are a
crvstiils .

number of white shining crystals, which have the appear-

ance of sulphate of lime. These crystals, by forming in

the interior of the bones, have raised their laminae, and ren-

dered them so brittle.

They are supposed to have been buried in the eleventh
700 years old.

J
, , i

century, consequently to be at least 700 years old.

Boiled in water, Exp. 1. Being
- reduced to powder, and boiled in 300

tcid

1

parts of distilled water, they imparted to it a very pleasing

red colour. The decoction was slightly acid. On the ad-

dition of ammonia its red colour was immediately destroyed,

and a greenish precipitate formed, which became blueish in

drying. The base of this precipitate was ammoniaco-mag-
nesian phosphate.

lost 0-35, and The substance of the bones thus boiled had lost only 35

hundredths of its weight. Its purple colour was exceed-

ingly diminished.
Residuum dis- 'rjie pol tion not dissolved by the water was in great raea-
solv.d in nitric !...»• ,

• • •
, &

acid. sure dissolved in weak nitric acid witout any effervescence.

Nothing remained but a few hundredths of a white powder,

which was mingled with some brown membranes. This re-

siduum will be noticed hereafter.

Phosphate of What the nitric acid had dissolved was phosphate of lime,

mixed with a small quantity of red colouring matter.

The bone Exp. 2. A piece of one of these bones immersed in weak

nHri^a Td

th
nitl'i'- •^ was soon dissolved, leaving only a soft red sub-

stance, which retained nearly the bulk and shape of the

Residuum
fragment. The nitric acid itself was turned red. The sub-

dissolved in . , ,• i i •
i i i i •

i
•

alcohol gave
stance mentioned dissolved in alcohol, and imparted to it a

out a red co- verv fi ne recj C()lour, perfectly resembling that of archil dis-
lourlikear- *•-» \\r\ *i i *

ch ij t
solved in the same menstruum. When the substance in

question was dissolved in alcohol, some brown flocks were

left, being the remains of the membrane of the bone, that

bad escaped decomposition.
Colouring ^he matter that gives the purple colour to the bones

therefore is soluble in alcohol, and even in water. Alkalis

mixed with it give it a very tine green colour, perfectly si-

milar
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tnilar to the tint observed in some decayed timber. This

last mentioned substance, being dissolved in alcohol, likewise

communicates to it a deep purple colour; but there is this

dirl'ererence, it becomes green again on the addition of an

acid, while that of bones, which is turned green by alkalis,

has its red colour restored by acids.

The mutter remaining after the action of alcohol on this Membrane.

red colour, that is to say the membranes, being subjected to

the action of heat in a platina crucible, emitted a fetid va-

pour, then burned, and left only a few grains of sand.

Without pretending absolutely to determine the origin of Colouring

this red matter, Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquelin are of opi-
n

^
tter SUPP°-

nion, that it proceeds from the decomposition of the animal fromdecom-

substance. In fact we perceive many organized substances p
^'^

n
h

produce by their spontaneous decomposition, or putrefaction, stance,

colours that did not exist in them before. They themselves

have described a colour, developed by the putrid decompo-
sition of the gluten of wheat, which appears very similar to

that of these ancient bones.

Exp. 3. As to the white shining crystals mentioned The crvstais

above, and found both on the surface of the bones and be- were pboa-
iL . , . njr -c, j , 7 ,. phateoflimetween their laminae, Messrs. r ourcroy and vauquelin satis- zuA of magne.

tisfied themselves, that they were formed of lime, phospho- sia-

ric acid, and a little magnesia ; and consequently that they

were phosphates of lime and magnesia. The lamellar

structure of these crystals, their brilliancy, and their flexi-

bility between the teeth, had led those chemists at first to

suspect, that they were sulphate of lime ; though they were

puzzled to explain the origin of the sulphuric acid. But

having separated with great care a gramme of these crystals,

they put them into diluted nitric acid, which dissolved them

speedily and easily : and this solution was not precipitated

by nitrate of barytes, which must inevitably have happened,
had the crystals been sulphate of lime ; but a copious pre-

cipitate was thrown down by oxalate of ammonia, and by
ammonia alone. This salt fuses before the blowpipe much
more easily than sulphate of lime ; it diffuses, when kept long
in fusion, a phosphoric light; and forms a semitransparent

glass, which sulphate of lime does not.

Thoroughly convinced by these experiments, that the mat- To ,ccount f r

ter
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their solubility ter in question was composed of phosphoric acid, lime, and
in water,

ft jj tt je magnesia, it remained for Messrs. Fourcroy and Vau-

quelin to find how this compound could dissolve so copiously

bolfr
6 '6

*n water* With this view' they boiled a gramme a long while,

and several times in succession, in 400 parts of water. The
first boiling had a rosy hue, evidently reddened paper tinged

precipitated
w 'tn litmus, and was copiously precipitated by alkalis, lime,

by alkalis, and other alkaline substances. These precipitates had all

the properties of neutral phosphate of lime,

and the fluid After having precipitated by ammonia a pretty large quan-
evaporate , ^^ o ^. ^ so| u tj n of this substance in water, they evapo-

rated the fluid to dryness. During the evaporation some
which left ammonia was given out. The matter that remained had a

acid

5P °rlC
brown colour, attracted the moisture of the air, was acid,

and formed a copious precipitate with limewater; which

proved, that it was phosphoric acid.

Consequently It is evident from the experiments related, as well as from

superphos- several others, that the white crystalline substance, which
phate of lime '

.

with a little covers and penetrates the bones found in the church of St.

magnesia. Geneviva throughout their whole extent, is a true acidulous

phosphate of lime, containing a small quantity of phosphate
of magnesia.

Whence ^ut now sna^ we account for the formation of the phos-
coos the sur- phoric acid ? We know, that this acid does not predominate

phwic acid?

S"

*n bones either dry or recent; and that, on the contrary, it

is always accompanied witha a certain quantity of carbonate

From a new of lime. Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquelin see no way of

acid forming, explaining this singular phenomenon, but by admitting,

awa^rd'rf f
e,tner tnat an ac'^ * s formea

*

by the decomposition of the

the lime? animal matter, which acid not only saturates the carbonate

of lime, but takes away a portion of lime from the phos-

or from the phoric ; or that phosphorus existed in the animal matter,

decomposition which has been converted into phosphoric acid, and after-

c^naineVin
1^

war(* combined with the phosphate of lime, forming a su-

the animal perphosphate.

The latter
^e hitter appears to these gentlemen more natural,

more probable, since it is more agreeable to the laws of affinity, and par-

ticularly to the discovery of phosphorus in animal sub-

stances. In fact no acid could have been formed by the de-

composition of the animal matter but vinegar, or some other

weak
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weak animal acid : but these acids could not take lime from

the phosphoric; and besides, as we find nothing of this acid,

or of the lime wanting to the bones, we must suppose,
that they had been volatilized together, which is impro-
bable.

If this supposition be as true, as it appears likely, a Tn this case

pretty large quantity of phosphoric acid must have been JL-9JEJ?"
formed, since it was sufficient to saturate the carbonate phoric acid

of lime, which no doubt existed in the bones of the
orme *

ancients, as it does in those of the moderns, and to con-

vert part of the phosphate of lime into an acidule. The
existence of the acidulous phosphate of lime in nature s Upetphos-
is not a new fact, for Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquelin phate of lime

have sometimes met with intestinal calculi of herbivorous ^u-n
"**

animals in this state, and exhibiting a decided crystalliza-

tion : but they say, they never saw any, in which the acidity

was so striking, or which were consequently so soluble in

water.

The examination of these bones informs us of several Remarks,

things, which appear to merit some attention. The first is

the formation of a certain quantity of phosphoric acid by
the decomposition of the animal matter, in which the

phosphorus was indubitably* contained; the second, that

this animal matter, by some change not perfectly known,

gave rise to a very fine red colour, which is turned green by
alkalis ; the third, that this colouring matter had been pre-
served for so many agesf , without being destroyed, which

appears to have been owing to its combination with the phos-

phate of lime.

• Just now the existence of the phosphorus in the animal matter was

•aly presumed, as the most probable wiy of accounting for the existence

•f the superphosphate of lime.

C.

fThis is a gratuitous supposition. If it did not exist originally in

the bones, which is not supposed, who can say, how rapid or how slow

the process was by which it was formed? and if a series of decomposi-
tion took place, it must evidently hare been the result of the last of

these.

C.

it,
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IX.

Experiments on the Tartarous Acid, and particularly on the

Acid it affords by Distillation in the dry Way : by Messrs.

Fourcroy and Vauquelin*.

Fyro!igneous* JlVJLESSRS. Fourcroy and Vauquelin having examined

ad&'fbunTto
t n̂e py ,ongneous anc* pyromucous acids in the year 8, found

be compounds that they were formed of acetic acid and an empyreumatic
©f the acetic, j] # Having afterward examined the pyrotartarous acid,aod the pyro- .

°
. ...

l J

tartarous sup- they perceived, that it was volatile; and that with potash it

posed to be the coni posed a salt in foliated crystals with the appearance of

mother of pearl, attracting moisture from the air, having a

pungent and acid taste, totally soluble in alcohol, and emit-

ting a pungent acid smell when acted on by sulphuric acid.

From these experiments they inferred, that tartar afforded

by distillation the same acid as gum, starch, wood, &c. :

and in fact it was scarcely possible, to form any other con-

clusion: for beside the properties of the pyrotartrite of pot-

ash, which are nearly the same as those of the acetate, their

opinion was supported by analogy,
but this ques- But Mr. Gehlen having said in a letter printed in the

Annales de Chimie for October 1806, that he could not be-

lieve the pyrotartarous acid to be the acetic, because, after

slow evaporation it left a crystallized residuum, which dif-

fered too from tartarous acid, Messrs. Fourcroy and Vau-

quelin have examined the pyrotartarous acid anew, and the

following is the result of their inquiries.

Pyrotartarous »• 1 ne ac^ liquor obtained by the distillation of tartar

acid combined being saturated with carbonate of potash, a part of the oil

*K)ai>u dissolved by this acid was precipitated in the form of a

brown resin, yet a large quantity remained in the new com-

pound.

The salt crys-
2. This compound, evaporated to dryness and redissolved

taitized. several times in water, yielded a salt of a brownish colour,

* Annales de Chimie, vol. LX1V, p. 42.

a hot
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a hot and pungent taste, and a foliated form, like acetate of

potash.

3. This salt precipitated the nitrates of mercury and of Precipitates

silver in white scales; but it precipitated the solution of

acetate of lead also, which acetate of potash does not.

4. Exposed to the fire it swelled up, and was carbo-

nized.

5. Distilled with diluted sulphuric acid by a gentle heat, Distilled with

it turned black, and toward the end of the process yielded a
su p

white sublimate, which adhered to the whole surface of the

retort in the form of scales. The liquid, that came over

before the sublimate appeared, hud a very decided acidity,

which was not owing to the sulphuric acid employed; but

it had only a very slight smell of vinegar.

6. This process, the distillation of the salt formed by the Singular phe-

pyrotartarous acid and potash, afforded a singular appear-
nomea<m*

ance. The acid liquid just mentioned contained at the bot-

tom a large globule of another liquid, with a slight yellow

tinge, that rolled about when the vessel was moved without

mixing with the liquid containing it. It resembled phos-

phorus melted at the bottom of water. As it was night,

Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquelin stopped the vessel very

close, in order to examine it more accurately the next day:
but in twelve hours it was not to be seen, the heavy globule

having mixed with the other liquid during the night.

7. Thie retort being cut, the crystals were separated as Crystals pro-

completely as possible, and exhibited the following proper-
duced -

ties.

a. Their taste was extremely acid. Their proper-

b. They readily melted, and evaporated in white fumes,
ties*

when placed on a heated substance.

c. They dissolved copiously in water, and crystallized

again by spontaneous evaporation.

d* Their solution did not precipitate that of acetate of

lead, or that of nitrate of silver, but it precipitated nitrate

of mercury. However, some time after this .acid had been

mingled with a solution of acetate of lead, needly crystals

were found it arranged in plumes.
e. The solution of this acid partly saturated with potash

does not furnish an acidule as the tartar©us acid does, but

it
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it immediately precipitates acetate of lead, though the

sublimed concrete acid does not, when employed singly and

pure.

f. The neutral compound of this acid with potash, in a

state of deliquescence, is soluble in alcohol. It does not

precipitate the salts of barytes or of lime, as the alkaline

tartrites do.

g. The liquid obtained in the same process as the crystals

just mentioned, being evaporated with a very gentle heat,

likewise furnishes crystals, which have properties precisely

similar to the former.

The pyrotarta-
From these experiments it follows, that the pyrotartarous

reus a distinct ac
'

l(j ls a peculiar acid: that it differs from the acetous in
acid.

being less volatile, in having less smell, in crystallizing by

evaporation, and in its combination with potash precipitating

acetate of lead : that it differs from tartarous acid in not

precipitating lime, barytes, or acetate of lead : and that it

does not form with potash an acidule of difficult solubility.

Distinguished Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquelin made one experiment,

ti

°
which incontestably shows, that the pyrotartarous acid is

not acetic acid changed in its properties by combining with

the oil produced at the same time. They repeatedly distil-

led concentrated acetic acid with the oil procured by the

dry distillation of tartar. They theu combined this acid

with potash, distilled the salt thus produced with sulphuric

acid, and obtained nothing but empyreumatic vinegar.
Some acetous It appears however, that a small quantity of acetous acid
aci orme .

^g forraec| m tne distillation of tartar, from the pungent
smell emitted when sulphuric acid is poured on the salt

formed by combining the empyreumatic acid with potash.

Pyromucous& The pyromucous and pyroligneous acids, being subjected

pvrohgneous to fresh experiments, comported themselves like acetic acid
compounds of . ,,.

,
. * • »

the acetic holding in solution empyreumatic oil.

So is ihe for- The authors have examined anew the acid of ants, which
mic * Mr. Gehlen says is different from vinegar; and they have

confirmed the identity of these two compounds, at the same

time showing, that the former contains a little phosphoric

acid combined with an animal matter.

Analysis of They conclude their paper with an analysis of tartar, or

•ream of tartar. tne supertartrite of potash. They found, that 1000 parts of

thiv
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this 9alt, of the finest quality, yielded by distillation, exclu-

sive of the acid product and coal,

Pure dry carbonate of potash,
• • • • 350 parts

Tartriteoflime 6

Silex 1*2

Alumine 0*25

Iron mi lgled with manganese • • • • 0*75

X,

On an Improvement in the Manner of dividing Astronomical

Instruments. By Henry Cavendish, Esq. F. R. S.*

HE great inconvenience and difficulty in the common inconvenience

method of dividing arise from the danger of bruising the ofthecoramon

,....', . , „ ,
•

,

°
r method of di-

divisions by putting the point ot the compass into them, and
viding instru-

from the difficulty of placing that point midway, between ments.

two scratches very near together, without its slipping to-

wards one of them ; and it is this imperfection in the com-

mon process, which appears to have deterred Mr. Trough-
ton from using it, and thereby gave rise to the ingenious

method of dividing described in the preceding part of this

volume f. This induced me to consider, whether the above- Method of re-

mentioned inconvenience might not be removed, by using a modying ***»•

beam compass with only one point, and a microscope instead

of the other; and I find, that in the following manner of

proceeding, we have no need of ever setting the point of the

compass into a division, and consequently, that the great

objection to the old method of dividing is entirely removed.

In this method it is accessary to have a convenient support Apparatus for

for the beam compass : and the following seems to me to be dividing astro,

as convenient as any. Let C C C (Plate I, Fig. 1,) be the me^tsde^Tbl*
circle to be divided, B B B a frame resting steadily on its ed.

face, and made to slide round on it with an adjusting mo-

tion to bring it to any required point: d$ is the beam com-

* Phitos. Trans, for 1809, p; 221.

t See Journal, vol. XXV, p. 1, and 10*. .

pass,
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pnss, having a point near S, and a microscope m made to

slide from one end to the other. This beam compass is sup-

ported at d, in such manner as to turn round on this point

as a centre, without shake or tottering; and at the tnd £ it

rests on another support, which can readily be lowered, so as

either to let the point rest on the circle, or to prevent its

touching it. It must be observed, however, that as the

distance of d from the centre of the circle must be varied,

according to the magnitude of the arch to be divided, the

piece on which d is-supported had best be made to slide

nearer to, or farther from, the centre ; but the frame must

be made to bear constantly against the edge of the circle to

be divided, so that the distance of tl from the centre of this

circle shall not alter by sliding the frame.

Method of This being premised, we will first consider the manner of
using it for di-

dividing by continued bisection. Let F and /"be two pointsision by con- ... J '

tinued bisecti- on this limb, which are to be bisected in
(p.

Take the dis-

•n * tanceof the microscope from the point nearly equal to the

chord of/p, and place d so that the point and the axU of

the microscope shall both be in the circle, in which the divi-

sions are to be cut. Then slide the frame B B B, till the

wire of the microscope bisects the point F ; and having low-

ered the support at J, make a faint scratch with the point.

Having done this, turn the beam compass round on the

centre d till the point comes to D, where it must rest on a

support similar to that at £; and having slid the frame till

the wire of the microscope bisects the point/*, make another

faint scratch with the point; which, if the distance of the

microscope from the point has been well taken, will be very

near the former scratch ; and the point midway between them

will be the accurate bisection of the arch F/; but it is un-

necessary, and better not to attempt, to place a point be-

tween these two scratches.

Having by these means determined the bisection at
<p,

we

must bisect the arches F
<p and/ p in just the same manner

as before, except that the wire of the microscope must be

made to bisect the interval between the two faint scratches,

instead of bisecting a point.

It must be observed, that, when the arch to be bisected is

small, it will b« necessary to use a bent point, as otherwise
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it could riot be brought hear enough to the axis of the mi- Method of as-

troscope ; and then part of the rays, which form the image ^onby^onti-
of the object seen by the microscope, will be intercepted by nued bisection.

the point; but I believe, that by proper management this

may be done without either making the point too weak, or

making the image indistinct; but if this cannot be done, we

may have recourse to Mr. Troughton's expedient of bisect-

ing an odd number of contiguous divisions.

It must be observed too, that, in the bisections of all the

arches of the same magnitude, the position of the point d

on the frame remains unaltered; but its position must be

altered every time the magnitude of the arch is alteved.

It is scarcely necessary to say, that the bisections thus

made are not intended as the real divisions, but only as marks

from which they are to be cut. In order to make the real

divisions* the microscope must be placed near the point,

and the support d must be placed so that d § shall be a tan-

gent to the circle at 5. The wire of the microscope must
then be made to bisect one of these marks, and a point or

division cut with the point, and the process continued trll

the divisions are all made.

It is plain that in this way, without some farther precau-
tion, we must depend on the microscope not altering its

position in respect of the point during the operation; for

which reason I should prefer placing the axis of the micro-

scope at exactly the same distance from the centre of motion

d, as the point ; but removed from it sideways, by nearly the

semidiameter of the object glass; so that having made the

division, we may move the beam compass till the division

comes within the field of the microscope, and then see whe-

ther it is bisected by the wire, and consequently see whether

the microscope has altered its place.

In the operation of bisection, as above described, it may
be observed, that, if the two scratches are placed so near

together, that in making the second the point of the C6m-

pass riins into the burr raised by the first, there seems to be

some danger, that the point may be a little deflected from
its true course; though in Bird's account of his method, I

do not find that he apprehends any incortvenh nee from it.

One way of obviating this inconvenience, if it does exist, , i

Vol. XXVI.—-May, 1810. E ' would
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Method of us- would be to set the beam compass not so exactly to the

siiVby conti-'
true l fcngtn » as that one scratch would run into the bur of

nued bisection, the other ; but as this would make it more difficult to

judge of the true point of bisection, perhaps it might be

better to make one scratch extend from the circle towards

the centre, and the other from it.

It is clear, that the entire arc of a circle cannot be di-

vided to degrees, without trisection and quinquesection ; and

I do not know whether our artists have recourse to this ope-

ration, or whether they avoid it by some contrivance similar

to Bird's, namely, that of laying down an arch capable of

continued bisection ; but if the method of quinquesection is

preferred, it may be performed by either of the three fol-

lowing methods :

Me* hod of di- First method. Let a x (Fig. 2) be the arch to be quin-
ng J

' qum"

quesected. Open the beam compass to the chord of one
quesection.

n r r
.

fifth of this arch; bring the microscope to a, and with the

point make the scratch/; then bring the microscope to/,

and draw the scratch e ; and in the same manner make the

scratches d and b. Then turn the beam compass half round,

and having brought the microscope to a, make the scratch

/S; and, proceeding as before, make the scratches S, e, and p.

Then the true position of the first quinquesection will be be-

tween b and /3, distant from jS by one fifth of b (3 ; and the

second will be distant from S by two fifths of d £, and so on.

Then, in subdividing these arches, and striking the true

divisions, the wire of the microscope, instead of bistcting the

interval between the two scratches, must be brought four

times nearer to /3 than to b* But in order to avoid the

confusion, which would otherwise proceed from this, it will

be necessary to place marks on the limb opposite to all those

divisions, in which the interval of the scratches is not to be

bisected, showing in what proportion they are to be divided ;

and these marks should be placed so as to be visible through
the microscope, at the same time as the scratches. Perhaps,
the best way of forming these marks would be to make dots

with the point of the beam compass contiguous to that

scratch which the wire is to be nearest to, which may bedone

at the time the scratch is drawn.

Perhaps an experienced eye may be able to place the wire

in
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in the proper manner, between the two scratches, without

farther assistance ; but the most accurate way would be to

have a movable wire with a micrometer, in the focus of the

microscope, as well as a fixed one; and then having brought
the fixed wire to b, bring the movable one to /3, and observe

the distance of the two wires by the micrometer ; then reduce

the distance of the two wires to one fifth part of this, and

move the frame till the movable wire comes to /3, and then

the fixed wire will be in the proper position, that is four times

nearer to /3 than to b.

It will be a great convenience, that the movable wire

should be made in such manner, as to be readily distin-

guished from the fixed, without the trouble of moving it. *

In this manner of proceeding, I think a careful operator

can hardly make any mistake: for if he makes any consi-

derable errour in the distance of the movable wire from the

fixed, it will be detected by the fixed wire not appearing in

the right position, in respect of the two scratches; and as the

mark is seen through the microscope at the same time as

the scratches, there is no danger of his mistaking which

scratch it is to be nearest to, or at what distance it is to be

placed from it.

To judge of the comparative accuracy of this method with This method

that of bisection, it must be considered, that the arches comPared wilh

^/,^n i i i-ii . «, that by biseo
a/3, /S 5, &c, though made with the same opening of the tion.

compass, will not be exactly alike, owing partly to irregula-

rities in the brass, and partly to other causes. Let us sup-

pose, therefore, that in dividing the arch a a. into five parts,

the beam compass is opened to the exact length, but that

from the abovementioned irregularities the arches «/3, /3£, h,

and t
<p are all too long by the small quantity e, and that the

arches af,f e, e d, and d b are all too short by the same quan-

tity, which is the supposition the most unfavourable of any
to the exactness of the operation ; then the errour in the

position of /3
~

e, and the point b errs 4 i in the same

direction, and therefore the point assumed as the true

point of quinquesection will be at the distance of ?_ffrom
5

0, and the errour in the position of this point 22 • x 1J-.

E2 By
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By the same way of reasoning the errour in the position of

the point taken between d and SziX 2f.

In trisecting the errour of each point zz e X H; and in

bisecting the errour zz i ; and in quadrisecting the errour of

the middle point zz 'it.

It appears therefore, that in trisecting, the greatest errour

we are liable to does not exceed that of bisection in a greater

proportion than that of 4 to 3 ; but in quinquesecting the

errour of the two middle points is 2| times greater than in

bisecting. It must be considered, however, that in the me-
thod of coutinued bisection, the two opposite points must be

found by quadrisection ; and the errour of quinquesection
exceeds that of quadrisection in no greater proportion than

that of six to five; so that we may fairly say, that if we be-

gin with quinquesection, this method of dividing is not

greatly inferior, in point of accuracy, to that by continued

bisection.

2d method of Second method. This differs from the foregoing, in plac-

dividingby j ng dots or scratches in the true points of quinquesection

on, and trisection, before we begin to subdivide. For this pur-

pose, we must have a microscope placed as in page 40, fourth

par., at the same distance from the centre of motion as the

point is ;
and this microscope must be furnished with a

movable wire and micrometer, as in page 51 ; and then

having first made the fixed wire of this microscope corres-

pond exactly with the point, we must draw the scratches b

and /3, d and S, &c, as before, and bring the fixed wire to

the true point of quinquesection between b and £, in the

manner directed in page 226, aud with the point strike the

scratch or dot ; and if we please we may, for farther security,

as soon as this is done, examine, by means of the movable

wire, whether this intermediate scratch or dot is well placed.

Advantage of The advantage of this method is, that when this is done,
this me»hod. we may subdivide and cut the true divisions-, by making the

wire of the microscope bisect the intermediate scratches, in-

stead of being obliged to use the more troublesome opera-

tion of placing it in the proper proportion of distance be-

tween the two extremes.

Its disadvan- This method certainly requires less attention than the for-

tage. merj and the whole seems to be attended with considerably

less
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less trouble ; but it is not quite so exact, as we are liable to

the double errour of placing the intermediate point, and of

subdividing it.

As in this method the intermediate points are placed by
means of the micrometer, there is no inconvenience in plac-

ing the extreme scratches b and & &c, at such a dis-

tance from each other, that the intermediate one shali

be in no danger of running into the bur raised by the ex-

tremes.

Third method. Let a a. (Fig. 3) be the arch to be quin- 3d method of

quesected ; lay down the arches a 6, h d, and d e, as in the div
-

ld,n

fe ê
y

ti.

first method; then turn the beam compass half round, and on.

lay down the arches * /3 and /3 £
; then, without altering the

frame, move the movable wire of the microscope till it is

four times nearer to S than to e, and, having first rubbed out

the former scratches, lay them down again with the compass
thus altered ; but as this method possesses not much, if any

advautage over the second, in point of ease, and is certainly

inferior to it in exactness, it is not worth while saying any

thing farther about it.

It was before said, p. 48, that the centre of motion of the Farther gene-

beam compass is to be placed, so that the point and axis of
JJj^

sewau-

the microscope shall both be in the circle in which the divi-

sions are made ; but it is necessary to consider this more ac-

curately. Let A S (Fig. 4) be the circle in which the

scratches are to be made, 5 the point of the beam compass,

which we will suppose to be exactly in this circle, d the cen-

tre on which it turns, and M m the wire in the focus of the

microscope, and let m be that point in which it is cut by the

circle ; and let us suppose, that this point is not exactly in the

Jine d S, then, when the beam compass is turned round, the

circle will cut the wire in a different point/*, placed as much
one side of d l9 as m is on the other, so that if the wire is

not perpendicular to d S, the arch set off by the beam com-

pass, after being turned round, will not be the same as be-

fore ; but if it is perpendicular, there will be no difference;

for which reason care should be taken to make the wire ex-

actly perpendicular to d £, which is easily examined by ob-

serving whether a point appears to run along it, while the

beam compass is turned a little on its centre% It is ateo ne-

cessary
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cessary to take care, that the point Sis in the arc of the cir-

cle, while the bisection is observed by the microscope, which

may most conveniently be obtained, by placing a stop on the

support on which that end of the beam compass rests. If

proper care, however, is taken in placing the wire perpendi-

cular, no great nicety is required either in this or in the po-
sition of rf. •

Another thing to be attended to, in making the wire bisect

two scratches, is to take care that it bisects them in the part

where they cut the circle ; for as the wire is not perpen-
dicular to the circle, except in very small arches, it is plain,

that if it bisects the scratches at the circle, it will not bisect

them at a distance from it.

There are many particulars in which my description of the

apparatus to be employed will appear incomplete ; but as

there is nothing in it which seems attended with difficulty, I

thought it best not to enter farther into particulars, than

was necessary to explain the principle, and to leave the rest

to any artist who may choose to try it.

It is difficult to form a proper judgment of the conveni-

enciesor inconveniences of this method, without experience;

but, as far as I can judge, it must have much advantage,

both in point of accuracy and ease, over that of dividing by
the common beam compasses; but it very likely may be

Mr. Trough* thought, that Mr. Troughton's method is better than either.

ton's method. Whether it is or is not, must be left for determination to ex-

perience and thejudgment of artists. Thus much, however

may be observed, that this, as well as his, is free from the

difficulty and inaccuracy of setting the point of a compass

exactly in the centre of a division. It also requires much
less apparatus than his, and is free from any danger of er-

rour, from the slipping or irregularity in the motion of a

roller; in which respect this method, notwithstanding the

precautions used by im, is perhaps not entirely free from

objection ; and what with some artists may be thought a con-

siderable advantage, it is free from the danger of mistakes

in computing a table of errours, and in adjusting a sector

according to the numbers of that table.

XL
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XL

Description of a Machine for securing Persons attempting

Depredations, without affecting their Lives or Limbs. By
Mr. Robert Salmon, of Woburn*.

SIR,

1 Beg leave to submit to the Society of Arts &c. a Man-
|^l

a

"'^
a

h
p^ie*

trap, which I hope will meet with their approbation. To
petty thieves,

those who live in the country it is needless to explain the

frequency of petty depredations committed on gardens, or-

chards, &c, which are sometimes very vexatious. Few per- but the corn-

sons would like to endanger the life or limb of the depreda- ^"^.^3
tor by setting the common steel man-trap; yet it is presumed
there are but few, who would not wish to detect the offen-

der. The instrument which I have the honour to submit to

the Society is for the purpose of catching and holding the

person without injury.

At the agricultural meeting at Woburn last summer an Contrivance to

ingenious invention for a similar purpose was produced by secure a thief

Sir Theophilus Biddulph; it consisted of a wooden box,
j ur ing him

containing two springs in iron barrels, and two chains pass-

ing over and round them ; when this was set, the chainswere

withdrawn from round the barrels, and extended to a certain

distance. A trigger then kept the trap from closing, the

whole was then covered over with thin iron plates, so that if

a person set his foot on these plates his leg dropped into the

box, and the chains closed round it and held the leg; but

as the box was about three feet square and a foot deep, it

was requisite that it should at setting be let into theground,

which would be a work of considerable labour ; and when too cumber-

done it would be difficult to dispose of the stuff from the some *

hole, or to conceal the trap ; and as the whole apparatus was

cumbersome and expensive, it appeared tome not to be well

applicable in practice.

* Trans of the Sec. Arts, vol, XXVII, p. 181. The silver medal of

the Society was voted to Mr. Salmon foi this inveutiou .

I think
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Another slm- I think it right to give this explanation in justice to Sir

Tance for* the Theophilus Biddulph, from whom my idea of the utility of

purpose. something of the kind arose, as also to show the difference

between his invention and the trap 1 have made, which is so

very simple as hardly to require explanation. When set it

only requires, that the two keys be withdrawn, and t]hat the

trap be covered with a few loose leaves or mould. To trie

trap I have attached a piece of chain and a screw to be screw-

ed into the ground, so as to prevent its being carried away;

against any person tfiat may be caught such a precaution is

perhaps unnecessary, for any person who is caught will find

the jaws of the trap close so fast on the leg, that he cannot

drag the trap far without great pain, and will consequently
be glad to stand still, and to call out for relief. l?or the con-

venience of explanation I have applied mufflers to the jaws
of the trap, so that any person may put in his leg without

the least inconvenience. I have even tried it without, yet,

though void of danger, the sensation is not pleasant. The
muffler will of course be omitted when set for use, as it is not

then necessary to guard against a little inconvenience, other-

wise the springs might be made weaker.

I remain, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

ROBERT SALMON.

Ascrewcon-^ p. S. Permit me strongly to recommend to the notice of
trived forfix-

^ soc iety the earth-screw attached to the trap, as excel-
mg any tning j

( . . •

. .

steadily in the lent for the purpose of fixing any thing steadily in the earth,

grouud rp^ screw i s far superior to the common way of driving an

iron point or stake therein,

very useful on I have employed it for several years in fixing cross-staves

various occa ^^ other surveying instruments with great advantage. The

very act of driving a spiked instrument into the earth leaves

it loose with some play or movement, which prevents it from

being easily secured; but with a screw of this kind at the

bottom of the instrument it is firmly fixed in the ground,

and a turn of the screw will again fix it, if it should by any
means be moved or loosened. It may also be screwed into

the ground with any instrument upon it, which would be

spoiled by the act of driving it in.

Description

HOPS.
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Description of Mr. Salmon's Mqn-trqp, which detains the Of-

fender, without injuring or maiming him* See Plate II,

/%• I-

The principal figure in the fore-ground of Plate II is a Description of

perspective view of this machine. Fig. 1, ABCisa frame

of wrought iron, about 19 inches square; it has an eye pro-

jecting from it to receive a short chain, the other end of

which is fastened to an iron screw, showu separately at D,
screwed into the earth by the key or handle E ; this screw

is about 14 inches long, and, when screwed into hard ground,
will hold so firmly, that there is no danger of its being drawn

out, even by two or three men, and having a small square

end, it cannot be turned without the key or handle E ; so

that an offender would find it extremely difficult to remove

the trap: efegare two iron frames moving on centres in

the frame ABC; these frames have a constant tendency to

close together, by means of tw-o springs, p p, fixed in the

frame A B, and acting against pins projecting from the up-

right sides of the moveable frame e e ; k k are two small iron

rods jointed to the upper rod of the movable frame g, and

passing through small locks, / /, fixed to the other frame^/l

These locks contain clicks which are pressed by springs into

the teeth, as may be seen upon the rods k k, so as to prevent
the two bdvafg from being drawn asunder when they have

been closed by means of the springs pp. The internal me-

chanism of the locks is explained by figures 2, 3, on a larger

scale at L M, in the same plate ; one side of the lock is sup-

posed to be removed to exhibit its interior parts, where k re-

presents the rack, or that part of the rod which is cut into

teeth, r is the click, which engages the teeth of the rack,

and prevents its being drawn through the lock: the click is

pressed against the teeth of the rack by a spring, which is

plainly seen in the figures ; the locks are attached to the ends

of the bary of the movable frame, by the bar passing through
the locks, and when the lids are rivetted on it is confined in

such a manner that it cannot be got out. But as it is ne-

cessary to open the b&rsfg, and draw the clicks back from

the teeth of the racks, Mr. Salmon has contrived two dif-

ferent
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ferent methods of accomplishing this object. Figure 3, M,
is that which is used in the model left at the Society's Re-

pository. A small key or screw S is pot down through a hole

in the lid of the lock, and is received into a hole lapped with

a screw in the click ; by turning the screw it lifts the click

out of the teeth of the rack; so that the moving framesfg
can be opened apart from each other, till they lie flat upon
the frame A B. The iron cross m is then put between the

two rodsfg, the screws S of the two locks are to be with-

drawn from the locks, and the trap is set for use. If an of-

fender should place his foot within the square of the frame,
he would tread down the cress m, and having thus removed
the obstruction, the two frames efeg are closed together by
the springs p p, so that the bars/or enclose his leg, and the

clicks in the locks prevent the bars being opened without

the screws S. In some of the machines which Mr. Salmon
has made since the model was deposited with the Society,
the locks are made like rigure 2, L, where a common key is

to be introduced, and, when turned round, catches the tail of

the click ; it may have wards to prevent the using of a false

key, though no wards are shown in the plate.
Screw for fix- Part of the screw D for securing the trap from being car-

in
8
the

y

gound.
ried away ky depredators, is shown on a larger scale at N, in

order that the peculiar form of its threads may be better

seen, which fix it firmly in the earth. Such screws would
be very serviceable in fastening horses at grass, &c.

XII.

Method of constructing commodious Houses with Earthen

Walls. By Mr, Robert Salmon, of JVoburn*.

Dear Sir,

Building JTjLaYING for some years past practised at this place the

art of pise, or constructing walls with earth ; and having in
houi.es with

earth

* Trans, of the Soc. Arts, vol.' XXVII, p. 185. Twenty guineas were

voted to Mr. Salmon for this coinniunicalion.

consequence
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consequence been several tiroes, both publicly and privately,

called on to communicate my observations thereon; I have

been led to consider, that the best mode of generally com-

municating what I know on the subject would be through
the medium of the Society of Arts &c. I have accordingly,

by the waggon, forwarded a case containing a model of my
frames and apparatus for performing the work, with every

particular in my power to give, for the information of any

persons inclined to build in that way; and they will, 1 hope,

be found worthy a place in the collection of the Society.

To such as may be inclined to see specimens of this work,
~om* near

i
• /••/>!• /»

London,
and may not have an opportunity or going far distant from

London, I can recommend a house and other works built, &

and some of them inhabited by my brother, Mr. William

Salmon, Builder, at Henley Hill, near Barnet, Herts.

I have the honour to be,

The Society's and your most obedient servant,

ROBERT SALMON.

Description of the Engraving of Mr. Salmons Method of

building Pise or Earthen Walls.

Fig. 4 of plate II is a perspective view of the apparatus or Explanation

moulds, in which the earths are rammed to form a wall.
ie P*

The mould consists of two long planks Ff, twelve feet long,

twenty inches broad, and one inch thick, each made in two

breadths; they are strengthened by several pieces of wood

nailed across them. Holes are made through these pieces

of wood at top and bottom, to receive iron bolts, which hold

the two boards parallel to each other, fourteen or sixteen

inches asunder, which is the thickness of the wall intended

to be formed between them. The bolts have a large head

at one end, and a key passes through the other, to keep the

planks together. When a wall is to be built, the foundation

is laid in brickwork, which is carried about nine inches

above the ground, upon this brickwork the planks are placed
and bolted together. Two boards, like that shown at G, are

placed between the planks at the ends, to form the ends of

the mould ; these boards are placed between the two bolts

a a,
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Explanation of a a, which are 6een close together at the end of the moulds,
^ *

and are held fast by that means; the earth is now to be ram-

med in between the moulds, by the rammer with an iron head

X. When the mould is filled with earth and well rammed

down, the keys are to be taken out of the bolts, and the

bolts drawn out; the planks are then removed, and put to-

together again, a length farther upon the wall, the bolts at

the end being put through the holes left in the wall. Only
one of the end boards is now put in, and the ramming pro-
ceeds as before. In this manner straight walls may be built

of any length, and when the lower course is finished, then

the mould may be taken to pieces, and put together again

upon that course; the lower bolts of the frame being put

through the bolt holes, which the upper bolts made in the

wall at the first operation, to insure that the upper part of

the wall is in the same place, and exactly over the lower.

When a wall is to be built thinner than usual, a block of

wood must be placed under the head of each bolt, so as to

diminish the space between the planks.
When the angle walls of buildings are to be made, the ap-

paratus is put together, as shown in the plate ; four of the

planks are put together to form a right-angled mould ; one

end of each of the planks F and H is furnished with double

bolts, the other ends have each two eyebolts fixed into them,
as shown separately at b d ; then a bolt w connects the two

moulds, so as to form a hinge; the planks are kept together
so as to be perpendicular to each other, by a long iron rod

K, hooked into eyebolts fixed in the planks. The outside

planks of the mould are joined together in a different man-

ner, see fig. 5, that of one frame being longer than that of

the other, and has two pair of holes through its end O, to

receive the bolts 1 1, which are fastened to the ends of the

other shorter plank, and the keys are put through the ends

of the bolts, to secure the planks together; a piece of wood

P is occasionally placed between the end of the short plank
and the side of the other, to increase the space between the

planks, to make a thicker wall, the two bolts at the end of

the plank being received into the notches in the piece of

wood, and these bolts are then put through the holes ZZ of

V\v long plank. In building the angle wall, it is necessary,

that





i
•
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that the vertical joints formed between each mould should

not be over one another, but arranged in the same manner

as the joints of brickwork ; this is accomplished by making

the lower course of wall upon the brickwork only half the

length of the mould, which is done by placing the end board

G of the mould in the middle of it. The next course over

this is to be made the whole length of the mould, the next

one only half, and so on, as shown in the figure.

The model of the frame in possession of the Society is

made to a scale of an inch to a foot. The frame at large

is made of 1^ hich deal, ploughed and tongued together;

the bolts and pins or keys of iron, as are also the plates on

the holes in the sides of the frame. These plates are put

to prevent the keys from cutting into the wood, and the

holes from gulling and wearing.

This sort of mould is calculated for making walls either Method of

fourteen or sixteen inches thick, and the model (or per- e^w^Ldrl "

spective view of it in the distance of plate II) shows how

the mould is to be applied for making the corner of a build-

ing of the sixteen inch wall ; the same moulds may be ap-

plied for a fourteen inch wall, //being the outer sides, FH
the inner sides. When employed for straight walls, or

making good between the corners of buildings, the two re-

turns of the frames are used in pairs, //"and F H make two

sets of frames. The board marked G must be of width

equal to the thickness of the walls to be made, and is for

the purpose of stopping the earth, and making ends or

jambs to doors or windows, or wherever wanted. The piece

of wood P is two inches thick, and is for the purpose of

making out the external sides of the moulds, from a four-

teen inch to a sixteen inch wall : by introducing this piece

between the two sides //", and putting the fixed iron pins

in the outer holes Z Z, and taking away the blocks under

the heads of the outer bolts, the sides of the frame will then

be sixteen inches, as under, and thereby adapted for a six-

teen inch wall. Fig. E are pieces of wood about l^-inch

square, and cut to the length of the thickness of the wall,

and are for gauges to be applied on the top of the bolt,

to keep the keys from drawing the sides too close toge-
ther.
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Method of In beginning the wall, some of them are necessary at the

en wills

tarth*
bottom > the more n>nnly to support the frame Ml the brick

or stone work. They are then worked into the wall, and,

after the frame is taken down, driven out. After the lirst

course, they are only necessary to the top irons, and may be

taken out as soon as the earth is rammed up near them, so

that no holes are left in the upper courses of the wall, more

than the bolt holes.

When these frames are used, one side is placed in such a

direction, that the front or end may be required to be taken

away, and then by means of the angular iron brace K, the

other return is sure to stand at right angles with the first.

Care should then be taken, in the first course, to set the

sides level, that being done, the other upper courses, from

the nature of the frames, and manner of using them, must

of course come upright and level without any particular

care, and a wall properly begun cannot well get wrong.
After the first course of a building is done, the moulds

should be moved to another, and so on till all the courses

are up, and as the top holes of each preceding course become

the bottom holes in the succeeding ones, no difficulty will

be found in fixing the mould after the first course is properly

done.

Fig. 6 shows the iron pin and staples that keep the inter-

nal angle of the frame together. K, fig. 4, is an iron stay

to set the returns at right angles. This is only wanted

where other means of setting the building square is not to

be obtained.

•

Having described the frame, and means of applying it

generally, it may be necessary to observe the following par-
ticulars in the process. Having carried, one course round

the building, it frequently happens that ihe top thereof be-

comes too dry to attach to the next succeeding course; and

therefore it is advisable, that, as soon as the frame is set for

the succeeding course, a small quantity of thick grout,

composed of 4- lime, and £ earth, be poured on the top of

each course, immediately before the first layer of earth is

put in. A very small quantity is sufficient, and will add

much to the strength of the work, by cementing the cours s

well together at the joints. The workman should also, with

the
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the corner of his rammer, in ramming home to the upright

joints, cut down a little of that part of the wall, up to

which he works; this will make the upright joints key toge-

ther, and unite in a solid manner. Having thus proceeded
and got up the walls, the next thing will be to stop the bolt

holes, with mortar made } lime and J earth the same as the

wall.

The earth proper for this work should be neither sand nor Earth proper

clay, but partaking of both. Clay is particularly objection-
for the Pur-

able, as is also chalk, or calcareous earth of any sort. Sand

is also not proper, unless accompanied with some binding

quality : the bolder and coarser the sort of earth the better.

When used, it should retain no more moisture than just to

make it adhere together, under the pressure of the thumb
and finger. Notwithstanding earths bordering on sand ap-

pear to make the strongest work, nevertheless good earths

may often be found in parts that do not abound with sand.

Those that abound with a mixture of grit or fine gravel are

generally the best. Having provided proper earth, as much
should be put in each layer as to form about an inch and

half when compressed by ramming.
The rammer X should not be more than half an inch The rammer,

wide on the edge, in order that it may more forcibly com-

press every part of the earth, which a flat rammer would

not do so well.

In making the walls, about three inches in thickness of Composition

loose earth should be put in each course, which done, the of tixe wal1*

same, by means of a trowel made for the purpose, is drawn

back and cleared from the face of the wall, and the space
then tilled up with the facing composition, forming on an

average about one inch in thickness; the whole then is firmly

rammed, (in which, and properly preparing the facing

stuff, much depends the perfection of the work,) till it is

quite hard, when it will be compressed to about one inch

and a half in thickness. The common facing stuff is com-

posed of lime one part, and earth, the same sort as used for

walling, three parts. The lime and earth mixed and slacked

together, the same as for mortar. The more it is slacked

and wetted the better, provided time can be allowed for it

again to dry and pulverize, so as to be fit for ramming. The

better
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better sort of facing stuff may have a small quantity more

of lime in it.

Foundation. The foundation should be of brick or stone, carried up
nine inches above the ground ; and if a plinth is to be shown,

then one course above the same should be of brick or stone,

to prevent the water that might lodge on the plinth from

damaging the earth wall.

Season for The proper season for performing this work is any time

that the earth is to be procured sufficiently dry for the pur-*

pose; the more early in the season the better, in order to

give it time to dry before finishing, or if late it would be ad*

visable not to finish till the year after it is built.

Windows and Windows and doors may be left in the walls wherever
doors.

wanted, by fixing the head of the moulds and carrying up

quoins to form the same : in erecting which some bond tim-

ber should be laid in coarse mortar and rammed in with the

earth. Lintels may also be laid at the proper height. This

method is cheapest, where only one window or door of a size

is wanted, but if many, the readiest way would be to make
some rough frames of boards of width equal to the thickness

of the walls, and place them in the situation of the windows

and doors. When done the earth is rammed up to them,

laying bond timber at the sides and lintels over them. In

both cases the windows and door frames are to be put in

their places, and fastened to the bond timber, after the wall

is up. The bond timber, lintel, and plates, should i>e kept

as thin as possible, in order to prevent any disagreement
between the earth and timber in the shrinking or drying of

the same. The bond timber about 4 inches by *|; floor or

wall plates 6 inches by 2 ; lintels about 4 inches thick ; and

it may be worthy of notice, that any slabs or rough stuffmay
be used, the earth being sure to ram close to it and keep it

io place.

Finishing of For common cottages, when the whole of the walls are up
ordinary wor .

a|j(j covered in, the holes should be stopped with very coarse

mortar, made the same as the facing stuff, but used wetter,

and the wall then lime-washed over with lime and sharp

sand, which should be made up in small quant'rtes and used

while hot. This may readily be done by adding a knob of

lime and sand a little at a time as it is used.

For
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For better kind of cottages the better sort of facing stuff Finishing of

may be used, and then, as before, the whole lime-whited ; or

if it be required to make the finishing as perfect as possible,

the following is the best mode, viz. with water and a brush

thoroughly wet and soak the face of the wall for two or three

yards in superficies at a time ; all which part, during the

said wetting, should be continually rubbed and worked about

with a hand float, till such time the face is rubbed smooth

and even, by which the facing composition will so wash up
as to become a pleasant regular colour, the face smooth and

hard when dry, and not liable to scale off as a coat of plas-

tering would do. This finishing will be still improved by a

small quantity of lime being put into the water used for soak-

ing the face : and if, after the wall is well soaked and rub-

bed, as abovementioned, there be thrown thereon with a

brush some lime and sand, (such as is used for lime-whiting,)

and this also worked into the face; the face will then be-

come as perfect and hard as stucco.

Having explained the frames as constructed by me for

performing earth walling, as also the manner of finishing it*

I beg leave to lay before the Society some observations on

these, compared with the original French means and man-

ner of performing the same, as described in the first volume

of Communications to the Board of Agriculture.

The sides of the frames, as formerly constructed, were OrlginalFrenck

supported on joists or cross pieces of timber, which pieces

were cut into the top of each course of walling. The sides

were then kept together by upright timbers framed Into the

cross pieces or joists, and the tops of the upright pieces were

wristed and held together by ropes going across the frame

from one side to the other. In consequence of this con- Its inconveni-

struction, by experience I found much labour was lost in
ences *

cutting the channels to lay the cross pieces in. These ehan- *

nels, after the buildings were up, took labour and materials

to fill them in, and rendered the walls less strong. Also the

difficulty of getting the frame rightly placed every time it

was moved, and the elasticity of the rope across the top,

made the whole very imperfect, so much so that all work

done in that manner was untrue and unsound ; as the rope,

however tight it might be strained, would yield to a certain

Vol. XXVI.—May, 1810. F degree
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degree. The labour of moving was great, and when the

frames were set, the cross ropes and uprights above thesidei

were much ill the way of the workmen.

Advantages of On examining the model I have the honour to send, it

t ie new mo e.
jnay ^e seen, that these frames being once set true, they re-

quire very Little care afterward : being kept together by
iron bolts no elasticity can occur, and the earth will be as

firmly compressed, as if rammed between two walls. No

cutting away for cross pieces is required, nor any holes but

the small bolt holes to make good ; and as nothing sticks up
above the frames, the workman cannot be impeded. In

consequence of these alterations the work may be more

cheaply and truly executed than with the old sort of

frame.

Previously to entering into the expense of this sort of

work, or my conceptions as to its advantage,, it may be ne-

cessary briefly to state whence such are collected.

Trial of the old About sixteen or eighteen years ago, the late Duke of

mode, Bedford directed a foreigner, who was then making some

walls in Lancashire, to come and make some specimens here;

and wishing to know how far it might be usefully introduced,

I was directed to give attention, and every aid, to the man

employed. Accordingly frames of the old sort were made,

exactly like those before described, and with them some

specimens being made, the man returned. These specimens
I considered were very bad walling, and in attending to the

execution thereof, seeing sufficient room for improvement,

and of the new. I was directed farther to practice it. Frames were then con-

structed like the model, and several walls erected, among
which were some cottages now standing, and lastly, the

house I now live in. This has been bwilt about twelve

years, and is a sufficient proof of the utility of the practice :

the house being as close, warm, and dry in the walls, as if

built of any materials whatever.

Expense. With regard to the expense of the walls of this sort, as la-

bour is the principal part of the expense, and as in some

places labour is dearer than in others, the best mode of

estimating it at different places will be from the quantity

that a man should do in a dav, and which I have found to

be
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be 1^ yard superficial, in the common day's labour of ten

hours.

At this place the expense may be estimated as follows :

£ a d>

Labour to making facing composition, fitting in and

ramming to a 16-inch wall, where the earth is at

hand (labourer's wages being Is. Wd. per day)

per yard >,uperficial
* *••• 2 2

Value of lime used in the composition rammed

into the face of a yard superficial (lime being 8c/.

per bushel) •••• 3

Lime and labour to rubbing up and finishing the

outside face of the wall • • • • • • • 3

Total finished and faced on one side 2 8

If a wall to a garden or otherways, and finished

and faced on both sides, then add • » « • • • 8

Total for walls finished on both sides .... 3 4

At this place the value of a yard of brick-work is more

than ten shillings, of walling only 14 inches thick, the

bricks being 425. per 1000, and lime 8rf. per bushel ; con-

sequently the ceconomy of the pise must appear ; and the

same difference will be found in any other place where lime

and bricks bear the same price* and proper earth can be

found at hand. But as attempting this sort of work, where

it is not applicable, or improperly doing it, so as to lead to

failure, may prevent its introduction where it would be use-

ful, I shall endeavour to point out any precautions that have

struck me, and every thing that has appeared to make

ftgainst it.

Many persons have supposed, and it has been asserted, All rtr.h will

that almost any earth will do, but such is certainly very er- ,i«* t*»

roneous; for proj er earth cannot in all places be found,

and it being difficult to describe it, or to be sure when it is

found, it seems advisab.e, before the entering en any consi*

derable work, that the experimentalist should first do a small

F 2 piece,
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Prf-rious trial
piece, and let it stand with the top only covered for a winter

recommended. ,

at I Post.

Requirescare J t |, ns before been observed, that the excellence of the

work depends on its having doe compression, as well as be-

in*^ of proper soil. If the compression be not perfect, al-

though the soil be good, the walls will be unsound ; and

unfortunately it so happens, that when a wall is built and

badly rammed, its imperfection cannot readily be observed ;

and farther, the defect is likely only to be found but by its

failure. Fience arises the greatest bar to its general intro-

duction ; for, as it requires considerable labour to build a

wall, it requires exertion to do it in proper season ; and if

the labourer be employed to do the work by task, it be-

comes his interest to get oil and do it slightly, and if

done bv dav, it will not advance so rapidlv ; consequently,

and attentive in cither way, it will require great attention tiom a careful

overlooking, overlooker.

The saving in From the foregoing comparative statement of pise against
expanse solely brickwork, persons unacquainted with building are inclined
in the walls.

to suppose, that the whole expense of the building will be in

proportion thereto ; contrary to this it only effects the wall-

ing,
—the roof, floor, &c, remaining the same as before,

excepting as it may reduce the quantity of bond timber and

lime used in plastering the inside ; this latter is less than

when plastered on brickwork, the face of the wall being so

much truer than brickwork.

A working drawing, on a scale of one inch to a foot, is

left with the Society, for the inspection of any person in-

clined to construct the apparatus.

XIII.

Curious Property of the Toad. Communicated by a Cor-

: , respondent.

•

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

SIR,

^MONG the many curious accounts that I have read of

the 'load, 1 never met with the following fact.

A person
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A person in the neighbourhood of Maidstone, who manu- The toad capa-

factu res brown paper, informed me. last summer, while 1 .

co sustain"
1

.

r
ing very g'cat

was observing his people at work, that he had frequently pressure.

placed a toad in the midst of the pile of sheets to be pressed,

and always found it alive and well on takiogitout, although ^»>iT f^
it must liave sustained, with the paper, a pressure equiva- .ma.iti»m

lent to several tons ; but a frog could never survive tlie same

degree of pressure. I searched a long time for a toad, to

see the experiment myself ;
but it was a very warm day,

and I was unable to lind one, till after -the men had left

work.

I am, Sir,
:^_

Y^our obliged,

March 25th, 1810. A. M.

.MOO

XIV.
<vxq

Communications on the Mode of Action of the Galvanic Pile

announced. By J. A. De Luc, Esq. F. R. S. fyc.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

Silt,

jL OUR kindness in admitting into your celebrated Jour- Discoveries

nal some former papers of mine induces me to offer vou concerning the
.

,

J action of the
some others ; tts my Aiew to bring to the knowledge of natu- galvanic pile

ral philosophers my discoveries concerning the Mode of Ac- announced.

tion of the Galvanic Fife will be as effectually accomplished

by that channel, as through the Phil. Trans, of the Royal

Society, into which (I know not why) they have net been

admitted. The following is a short account of what has

passed on this occasion.

In January 180G, I had the honour of presenting to the Two works on

Royal Society two works, connected with each other, under 1!^turai philo-

the titles of, Introduction a la P/tys. terrcstre par les Fluides ed ioUTr^--
expansibles, and TraiU elementaire sur h Fluide electro-«cl- al Society,

vanique, which works I wrote at Berlin during my stay in

that place, and which were printed at Paris; the latter of

them contains a Process of Analysis of the Galvanic Pile,

which
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which, on account of my design to make geological obser-

vations in various parts of Germany, I had left unfinished,

in hope that this process would be followed by some experi-

mental philosopher ; which however has not been the case,

and a paper on On my return to Windsor, where I had resumed this rich
gavam>m.

analysis, I saw, in Part I of the Phil. Trans, for 1807, a

Bakerian Lecture of Mr. Davy, On some Chemical Agencies

of Electricity, read the 20th of Nov. 1806; in which, inter-

mixed with very ingenious experiments and important dis-

coveries in practical chemistry, I found some principles laid

down as foundations of a theory* which had already been op-

posed by the experiments related in the last of the above-

mentioned works, deposited in the Royal Society's library

the beginning of the same year. This engaged me to follow

more closely the analysis which I had resumed, and, having

completed it, I wrote a paper on this subject, which was

presented to the Royal Society the 30th of May, 1808.

This abridged. Having heard that this paper had not been read, and be-

ing told, that it was on account of its length, I took an op-

portunity of seeing Sir Jos, Banks at Windsor in the begin-

ning of 1809, to beg of him, that th}3 paper should be sent

back to me, in order that I might contract it, which he did

very obligingly. One of the abbreviations that I adopted

was to suppress the application of my experiments to Mr.

Davy's theory ; and by this and other omissions, having re-

duced my paper to twenty-three pages, I sent it again to the

Royal Society the 25th of Feb. 1809.

Chemical ef- One of the important results of the experiments con-

fers ofthe pile gained in this paper is, that, in the Galvanic Pile, the che-
ieparable from f , _ l

•
• '«'«.•''* , • , i ,

the electrical, mical effects can be separated from the electrical; and that

New meteoro- the latter lead to a new meteorological instrument, very
logical mstru.

desirable for the knowledge of atmospheric phenomena.

This object I followed subsequently to the first presentation

of my paper, and on the 7th of March 1809, I presented to

the Royal Society another paper under this title : On the

Electric Column, avid Aerial Electroscope.

Publication of Tie following summer, I received a letter, dated from
the papers de- fa £par tmen ts f the Royal Society the 6th of July, signed

Ruyal Society. Humphry Davy, S. R. S. Saying: that the Committee of

Papers, although they did not think it proper to publish my
papers
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papers at present, had directed that they be deposited in the

Archives of the Society. And at the same time I was in-

formed, thai this had been decided from the minutes only

of the Secretary Dr. Wollaston, -which certainly could not

give a sufficient knowledge of papers consisting ofdescriptions

of experiments and of immediate results. Therefore, at the

next meeting of the Royal Society, I sent to the President a

petition to the Committee, dated the 5th of Nov. 1 809, in

which, founded on the above circumstance, 1 claimed arevisal

of their decision, by judging of the papers themselves. But

soon after this petition was sent* I was assured, that, what-

ever might be my reasons for the claim of a revisal, I should

not obtain it, the Committee never changing their first reso-

lution ; and this proved to be the case, as I was informed on

the 25th of December. I wrote the 28th, begging that the

drawings annexed to these papers should be lent me, in or-

der to have them engraven, as I meant to publish my papers

myself; but to this day I remain without an answer.

In the mean time I had made no secret of my discoveries. Electric co-

I had communicated the electric column and its construction lumn.

to many experienced philosophers, and in particular, being

in London in July 1 808, I showed it to Mr. Davy. From

this, and the reading the minutes both in the Royal Society

and in the Committee, the construction and phenomena of

the electric co/uwm are much known, and it has been execut-

ed by many experienced philosophers. Thus, a publication

of this instrument by me wilt at present be deprived of the

merit of novelty ; but onjy with respect to its immediate

and surprising phenomena : for the chief importance of the

electric column is its connection with the galvanic pile,

hitherto consigned only to my detained papers and to the

memory of thpse of my friends, to whom I have explain-

ed it.

In proposing to you, Sir, to be the channel through The subject

which natural philosophers at large may be informed f promised in a

, , , «* 11. more minute
these discoveries, 1 do not intend to otter you the publica- state.

tjon of these papers, as they were sent to the Royal Society ;

for they had been composed during the progress of my ex-

periments, which produced a form at present not so conve-

nient. The progress of discoveries is always interesting in

the
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the history of science; and with respect to this object, my
papers, deposited in the archives of the Society, may certify
the date of the steps; which however were not completed,
for since that time I have carried them farther. Therefore,

for your Journal, if you accept my offer, I shall take the

subject as it now stands, dividing it under three heads :

Analysis of the Galvanic Pile.-—Production of an Instru-

ment ghMng spontaneous signs of Electricity', without chemi-

cal Effects.
—Analysis of the Electric Machine, compared

with that Instrument.

If you are disposed, Sir, to undertake this publication, I

shall not have recourse to any other method of giving these

experiments to the public. You may insert this letter iu

your next number, in order to announce the subject ; for

the following number, you shall have the tirst of the above

papers, and the others in monthly succession. To each pa-

per a drawing will be annexed, but I shall make these as

simple as possible.

I shall be very happy to have with you this new connexion,
and I remain, Sir,

Your obedient humble servant,

Windsort D£ LUC.
^d March, 1810.

Annotation.—This letter is inserted at the request of the

learned author, to whom I have answered, that I shall be

happy to pay every attention to his communications, which

ysy duty as a Journalist, and the nature and importance of

those writings, may demand. W. N.

XV.

Observations on Galvanic Batteries. In a Letter from Mr.
Charles Sylvester.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

Dear Sir, Derby, April 17th, 1810.

Facts in the ar- JL HE article Galvanism, which I had the honour to

^Nkhl^n"! write ior the Encyclopaedia lately published by you, coiw

tains
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tains some facts which had not before appeared in print* observed by

and, consequently, were not backed by any specified au.*
Mr* Sylvester,

thority. As the authenticity of therri might on this account

be questioned^ I beg to state, through the medium of your

Journal, that they were developed during a series of expe-

riments, iu which I was engaged several years ago, and

have been very frequently exhibited in my lectures upon
the subject, la my present communication, I shall take

the opportunity of recording one or two others, which did

not occur to me at the time 1 wrote that article, and which,

in a practical point of view, may not be deemed altogether

unimportant.
About three years since, I devoted some time to the in- Battery with

'

vestigation of the subject of galvanic batteries, and have metals «e-

.

J ii • i , , parated by glass
now in my possession one made at that period ; the cells of plates

which are formed with glass plates, so as to allow the plates

of metal to be taken out and put in at pleasure. A similar

plan is at present in use, and these batteries are said to pos* -

sess the advantage of exposing double the surface of the

common ones. I did not find this the case by any means,
in my inquiry into the subject, and it was under this idea,

that I did not persevere in the discovery. The reason I give has not double
for these batteries not having double power is, that two of the power of

the surfaces of each pair of plates are not contiguous. I
e common

have since that time obviated this evil, and hope very soon

to give yon an account of a battery, considerably more im-

proved in construction. A fact, which furnishes a useful Fact apparent-
lesson upon this point, is the following: let two wine glasses 'y proving, that

be nearly filled with dilute muriatic acid ; and afterward LcVshould he

immerse in them an arc composed of a piece of zinc and a greater- than

piece of copper wire; the zinc being in one vessel, and the

copper in the other. Tf another arc, formed of similar

wires, be then plunged into the glasses, in a reversed order,

observing that the arcs do not touch each other, a very rapid

decomposition will take place, and hidrogen will be evolved

from each of the copper wires. Let one of the above arcs

be now removed, and the connexion be made by means of
an arc consisting of one metal only; the copper wire of the

compound arc will be seen still to afford bubbles of hidrogen,
but in much less quantity. Instead of this simple arc, em-

. ploy
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ploy next a slip of copper of a conical shape; and on re-

versing it, a very striking difference will be observed. When
the small end of it is placed in the glass containing the zinc

wire, no greater effect will be apparent, if it present nearly
the same surface, than when the copper wire was used as

the connecter ; but, when the broad end occupies the same

situation, the effect in decomposing water will be found in-

creased to a very considerable degree. This experiment

appears to prove, that the copper surface, in galvanic bat-

teries, ought to be greater than the zinc surface, in order to

produce the greatest possible effect.

Eflcets of a I shall conclude my present letter by mentioning a curi-

rv interacted
ous anomaty w *tn respect to the agency of mercury in gal-

ley a coating of ranic combinations, which I do not recollect to have before

JJJJy
' & e

seen noticed. For the purpose of showing the decomposi-
tion of water by galvanism, I have been accustomed to

employ wires of various metals connected with zinc, using
dilute muriatic acid as the oxidating medium ; and have

found silver, copper, bismuth, cobalt, arsenic, as well as

many others, answer the purpose extremely well. In mak-

ing the experiment at one of my lectures some time ago,

however, I was surprised to find, that the usual effects were

not produced, and was very long at a loss to conceive, what

could be the cause of so curious a circumstance. By an

attentive examination of the phenomena, I perceived, that

the wire which ought to have furnished the hidrogen had

become coated with a white matter, which, on subsequent

research, proved to be mercury, and had been obtained

which arose from the reduction of corrosive sublimate, which entered,
fio** *e »«»-

as an impurity, into the composition of the muriatic acid

contaminated I had employed. Since that period, the accident has hap-
by corrosive

pene(j to me twice, in distant places, from the same cause ;
sublimate. p

.

' r
. ,

^v .

.. a fact, which seems to point out corrosive sublimate as a
This impurity

* ...
wore common more frequent ingredient in marine acid, than might be at

t*an:suspccted. first suspected. This experiment contributes to the support
of an opinion, that galvanic effects are not entirely depend-
ent upon the relative oxidubility of the metals employed, as

has been hitherto generally supposed; for although, in the

ab*>vc case, the quicksilver was nearly as oxidable as the

metal
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metal which it coated, yet the activity of the galvanic in-

fluence was interrupted,

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

CHARLES SYLVESTER.

XVI.

Remarks on Professor Leslie's Doctrine of radiant Heat;

with Experiments to show, that Caloric can pass through

transparent Media without heating them. By J. D. MAY-
COCK, Esq.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
SIR,

LTHOUGH the most approved systematical writers Dense media

on chemistry have not adopted the opinions "of Mr. Leslie,
suPPosed »m-

Ju • u- u •,-.
• r + perv.ous to ra-

respecting the manner in which an equilibrium of .tempera- dialing heat,

ture is preserved among distant bodies, they have conceived

the result of his experiments sufficient to prove, that dense

media are impervious to caloric radiated from surfaces arti-

ficially heated.

I shall not enter into a minute examination of the merits and caloric to

of the hypothesis, proposed in the " Experimental Inquiry,"
raise dietem-

for explaining what is commonly termed the radiation of every medium

caloric; but shall content myself with reminding you, that il Passes

it rests entirely on a supposition, that caloric passes through
no medium without first raising its temperature: the truth

of which Mr. Leslie considers as proved by the effects of

different skreens interposed, in his experiments, between

the thermometer and the source of heat. But as in the ex-

periments alluded to no regard was paid to time, I hold all

reasonings founded on them as fallacious and unsatisfac-

tory; and having myself obtained results, which favour

opinions very opposite to those advanced by the learned pro-

fessor, I take the liberty of communicating them to you.

Exp. 1. I placed two metallic reflectors, 12 inches dia- Experiments

meter, and 5J in. focal distance, fronting each other, and to Prove the

. contrary.
30 in. distant; I brought a differential thermometer into

the
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the focus of one, a lighted candle into the focus of the other

reflector. In two minutes the thermometer fluid rose 63*.

This [ determined by taking the mean of six experiments,
the results of which, from attention to the burning of the

candle, were very nearly alike.

I procured three skreens; one of painted glass, one of

painted tin (both black), the other of plain glass. They
served for the following experiments.

Exp. 2. Exp. 2. I placed a skreen stand midway between the

two reflectors. On this I fixed the painted glass skreen ;

in two minutes the thermometer rose 2°: repeated, 2°: re-

peated, ]|°.

Exp. 3. Exp. 3. I exchanged the painted glass for the paiuted
tin. Jn two minutes the thermometer rose 1|°: repeated,

11°: repeated, if.

Exp. 4. Exp, 4. Having removed the painted tin, and interposed

the plain glass, the thermometer rose in two minutes 25°:

repeated, 26°: repeated, 254°.

Exp. 5. Exp. 5, The apparatus remaining as in the preceding

experiments, and the glass skreen resting on the stand,

when the thermometer had fallen to zero, I brought the

lighted candle into the focus of the first reflector; the ther-

mometry fluid mounted in two minutes to 24°. I removed

the candle, but left the skreen. The thermometer did not

rise in the slightest degree, and in 30" it had fallen 3°; in

45", 8°; in 6o", 12°; in 75", 14°; in 90", i6°; in 105", 18°;

and in 2', |ft*J

Exp. 6. Exp, 6. I substituted the painted for the plain glass.

In two minutes the thermometer was at 1^°. I removed the

candle, the skreen remaining on the stand ; in one minute

the thermometer rose 1 -V* more, and after a short time it be-

gan to fall.

Exp. 7. Exp, 7. Having fixed the blackened glass skreen on the

stand, I brought into the focus of the first reflector a 7oz.

flask, containing A~ oz. of a boiling mixture of sulphuric

acid and water, the boiling point of which was somewhere

between 450° au'J 500° Fah. In two minutes the thermo-

meter rose \\
n
. *i removed the flask—the thermometer con-

tinued to rise until at l|° of the scale.

Fxp. 8. Exp. 8. I interposed the plain instead of the painted

glass
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glass. In two minutes the thermometer was up to 2^*. t

removed the hot flask ; the thermometer did not experience

any farther rise, and in two minutes it had fallen 7 .

Exp. 9. A 7 oz. flask of boiling water being used as the Exp. 9.

source of heat, I found, that plain glass transmitted caloric

as 7 to painted glass as 5 ; and that, after the hot flask was

removed, the effect of the black glass skreen was to that of

the plain glass as 15 to 13.

Exp. 10. Having painted one side of a pane of glass Exp. 10,

black, I placed it on the skreen stand with its blackened

surface next to the candle. In two minutes the thermome-

ter rose 2'3°.

Exp. 11. I opposed the clean surface of the same skreen Exp. II*

to the hot body. In two minutes the thermometer stood at

3-8°.

Exp. 12. I removed one of the reflectors, and found, EXp, 12.

that, without the skreen was very near to the source of heat,

no sensible effect was produced on the thermometer in two

minutes. The skreen stand being situate one inch from the

hot body, glass did not appear to transmit caloric better

than any other medium.

Before I attempt to draw any conclusions from the pre- Objections**

ceding experiments, I think it necessary to anticipate some sweMd-

objections, which may possibly be urged to the manner, in

which the most striking were made.

The inequality of neat produced by the combustion of
inequality of

a candle may be thought a very fertile source of errour :
the heat of*

and I am ready to allow, that the flame of a candle could

not with propriety be employed to determine minute differ-

ences in the temperature of the thermometer. But the

differences I observed were very far from being minute,

and the experiments, as often as repeated, afforded similar

results.

The burning candle will be deemed particularly objec- Thatligtitii

tionable by all those who contend, that light itself is pos- supposed to i«

,

R r
heating,

sessed of a heating property. It would be entirely foreign
to my present purpose, to attempt a refutation of this purely

hypothetical opinion. I would however avail myself of the

excellent experiments of Dr. Herschel, which show, that

the heat excited by the different prismatic rays is in no de-

gree
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gree proportioned to their illuminating power, the greatest
effect on the thermometer being produced half an inch be-

yond the visible spectrum. Indeed Dr. Herschel*8 several

papers, published in the Ph. Trans, for 1800, render it, at

least, extremely probable, that the colorific rays themselves

do not affect the temperature of bodies. Now it is matter

of little consequence, whether we terra the invisible heat-

making rays light or caloric. If we are pleased to call them

light, we must yet admit, that they are invisible ; and can-

not therefore, because the candle's flame is luminous, object

to its being used as a source of heat in experiments on ra-

diant caloric.

or may be It may still be urged, that, although light, strictly so

der bodies called, is not possessed of a heating property, yet its asso-

more pervious ciation with caloric may cause this agent to pass through

media, which under other circumstances would be impervi-
ous to it. It is only possible to conceive the transmission of

caloric through dense media to be facilitated by its associa-

tion with light, by supposing an attraction to be exerted by
these fluids for each other. But all the phenomena of

phosphorescence show, that the very opposite to attraction,

namely repulsion, prevails between light and caloric. All

objections, however, to the source of heat will be removed,
when we consider, that the experiments in which the flask

with a boiling mixture of sulphuric acid and water was used

afforded results similar to those obtained from the combus-

tion of a candle.

(To be concluded in our next.J
+—>

,

|

i

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

AWernerian
Natural History Society.

T the meeting of this Society on the 10th of March,
Siroatian the Rev. Dr. Macknight read a paper on the mineralogy of

Strontian and Ben Nevis. The rocks which compose the

districts of Strontian are mica slate, gneiss, and granite;
and the lead-glance, which occurs in gneis6, is associated

with iron-pyrites, cross-stone, calc-spar, foliated zeolite,

andBenNe\Lv strontian, and heavy-spar. Ben Nevis is an overlying mas-
sive formation, which rests on gneiss and mica-slate, ap-

proaching in some places to clay-slate. In this formation,

compact feldspar is the leading ingredient. The inferior

Uias* consists of sieuite, passing from the simple-gianular to-

the
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the granular-porphyrittc; arid the upper portion of the

mountain, comprehending the summit, with about 1400 feet

of the perpendicular hieght below it, is composed of a dark-

coloured rock, which for the most part is porphyritic, and
seems to be intimately allied in its characters to compact
feldspar. This appears from the gradual transition of the

one substance into the other, which is distinctly observed

under the tremendous precipice of Ben Nevis to the N. E.,
and demonstrates the identity and continuity of the whole
formation. The colouring matter appears to be hornblende

intimately mixed with the substance of the rock. At first

view the whole might have been considered as a formation

of clink stone and porphyry-slate. But a more minute in-

vestigation discovers many oryctognostic characters of dis-

tinction from these substances, which are less crystalline,
and belong to a more recent era of formation.

At the same meeting, Dr. Arthur Edmonstone read an Zetland sheep.
account of the peculiarities of the Zetland sheep, with re-

marks on their diseases. And the Secretary read a commu-
nication from Lieut. Col. Imrie, describing a vein of green- Vein of green-

stone, which occurs in Glenco, and which appears to have stone inCle«cv\

been overlooked in the mineralogical descriptions of that

district. m i

The establishment of societies for the promotion and dif- Literary and

fusion of knowledge by reading and conversation, wherever philosophic**

circumstances admit them, cannot fail to promote the gene* rj

Cl

^
y at

ral interests of science, and I am happy therefore to an-
a° Wy*

nounce the formation of a Literary and Philosophical So-

ciety at Hackney. The object of this society is not con-
fined to the purchase of books, the use of which the mem-
bers are allowed at their own houses; but its plan extends to

procuring philosophical instruments, and patronising lectures

on philosophical subjects, as soon as the state of its funds
will permit. A weekly meeting is likewise to be Li;d for

literary conversations, and reading such papers as the society

may be favoured with. The subjects for conversation, or
books for the library, comprehend the mathematics, natural

philosophy, natural history, chemistry, polite literature, an-

tiquities, history, biography, questions of general law and

policy, commerce and the arts ; but topics of religion, the

practical branches of law and physic, and the politics of the

day, are excluded. Its commencement has been very aus-

picious, hi

A new edition of Dr. Henry's Chemistry is in the press. New edition cf

As the late grand discoveries of Mr. Davy have wrought
Dr- Henry's

extraordinary changes in the face of the science, the preseat
chem,stT-

may be considered almost as a new work, from the various
alterations that have been necessary, and the great additions

required to detail and explain the progress that has been
made. It will now extend to two volumes, which are print-
ing with all possible expedition.
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ARTICLE I.

On the Volcanoes of Jorulio ; by Alexander Humboldt*.

JL HE grand catastrophe in which this volcanic mountain Large bill

issued from the earth, and by which the face of a consi-
th

r
ownu

.
p ya

11
volcano m

derable extent of ground was totally altered, was perhaps 1759.

one of the most extensive physical changes, that the history

of our globe exhibits. Geology points out spots in the

ocean, where, within the last two thousand years, volcanic

islets have arisen above the surface of the sea, as near the

Azores, in the Archipelago, and on the south of Iceland:

but it records no instance of a mountain of scoriae and

ashes, 517 niet. [063 yards} above the old level of the

neighbouring plains, suddenly formed in the centre of a

thousand small burning cones, thirty-six leagues from the

seashore, [and forty-two leagues from any other volcano.

This phenomenon remained unknown to the mineralogists

and natural philosophers of Europe, though it took place

* Extracted from his Essay on New Spain. Journal tie Physique,
toI. LXIX, p. 149.

Vol. XXVI. No. 117.—-June, 1810. G but
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but fifty years ago, and within six days journey of the capi-
tal of Mexico.

Country de- Descending from the central flat toward the coasts of the
scribed.

Pacific ocean, a vast plain extends from the hills of Agiia-
sarco to the villages of Toipa, and Patatlan, equally cele-

lebrated for their fine cotton plantations. Between the

picachos del Mortero and the cerras dp las Cuevas and de

Cuiche, this plain is only from 750 to 800 met. [820 to 880

yards] above the level of the sea. Basaltic hills rise in the

midst of a country, in which porphyry with base of green-
stone predominates. Their summits are crowned with oaks

always in verdure, and the foliage of laurels and olives in-

termingled with dwarf fan palms. This beautiful vegeta-

tion forms a singular contrast with the arid plain, which

has been laid waste by vojcanic fire.

A fertile plain To the middle of the eighteenth century fields of sugar-

canes and indigo extended between two rivulets, called Cui-

timba and San Pedro. They were skirted by basaltic

mountains, the structure of which seems to indicate, that

all the country, in remote periods, has several times expe-
rienced the violent action of volcanoes. These fields, irri-

gated by art, belonged to the estate of San Pedro de Jo-

rullo (Xorullo, or Juvriso), one of the largest and most

Shaken by an valuable in the country. In the month of June, 1759, fear-

earthquake, fu j rumrJling noises were accompanied with frequent shocks

of an earthquake, which succeeded each other at intervals

for fifty or sixty days, and threw the inhabitants of the es-

tate into the greatest consternation. From the beginning
of the month of September, every thing seemed perfectly

quiet, when in the night of the 28th of that month a terri-

ble subterranean noise was heard anew. The frightened

Indians fled to the mountains of Aguasarco. A space of

and a hill rais- three or four square miles, known by the name of Mai pays,
edonit.

rose jn tne sr,ape of a bladder. The boundaries of this

risiug are still distinguishable in the ruptured strata. The

Mai pays towards the edge is only 12 met. [13 yards] above

the former level of the plain, called las playas de Jorullo;

but the convexity of the ground increases progressively
1 toward the centre, till it reaches the height of iGO met.

[175 yards].

They
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They who witnessed this grand catastrophe from the top The event de-

of Aguasarco assert, that they saw flames issue out of the Stnbed *

ground for the space of more than half a league square;

that fragments of red hot rocks were thrown to a prodigious

height : and that through a thick cloud of ashes, illumined

by the volcanic tire, and resembling a stormy sea, the soft-

ened crust of the earth was seen to swell up. The rivers

of Cuitiroba and San Pedro then precipitated themselves

into the burning- crevices. The decomposition of the water

contributed to reanimate the flames, which were percepti-

ble at the city of Pascuoro, though standing- on a very wide

plain 1400 met. [1530 yards] above the level of the playas

de Jorullo. Eruptions of mud, particularly of the strata

of clay including decomposed nodules of basaltes with con-

centric layers, seem to prove, that subterranean waters had

no small part in this extraordinary revolution. Thousands

of small cones, only two or three yards high, which the

Indians call ovens, issued from the raised dome of the Mal-

pays. Though the heat of these volcanic ovens has dimi-

nished greatly within these fifteen years, according to the

testimony of the Indians, I found the thermometer rise to

95° [if centig. 203° F.] in the crevices that emitted an

aqueous vapour. Each little cone is a chimney, from which

a thick smoke rises to the height of ten or fifteen met. [l I

or 16 yards]. In several a subterranean noise is heard like

that of some fluid boiling at no great depth.

Amid these ovens, in a fissure, the direction of which is six large hills

from N. N. E. to S. S. E., six large hummocks rise 400 in one line*

or 500 met. [440 or 550 yards] above the old level of the

plain. This is the phenomenon of Monte Novo at Naples

repeated several times in a row of volcanic hills. Tie lof-

tiest of these huge hummocks, which reminded me of the

country of Auvergne, is the large volcano of Jorullo. It

is constantly burning, and has thrown out on the north side

an immense quantity of scorified and basaltic lava, includ-

ing fragments of primitive rocks. These grand eruptions

of the central volcano continued till February, 176*0. In

the succeeding years they became gradually less frequent.

The Indians, alarmed by the horrible noise of the new vol-

cano, at first deserted the villages for seven or eight leagues
G 2 round
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round the plain of Jorullo;. In a few months they became
familiar with the ah-i-ining sight*

returned to their huts,

and went down to the mountains of Aguasarco ami Santa

Ines, to admire the sheaves of fire thrown out by an infi-

nite number of large and small volcanic openings. The
Ashes carried ashes then covered the houses of Queretero, more than 48
to a great dis- . r -i i • •

, ,• ,. , , r ^

tance. leagues [120 inilesj ro a right line from the place ot the ex-

plosion. Though the subterranean tire appears to be in no

great activity* at present, and the Mai pays and the oreat

volcano begie to be covered with vegetables, we found the

The arr still air So heated by the little ovens, that in the shade, and at a

subterranean considerable distance from the ground, the thermometer

fire. rose to 43" [10Q'4°F.]. This fact evinces, that there is no

exaggeration in the report of some of the oid Indians, who

say, that the plains of Jorullo were uninhabitable for seve-

ral years, and even to a considerable distance from the

ground raised up, on account of the excessive heat.

Two rivers Near the cerro of Santa Ines t
!

.e traveller is still shown
lost, the rivers of Cuitimba and San Pedro, the limpid waters

of which formerly refreshed the sugarcanes on the estate

of Don Andrew Pi mantel. These springs were lost in the

and supposed night of the 29th of September, l/5<) : but 2000 met.

xrmchltrattd" [near 22.00 yards] to the westward, in the soil that has been

elevated, two rivulets are seen to break out of the clayey
dome of the furnaces, exhibiting themselves as thermal

waters, in which the thermometer rises to 52*7° [1 26*80
D

F.].

The Indians still give these the names of San Pedro and

Cuitimba, because in several parts of the Malpays large

bodies of water are supposed to be heard running from east

to west, from the mountains of Santa Ines to the estate of

the Presentation. Near this estate is a brook, that emits,

Sulphurous" sulphuretted hidrogen gas : it is more than 7 met. [near 8

yards] wide, and is the most copious hidrosulphurous spring

I ever saw.

* In the bottom of the crater wc found th" beat of the air 47°

[ll6 6D F.], aad in some places ss° and 6o° [130* 4° ami l to°]. We
had to pass over cracks exh'allug sulphurous' vapours) in which the

thermometer rose to 8">° [l8.5°|. From these cracks, and ire heaps
of scoria* that cover considerable hollows, the descent into the crater

is not without danger.

In

water.
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In the opinion of the natives these extraordinary changes The catasro-

1 have described, the crust of earth raised and cracked bv
J

3

, J "EPJS
volcanic fire, the mountains of scoriae and ashes heaped up, vengeance of

are the works of monks ; the greatest, no doubt, they ever
*°me monks '

produced in either hemisphere. Our Indian host, at the

hut we inhabited in the plain of Jorullo, told us, that some

missionary capuchins preached at the estate of San Pedro,

and, not U^eeting a favourable reception, uttered the most

horrible and complicated imprecations against this plain,

then so beautiful and fertile. They prophesied, that the

estate should first be swallowed up by flames issuing out of

the bowels of the Earth ; and that the air should afterward

be cooled to such a degree, that the neighbouring- moun-
tains .-hould remain for ever covered with ice and snow.

The first of these maledictions having been so fatally veri-

fied, the common people foresee in the gradual cooling of

the volcano the presage of a perpetual winter. i have

thought it ri^ht to mention this vulgar tradition, worthy a

place in the epic poem of the Jesuit Landivar, because it

exhibits a striking feature of the manners and prejudices

of these remote countries. It shows the active industry of

a class of men, who, too frequently abusing the credulity
of the people, and pretending to possess the power of sus-

pending the immutable laws of nature, know how to avail

themselves of every event for establishing their empire by
the. fear of physical evil.

The situation of the new volcano of Jorullo leads tb a Line of voica-

very curious geological observation. It has already been noes in Mexico

observed in the 3d chapter, that there is in New Spain aXtaolhUU.
line of great heights, or a narrow zone included betw^a
the latitudes of 18° 59' and 19° 12', in which are ail the

summits of Auahuac that rise above the region of perpetual
snow. These summits are either volcauoes still actually

burning; or mountains, the form of which, as well as the

nature of their rocks, renders it extremely probable, that

they formerly contained subterranean fire. Setting out

from the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, and proceeding west-

ward, we find the peak of Oribaza, the two volcanoes of
la Puebla, the Nevado de Toluca, the peak of Tancitaro,
and the volcano of Colima. These great heights, instead

of
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of forming the ridge of the cordillera of Auahuac, and fol-

lowing its direction, which is from S. E. to N. W., are on

the contrary in a line perpendicular to the axis of the great

chain of mountains. It is certainly worthy remark, that in

the year 1/59 the new volcano of Jorullo was formed to the

continuation of this line, and ou the same parallel as the

ancient Mexican volcanoes.

Indicate a long A view of my plan of the environs of Jorullo will show,

iif aie°Ear?h

Ke
tnat l^e S* X ^ ar»e nummoc^ s nave WW out °* tne eartn on

a vein, that crosses the plain from the cerro of las Cuevas

to the pichaco del Montero. The new mouths of Vesuvius

too are found ranged along a fissure. Do not these analo-

gies give us reason to suppose, that there exists in this part

of Mexico, at a great depth within the Earth, a fissure

stretching from east to west through a space of 137 leagues

[343 miles], and through which the volcanic fire has made

its way at different times, bursting the outer crust of por-

phyritic rocks, from the coasts of the Gulf of Mexico to

the South Sea ? Is this fissure prolonged to that little

groupe of islands, called by Colluet the Archipelago of

Regigedo, and round which, in the same parallel with the

Mexican volcanoes, pumice stone has been seen floating ?

Naturalists who distinguish the facts offered by descriptive

mineralogy from theoretical reveries concerning the primi-

tive state of our planet will pardon me for having consigned

these observations to the general Map of New Spain, con-

tained in the Mexican Atlas.

II.

Chemical Inquiry into the Composition of some Weapons arid

Utensils of ancient Bronze : by Mr. Klaproth *.

Copper prefer- VV E know from ancient authors, as well as from weapons
red to iron by an(j utensii s <]Ug Up in modern times, that men in the ear-

liest ages, and even those that succeeded them, employed

* Magazin EncyelopGd. Juin r 1803, p. 298. From Gehlen's Chemk

a\ Journal.

copper
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copper in preference for the fabrication of metallic utensils

and weapons. Thus what Herodotus says of the Massage-

tre, who used no iron, and whose weapons and utensils were

of copper, is more or less applicable to all the nations of an-

tiquity.

The great difference in the exterior characters of the two They were

metals in their crude state leaves no doubt, that men were
^"nt^a with

sooner acquainted with copper, and the method ofadapting.it, as more ea-

it to their purposes, than iron. It is probable* that they
sl y wrouK

found copper in large masses, and nearly prepared by na-

ture, as we still meet with it in countries, the mineralogical
wealth of which has been little explored. Accordingly in

treating the ore by fire they could not fail to observe all the

advantages of this metal, both with respect to the richness

of its produce, and the facility with which it might be

forged. Iron, ou the contrary, was not so obvious to men*9

eyes; and the distinguishing of its various ores, with the art

of working them, and forming weapons and instruments of

them, could only be the fruit of long experience.

I shall not avail myself of the numerous testimonies of Copper em-

ancient authors to prove, that copper has been employed in
fe^fcetoiron!

preference to iron, as it is sufficient, to appeal to Homer, when the lattct

All weapons, both offensive and defensive, as swords, spear- £
as we

heads, helmets, and shields, as well as various domestic

utensils, were of copper (KuKyos) ; though in Homer's time

iron {<Tili)£os)
was used, but less frequently, and hardened

by pluuging redhot into water. Even when the advantages
of iron, and the modes of fabricating it, were well known,
men used copper for their weapons ; for instance, in the last

ages of the republics of Greece and Rome.
We know, that copper is not fit for the purposes, for The copper

which the ancients employed it. When cast it is porous JJ'J'JJjJSJif
and brittle; and, when forged, too soft. The ancient wea- of tin.

pons and utensils being of a hardness, which this metal

does not possess, it was long supposed, that the ancients had

some method of hardening copper, as we do iron and steel.

But chemical analysis has shown the falsity of this opinion;

and demonstrated, that these weapons and instruments were

not pure copper, but an alloy of this metal with tin, which

we call bronze, and which w»9 the as, brass, of the Romans.

The
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This was done The weapons, instruments, and statues, which have been

time!

6 ° °Ct
^ U£ out °* l 'ie Sroua(^» evidently prove, that the property
of tin to impart hardness and density to the metal alloyed
with it was known and employed by the most ancient na-

tions. All these objects occur of bronze, but none of pure

copper. It is astonishing, that this practice of imparting
to copper, by alloying it with a certain portion of tin, a

hardness sufficient for sword-blades tmd other cutting in-

struments, should have been so generally followed by the

The tin fetch- ancients, notwithstanding the want of tin mines. All the

wall;

*
tm *^ey usec* tne>

T were obliged to procure from the Cassiter-

ides, the present Cornwall, and the trade was exclusively in

the hands of the Phenicians.

Having had au opportunity of assaying several fragment*
of metallic antiquities, I conceive it may be of some utility

to make public the results, as a supplement to the few ac-

curate analyses hitherto made.

The fragments to be analysed, being first weighed, were

put into a phial, into which were poured six or eight parts
of nitric acid of the specific gravity of 1*22, and digested
in a sandheat, till completely dissolved. The contents of

the phial were then diluted with a sufficient quantity of wa-

ter, and the mixture left to stand, till all the oxide of tin

had fallen down, and the azure liquid appeared quite clear.

This being poured off, the oxide of tin was collected,

washed repeatedly with water, dried, heated redhor, and

weighed. It was found, that 100 parts of calcined oxide of

tin equalled 80 parts of tin in the metallic state. The ni-

tric solution was tested in the usual way for silver, iron,

lead, and zinc. When it was found free from these metals,

as in all the following inquiries it proved, it Was easy to cal-

culate, by deducting the quantity of tin found, the pro-

portion of copper, which was likewise obtained by the com-
mon methods.

Various anti-

quities ana-

lysed.

Mode of ana-

lyse*.

1. Analysis of an antique sword.

An antique In a collection of antiquities at Berlin, found on digging

C(i into some ancient graves in the march of Brandenburg,

among several articles of bronze, as spear-heads, knives,

©rnamente, &c., are two swords ; but the place where they

were
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were found is not known. One of these swords was broken,

the other entire. Their composition is the same. They are

both covered with the green shining rust called patina. The

sword in question weighs 17 ounces, and is 20 inches long;

the blade l6f, and the hilt, which is ri vetted, 3{*. The

blade is twoedged, and if inch broad for two thirds of its

length, the other third sloping off to a round point. la

the middle it is 3% lines thick, and slopes to form an edge
on each side. Below the hilt, and on each side at the edge,

is a part cut out 9 or 10 lines long, and 1 or 1 \ deep, the use

of which I do not know.

To find the colour and brightness of the blade, I ground

it; and though the parts injured by the rust prevented me
from restoring its original appearance, its colour and lustre

were observable in some parts, and indicated considerable

hardness and density.

Its analysis in the way above mentioned gave the following
** composi-
ticn.

proportions: copper 89, tin 11.

To render the description and analysis of these antique Compared

swords found in our country more interesting? by a compari-
w 'tn lh

_
ree

.

•
i i t \ m i

•
, 5 others futiod

son with other weapons, 1 shall here give an abstract ot twoin fraaCe.

excellent papers by Mr. Mongez in the 5th vol. of the Me-
moirs of the Institute, which contain a description and ana-

lysis of similar bronze swords found near Abbeville. One
was found under a bed of peat, with the skeletons of a man
and horse. Its whole length was 22 inches, the breadth of

the blade l6 lines, the weight 21 ounces. According to the

analysis of Mr. Darcet, it contained 15*53 tin, and 87*57

copper f. A second, which was found at the depth of 10

feet, in a calcareous tufa, was about 29 inches long, and

contained fifteen tin and 85 copper. The rivets that fast-

ened the outer part of the hilt contained but 5 per cent of

tin, becausedlthey required to be more flexible. A third

was 33 inches long, and found at the depth of nine feet iu

a bed of peat, by the side of the skeleton of a man, on the

head of which was a bronze helmet. This skeleton and

* As I do not know, whether the measures in this paper be French or

German, they are left as in the French Journal. C.

f One of these two numbers is ev;dently wrong, but I kaow not

which. C.

several
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several others were lying- in un ancient boat. The compos
sition of this sword was 10 tin and 90 copper. Another

sword, or cutlas, 18f inches long* contained but 4 percent
of tin.

The bronze in- These antique swords were not forged, like our weapons

theancients
°^ ' ron an<* 8teeK out weVe cast in moulds, like all other

were cast not instruments of bronze. Their edge, as well as those of

forged.
cutting instruments in general, must have been given by
hard, smooth stones. The opinion of some antiquaries

therefore, who assert, that the ancients were unacquainted
with the art of casting metals, is absolutely false.

To say nothing of the nature of bronze rendering it in-

capable of being prepared in any other way, any one may
be convinced of this by simple inspection ; and if you would

have a proof of it in Homer, you need only read the 23d

book of the Iliad.

2. Analysis of the metallic alloy of crooked antique knives.

Crooked an- In several provinces of Germany cutting instruments,

tique knives,
shaped like sickles, have been found in digging or plough-

ing the ground ; but whether they really were aucient

sickles is not determined, as many suppose, that they may
have been used as knives in the warm baths. 1 have select-

ed two of these, found at different places, for analysis.

One, which was found with various utensils in a garden
at Merz, near Mueltord, yielded by analysis, after its crust

of grayish rust was removed, tin 15 parts, copper 85.

The other, found in the island of Ilugen, was covered

with the common patina, and gave tin 13, copper 87*

3. Analysis of an antique ring.

An antique I had selected for other inquiries a fragment of an eiasr-

ring, of elastic
tjc anj flexibi e rjn or which was found with some Roman

and flexible
t . f

•
.

bronze. coins in the vicinity or the Rhine. Tins ring was made

with a half-flattened stem, grooved on the outside, and 8

lines broad. Its exterior diameter is 2£ inches, its interior

2|. It is not soldered, but its extremities are so closed by
the elasticity of the metal, that it is difficult to separate

them. The colour of the metal, in the parts that have

been
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been polished, is very fine. We have no sufficient clew to

the use of these rings. Its unalysis gave tin 9» copper 91.

The same proportions were found in an elastic ring ana-

lysed by Mr. Mongez, which was found near Bourg, where

several other Roman antiquities had before been disco-

vered.

It is to be wished, that the elastic property of bronze

should be examined more minutely.

4. Analysis of a piece of Grecian brass.

This little fragment, decorated with ornaments, which Grecian brass,

was found in Sicily in a Grecian tomb, appears to have

been a button, or some other ornament of armour. Its pro-

portions are, tin 11, copper 89.

5, Analysis of antique rivets.

These rivets were short, and of the thickness of a middle- Antique rivets,

sized wire. As it was necessary they should be flexible, it

was requisite, that the alloy should be in different propor-

tions, that of the tin being diminished. This consisted of

tin 2^25, copper 97*75.

6. Analysis of an antique cup.

The great number of antique cups and vases found at Antique^,
different times sufficiently prove, that the ancients possessed

the art of reducing bronze to thin sheets. The cup, pieces

of which were employed for this analysis, was found in a

Grecian tomb near Naples. It has so well resisted rust,

that its inside has lost very little of its polish. Being very

thin, I expected to find in it but a smarl proportion of tin ;

but I obtained tin 14, copper 86.

Comparing the proportions of tin found in the present Antique mit»

analysis with those of a fragment of an antique mirror,
ror*

which I had already published in Scherer's Journal, vol.

VI, and which consisted of 32 per cent tin, and a little

lead, we find, that the ancients judiciously adapted the

proportions of tin and copper to the purposes, for which

they were required. I conceive it unnecessary to particu-

larize the rest of the analyses I made of pieces of antique
bronze :
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bronze: it is sufficient to say', that, except this mirror and

the rivets already mentioned, J always found the alloy con-

tained from 9 to 15 per cent of tin.

7. Analysis of the quadriga of Chios.

Quadriga of The proportions of the alloy of this masterpiece of anti-

Chios,
quity bear no resemblance to those already mentioned. It

has been long asserted, that these horses were the work of

Lysippus, contemporary of Alexander, who is known in the

history of the arts as the greatest master in the execution of

equestrian statues: but several modern connoisseurs dispute

this, and say the horses are in too clumsy a style, to have

been the work of Lysippus.

History. It is admitted however, that they were brought from

Chios to Constantinople in the reign of Theodosius I. In

1204, when the croisaders made themselves masters of that

city for the second time, pillaged it, and set it on tire, this

quadriga escaped the destruction, that befel many ancient

works of art. On dividing the plunder, the doge Dandolo

destined these horses for the republic of Venice. After his

death the podestat Martin Zeno serit them to Venice with

other parts of the spoil, and the doge Peter Ziani orna-

mented with them the entrance to the cathedral of St.

Mark. About six centuries after, in 1798, they were re-

moved to Paris, and placed at the two entrances of the

square of the Carrousel. Since that time they have been

brought together again, and harnessed to a chariot, to de-

corate the triumphal arch in that square.

Fabrication. These four horses were not cast at once, like statues in

bronze, but are composed of separate parts, wrought with

the chisel, and afterward joined together. The hollows in

the hind parts are rilled with lead, which has assumed its

snining reddish appearance. These parts are gilt: yet the

gilding is nearly effaced, though, according to JBuonarotti,

the gold with which the ancients covered their bronze was to

ours as six to one.

Of copper These horses were supposed to be of copper, because this

metal takes gilding better than bronze ; and I have been en-

abled to verify the fact on a small piece weighing 40 grains,

which was sent me. From this it appears, that the copper
was
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was not ah .< lutely pure, as it contained a little tin ; but the

ov : tin obtained from these 40 grs. amounted only to,

O-.s t a grain ; so that, when reduced to the, metallic state, with a-very lit-

the proportion would be only 7 parts of tin to 993 of cop-
e in *

per. This proportion is so small, it may be presumed to

have been accidental.

Iu our days the use of iron and brass has singularly di- Might not

minished that of bronze, which was so frequently employed V3nt; ,geo^siy

"

by the ancients. It is now confined to cannons, belis, and employed for

^ „ . . . . , ,
, ., . v1 utensili in our

statues t*. But is. it not desirable, that our copper fWMW^
should be replaced bv vessels of bronze or brass, as they are

less liable tq oxidation, and to injure the health? This

question deserves to be solved by comparative experiments.

What ought to induce us to examine this important ques-
tion is, that the ancients employed only vessels of bronze in

their kitchens and cellars in general, though they were well

acquainted with the injurious qualities of oxide of copper
taken internally. Thi3 oxide however they used externally

for cleansing and healing wounds. According to Aristotle,

wounds made with weapons of bronze were more easily cured

than those made with weapons of iron.

In a note subjoined Mr. Darcet observes, that the metal Metal of the

of the horses of the Carrousel, taken as it is, yields copper, 5,
uadriga of

.rr Chios examm-
tin, lead, g*old, and silver. If the surface be filed, so as ed by Darcet.

to remove all the gilt part, nothing is found but copper,

tin, and lead. If a piece perfectly free from cracks be

taken, and thoroughly cleaned by the file, it yields copper

and tin alone: bu it is difficult to procure such pieces, for

the copper is full oi flaws, and the mixture of lead and tin,

with which the horses were partly filled, has insinuated it-

self into every crack. On analysing some select pieces, he

found copper 99*177, tin 0*823 : but as sulphuric acid dis-

turbed the transparency of the solution, he supposes a little

lead was present, and that part of the tin might come from

the alloy of tin and lead, which had covered the inside of

the pieces he used.

* Mortars for apothecaries and druggists too are commonly made of

it. C.

He
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He could not procure a piece well gilt, to examine in what

way the gold was applied ; but he observes that the brit-

tleness of the metal seems to indicate, that quicksilver was

employed.

III.

Situation of

minerals to

be studied.

That ofme-
nachanite un-

known.

On the Hack Sand, or Menachanite, found on the Coasts of

Liguria: by D. Vivian I, Prof, of Botany and Natural

History in the Imperial Academy of Genoa*.

T>

Supposed to be

washed up by
the sea,

but appears on
tiie shore only
after land

f.oods,

HE situation of minerals becomes daily more important
to be known, as it furnishes the geologist with knowledge
of importance to the theory of the Earth, and the mineralo-

gist with characters highly interesting with respect to that

kind of association, which takes place between different

minerals.

The situation of the ferriferous oxide of titanium hasnot

yet beeu studied in a satisfactory manner. There is even a

variety of this species, known by the name of menacha-

nite, which has hitherto been found only in the form of

sand, and the situation of which is consequently unknown
to the naturalist. The black sand found on the seashore

between Pegli and Sestri, about four miles from Genoa,

having been analysed by my learned colleague, prof. J.

Mojon, was found to be true mechanite, of which it has all

the mineralogical characters. Hitherto it had been found

only on the seashore, where it never appeared but after great

storms, which had confirmed the opinion of its submarine

situation, and destroyed all hope of ascertaining it.

I had visited the shore however several times between

Pegli and Sestri, after pretty violent storms at sea unatten-

ded with rain, without finding any appearance of menacha-

nite; on the contrary I found a stripe skirting the sea for a

hundred paces or more, if the storm at sea had been ac-

companied with abundant rain, and particularly if the

* Jourual dc Physique, vol. LXIX, p. 314,

brooks
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brooks of Sestri and Fegli bad inundated this part of the

shore, after washing the surface of the surrounding moun-

tains.

This observation, frequently occurring, led me to suspect, therefore pro-

that the black sand on this shore was furnished by the l*bly brought
* trorn the

mountains, that poor their waters into the Varenna, as well mountains,

as by other torrents running between Sestri and Pegli ; that

the conflict between these fresh water streams and the waves

of the stormy sea directed against the shore effected a wash-

ing of the earth containing the mechanite; and that thus

the mineral was deposited in the form of sand on the shore,

while the earthy substances, being less heavy, remained some

time longer diffused and suspended in the seawater.

This conjecture inspired me with the hope of finding the Torrents

native bed of the mechanite in the mountains above Sestri
traccd t0 their

sources m
and Pegii, which form the streams of the Varenna and Liguri*.

Other little torrents, that flow across that shore. I deter-

mined therefore to trace these torrents to their sources, and

at the same time ascertain the nature of the mountains.

The torrent of Varenna divides the territory of Sestri

from that of Pegli. Though dry in summer, it is above a

hundred yards broad at its month. It forms the edges of

the plains that border it on both sides, and adds to them

annually; but it frequently resumes its rights, and destroys
in a day the work of ages.

The torrent comes from a chain of magnesian mountains, Mountains-

which shelter the fine plantations of Pegli from the north from which

wind, and render its climate the mildest in all Liguria. To they Proc?ed '

the right of this torrent, above Pegli, begins a system of

mountains of micaceous schist, which runs sometimes into

shining at others into micaschist. This system is continued

to the south-west all along the Apennines/and forms the

nucleus of these mountains in the western range to their

junction with the maritime Alps. It is between Pegli and
Sestri only that we can properly establish the commence-
ment of this system ; for the slaty schist, and secondary
Jimestone, extend from the serpentine chain of Bracco, in

the eastern range, as far as the Scoglio de St. Andrea, a dis-

tance of about eight and twenty miles, where they suddenly

disappear,
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disappear, and are replaced by transition rocks, till we com*
to the micaceous schist*.

I sought in vain for the black sand in the bed of the Va-
renna. The pebbles with which it is loaded, and still more

the fine sand and clay, which in the alluvions are last depo-
sited on the bed of the torrent, do not allow it to be disco-

vered.

I then directed my search to the slope of the mountains,

both on the side of Pegii and on that of Sestri; to examine

whether mechanite were one of their component parts.
Menachanite ]yjv fi rst discovery of menachanite was in the little wood

k^ Grimaldi, above Pegli, on the right of the Varenna, about

1 kil. [3278 feet] above the level of the sea, and about 100

met. [328 feet] from the place where the menachanite had

hitherto been foundf .

The night before I observed this a very heavy rain had

fallen. The streams descending from the mountain had

furrowed the ground in all directions, and let fall on the

borders of the furrows the gravel they had washed down.

On these borders I soon saw the black sand, which had every

appearance of the menachanite on the shore of Pegli, and

which was found on examination to be perfectly similar to

it.

tr "eTt
^ tnen trace<^ tms M ack sand to the beginning of the edge

distance. of the plain between the foot of the mountain and the sea;

and no doubt should have been able to trace it to the shore,

if the cultivation of this plain, and the successive deposits

of the Varenna, which 1 have already mentioned, had not

interrupted my search.

The mountain IV]y next step was to examine with attention the mountain
examined and on t jlt, back of which I had iust discovered the menachanite.
described^. . .

'

.

It is formed of a micaceous schist, of a silvery gray colour,

composed of thin laminae so tender as to be broken by the

* The different systems of mountains observed in the Apennines of Li-

guria, and every thing that concerns the natural history of this country,

will be displayed in my Tours in the Apennines, which will soon appear.

•f Here is evidently some mistake, pither in the copy, or of the printer.

I imagine it should have been -327H feet from the shore, and at 328 feet

elevation. C.

nail»
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nail, though they cannot be detached in large scales. These

laminae, in pieces fresh broken, have a silk}' lustre ; and in

some places they areas finely striated, as if they were formed

of fibres united longitudinally. The latter characteristic

and their colour disappear in pieces that have been exposed

to the air; un ochrey yellow, a blackish tint, and a gray,

mingling together, and destroying the primitive colour.

Particles of mica are seen glistening on some parts of the

rock: but, beside these detached scales disseminated through

the rock, this mineral exists in it in a state of extreme at-

tenuation, for it produces the silvery lustre, which covers

the surface of the stone as with a varnish.

An examination of this schist gave me no indication of

mechanite, except the black colour, which sometimes spread

through the interior of the rock, and indicated a kind of de-

composition ; but hitherto my observations furnished me
with nothing beyond simple conjecture.

The formation of an artificial lake above the wood ofAcutinthe

Grirnaldi, having required a perpendicular cut in the moun- ^JJ^d some

tain, afforded me a favourable opportunity of pushing my parts of the

inquiries farther. I then observed a kind of stratification in of decomposi-

the mountain ;
but the strata are so disordered, that it is im- tion and con-

possible to ascertain their general direction. Some veins of
gjaJJSJ

men*"

quartz run in the direction of the strata themselves. The

black colour, which I had already observed extends into the

substance of the schist, mixes with a yellow ochre, which

fills the cavities produced by the decomposition of the stone,

I examined these cavities with a- lens in places where the

black colour was deepest, and found that this colour Was

produced by a pulverulent substance, in shining, angular

grains, attracted by the magnet, and in short exhibiting all

the mineralogical characters of menachanite.

From the pieces of schist, which I had broken off from perfectly re.

the mountain, I selected some, that exhibited throughout ^mtl oa the*

large spots of this black substance, mixed with the yellow- shore,

ish ochre I have described. These I powdered in a mortar ;

and from this powder the magnet separated several grains
of menachanite perfectly resembling that on the shore of

Sestri and Pegli.

Vol. XXVI.—June, 1810. II Thus
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Thus I can no longer doubt, that menachanite, or the fer-

riferous oxide of titanium, enters into the composition of

this micaceous schist, and occasions its black colour; and
that it is these metallic grains, which, in consequence of

the decomposition of the rock, are washed down by the wa-

ters, and thrown upon the shore after separation by wash-

ing.
This sand From these observations we find, that the granular and
therefore a »

component sandy form, under which menachanite appears, is by no
part of a un means occasioned, as has hitherto been supposed, by the
roitive rock. ,. , ,. . „, /.'

J
.

Aaction ot the water washing it along. We nave seen, that

the menachanite, as soon as it is separated from its gangue,

appears in the same granular and sandy form as on the shore

of Sestri. The situatiou of this mineral therefore must be

considered as one of the most ancient among metallic sub-

stances, since it is found among the component parts of a

primitive rock ; and appears not to have been in its original
Analogous to

state even when this rock was formed. Some analogy may
be perceived between these sandy grains of menachanite, and

the gold dust, that was erroneously supposed to be separated

from ores of this metal, and mixed with sand by the waters.

But this gold dust has already been found in soil brought
from some other place, which leaves us uncertain as to the

Other in- period, when the gold was reduced to this form. I see no-

stances of sand th'mg to connect this singular situation of the metachanite

t^rocics!"

l

wU1 any geological epoch but the sandy depositions, and

thin strata of sand, which the illustrious de Saussure has

found iuterposed and almost mingled with the composition

of primitive mountains. Menachanite, as well as these

sands, may have been reduced to granular fragments in some

jnore remote ages of our globe.

Whatever may be thought of these conjectures, the situa-

tion of menachanite in the shining schist of the mountains

of Pegli is established. Thus, since the torch of the natural

sciences has begun to illumine the land of Liguria, the vi-

cinity of Genoa has already made known the natural situa-

Variol.tein t'°» of two minerals, the variolite in mount Raraazzo*, and

mount Ra- ^ne rjienacharjite, which forms the subject of this paper,
znazzo.

* Annates du Museum.
IV.
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IV.

Remarks on some properties ofNickel; by Professor Tourte,

of Berlin*.

-II- HE preparation of a needle of nickel for the royal mi- Needle of

neralogical cabinet at Berlin afforded me an opportunity of mckt1,

making a series of experiments on metallic nickel, which

will not perhaps be uninteresting. The piece of nickel em-

ployed was fifteen inches long, seven lines broad, and a line

and half thick. It was dull and rough, with here and there

a metallic lustre. Its colour was similar to that of silver of The metal

twelve pennyweights heated red hot. The metal loses but described'

little of its lustre in the air, and it takes a fine polish. This

is best effected by smoothing the surface with a fine file,

then rubbing it on a bluestone with water, and finishing the
,

polish with tin putty and oil. Burnishing does not answer

so well. When well polished, its colour is a mean between

steel and platina. If heated redhot, the colour is changed
to a grayish green, resembling antique bronzef. The in7

tensity of colour increases in the oxide every time it is

heated, and the nickel loses its lustre. Dilute nitric acid

removes the oxide, and leaves the metal with some degree of

brightness.

In oxigen gas the metal burns, and throws out sparks; Burns in oxi-

but some care is requisite, to make this experiment succeed. gen £**•

When the metal, placed on redhot charcoal, is exposed to a

* Annales de Chimic, vol. LXXI, p. 103. Translated from Geh-

lcn'6 Journal, by Mr. Vogel.

-\ Nickel well polished is more liable to be oxided by the air than May be blued

iron. But it may be blued over the fire like steel
5 becoming first of a like steel,

light yellow, then a deep yellow, afterward a light violet b!«e, and

lastly of a deep violet blue. If the temperature be raised, it becomes
a blueish gray. The intensity of the colours is not equal to that in

steel; yet I found this property in nickel very striking. The blueing

requires a higluer temperature for nickel than for iron. Tourte.

II 2 stream
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PROPERTIE8 OF NICKEL.

stream of oxigen gas, it is converted into a grayish green
oxide*.

Richter gives the specific gravity of this metal cast at

8.279, and when hammered at
8,;666; I do not know at what

temperature. At 10°Reaum. [54 '5* F.], and 2*7 in. 8 lines

[29*4 in. Eng.] of the barometer, I found the specific gra-

vity of nickel slightly hammered 8*402; and thoroughly
hammered, of which the needle was composed, 8*932.

The difficlty of fusion of nickel is particularly favourable

to its bring wrought. It is ductile and tenacious, and may
even be drawn into the slenderest wire. Sokleriag it suc-

ceeded with me but imperfectly ; and I found the rods made

by Richter not well united, so that it was difficult to find a

-uniform bar for a needle. The oxide that forms at a red

heat is probably the cause of the imperfection of the sol-

dering, for the parts overlapping each other may be separa-
ted without much resistance. When nickel has been ex-

posed to a white heat, and cooled, it may be bent like lead,

without breaking: nor does the oxide form a brittle coat,

scaling off like that of iron when bent; it is rather pulveru-
lent. The metal has but little hardness and elactieity ; and

on this account its tenacity and ductility are the greater.
It may b^ filed, but it wears the file. To work it the files

should be first soaked in oil. It is quickly heated by filing.

To appreciate its power of conducting heat, I made an

experiment with a wire of nickel 7 inches long, 3 lines thick,

and weighing an ounce and half. By its side I placed two

s milar wires, one oT copper and the other of zinc. One
end of each was inserted into a bit of wax, the other into an

iron ball 2 inches in diameter. The wax at the end of the

nickel melted first; those on the copper wire, and on the

zinc, did not melt I'll afterward. In t • course of my
* Last winter I made some experiments on the combustion of nickel

in oxigen gas, in the presence of M ssrs. Baader, Ritter, Fuchs, and

Horkel; but notwithstanding the fineness of the wire, and all the

care I took, I could not succeed. It merely acquired a white heat.

We then placed the wire in contact with a walchspring. The latter

burned as usual, bet tVe ickel only appeared inclined to burn. In

fact its extremity as rounded to a globule, yet it was extinguished

as soon as the spring w-is co..su.ek This sufficiently proves the dif-

f>ult oxidability of the meial. GtULEX.

operations
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operations I had frequently noticed the extraordinary man-

ner in which nickel conducted heat, and this led me to

make the above experiment.
The magnetic effects of nickel attracted mv attention, *ts magnetic

properly
and 1 availed myself of the present opportunity, to exa- v

mine this remarkable phenomenon. Richter has said, that

nickel alloyed with copper retains its magnetic property;

and that arsenic, on the contrary, is the real destroyer of

magnetism. I have no doubt, that arsenic may weaken the

magnetic power of nickel, particularly when it is in consi-

derable quantity: but I satisfied myself by my needle of not destroyed

'.,",. ., . o •
i

• by small pox-
arseniated nickel, that small portions ot arsenic weaken it

t ions f arse.

only slightly. Hence I shall never judge of the purity of nic>

nickel by its magnetic action.

On the other hand I found, that oxigen diminished the but diminish-

magnetic property of nickel, go that there was a marked ed b? ox:Sen *

difference between surfaces more or less bright. The me- i ts poles very

tal I used was divisible with regard to its magnetic property
differentia

,11 i* i ,i it* extent,
into two portions: the larger was magnetic plus; the smaller,

which was about a fifth of the whole, was minus. Between

the two was a point of indifference.

I tried the action of heat on the magnetic power. After
Destroyed by

heating the nickel redhot, I found its action evidently weak- healing,,

fcned, but its poles were not changed. Heating it redhot a

second time diminished its power still more; and after the

sixth heating its magnetic property was completely destroy-

ed. A similar effect took place with a powerful needle. I

satisfied myself of the ease with which this metal ac-

quire; ppXrity, by placing a piece within ihe atmosphere of

a magnet of moderate power, vvhich acted at 3 inches dis-

tance. By this approximation I obtained the same poles as

before* but of less intensity. A continued red heat caused

the magnetic property to disappear again. A lew blows and in part

with a wooden mallet reproduced some slight traces of it;
restored oy

and its action became stronger, after the nickel had been
° *"

forged on the anvil.

It does not appear probable to me, that the metal, after its polarity

being reduced, should acquire polarity without the applica- probably ac-

tion of a magnet. The conjectures of Richter too appear to
qUir9 '

me inconclusive, when he examined the magnetic power of

nickel
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nickel in grains by bringing near them a magnet, which

would necessarily render these grains magnetic. It appear*

certain, that it is more difficult to deprive nickel of mag-
netism than iron. It would be interesting to science, to exa-

mine whether the variation and dip of a needle of nickel be

Its dip the the same with those of a needle of steel. I found the dip

rsTe^needle/
of a needle ° f steel similar t0 tliat of a needle of nickel

touched by the magnet. They were both to the north.

Abstract of a Paper on the Tenacity of ductile Metals, the

Changes of Density in Lead by the Operation of Pressure,,

and the Action of distilled Water on this Metal, read to

the Physical and Mathematical Class of the Institute, by
GUYTON MoRVEAU*.

TiTenacity of J|_ HE author of this paper having observed in modern

entiy stated/ works of the highest estimation expressions of the tenacity

of some metals very different from those he had deduced

from his experiments, published in the 25th volume of the

Ann. de Chim., deemed it of sufficient importance to insti-

tute a new examination, and to add at the same time the

observations he has since collected for completing the sy-

noptic table of the distinguishing properties of metals,

which he had drawn up for his course of lectins at the

imperial polytechnic school. Not that he thinks the maxi-

mum of this force of cohesion of metals should enter into

the calculations of artists who employ them ; for it is well

known, that the accidental imperfections, which always
more or less facilitate their rupture, oblige them to have re-

course to larger dimensions; but it is not the less true, that

the known ratios of their tenacity are of use to determine

which should be preferred, and afford an important test of

their purity, and the quality of the manufactured metal.

With regard to copper, platina, silver, gold, and iron,

*
Abridged from the Annales de Chimie, vol. LXXI, p, 189.

thft
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the author's experiments agreed with those of Dr. Thom-

son ; but with respect to other metals he differs from him.

The examination of the tenacity of zinc appears the more Zinc deserving

to deserve attention, as it appears to be in contemplation,
atteu lon "

to substitute it for lead in covering roofs of houses; and as,

ou account of its great dilatability, it was considered by
Smeaton particularly advantageous in the construction of

compensations for timepieces. ,

Mr. Morveau has examined it in different states : he tried Examined in

a bar of forged zinc purified by Mr. Vauquelin, sheet zinc ^ l^erent8tattS«

from Liiubourg given him by Mr. Descotils, and zinc la-

minated and drawn into wire by Messrs. Praire and Tournu.

The expression of the resistance, which was the mean term

of eight experiments, places it immediately after gold, as

in the following table.

A wire of 2 rnillim. [0.787 of a line Eng.] Tabje of tne

in diameter of iron supported before it ... 1U . tenacity of dif«

i .

• u. * *'!;
Ibs av0lr* ferent metals,

broke a weight of 249*659 549*250

Copper 137*399 302*278
Platina 124*690 274*320
Silver 85*06'2 187*137
Gold 68*216 150*753
Zinc 49790 109*540
Tin 15*740 34*630

Lead (calculating by the dimensions at

the point of rupture) 12*555 27*621

(calculating by the dimensions be-

fore it stretched) 5*623 12*371

The author would have included nickel in this table, now Nickel,

admitted into the class of ductile metals, and the tenacity
Of which Mr. Kichter presumes must be very considerable;

but the trials to which he subjected it gave only a tenacity
of 47*67 kil. [104*875 lbs.] for a wire of the above diame-

ter. It is true the piece he tried, which he had from Mr.

Vauquelin, and which he considered as pure, did not exhi-

bit in the process of flatting all the ductility, that Mr.
Hichter announced; whence he inferred, that we must wait

for more decisive experiments, before its place 10 the tabie

can be absolutely determined.

Two
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Two observations, that offered themselves to the author

in the course of his inquiry, led him to some researches,

that form important sections in his paper.

Density of lead The first is the diminution of the specific gravitv of lead
diminished by , ., ,» a . ., , ,

flatting
by the process 01 Hatting, confirmed by numerous expert*

ments of Muschenbroeck, und which Dr. Thomson has re-

lated, at the same time confessing, that the cause still re-

mains unknown. Mr. Morveau was particularly induced to

clear up this anomaly, as in a paper in the 2d part of the

Memoirs of the Institute for 1806 he had recorded a fact,

which appears contradictory to this: four men wer« unable

to ram home a cannon ball surrounded by a ring of lead.

Having verified this diminution of the density of lead,

and determined with precision the circumstances accompa-

nying it, when extended under the hammer, passed between

rollers, drawn out as wire, and struck with the engine ; he

perceived, that this effect took place only in proportion to

the facility with which this metal softens, this occasioning
the metal to escape from the pressure, even when struck in

a collar ; as was clearly shown by the quantity of the metal

it is that rose at each stroke. He was resolved however to obtain

compressed on a more direct proof, by stamping planchets of lead in a

very strong collar, in which they were completely confined

between two plates of iron. , In this way their density was

gradually increased from 11*358 to 11'3S8. Hence it is to

be concluded, that lead, when confined in a place from

which it cannot issue out as if it were fluid, is susceptible,

like other ductile metals, of a degree of compression, which

brings its particles nearer together, and increases its specific

gravity.

Lead readily The second phenomenon, to which the author's attention

dissolyed by wag c^ig^ was the very speedy action of water on lead ;

the distilled water, in which it was suspended from the hy-

drostatic balance, soon acquiring a milky aspect, and a

•white flocculent sediment being at length deposited in it.

He satisfied himself by a series of experiments, which he

•

gives with their results, that distilled water acts on lead

spontaneously, and without the assistance of agitation :

that this action takes place even on. lead revived from the

muriate : that it occurs with water distilled in glass vessels,

a circura-
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a circumstance that exclude* all galvanic influence: that

it ceases, when this water has been deprived of air by boiV- a«long as the

i i e . +u, 4. :* water contains

ing, or by exposure to the vacuum ot an airpump : that it
air;

stops, when the air the water was capable of furnishing is

exhausted : that it recommences, when air is restored to the

water: that the presence of any neutral salt, as the sul- but not in wx-

phates, nitrates, muriates, in ever so small a quantity, as ^^uTS"'
for instance 0*002 of sulphate of lime, is sufficient to ob- salt.

struct this action : and that to this is owing the preservation

of lead without alteration in the water of the Seine, in

well-water, &c, whether in open or in covered vessels.

Hence this metal may be considered as one of the most ac-

curate tests of the purity of water, provided the water con-

tain no salt with excess of acid.

With regard to the nature of the product of this action. The product

there is a manifest oxidation of the metal, but without any

decomposition of the water; different from that of iron, or

of zinc, which takes place in common water as well as in

distilled water, and even in that which is totally deprived

of air. It is not a simple oxide however: its lightness; its

ilocculent form; its bilvery lustre; the crystalline points

perceptible on the surface of the sediment; the state of

litharge of a golden yellow, which it assumes when heated ; .

the rapidity with which the approach of a hidrosulphuret

gives it the appearance of a gakena in shining scales; and

lastly the drops of water, which the heat of the sun extri-

cates from it after it has been long dried in the open air,

with the little effervescence it produces in acids ; lead the

author to suppose, that this product is of the nature- of a
i s probably*

hydrate. hydrate.

VI.

Improved mode of preparing Phosphorus Bottles. In a
'

Letter from a Correspondent.

MOULD Mr. Nicholson think the following observations

worthy a place in his valuable Journal, they perhaps may
tend to lessen a difficulty occasionally experienced by indi-

viduals, in the prosecution of a favourite study.

It
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Improved Tt probably may be acceptable to G. O., vol. XXV, p.
mode of pre- jg^ to ^e m formet] pf a method of preparing a phosphorus

phoru. bottles, bottle, which is IB a considerable degree free from the in-

convenience attending those prepared according to the me-

thod made use of by him.

Phosphorus, cut into small pieces and mixed with quick
lime in powder, answers the purpose very well. The phos-

phorus should be carefully dried by filtering paper, a thin

slice being cut may be divided into as many pieces as can

expeditiously be done, and each piece introduced into a

small bottle, with as much lime, as will surround it. Lime

slacked in the air, and submitted to a strong red heat, in a

black lead crucible for twenty minutes, is in a good state for

the purpose.

The bottle, when full, may be exposed corked, to the ra-

diant heat of a fire, till some of the pieces of phosphorus

have assumed an orange tint, it will then be ready for imme-

diate use. But the heating is not absolutely necessary if

the bottle is not wanted for immediate use, and it will con-

tinue longer in a serviceable state.

It is almost superfluous to observe, in using the bottle

the mouth should be closed with the finger as soon as the

match is withdrawn.

Bottles thus I have been in the habit of preparing a bottle by this me-

preparedmay thod, at the conclusion of winter, for the purpose of light-
"

tj tjy"r. ing a lamp furnace during the summer months, when I had

ingfour or five not convenient access to a lire. A narrow quarter ounce
nu>ntn>. bottle has generally continued, serviceable four or five

months, though very frequently used.

Lancaster, 17 th March, 1810. P.

VII.

Remarks on Professor Leslie's Doctrine of Radiant Heat;

icith Experiments to show, that Caloric can pass through

transparent Media without heating them. By J. D. May-
cock, Esq.

(Concluded from page 7&.)

Proceed, Sir, to offer for your consideration a few ob-

iervations on Mr. Leslie's experiments, and on my own.

If.
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If, as Mr. Leslie affirms, caloric never passes through a Caloric passes

medium without first raising its temperature, blackened *J^"fJ^^"
glass, used as a skreen, should affect the thermometer in a without raising

greater degree than plain glass: for by blackening the sur-
x™

m

temPera*

faces of the glass both their absorbing and radiating powers
are increased: but we find by Exp. 2d and 4th, that the

thermometric rise with plain glass is more than twelve times

higher than with blackened glass. Exp. 5th and 8th, how-

ever, afford yet more satisfactory evidence of the calorific

rays passing through diaphanous bodies independently of

heating their substance. Another argument in opposition

to Mr. Leslie's opinions, if more were requisite, might be

drawn from the results given in Exp. 9th. If his position

were weJl founded, since the effect with plain glass is to the

effect with painted glass as 7 to 5 ; and since, when the hot

flask is removed, the painted glass produces an effect as 15 ;

the plain glass should produce an effect as 21. But when

the primary source of heat is removed, the effect of the

plain glass is to the effect of the painted glass only as 13

to 15.

It is an indubitable fact, that, when a transparent sheet

of glass is brought near to a hot body, it will have its tem-

perature augmented; but the fairest inductions from my
experiments warrant us in concluding, that the use of the

thermometric fluid is not solely, or principally, referrible to

this secondary source of heat.

Mr. Leslie's portion, however, holds perfectly true with but not

respect to the action of opaque skreens. It is rendered pro-
l

J2Ji!| media
bable by every experiment, in which they were employed;
and is satisfactorily proved by Exp. 6th, 7th, and 9th.

This leads me to notice the results of Exp. 2nd and 3rd.

When an opaque skreen is interposed between the thermo-

meter and the hot body, one surlace of the skreen absorbs

caloric from the hot body, the other surface radiates to the

thermometer. The most considerable effect, therefore,

should be produced on the thermometer when a skreen is

used, the surfaces of which are best adapted for ab-orbing
and for radiating, and the substance of which is the best

conductor of caloric. In the two former qualifications the

painted tin and the painted glass are on a par; in the lat-

ter
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In some in-

stances Lett

passe; through

opaqtM
dily as through
transparent
media.

Attempt to

explain this.

ter the painted tin has the decided advantage: yet in Exp,
2nd the thermometer indicated a higher temperature than
in Exp. 3rd. I consider this unexpected result as depend-
ing on the great difficulty of so completely painting the

surfaces of the glass and of the tin as entirely to destroy
the transparency of the one, and the polish of the other.

We learn from Exp. 12th, that, when a single mirror is

employed, and boiling water is the source of heat, caloric

does not pass more readily through glass than through an

opaque body; and Mr. Leslie's experiments show, that, as

the skreen is removed from the hot body, the effect on the

thermometer diminishes, and at last entirely disappears.
But even these results admit of explanation on principles

very d liferent from those assumed by Mr. Leslie.

We well know, that diaphanous media always intercept
a number of the calorific rays; and may therefore fairly

conclude, that such media offer a resistance to the passage
of caloric. It seems to me reasonable to suppose, that it is

by their momentum, that the rays of paloric overcome this

resistance; whence I infer, that, a perpendicular direction is

that most favourable for a ray of caloric to impinge on the

surface of glass that it may pass through its substance; and

conclude, that the greater is the angle of incidence of a ray,

the less will it be able to overcome the resistance offered to

its passage. When a single mirror is employed comparatively
few caloiiac rays impinge on the surface of the glass in such

a direction as enables them to overcome the resistance; too

few sensibly to affect the thermometer. Of the rays not

transmitted some will be reflected, some will be absorbed

by the skreen; its temperature will be raised, and it v M
consequently radiate caloric to the thermometer. When
therefore weoperate with one mirror, the thermometer seems

to derive its temperature immediately from the interposed

skreen, whether it be plain or painted glass. But when we

employ two mirrors, a number of rays are made to fall per-

pendicularly on the surface of the skreen; they are trans-

mitted by the plain glass; they are intercepted by the

painted glass. Hence, in Experiment 9th, with plain glass

the thermometer rose as 7, with painted glass only as 5.

Yet
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Vet we know, that the painted glass is more heated than the

plai-i, (or the hot flask being- removed, the painted glass

skreen occasioned a farther rise as 15 to plain glass as 13.

The best theory of the radiation of caloric supposes it to Theory of re-

alise from the repulsive force, which prevails between the
dlUi11 eat *

particles of this fluid, from which property it is projected in

right lines from every body in which it is accumulated. Now
as diaphanous bodies admit some rays oi" caloric to pass Thehigherthe

throvigli their substance, and intercept others, it seems a
J^fweVrayi

probable conjecture, that ail the rays of caloric have not the W ;ll be detain-

same decree of velocity; and that, the higher the tempera-
ed ina di *i ,ha-

° J
i ,. ... . . nous medium.

ture of a body is, the greater number ot rays will it project

with such a velocity, as (its them for passing through a dense

medium. AVe might therefore with much reason suppose,

that a certain number of calorific rays projected from a

burning caudle, and falling perpendicularly, or nearly so, on

the surface of a sheet of glass, would penetrate its substance:

that, from the boiling sulphuric acid fewer would have the

ite degree of velocity ; and from the boiling water

still fewer. On such an hypothesis we can readiiy explain,

why with a burning candle the thermometer is brought to a

higher temperature than the plain glass screen; why with a

Bask of boiling sulphuric acid and water the thermometer

and screen are at nearly the same temperature; and why
with a flask of boiling water the screen is hotter than the

thermometer.

Mr. Leslie, having convinced himself, that the calorific Mr. Leslie's

ray does not pass through a sheet of ice, considers this fact ^Jhfeenot
as an additional evidence of the truth of his position.— But conclusive,

it sorely cannot be admitted as such. Experiment proves,

that water in its fluid state stops a considerable number of

the calorific rays emanated from the sun, which we have rea-

son to believe travel with greater velocity than those pro-

jected from bodies artificially heated. Besides, when water

freezes, its particles take on a crystallize.d arrangement ; the

8 did mass becomes porous, whence it is less adapted for the

transmission of the calorific ray, and will nodonbt be, from

the sane cause, less pervious to radiant caloric. But the

experiment was made with a single reflector, and it has been

already
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already granted, that with this apparatus the thermometer is

immediately affected by the screen, which however affords

no support to Mr. Leslie's general position.

Htsrxpert- j± s Mr. Leslie considers his 10th as an experimentum cm-mcntum cm- . .

'

eis examined. c,s » which establishes Ins theory beyond the power of con-

tradiction ; I would occupy a moment of your time in ob-

serving, that although we admit, that, when a single reflec-

tor is used, the thermometer derives its temperature imme-

diately from the skreen, and that the compound skreen is

heated much sooner when the glass surface is opposed to the

hot body than when the metallic surface is; yet we by no

means find ourselves constrained to adopt Mr. Leslie's hy-

pothesis for explaining the radiation of caloric ; as it rests

not on these facts, but on the general conclusion deduced
from them—That caloric passes through no medium inde-

pendently of raising its temperature.—A conclusion, which

does not necessarily follow from any of the facts or reason-

ings to be found in the experimental inquiry, and which,
from my own observations, 1 feel myself authorized to re-

ject.
Made with I am inclined to think, that, had Mr. Leslie's experimen-

it might have tu,n crqcis heen made with two reflectors, and had he noted
turned out the time occupied by it, he would have obtained results si-

differently. m^w tQ thoge wll jcn \ie has re|ate(J p< 35 Qf n j s b00k ; and

they would have admitted of easy and satisfactory ex-

planation on the established principles, which Mr. Leslie

considers as wholly unfounded, but to which, on account of

their simplicity and apparent truth, I confess myself at-

tached.

Heat reflected I pointed out in experiment 10th and 11th, that the ther-

surfaceon mometer is differently affected as the blackened or the plain
•which itim- surface of a sheet of glass is opposed to the hot body. Yet
pmges.

in both experiments the matter of the skreen is the same ;

and the radiating and absorbing powers are nearly equal. I

think the phenomenon may be explained in the following
manner. Mr. Leslie's 4th experiment shows, that the calo-

rific rays are reflected only from the surface on which they

impinge; the degree or reflection from a glass mirror being

always the same, whether the back of the mirror was sil-

vered, preserved clean, or ground with sand or emery. It

seems
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seems therefore a fair conclusion, that the calorific ray, (pro-

ject*
d from bodies artificially heated) after passing through

glass cannot he made to return again by any substance

placed on the opposite surface of the glass. In experiment
10th the black surface absorbs as 'much caloric as from its

nature it is qualified to do: the skreen has its temperature
raised a cerai-.i number of degrees, and becomes a source

of heat to the thermometer. But in experiment 11th some
of the calorific rays are immediately absorbed by the glass

surface; others pas; through the substance of the glass, but

are intercepted- by t ;
j

painted surface: and not being re-

turned through the Substance of the glass, they must assist

in raising the temperature of the whole skreen, which will

consequently become hotter in this than in the former expe- >

riment.

I trust, Sir, the experiments I have detailed will be suf- Radiant calori

ficient to satisfy you, that radiant caloric, under favourable penetrates
.

, , , *» m some media
circumstances, penetrates glass, and perhaps other diapha- without heat-

nous media, independently of raising their temperature. I ing them*

shall be glad to hear of their being repeated on a more ex*

'tensive and varied plan ; and regret the want of leisure,

which for the present prevents my farther prosecuting this

interesting subject.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

No. 99* Mcohon Street, Edinburgh, J. D. MAYCOCK.
April the 5th, 1810.

vni.

Oa the Acrid Principle of Horseradish : by Mr. Einhof*.

WO pounds of the root of horseradish, dug up in the Horseradish

month of October, were rasped, and the pulp 'distilled on
rootdistllled '

* AnnalesdeChim. vol. LXX, p. 185. Translated from Gehlen's

Journal.

a water-
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a waterbath. An oily fluid passed over, and in the neck of

the retort were streaks of oil. When live ounces of fluid

had come over, the apparatus was unluted, and the fluid put
into a phial.

Product. This product had a very pungent smell of horseradish, so

as to occasion considerable pain in the nose of a person
Fs>ential c it.

smelling to it. It was turbid. After standing some time,

about the quantity of ten drops of an essential oil, of a pale

yellow, and of the consistence of oil of cinnamon, was found

at the bottom of the phial. Its smell was intolerable, but

perfectly similar to that of horseradish root fresh scraped.

Its taste was at first sweetish, like that of oil of cinnamon;
but it left a burning acrid sensation behind, and the parts of

the tongue and lips touched with it became very red and

inflamed. A drop of this oil on a pane of glass is very

quickly volatilized at the temperature of 12° R. [59* F.], and

fills the room with a strong smell of horserad'sti. It falls to

the bottom of water, but mixes with it on shaking, and

forms a milky liquor, like that obtained by distillation. Al-

cohol dissolves it easily and completely.
Wat2r - The distilled fluid is not altered by any reagent, except

the nitrate of silver, and acetate of lead. The first changes

it brown, and throws down a black precipitate: the second

Contains sul- produces a brownish precipitate, indicating the presence of

* ur*
sulphur, which Gutret and Tingry had likewise found in

horseradish. The water saturated with essential oil com-

ports itself in the same manner.

Pungency scon The distilled water, or that saturated with oil, if exposed

evaporates ub- to the air, soon loses its pungent smell, and retains only that

fcssclL

**
of tu **mps: but in close vessels it preserves its strength for

years. Having left a portion of the distilled water, with a few

drops of the oil at the bottom, standing in a phial for a

twelvemonth, in a cool place, the oil had disappeared, but

some small shining needles of a silvery white were formed.

These I collected, but the quantity was so small, 1 could

not make an accurate analysis of them ;
so that I am not

certain, whether they were benzoic or camphoric acid.

These crystals when dried had a strong smell of horseradish,

and irritated the throat. They dissolved slowly and incom-

pletely in alcohpl. In a spoon oyer the flame of a candle
?

they
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they melted, and diffused a strong smell of horseradish, suc-

ceeded by a smell of peppermint, and lastly of camphor.

^s the heat increased they were entirely dissipated.

The horseradish remaining in the retort, being mixed with

water, yielded a few more drops of oil, and a distilled wa-

ter, with all the properties mentioned above.

I must observe, that, having subjected to analysis some Deep buried

mould, dug up from a depth of twenty feet, I obtained an
ŝ

l

^ #

an"

ammoniaeal water, hidrogen gas, and carbonic acid. This Smell of

compound gas lost its fetid smell, and after a time smelled
10rber* ls

like horseradish. The water remaining in the jars in which

this gas had been collected threw down a black precipitate

with solution of silver, which appears to indicate the pre-

sence of sulphur.

IX.

Analysis of the Galvanic Pile* By J. A. De Lug, Esq*
F.R.S.

Part L

1 J N January 1806, I had the honour of presenting to the Works on

Royal Society two works, connected with each other by the
meteoroloKy-

common object of meteorology, published at Paris in 1903

mid 1804, under the titles of Tvtrodvctiov A la Physique
terrestre paries Fluidrs expansibles, # Traite E'imenfaire sur

le Fluide ileciro-galvanique. In the latter of these works I

had proved, by direct experiments, that it was the electric Electricity

fluid itself, which acted in the galvanic pile: but that it un- &£%?**
derwent there a modification, which made it produce, with

an excessively small quantity, some effects, which else it

could not produce but with a verv great quantity set in mo-
tion by the discharge of the Leyden vial, and even of batte-

ries. This fundamental proposition was established in my
work by a particular mode of analysis of the effects of -the

pile, which however other avocations obliged me to publish

Unfinished, but expressing the hope, that some other expe-
Vol. XXV1.—June, 1810. I ri mental
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limental philosopher would take it up and follow it ; which

has not been the case.

Chemical In 1807, I saw in Part I of the Phil. Transactions a

efecu' it
Bakerian lecture of Mr. Humph. Davy, on some chemical

agencies cf electricity, which revived my attention to this

subject. • he very ingenious and interesting experiments
which d^tinguish that paper are well known, and my praises

would add nothing to those, which it has deservedly re-

ceived : but a theory was there introduced, which I consi-

dered as involving the electric phenomena in the thickest

veil, and this was my motive for resuming the above expe-
Mr. Davy's riments. Mr. Davy supposes a positive and a negative
theory.

energy, as belonging to distinct substances, constituting a

class of general causes ; and in p. 39, after having specified

some of the bodies to which he attributes these different

ageiicies, he concludes thus :
" In the present state of our

"
knowledge it would be useless to attempt to speculate on

*' the remote cause of the electrical energy, or the reason
"
why different bodies, after being brought into contact,

*' should be found differently electrified; its relation to che-
" mical effects is however sufficiently evident : may it not
• c be identical with it, and an essential property of matter?"

Occult quali- Tutored in Bacon's school, I have found in the long
tM ' course of my study of natural phenomena the profound

wisdom of the following passage, in his immortal work

De Augmentis Scientiarum, lib. Ill, cap. V. Speak-

ing there de occultis & specificis proprietatibus, which he

considers as belonging to a sort of magia, the offspring of

false metaphysics, he says :
" Primum enim intellectum

* humanum in soporem conjicit, canendo proprictates spe-
Mt

cificas & virtutes occnltas, & tanquam ccelitus demissas, &
"

per traditionum susurros solummodo perdiscendas: unde
•* homines ad veras causas eruendas non amplius excitantur

'* & evigilant, sed in hujusmodi otiosis & credulis opinioni-
g « bus acquiescunt; deinde vero innumera commenta, &
*«

qualia quis optaret raaxime, instar sorauiorum, iusinu-

"ant*."
There

* " First it throws the human understanding into sleep, lulling it

with sounds of specific qualities and occult virtues, as if they canoe down
• , from
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There is not in the whole field of natural philosophy an Should not ba

obiect, to which the application of this Warning of a true aPP lied to the
•'

*
. -ii j natural pheno-

philosopher can be of greater importance, than that under menaofelec-

consideration. Such formula as Mr. Davy employs in lieu tr,city>

of causes may appear satisfactory within the narrow limits

of the experiments which he describes; but all the sponta-

neous phenomena of our globe, in which the electric fluid

is concerned, are thus thrown into the back ground, and

never noticed. There is evidently, however, no greater which are evi-

agent in these phenomena, than the electric fluid, which dencesofadu-
°

. , , i , , r.
tmct substance.

Mr. Davy never considers as a substance; he speaks only or

electricity, of electric energies, which are empty words in

themselves, when supposed to imply the idea of causes;

white all the meteorological phenomena proclaim a fluid,

the chemical affinities of which, already manifested, open
the road to the most important inquiries.

This consideration- was my principal motive in resuming Analysis of the

the analysis above mentioned : I have said, that I had not effect of the
J

.. . . pde led to the

pursued it so far as I saw it possible, but far enough to op- following

pose the erroneous conclusions, into which Mr. Davy's ob-

scure principles had led him, with respect to the mode of
action of the galvanic pile ; and continuing that analysis by
an uninterrupted series of experiments, I arrived at the fol-

lowing propositions, as conclusions of the whole.

1. Positive and negative in electricity are mere relations general propo-

to a certain standard, concerning the distributions of the
sltioils>

electric fluid among bodies, with which relations no chemi-

cal effects are connected.

2. The immediate effect of the combination of two pro-

per metals in the pile, and of their repetition, is to accu-

mulate a certain quantity of electric fluid on one half of the

length of the pile, which the other half loses.

3. When the two extremities of the pile are connected

together by conducting substances, the above property of

the pile produces a circulation of the electric fluid, passing

from Heaven, and could not be learned but by the whispers of tradi-

tion : whence men are i>o more solicit* »*s in the discovery of real

causes; they acquiesce in these idle opinions, and hence numberless

gratuitous comments, which, like those on dreams, every man may
apply as he wishes.

I 2 constantly
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constantly from the side on which it tends to accumulate,
to the other side, where it compensates the deficiency tend-

ing to recur.

4. This circulation of the fluid produced by a proper as-

sociation of metals can exist in the same quantity, with

the same number of pairs of metals, without either chemi-

cal effects in the circuit, or the shock.

5. For the production of these phenomena it is necessary,
that a liquid, being introduced between the two metals, a

*
calcination be produced on them. In this case, the electric

fluid circulating through the metals is modified, but its mo-

dification is different according to the liquid: with pure
water, there are chemical effects in the circuit, but no shock

is felt; the latter requires, that the circulation be produced

by an acid.

deduced from Such were the conclusions deduced from the experiments
experiments. re]ate(j m tne paper) which I delivered to the Royal Society

the 30th of May, 1808; but as this and a following paper
have not been admitted into the Phil. Transactions, I shall

resume here the same course of experiments and deductions,

but by more direct steps, being enabled to do so by the

progress of my researches from that time. For this pur-

pose I shall begin by explaining the reason of the plan

which I have followed in this inquiry from its beginning in

1800.

Raasonofthe If we consider a mounted pile without taking notice of

plan pursued. jts extremities, we see a repeated association of three con-

stituent parts, two metals and wet cloth or paper; which I

shall name silver, zinc, and wet cloth, as they were in my
fundamental experiments. By considering this composition

of the pile, the leading circumstances for me were, first,

that its effects increase with the number of the repetitions of

the three constituent parts ; secondly, that the whole toge-

ther forms a conductive column. These circumstances con-

cur to point out some cause, which accumulates at the ex-

tremities of the pile the opposite effects produced in a cer-

tain ternary association of the component parts : but which

is that association? In reflecting on this question I was

convinced, that, till it was decided, the mode of action of

the pile would remain entirely unknown.

The
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The pile may be considered as divided into ternary groups Arrangement

under three different aspects.— 1. Zinc and silver and wet
ternar/eroups.

cloth placed between them.—2. Zinc and silver in mutual

contact with the wet cloth on the side of zinc.—3. Zinc and

silver, still in mutual contact, but the wet cloth on the side

of silver. On this, two questions arose in my mind ; first,

to which of these ternary groups are -owing the accumulation

of the electricfluid on one side of the pile, and increase of

its deficiency on the other, which become greater with the

number of these groups ? Second, what is the cause, that

so small a quantity of electric fluid, set in motion by the

pile, produces effects, which require so great a quantity of

the samefluid, when put in motion by any other means hi-

therto known ?

On the first queftion, supposing the conducting faculty of
Separation of

the pile to be the cause of the accumulation of the opposite
tnese t0 disco*

effects produced on the electric fluid, I concluded, that
Active

° **

small metallic conductors placed between the really efficient

groups would not disturb the effects : but that, if these

conductors were so placed as to produce separate ternary as-

sociations different from that to which the effects are at-

tached, the latter would cease. Consequently that by ef-

fecting the three different divisions of the pile by small

conductors, I could not fail to discover the efficient groups;
a knowledge which might lead to resolve the second ques-
tion.

When I proceeded in this plan, T soon found, tliat no
Necessary in-

deep analysis of the operations of the pile could have been struments.

obtained without these admirable instruments, the gold-leaf

electroscope of Mr. Bennet, and the condenser of Si°-.

Volta. So minute are the quantities of electric fluid ne-?

cessary to be observed in the course of these experiments.
The necessity of having gold-leaf electroscopes directly Apparatus

connected with each extremity of the pile, determined the descriDe<*«

form o^the apparatus which I used for these researches,
which is represented in Plate III, rig. l : it consists of two
tumldv frames, which may be used separately for other pur-
poses ; but for these experiments, they are fixed on the
same board, and they form a pile divided into two columns
A and B. Theframe of each column is composed of three

glass
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Apparatus der glass rods, covered with insulating varnish, and the assem-
s e

blage of groups contained in eachframe rests at the bottom

on small insulating pillars. The space within the glass

rods (except a small part of it at the bottom, in which a

section of plates is represented) is, in the figure, indicated

by only a dotted line; because it varies in height, in the

course of the experiments, according to the number of the

groups and their arrangement. The order of succession in

the associated plates of the different metals being inverse in

the opposite columns, these are connected together at their

Tower ;jarts by a brass slip d y whicn becomes the middle

point of the pile, and its extremities are tuns transported to

the tops of the columns.

The upper part of each frame is constructed in the usual

manner; the three glass rods passing through a piece of

wood, where they are wedged, in order to give to a screw,

which passes through the piece of wood, the power to press

on the groups at the different heights which they attain, in

different stages of the experiments. With each column is

connected a gold-deaf electroscope, movable upon a wooden

rod: from its top projects a brass spring, which presses on

the top of the column, in order to secure a real contact.

When the gold leaves diverge, and it is wanted to know

whether the divergence is positive or negative, the electro-

scope is lifted up only so far as to separate it from the pile,

and is then tried in the usual manner.

With respect to chemical effects in the circuit, I shall

confine myself to those which were first observed in glass
tubes filled with water, at the opposite extremities of which

enter wires, the latter serving to connect the water with

the extremities of the pile. I made these experiments with

different kinds of wire, but in the main course of them I

used brass wires: hus, while inflammable air proceeded

from one of them, calcination took place on the other: these

are the only effects which will be considered in the follow-

ing experiments. For a purp s which I shall explain, I

placed two of these tubes in the circuit, connected together

in their lower parts by a brass ring, as may be seen at c,

fig:- i.

|n the description of the experiments, the chemical ef-

fects
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fects will be noticed at the end of each wire in the glass Apparatus do-

tubes; for which purpose, these ends are indicated by. the
scn e *

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. During these chemical effects, the

electric stales of three points in the circuit will also be in-

vestigated ; namely, a, the point of connexion between the

extremity A of the pile and one of the glass tubes ; c, the

ring which connects the two tubes; and b, the point of

connexion between the second tube and the extremity B of

the pita.

I proceeded at first in a very complicated manner, de-

scribed in my work, to the intended dissections of the pile,

by small conductors interposed between different ternary ar-

rangements of its three component parts; but in resuming
these experiments, 1 used a more simple method, by form-

ing tripods with two pieces of small brass wire, soldered to-

gether with soft solder in the shape of a T, as represented
at fig. 3, PI. IV, the three extremities of the wires, turned

downwards, form three ieet a, a, a, one eighth of an inch

high, which thus produce the commui lcatiou of the tripods

with the group on which they rest by only three small

points; and the wires themselves being a little bent down-

wards, the group above rests also on the tripod by three

points b, b9 b.

In all the experiments, the same order of succession of

the metals was preserved in both columns, notwithstanding
their different dissections by the tripods: in A, the column

begins at the bottom by a zinc plate, thus terminating at

the top by a silver plate ; and in B, a silver plate begins
the column at the bottom, which thus ends at the top by a

zinc plate. I mention this circumstance on account of a

question concerning the denomination of the extremities of

the pile by the metals, which will occur in the course of the

experiments.

From what has been said above of the three different ter-

nary groups that may be composed in the same succession

of the three component parts of the pile, fig. 2, which re-

presents the different states of the latter in these experi-

ments, will be easily understood ; but it must be recurred

to, when each experiment is related. No. 1 represents a

portion of the continuous pile , which is the same from one

end
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Apparatus de- end to the other. No. 2, is a first dissection of the pile by
scribed. .

J

the tripods, in which the latter divide it into ternary groups

composed of the two metals and the wet cloth between them ;

this also prevails from one end to the other of the pile.

No. 3 represents the second dissection of the pile, in which

the tripods divide ternary groups composed of the two me-?

tals in mutual contact, and the wet cloth in contact with

nbeorlly; but this division not being complete at the ex-

tremities of the pile, this No. is represented in two part*;

one being the top of col. A, terminated by a silver plate

alone, and the other, the top of col. B, terminated by a

zinc plate with wet cloth. The case is the same in No. 4,

shewing the third dissection of the pile, in which the wet

cloth is in contact with silver: this representation also con-

sists of two parts, one being the top of col. A, terminated

by a silver plate with, wet cloth, and the other the top of

col. B, terminated by a zinc plate alone. In order to leave

place for th£ letters z and s near the plates, those of silver

are represented of the same thickness as the zinc plates,

though they were not so, as I am going to explain.

In order that the frames of my columns might contain

the greatest number possible of groups when divided by the

tripods, I used very thin silver plates, these being very lit-

tle acted upon by the liquid during this kind of experi-

ments, each of which lasted only tjil the different effects

were observed ; but it is not the same with zinc, the surface

of which is soon calcined, and must be often restored to

the metallic state; so that, on account of the thickness of

the zinc plates, each column could contain only 3S groups
with the tripods, formiug a pile of 76 groups, the plates of

which were 1*6 inch diameter; and this remained the num-

ber of groups in all the following experiments, as far as re-

lates to this part.

Lastly, as the different fiquids, wjtl) which t}ie pieces of

cloth may be imbibed, produce different effects, 1 deter-

mined to follow this first course of experiments with two

different liquids, namely, pure ivater, and a strong solu-

tion of marine salt, in order to compare their effects. Thus

I made two sets of the same experiments, in both of which

1 began
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I began by a continuous nle of 76 groups, and continued by

their three different dissections with the tripods.

X. Set of Experiments, wherein the pieces of cloth were im-

bibed with pure water.

Continuous pile.

This pile being mounter, and remaining insulated, with Experiments

onlv the electroscopes applied to its extremities, their indi-
J^jfjjkj"

11*

cations, expressed, as they will always be, by the measure

of the divergence of the gold leaves in decimals of an inch,

were at that moment •

A, o*o B, 0-4 negat.

Exp. 1. I tried the shock in the surest manner, which is Exp. 1,

to hold in each hand* thoroughly wet, pieces of metal, for

which I used uilver <epoons, with a drop of water at their

extremity : but 1 did not feel any shock.

Exp. 2. With the two glass tubes rilled with water, and Exp. J.

applied to the pile as represented in fig. 1.

1. No electric sign remained at the extremities ; a proof,
as I shall have an opportunity of showing, that the circula-

tion of the electric fluid was produced through the water of

the glass tubes.
,

2.. A small stream of calx descended from the wire 1*

3. Inflammable air ascended from wire 2.

4. Calx descended from wire 3.

5. Inflammable air ascended from wire 4.

The next point which 1 had an intention to examine was,
whether there were any possibility to discover the course fol-

Jowed by the electric flu'.
I in its circulation; whether from

A to B, or the contrai way. This brought to my mind
what happens to a stream of water when it meets with a

yarrow channel in its course ; it rises more or less at the

entrance, according to the degree of retardation which it

undergoes, and is proportionably lower below the issue. I

thought therefore, that, if there were any retardation in the

course of the electric fluid passing through the water of the

glass tubes, there would b:; some -accumulation of the fluid

at its entrance, and deficiency at its issue3 which might be

discovered
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discovered by connecting with a condenser the three pointj
«, r, b, in fig. 1. I tried a condenser, the plates of which
were separated by a piece of silk; butsin these very delicate

experiments, it produced deception ; the silk retaining some
electrisation from one experiment to the other, 1 was there-

Condenser of fore obliged to use a condenser acting by the mere distance

awpfan.
°" a

°^ ^ie l^ ates > anc* * constructed one on a new plan, which

answers many purposes. The under, or receiving plate is

horizontally fixed on an insulating pillar. By means of a

brass wire with an insulating handle, I connect successively,

each time during 20 seconds, the above three points with

the under plate of the condenser, with which is connected

a gold-leaf electroscope. During the time only that the

tipper plate is concentrically situate over the former, it is in

connection with the ground ; after which, by a proper me-

chanism, this upper plate is made to retire, by revolving
on an insulating axis, and I observe the divergence then

produced in the electroscope.

Indications of I must still mention another circumstance concerning this

the electro- class of experiments. When the extremities of the insu-
scope differs

, , ., , , .
, ,

•
, ,

according to lated pile are only connected with their electroscopes, the

circumstances, indications of the latter differ according to external circum-o

stances, which I shall not introduce here, saying only, that

sometimes there are indications on both sides, positive at A
and negative at B, at various correspondent degrees; some-

times also there is only an indication at A, then positive;

and at other times, as in the above case, the divergence is

only at B, and negative. But if A be placed in communi-

cation with the ground, the whole electric difference be-

tween the extremities is expressed at B with the negative.

sign; and on the contrary, if B communicates with the

ground, the whole difference is expressed at A with the po-
sitive sign. I must also remark here, that there are two

different standards, very distinctly and judiciously defined

in Sig. Volta's system, to which these comparative expres-

Twi» different sions refer. The two standards frequently agree, but often

standards.
;i ] so t j )ey differ, from a cause which I shall explain on' ano*

ther occasion. When the divergence of balls or gold leaves

in the electroscopes is considered alone, the standard of

plus and minus is only the actual electric stale of, the ambient

air;
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air ; but if we want to Vnow the electric state of insulated

bodies, the standard become* the actual state on the ground

m that respect. When therefore a body is in commuuica-

tion with the ground, it is neither plus nor miim, and I Neutral,

shall call it neutral; meaning in the electric state of the .

ground.
In the insulated pile, when its extremities are connected

together by the glass tubes, it there oe some retardation of

.the electric jluid in pervading the water, it hardly can be

perceived, because this is a middle point between the po-

sitive and negative states; but if one of the extremities be

placed in communication with the ground, there may re-

main a residuum of the current ret aided, discoverable by

the condenser. This is the reason of the manner in which.

I have made the observations at the three points a, c, b : I

first observed them during the insulation of the pile; then

in placing alternately the extremities A and B in communi-

cation with the ground, and this I did by the contact of my
finger during the communication with the condenser.

Exp, 3. While the chemical processes were going on in Exp. 3.

the glass tubes, I applied the condenser to the three points

a, c, b, in the manner above described, and the results Were

as follows :

Without With contact With contact

contact. of B of A.

a • •
pos. 0*2 • • • •

pos, 03 0*0

c 0*0 • • • •
pos. 0-2 • • • •

reg, 0"2

b ncg. 0*1 O'O • • • •
neg. 0*4

This experiment clearly points out the direction of the course course of the

of the electric fluid, as I expected would happen, if it under- fl"id »

went some retardation in pervading the wa+cr of the tubes : it

certain ly enters the water 'from the sde a, si^ce a positive

residuum exists at a and c, whin the contact is on B: it

goes out and returns to the pile by the side b, since a ne-

gative residuum exists at c and b, when the contact is on A :

and this is the reason why the middle point c passes through
three different states ; it is neutral, when no acceleration is

produced in the natural course of the Jluid by the contact

of cither of the extremities ; but if the course is accelerated

by
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by more of theJluid coming from the ground to the side B,
the middle point becomes positive; and if the acceleration

proceeds from some part of the Jluid flowing into the ground

by the side A, the middle point becomes negative.

Chemical ef- This experiment shows also how unfounded is the idea,
feet:, oft iepi e ^at t^ chemical effects here taken as an example are con-
no* connected

#

l

vrith positive nected with positive and negative energies. During the
and negative course f the above observations with the condenser, the
energies. . .

two chemical effects continued sensibly in the same degree
at the extremities of the same wires, though these under-

went changes in their electric states. At wire 1, the electric

stale of which is the same as that of the point a, calx is pro-
duced whether it be positive or neutral: at wire 4, the elec-

trie state of which is the same as at point b, inflammable

air is produced whether it be negative or neutral: but the

phenomena are still more decisive at the wires 2 and 3, the

electric states of which are similar to each other and also to

that of the point c. Now here we see inflammable air at

wire 2, and calx at wire 3, whether they be positive, nega-

tive, or neutral. Whence results finally, that the real con-

nexions of these chemical effects with the course of the elec-

tricfluid are the following: calx is produced at the wires by
which' the fluid enters the water, and inflammable air at those

by which it goes out.

Exp. >n which The same experiments were already related in my work
the pile being «'.' i a' » / « -

i

rendered alter- presented to the Uoyal Society in January 1800, awd re-

nately negative peated in my first paper; but in the former, sect. 544, I
and positive r»y

*
. . ... . . ,

_

connexion with related another experiment still more striking, which 1 hod
an electric ma- made at Berlin with Prof. Erman, who as well as myself
chine, the che- .-, u i i

•
i

• • j
mica 1 effects

was t"en nmcn employed m galvanic experiments, and pos-
were the same, sessed a very powerful electric machine. lie had at one

time an insulated pile of 200 groups of zinc and silver the

size of crown pieces, newly cleaned, by which the usual ef-

fects of the production of calx and inflammable air in the

water of a glass tube were going on very rapidly. We con-t

nected this pile with the rubber of the machine, the prime
conductor being in connexion with the ground; which was

a most powevful way of producing the negative state in the

whole pile, so that it drew sparks from our hands at a great

distance; however we perceived no change in the glass

tube*
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tube, the chemical effects went on with the same rapidity:

and the increase of the quantity of the fluid; by connecting

the pile with the prime conductor of the machine, which

made the pile emit spontaneous flashes, did not sensibly

increase these chemical effects. Not having then to contend

with the idea that negative and positive states were proper-

ties of any substance, I concluded only from the above

experiments, that our strongest means of depriving the pile

of electric fluid left always enough of the latter for the aV-

culation produced by the property of the former, so small

is the quantity thus set in motion ; and that the increase of

its absolute quantity did not sensibly increase that which

circulates in the pile.

First dissection of the pile.

This second kind of pile is represented at fig. 2, No» 2,: Exp. 4.

the tripods, in this dissection, are placed between the twl»
^Vet clotn ill

r r contact with

metals, thus separating groups in which these metals have each metal, &
between them wet cloth.

the m<*tals se-

parated.

Exp. 4. The experiments made on the continuous pile

having been detailed, I shall only assemble under this head

the comparative effects of the two piles.

1. This new mode of experiments haviug been made im-

mediately after the former, the free pile (I mean without

connexion either between its extremities or with the ground)
had the same electric indications.

2. No shock was perceived.

3. When the glass tubes were applied, the same chemical

effects were produced in them, at the same wires; they only

began later, and were a little smaller.

4. The condenser applied to the three points a, c, b,

manifested, in the same circumstances, the same residua of

electric signs.

At first it might be thought, that this dissection indicate?

the efficient groups for both electric and chemical effects;

but the following experiment will show, that the efficient

groups for these two functions are different.

S-econd
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Second dissection of the pile*

Fxp. 5. In this pile, represented at fig. 2, No. 3, the tripods se-
Ihemctasin

parate gr0UpS composed of the two metals in mutual con*

wet cloth tact, and the wet cloth in contact with only the zinc plates,
touching the _,

"

... _ .. ,
. . _ . . ,.

jinconly. Exp, 5.—1. 1 he free pile had the same electric indica-

tions*

2. There was no shock produced.

3. The glass tubes being applied, the electric indications

ceased absolutely at the extremities of the pile, a proof that

the circulation of the electric fluid was produced ; however

no chemical effect appeared in the water,

4. The condenser being applied to the points a, c, b,

no retardation was manifested in the course of the fluid.

This experiment begins to show, that the causes of pro-

duction of electric and chpmical effects, by the pile, are dif-

ferent; since here the former continue, but the latter are

not produced.

Third dissection of the pile,

Exp. 6. This dissection is represented at
fig. 2, No. 4 : the tripods

Metals in con- nere divide the pile into groups composed of the two metals
tact the wet
cloth touching

in mutual contact, but the wet cloth in contact only with

the zinc only, silver.

Exp. 6. Cessation of every effect : no electric sign at

the extremity of the^ra? pile; no chemical effect in the glass

tubes when connected with it; no electric sign at the points

a, c, b.

Before I come to the conclusions, concerning the mode of

action of the pile, which may be derived from this first set

of experiments, in which the pieces of cloth were imbibed

with only pure water, and no shock was produced, I shall

relate the second set of experiments, in which a strong so-

lution of marine salt was used ; as all the results, except

with respect to the shock, remaining the same, their union

will render the conclusions more certain.

IL Set
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II. Set of Experiments : wherein the pieces of Cloth were Exp. -wick

imbibed with a strong solution of Marine Salt.
st
/
ong solution

. soda.

Continuous Pile.

Exp. 7. In order to have a point of comparison of the Exp 7,

respective electric effects of the two liquids, I first mounted

the continuous pile of 76 groups with p«r<? water in the

c/ofA, and observed the electroscopes at its extremities: they

were this day A, O'l pos. ; B, 0*3 negat. I then imbibed the

cloth with the solution of marine salt, and the electroscopes

had the same indications.

Exp. 8. Concerning the shock. Exp. 8-

1. In placing my fingers, when dry, on the extremities

of the pile, I felt no shock.

2. My fingers being wet, I felt a small shock.

3. Taking then the silver spoons9 as above indicated, 1

had a shock up to the elbow.

4. Whenever I withdrew one of the spoons, on jbringing

it again into contact, I felt a new shock ; but when, after

having felt a shock, I kept both spoons steady on the extre-

mities, all sensation ceased. This is an important fact, to

which I shall refer hereafter.

Exp. 9. I applied the two glass tubes as in Exp. 2. Exp. 9.

1. Every circumstance, with respect to chemical effects in

the water, was the same, except that these effects appeared

sooner, and were stronger ; and every visible electric sign
ceased at the extremities of the pile as in the other experi-
ments.

2. I tried the shock with the spoons ; it was not quite so

strong as before the glass tubes were placed. I fixed also

both tubes on the extremities of the pile ; every sensation

ceased, but observing then the chemical effects in the water

of the tubes, I saw, by the quantity of hifiammahle air

emitted, that they were reduced to about the half of their

intensity: whence it appears, that my body was a conductor

of the same nature as water.

3. Taking off the ring which connected the glass tubes

by the hooks of their lower wires, and placing the angle of
the handle of one spoon in one of these hooks, when I

touched
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touched with the second spoon the other wire, I felt ar Strang
shock: but when I succeeded (which is difficult) in placing
the angle of the other spoon steady in the other hook, all

sensation ceased, and the chemical effects went on in the

tubes.

Exp. 10. Exp. 10. Repetition of Exp. 3; or of the application of

the condenser to the points a, c, b in the circuit.

Without With contact With Contact

contact. of B. of A.

a • • • •
pos. 0* 15 • • • •

pos. the gold leaf struck • • • • 0*0

c •#•m • • • ,0* • • • •
pos. 0-6 neg. 0*5

b • • . •
neg. 0*45 • 0*0 * . neg. the gold leafstruck.

These results are of the same nature as in the experiment
with pure water, but the quantities are much increased,

showing a greater retardation of the electric fluid in its

rourse ; a circumstance which will bfe noticed hereafter.

First Dissection of the Pile.

Exp, 11. Exp. 11. I shall assemble here all the points correspon-
dent to those of the above experiments on the continuous

pile.

1. The same electric signs at the extremities of thefree

pile.

<2. The same effects concerning the shock.

3. The same chemical effects in the glass tubes, only
smaller.

4. The same residua of electric signs at the points a, c, b*

Second Dissection of the Pile.

Exp. 12. Exp. 12. Assembling also here the comparative results.

1. The same electric signs at the extremities of the /re*

pile.

2. No shock.

3. No chemical effect in the glass tubes, though the elec-

tric sigJis had ceased.

4. No residua of these signs at the points a, c, b.

Third
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Third Bisection of the Pile.

Exp. 13. Cessation of every effect with this dissection,

as in Exp. 6.

Such are the leading experiments with respect to the Exp. 13.

mode of action of the pile ; hut before I come to their gene-

ral conclusions, I must return to the particular circum- Circumstance

stance belonging; to Exp. 5 and 12, namely, that at the apparently fa-
ft • ' *

. vourable to

game time that no chemical effects were produced in the wa- Mr. Davy's

ter of the glass tubes, no residua of electric signs remained theory

perceptible in the points a, e, b of the circuit. This cir-

cumstance might appear favourable to Mr. Davy's idea on

the mode of action of the pile, thus expressed at p. 45 of his

paper above mentioned.

" In the voltaic pile of zinc, copper, and a solution of
'< muriate of soda, in what is called its condition of electric

"
tension, the communicating plates of copper and zinc are

" in opposite electrical states. And with respect to elec-

* e tricities of such very low intensities, water is an insulating
"

body : every copper plate consequently produces, by
"

induction, an increase of positive electricity upon the

•
opposite zinc plate; and every zinc plate an increase of

*'
negative electricity on the opposite copper plate; and the

"
intensity increases with the number, and the quantity

" with the extent of the series. When a communication is

** made between the two extremities, the opposite electri-

"
cities tend to annihilate each other ; and if thefluid me-

" dium could be a substance incapable of decomposition,

p the equilibrium, there is every reason to believe, would
** be restored, and the motion of electricity cease."

1 shall not consider for the present that system in itself, differently ex*

but only on account of the connexion which it may appear plained.

to have with the above 5 and 12 experiments. For as at

the same time that, in these experiments, the process called

decomposition of water had ceased in the glass tubes, no

residua of the electricfluid were perceptible by the conden-

ser in any part of the circuit', it might be supposed, ac-

cording to Mr. Davy's idea, that the motion of the electric

fluid had really ceased. But the following experiments
will show, that the cause of no residua appearing in the

Vol. XXVI.—J ene, 1810. K. cage*
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$m. 14.

cases here referred to is, that the circulation of the fluid^

in these cases becomes too rapid, to be discovered by that

test.

Exp. 14. After Exp. 12, I took off the glass tubes from
the pile.

1. The electroscopes at its extremities, then free, indi-

cated, A, 0*0, B, neg. 0'4.

2. I produced the communication between the two ex-

tremities by a brass conductor; every electric sign ceased,
even to the condense*.

3. I substituted a slip of deal, which I had left a long
while in tvater, in order that water itself might become the

conductor : it produced the same effect as brass, every elec*

trie sign disappeared.
4. I left this slip in the same situation, in order to ob-

serve the effects in the progress of drying. The water had

already disappeared at the surface, and no electric sign was

perceived, even by the condenser', after some time, the con-

denser manifested these signs, positive at A, and negative
at B ; at last the same signs became visible in the electro-

scopes of the pile.

I think it now evident in general, that an actual circula-

tion of the electricfluid is produced, through the pile and

any conducting substance which connects its extremities;

that this circulation is naturally so rapid when the electric

fluid defes not undergo any retardation in the conductors^

that its course cannot be manifested even by the condenser ;

and that when it is manifested by electric signs, these are

produced by some retardation.

Its course may Now: a retardation in the course of the electric fluid
be retarded by se't in motion by thepile may proceed, either from the nature

the conductors °'f thi conductors, as in the above experiment; or from

or Haodificuti- some modification, which the electricfluid itself undergoes
'

in pervading the pile. The former cause of retardation of

the first a ten the electricfluid, manifested by the preceding experiment,
of theinsulat affords, as I shall show in another paper, the best and easi^
in- property of

egt m()thod of trying the j7isu lating faculty of the different

varnishes laid on glass for supports of electric apparatusses ;

an essential object in practical electricity; but the latter*

namely, the different modifications which the electricfluid

undergo*'*

Electric fluid

circulates

through the

pile.
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undergoes by pervading different piles, will become an im-

portant object in the course of the conclusions from the

above experiments, to w.hich 1 now come.

The first of these conclusions will concern the fundamen- Electric and

tal mode of action of the pile, in its two different effects, ^m:caI
J

ef".
</ * Itxts produced

electric and chemical. When I devised the different dissec- by different

tions of the pile by small metallic conductors, I expected,
SrouP3 *

that it would lead to the discovery of the efficient groups ;

this has happened, but in an unexpected manner ; the effi-

cient groups are not the same for the electric and chemical

effects. For electric effects, the efficient groups consist sim- Electric group;

ply of the binary associations of the two metals ; each group

being separated from the next by a cowducting substance non-

metallic.

For chemical effects, the efficient groups are ternary ; they Chemical

are composed of the two metals, having between them a li-
s

quid in contact with both, which here is in the wet cloth

If Fig. 2 is considered with that view, it will confirm these Both in piles

determinations. In the piles, No. 1 and 2, which produce
land2:

both effects, the two kinds of groups exist. The binary

groups of metals, to which are owing the electric effects,

are formed, in No. 1, by the immediate contact of the two

metals; and. in No. 2, they are produced by the interposi-

tion of the brass tripods ; and in both piles, these binary

groups are separated by a nonmetallic conducting substance,

which is the wet cloth. The condition of chemical effects in

the circuit, which is the ternary groups above denned, exist

also in these two piles, as in each the ivet cloth is ptaeed be-

tween the two metals, in contact with both.

But the case is different in the piles No. 3 and 4. In the electric only in

former indeed, the condition of a motion of the electric
° '

fluid exists, namely, the binary groups of metals, separated

. by 'he nonmetallic conducting substance; and ijje elec trie

effects continue : but the condition tor chemical effects in the

circuit is wanting ; the wet cloth is in contai only with zinc

and not with silver
;
in aword, it is eot between the two

tnetals, which is the condition.

Lastly, the pile No. 4, which produces neither electric neith*i in 4.

effects, nor chemical effects in the circuit, is deprived of the

conditions of both. The electric effects are not produced,
K ci because
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because zinc is between two metals which have the same re-

lation with it in this respect; silver on one side, and the

brass of the tripod on the other side. The condition for

chemical effects in the circuit is also wanting ; as the wet

cloth is in contact only with silver.

These conclusions with respect to the determined differ-

ence between the two kinds of groups, to which I was first

led by the above experiments, will be hereafter confirmed

by more precise phenomena, shown by new experiments di-

rected to that purpose; but I must first remove an apparent

Apparent con- contradiction between these experiments, and what had been

tradictionj determined by other experimental philosophers on the elec-

trie states of zinc and copper when in mutual contact,

either metal It may be seen in the construction of the four different

seeming m y represented in Fig. 2, that the succession of zinc and
some cases po-

r r
^ , . * f

sitive, in others silver plates continues the same in all, throughout the whole

negative j length; from which arrangement, the termination of the

extremity A is by a silver plate, and that of the extremity

B by a zinc plate; at the same time it has been seen in all

the experiments made with these different piles, that the

extremity A is the positive, and the extremity B the nega-

tive. This seems to imply, that the silver side is the posi-

tive, and the zinc side, the negative ; whereas by other expe-

riments, silver is mgative, and zinc positive, when they are

connected together. Such- opposite conclusions from facts

equally certain much embarrassed me, til! by the study of

what is represented in Fig. 2, and the conclusions to which

it led me concerning the two different efficient groups, the

Tkldle was solved in the manner that I am going to ex-

plain ; which at the same time will be a confirmation of what

has been determined above, with respect to the groups.

explained. The condition of electric effects in the pile is absolutely

this: the two metals, either in immediate contact, or con-

nected together by a metallic conductor; these groups being

separated by a non metallic conducting substance, here the

wet cloth : wherever therefore one of the metats is not in this

determined connexion with the other, it does not contribute,

to the electric effect oT the pile, but is an extraneous body.

Now, if notice be taken of all the piles represented in

Fig.
(
2, it wilL be seen, that the last piece of wet cloth, at

the
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the extremity of each of them, leaves above it one of the

metals unconnected with the other, so that the former there-

fore is a mere conductor to the electroscope. Thus the effi-

cient groups for electric effects terminate at and under that

piece of cloth ; and it may be seen in the flgure, that in this

manner zinc terminates the extremity A, which is positive,

and silver the extremity B, which is negative; and thus,

not only the two experiments are reconciled, but thereby
the definition of these groiips in the pile is confirmed,

Another phenomenon manifested in these experiments Without oxt-

deserved a farther investigation, in order to avoid any mis- ^tion of the

.

°
T i i Plates no shQcjc

take; as it leads to important conclusions* It has been produced.

seen, that, when the pieces of cloth were imbibed with

pure water only, though chemical effects were produced in

the glass tubes, there was no shock; but that this effect was

produced, when the calcination of the metals in the pile was

effected by the acid of marine salt. It was therefore im-

portant to know, whether this particular cause of calcination

were an accidental, or necessary condition of the shock; and

I thought of a way to decide it, which was, to substitute

for zinc a metal, which, becoming positive with silver, and

thus capable of producing a motion of the electric fluid,
should be calcinable by the acid of marine salt, but not by

pure water; I found pewter to be such a metal, and I made
the following experiments; first by my condenser so con-

structed, that 1 could readily try the effect of small piles,

placed on a conducting pillar, lifted up by a string against
a brass bull projecting from the receiving plate, and which

descends by its own weight when the string is relaxed.

Exp. 15. I tried in this manner a pile of 20 groups, pew- Exp. 15.

ter and silver, separated by cloth imbibed with pure water, Pewter an«Uil-

and I found, that the pewter side affected the condenser

positively and the silver side negatively in sufficient degrees,
to give hope, that, by increasing the number of groups, im-

mediate electric signs would be produced in the electro-

scopes at the extremities of the pile,

Exp. 16. I procured thin pewtet plates the size of my Exp . |k
silver plates, and I increased the number of these binary

groups, separated by pieces of cloth imbibed with. pure wa-

ter, till I had sufficient electric signs at 'the extremities: this

was
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was by 100 groups in each column, forming a pile of 200

groups,

1. I observed and noted the divergences in the electro-

scopes, positive at A, the pewter side, and negative at B,

the silver side.

2. No shock was felt.

3. The glass tubes being applied, though the electric

signs ceased at the extremities, no chemical effect was pro-
duced in the water of the tubes.

4. The condenser applied to the usual points a, c, b, no

residua of electric signs appeared.
5. Dismounting the pile, I did not perceive any impres-

sion of the water on the pewter plates.

Exp. 17. Exp. 17. I mounted a pile with a sufficient number of

groups formed of zinc, silver, and cloth imbibed with the

solution of marine salt, to produce at its extremities the

same electric signs as the above pile ; which I obtained by
25 groups in each column, 50 in the whole, and the follow-

ing were the results.

1. I felt the shock.

2. The glass tubes being applied, the electric signs disap-

peared at »he extremities, and the usual chemical effects

were produced in the water.

3. I applied the condenser to the points a, c, b, and found

very sensible residua.

Exp 18. Exp 18. I mounted again the pile of 200 grou ps pew-
ter and silver, but I imbibed the cloth with the solution of
marine salt.

1. The same electric signs were produced at the extrerai-

inities.

2. I felt the shock.

3. The glass tubes being applied, the electric signs dis-

appeared at the extremities, and the chemical effects were

produced at the usual points in the water of the tubes.

4. Then also, the condenser being applied to the points

a, c,, b, sensible residua of electric signs were found in the

usual order.

5. Lastly, having dismounted the pile, I found 01$ the

pewter plates many spots produced by calcination.

These
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Tlxese experiments, different from those of the former set,

having clearly decided the above question concerning the

condition of the shock, the whole together ascertains the fol-

lowing facts.

1. When there is no calcination produced on the metals of General con-

the pile, though the electric fluid be put in motion, no cAe-
c us;ons -

?nical effect is produced in the water of the tubes.

2. When that calcination is produced by pure water,

though these chemical effects take place, there is no shock?

the latter requiring the calcination to be produced by an

acid.

3. When the electric fluid, in pervading the pile, is renr

dered capable of producing either one, or both of these ef-

fects, its course \§ retarded through the water of the glass

tubes, and more in the latter case..

The last of these facts leads to the following conclusion.

When the electricfluid pervades a pile wherein the calcina-

tion of some metal is going on, the fluid itself undergoes
some modification, which is the cause of the concomitance

of these phenomena, a retardation of its course through the

water, and the production, with a very small quantity, of

effects which it cannot produce but with an incomparably

greater quantity, when set in motion by any other known
means. But before I come to this object, it is necessary to Presence of a

ascertain an essential point, which so far I have only men- fluid not nor

tioned, namely, that the motion of the electric fluid in the

pile does not depend on a separation of the binary groups of

metals by a liquid, or a wet body, but requires only that

the separation be produced by the best nonmetallic conduct-

ing substance ; and with the leading experiments concerning
this object I shall conclude ih\sfirst Part of the analysis.

Exp. 19. I mounted the pile of 76 groups of zinc and E,p . 19.

silver; but instead of wet cloth to separate them, I used new
'

cloth, which had stood some time iu my room, my hygrome-
ter being at about 40°.

1. Electric signs were produced at the extremities of the.

pile, but weaker than when the pieces of cloth were wet.

2. The glass tubes being applied, these signs ceased, but
there was no appearance of chemical effects in the water of

the tubes.

Judging
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Judging that the diminution of the quantity of electric

fluid in motion proceeded from a want of conducting faculty
in the wool itself, and aware, that no metallic substance

could be substituted for obtaining a better conductor, I un-

dertook a long series of experiments, by forming piles of

20 groups zinc and silver, separated by all the substances

of the vegetable and animal kinds that I could devise, ap-

Writing paper plying these groups to the condenser. Of these experi-

substances for'
ments ' nowever > 1 *hall only mention the practical result,

separating the which was, that among all these bodies, writing paper was
xnetas ' one of the best for the intended purpose, at the same time

that it is the most easy to manage ; and I made the follow-

ing experiment.

Exp. 20, Exp. 20. I mounted again the pile of 76 groups zinc

and silver, and separated them with pieces of writing pa-

per. <

1. I found a great increase in the electric signs at the ex-

tremities of the pile, comparatively with the cloth,

/ 2. These signs ceased when the glass tubes were applied,

but still no chemical effect was produced in the water of the

iubes.

This experiment opened before me a new and extensive

field, i.i which 1 have ever si ace travelled, as will be seen

in the second Part of this analysis, and iu a following pa-

per-

flints on the Subject of Animal Secretions. By Everard
Home, Esq. E. R. S. Communicated by the Society for
the Improvement of Animal Chemistry*.

Ani alsecre- J- HE brilliant discoveries of Mr, Davy on the powers of

tions perhaps electricity in producing chemical changes suggested to me
the

* Philos. Transact, for I809, p. 385.

Dr. Wollaston's observations, inserted in the Philosophical Maga-
zine ,were published after this paper had been laid before the Society.

I was
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the idea, that the animal secretions may be produced by produced by

the same means. To prosecute this inquiry with every ad- elecncuy.

vantage, requires a knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and

chemistry, rarely to be met with in the same person. I

have therefore availed myself of the assistance of the dif-

ferent members of this Society, the object of which is the

improvement of Animal Chemistry. Their intimate ac-

quaintance with these branches of science renders them

peculiarly fitted for such an undertaking. It is oue of the

most important subjects to which Mr. Davy's discoveries

can be applied, and he has given it the consideration it

'

deserves.

The Voltaic battery is met with in the torpedo and elec- Galvanic bat.

trical eel ; and although it is given only as a means of catch- ter
J

in the
J

or"
J

pedo and elec-

ing their prey, and defending themselves, and therefore not trical eel

I was led to the present investigation, while preparing my lectures

on the Hunterean ^Museum, in which the secretions in different ani-

mals are to be considered. In September last, I engaged Mr. William

Brandeto assist me in prosecuting the inquiry. In November, I com-

municated my opinions to Sir Joseph Banks, and stated, that I should

bring them forward in my lectures; and at that t'm«s Dr. Young's

Syllabus was not published, and Dr. Wollaston's opinions were un-

known to me.

Dr. Berzelius, Professor of Chemistry at Stockholm, published a

work on Animal Chemistry, in the year 1806, in the Swedish language,
in which he states, in several places, that he believes the secretions

in animals to depend upon the nerves, although he is unable to ex-

plain how the effect is produced. In proof of his opinion, the fol-

lowing experiment is adduced.
" Trace all the nerves' leading to any secretory organ in a living ani-

"
mal, and divide them, being careful to injure the blood-vessels

«* and the structure of the organ itself, as little as may be : notwitb-
"

standing the continue circulation of the blood, the organ will as lit*

" tie secrete its usual fluid, as^an eye deprived of its nerve can see, or
" a muscle the nerve of which has been divided can move. We may
" therefore easily conceive, that any trifling alteration in the nerves
" of a gland may maternally affect its secretion, the supply of blood
il

being in every way perfect."

He says, the agency of the nerves in secretion ha6 generally been

disregarded, because our attention is only called to their secret mode *

of acting, when we discover the inrufficiency of all otber explanation.
Dr. Berzclius's work was shown to iae by Mr. Davy, while this paper
was in the press.

immediately
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abounds with immediately applicable to the present inquiry, yet it fur-

niflhes two important facts, one, that a Voltaic battery can

be formed in a living animal, the other, that nerves are es-

sentially necessary for its management; for in these fish the

nerves connected with the electrical organs exceed those

that go to all other parts of the fish, in the proportion of

twenty to one. The nerves are made up of an infinite

number of small fibres, a structure so different from that

of the electric organ, that they are evidently not fitted to

form a Voltaic battery of high power; but their structure

appears to Mr. Davy, to adapt them to receive and preserve
a small electrical power.

Nerves and That the nerves arranged with muscles, so as to form a

muscles form Voltaic battery, have a power of accumulating and cornmu-
«uc a atter). u jcatmg electricity, is proved by the well known experiment

of taking the two hind legs ef a vivacious frog, immedi-

ately after they are cut off; laying bare the crural nerves;

applying one of these to the exposed muscles of the other

limb; and then, when the circle is completed by raising the

other crural nerve with a glass rod, and touching the mus-
cle of the limb to which it does not belong, the muscles of

both are excited to contractions.

Circumstances There are several circumstances in the structure of the

in the structure nerves, and their arrangements in animal bodies, which do

not applicable
not aPPtar at a" applicable to the purposes of common senr

*o sensation, sation, and the uses of which have not even been devised.

Among these are the plexuses in the branches of the par

vagum wind) go to the lungs, and in the nerves which go
to the limbs; the ganglions, which connect the nerves be-

longing to the viscera with those that supply the voluntary

muscles; and the course of the nerves of the viscera, which

keep up a connexion among themselves in so many dif-

ferent ways.

Bloodvessels The organs of secretion are principally made up of
ofthe secretory arteries and veins; but there is nothing in the different
organs do not

i
•

,
•

•> i •«.
'

i •

account for modes in winch tnese vessels ramify, that can in any way
ti.cir actions, account for the changes in the blood, out of which the

* secretions arise. These organs are also abundantly supplied
with nerves.

Experiment*
With a view to determine how far any changes could be

produce4
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produced in the blood by electricity, at all similar to secre- on the action

tion, Mr. W. Brande, who has begun his career in animf! oath*b22l

chemistry with so much success, made the following experi-

ments, in the suggestion of which Mr. Davy afforded him

every assistance.

Experiment 1. Middle of January, 1800.

The conductors from twenty-four four-inch double plates Blood drawn

of copper and zinc, charged with a very weak solution of a"
ec^c

P
^

S °

muriatic acid, were immersed in four ounces of blood, im-

mediately on its having been drawn from a viin in the arm.

The temperature of the blood was kept up at 100° during

the experiment. The apparatus was so constructed, as to

admit of the products at the negative and positive wires be-

ing separately collected and examined. When the electri-

zation had been carried on for a quarter of an hour, all ac-

tion seemed to have ceased. The blood, which had sur-

rounded the negative wire, was of a deep red colour, and

extremely alkaline ; that surrounding the positive wire was

slightly acid, and of a blighter hue.

In this experiment, the coagulation of the blood was not

materially affected by the electrical power alluded to.

Experiment 2. 8th of February, 1809,

Finding it necessary to submit perfectly fluid blood to Blood exposed

the action of electricity, the following experiment was un- to electricltv in
J

.

" a vein,

dertaken with a view of keeping it in the longest possible

time in that state.

A deer having been pithed, the abdomen was immediately

openeo into, and a length of about four inches of a large
vein in the mesocolon was detached from the neighbouring:

parts. Two small platina wires, connected in the usual

way with forty three-inch double plates, were inserted into

this detached portion of vein, and secured by ligatures,

having their points at a distance of about one inch from

each other. The communication with the battery was kept

up for one quarter of an hour, a third ligature was then

tied in the centre of the detached vein, in order to cut off

the connection between the po*itive and negative ends. On
removing the portion of the vein included by the ligatures,
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and containing the conductors, it was found that the gase-
<fcis products had forced out nearly the whole of the blood,

at that part through which the wires were inserted
; alka-

line and acid matter were readily detected, but no new pro-

duct could be discovered.

Finding the coagulation of the blood an insurmountable

obstacle to the long continued electrical action, the serum

only was employed in the following experiments.

Experiment 3. 10th of March, 180<>.

Serum »xpos- The conductors from one hundred and twenty four-inch

jttoahigh
double plates, highly charged, were brought within two

«, inches of each other, in some recent serum of blood, ob-

tained free from the colouring matter, by carefully pouring
it off from the coagulum. Coagulated albumen was ra-

pidly separated at the negative pole, and alkaline matter

evolved : at the positive pole a small quantity of albumen

was gradually deposited, and litmus paper indicated the

presence of acid. These are the effects produced by a high
electrical power upon serum.

Experiment 4, 14th of April, 1809,

toalow power, Was undertaken to ascertain the effect of a low power ; a

battery was employed, consisting of twelve four-inch double

plates of copper aid iron. In this case, there was at first

no appearance of coagulation at either pole ; in five minutes

the positive wire became covered with a film of albumen,

and in fifteen minutes a filament of about a quarter of an

inch in length was seen floating in the fluid, and adhering

to the same wire.

Experiment 5. 6th of May, 1809-

and to a Tery
Two small platina cups, connected by a large quantity of

)av power. cotton well washed, and each containing one ounce of Serum,

were rendered positive and negative, by thirty double three-

inch plates very weakly charged. The process was conti-

nued during twenty-four hours. This power had not been

sufficient to produce coagulation at the negative pole. On

examining the fluid in the negative cup, it was found to con-

sist principally of an alkaline solution of albumen.

The
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The fluid in the positive cup was rather turbid, it red-

dened litmus, and was slightly acid to the taste. On stand-j

iug, it deposited a few flakes of albumen. When evapo-

rated, it afforded saline matter, with excess of acid, (super

salts.)

By these experiments it is ascertained, that a low nega- Result*,

tive power of electricity separates from the serum of the

blood an alkaline solution of albumen ; that a low positive

power separates albumen with acid, and the salts of the

blood. That with one degree of power, albumen is sepa-

rated in a solid form, with a less degree, it is separated in a

fluid form.

From these facts the following queries are proposed.

1st. That such decomposition of the blood by electricity General con-

may be as near an approach to secretion, as could be ex- clirtfomj

pected to be produced by the artificial means at present in

our power.

2d. That a weaker power of electricity, than any that can

be readily kept up by art, may be«capable of separating
from the blood, the different parts of which it is com-

posed, and forming new combinations of the parts so sepa-

rated.

3d. That the structure of the nerves may fit them to have

•a low electrical power, which can be employed for that pur-

pose, and as such low powers are not influenced by imper-
fect conductors, as animal fluids, the nerves wilL not be

robbed of their electricity by the surrounding parts.

4th. That the discovery of an electrical power, which can

separate albumen from the blood in a fluid state, and ano-

ther that separates it in a solid (late, may explain the mode
in which different animal solids and fluids may be pro-

duced, since, according to Mr. Hatchett'b experiments, al-

bumen is the principal material of which animal bodies arc

composed.
5. That the nerves of the torpedo may not only keep the

electric organ under the command of the will, but charge
the battery, by secreting the fluid between the plates, that

is necessary for its activity.

6. As albumen becomes visibly coagulated, by the effect

produced from twelve four-inch double plates of copper and

iroo
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iron, a power much too low to affect even the most delicate

electrometer, may not this be occasionally employed with

advantage as a chemical test of electricity, while the produc-
tion of acid and alkali, effected by still inferior degrees of

electricity to those required for the coagulation of albumen,

may likewise be regarded as auxiliary tests on such occa-

sions ?

If these facts and observations appear to the Society to

throw any light upon the principle of secretion, it may be
an advantage to medical science, that they should be laid

before the public, as hints for future inquiry.

XL
On the Saccholactic Acid, and its Conversion into Succinic :

by Mr. Trommsdorff *.

Process for pro-
A HE process I employed for procuring saccholactic acid

eurins saccho- differs from that described by Scheele in requiring a smaller
lactic acid. c . . • j T 1 i

proportion of nitric acid. Jnto a large glass retort put one

part of sugar of milk finely powdered, and three parts of

nitric acid of the specific gravity of 1*28. A receiver being

adapted to the retort, heat is applied, till the liquid boils.

It is then removed from the tire; and, as soon as the ebul*«

lition and the evolution of gas have entirely ceased, it is

placed on the fire again. When the liquid, which is kept

boiling, begins to grow thick and turbid, the retort is taken

from the fire, and suffered to cool. The white powder is

then separated from the supernatant liquid, which is evapo-
rated slowly, after adding to it the nitric acid, that had

passed over into the receiver. In this way a considerable

additional portion of saccholactic acid is i'ormed, which is

mixed with the other. The whole of the pulverulent acid

is shaken repeatedly in a vessel of cold water, and separated

by filtration. In this way from 16 ounces of sugar of milk

four ounces of saccholactic acid are obtained, and from the

mother water about two ounces of oxalic acid.

* Abridged from Annaes de Chim. vol. LXXl, p. 79 Extracted

from Trominsdorif'a Pharmaceutical Journal by Vogei.

A. 1.
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A. 1. Two hundred gram. [3098 grs,] of saccholactic Subjected to

ncid were introduced into a glass retort, to which a tubu- ry :sU *uo*v

lated receiver was adapted, and from this a tube proceeded
to the pneumato-chemical apparatus. The retort being

placed on the naked fire, the saccholactic acid began to

swell, grew black, and soon entered into fusion. First a

white liquid passed into the receiver, then a yellow, accom-

panied with a heavy white vapour, and followed by a small

quantity' of empyreumatic oil. Carbonic acid gas wa*

evolved, with a little carburetted hidrogen gas. The mixture

of these gasses had a peculiar aromatic smell, by no mean*

tlisagreeable. At the end of the distillation, about GO gram.

[926 grs.] of a transparent brown liquid were found in the

receiver, and a yellowish erystal'ization. Neither the gas-
eous nor liquid products ever furnished any nitrogen. In

the retort was a light coal, of a lustre almost metallic, Coal

which afforded some, traces of lime when incinerated.

This same coal was treated repeatedly with boiling nitric treated with ni-

acid. Being then heated with caustic soda, it dissolved in
tn

,

ca
^f

& d
,

ls*

'
solved by s<*ia.

it, and produced a blackish brown liquid. Nitric acid threw

down a deep brown precipitate from this solution. As the

coal had considerably increased in weight, the author sup-

poses he had formed the oxided coal of Proust.

• 2. The brown distilled liquid was poured off from the Liqukfin the

crystals, and mixed with water, which separated from it a
1LCUVer *

black empyreumatic oil: it reddened infusion of litmus;

and had a pungent empyreumatic smell, but not ammoni-
acal. Being saturated with soda, neither prussic acid nor

ammonia was evolved from it by heat. The liquid, being

evaporated to dryness, was in part acetate of soda; but the

base was probably saturated by some other acid also. The
neutral solution was precipitated by a great number of me-
tallic and other salts; as the nitrates of silver, mercury,

copper, and lead, the muriates of iron and barytes, the sul-

phate of manganese, and the acetate of lime.

3. The crystallized mass sublimed to the Lop of the retort Properties of

had the following properties.
Ihe sublimed

a. Heated in a silver spoon over the flame of a candle, it

melted, and evaporated entirely, leaving scarcely a trace of

charcoal. The vapour was inflammable.

b. Alcohol
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b. Alcohol dissolves it without heat. After the evapora-
tion of the alcohol, bundles of aeicular crystals were left.

If the matter be heated to fusion, and then left to cool, it

forms a radiated crystallization, covered on the surface with

small white needles.

c. Cold water dissolves this substance with difficulty, but

it is easily dissolved in four times its weight of hot water.

d. The taste of this aqueous solution is perceptibly sour,

and very different from benzoic acid. It has besides no ana-

logy with the benzoic acid.

e. The aqueous solution was accurately saturated with

soda; and a solution of muriate of iron at a maximum
formed in it a dirty brownish red precipitate.

f. By way of comparative experiment, a solution of

succinate of soda was poured into a solution of muriate of

iron. The appearance was the same, except that the co-

lour of the precipitate was less dirty, which may be attri-

buted to some empyreumatic oil having remained in the for-

mer acid.

Similar to sue- All the results that had been obtained indicate a great
einic acid. . . . . . . . . . „ .

analogy with succinic acid ; but ior more certainty it was

purified, by washing with water the most perfect crystals,

which were then dissolved in alcohol, and evaporated to

dryness. Veryxpure succinic acid was employed compara-

tively with these.

Both gave the a. Ten parts of the purified acid were exposed to a gen-
same results on

t]e heat \ n a phial over a lamp. When the acid was melted,
exposure to .

heat, a white smoke arose, which was deposited on the sides oLthe

phial in fascicular flocks of a snowy whiteness. The phial

being removed from the lamp, fine crystals an inch long
sublimed in cooling. A little coal was left at the bottom,

which when incinerated was found to coutain potash.

v
aa. Ten parts of crystallized succinic acid, being treated

in the same manner, exhibited exactly the same phenome-
na ; and at the end of the process the two phials could not

be distinguished from each other,

saturation with b. One part of the acid was accurately saturated with

*oda
» soda: and the same was done with succinic acid and soda.

The quantity of water in these two salts with base of soda

was the same.

€. The
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e. The saturated solution did not precipitate acetate of examination

lime, sulphate of manganese, nitrate of copper, acetate ofJ^
vanous

lead, or nitrate of lead. The succinate of soda exhibited

the same phenomena.
d. It precipitated the nitrate of barytes white, nitrate of

nickel applegreeu, sulphate of cobalt peachblossom colour,

nitrate of mercury white, muriate of iron at a maximum
brown. The succinate of soda comported itself in every in-

stance iri the same manner.

e. T'.'ree parts of nitric acid were evaporated from onr of and treatment

this acid. It was not decomposed, being only render>d *^
ni "c

whiter and more pure.

Succinic acid treated with nitric exhibited the same re-

sults. v

To demonstrate the difference between this acid and the It differed from

benzoic, I saturated twenty parts with soda, and dissolved
the benzoic

1
• n -m /r • • • i i* add,

the salt in 120 parts of water. Muriatic acid poured into

it did not render it in the least turbid, but next day a solid

crystallization was formed.

The benzoic acid was saturated and dissolved precisely

in the same manner. The first drop of muriatic acid began
to separate the benzoic in a curdy form, and a larger quan-

tity converted the whole liquid into a light bulky mass.

From these experiments it follows, that the acid separated

from the products of the saccho'actic by distillation, is not

the benzoic.

This acid is volatile, and crystallizable ; it cannot there^ and from ail

$lm be compared with the acetic, oxalic, suberic, malic,
0lhers*

citric, or tartaric Neither has it any analogy with the pius-

sic, uric, or sebacic. There remain then only the gallic,

benzoic, melhtic, moroxylic, pyrotartaric of Rose, and

succiuic, to which it can be analogous.
'

It does not resemble the gallic, for it does not precipitate

iron black, and when combined with soda acts neither on

copper nor on lead. The benzoic acid is much less soluble

in water, and the benzoate of soda precipitates almost all

metallic salts. The mellitic acid comports itself very dif-

ferently, according to Klnproth, with metallic solutions.

The same may be said of the moroxylic and pyrotartaric.

Vol. XXVI—June, 1«10. L £ut
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except the sue- But to the succinic acid it is perfectly similar in taste,
C1U1C-

, solubility, &c.

The liquid in A brown liquid, that passed over into the receiver with
the receiver ^ bukjjme(] acid, still remains to be examined. When it
examined.

is saturated with soda, and slowly evaporated, a reddish

brown saline ma>s is obtained. Part of this being mixed

with concentrated sulphuric acid, no smell of acetic acid

was emitted. The remaindtr of this neutral mass being
dissolved in boiling water and filtered, a thick, black, em-

pyreumatic oil remained on the filter. The filtered liquid

was precipitated by acetatt of lead, and this precipitate

was decomposed by sulphuric acid. The liquid separated

from the sulphate of lead had the following properties.

Properties of 1. It precipitates the acetate of lead white.
the acid a con-

2 By saturation with carbonate of potash, its colour is
tamed. \

r
rendered deeper.

3. The neutral solution forms with muriate of lime, after

some time, a precipitate, that has a saline aspect.

4. With nitrate of barytes it gives a slight precipitate,

soluble in nitric acid :

5. With the nitrate of silver, or of mercury, a copious

precipitate:

6. And with the nitrate of copper a dirty green precipi-

tate :

The pyrotarta-
These experiments seem to show, that the acid liquid

ric« contains the pyrotartaric acid of Rose.

Recapitulation.

General con- The saccholactic acid appears to contain carbon, hidro-

clusions.
gerjj an(j ox }tren; but no nitrogen, for during its distillation

in the dry way neither ammonia nor prussic acid is formed.

The saccholactic acid is decomposed by dry distillation,

and yields succinic acid, pyrotartaric acid contaminated

with an empyreumatic oil, a little acetic acid, and a great

deal of carbonic acid gas, with a very small quantity of car-

buretted hidrogen gas.

It is probable, that the succinic acid contains a larger

quantity of hidrogen, and less carbon, than the saccholactic

acid. The latter does not inflame, till the moment it be-

gins to be decomposed, while the succinic acid is very in-

flammable.
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flammable. The succinic acid seems to approach nearer to

the nature of volatile oils, while the saccholaetic has more

analogy to the tartarous acid and sugar.

The property observed in residuary coals by Proust, that,

when treated by nitric acid, they became soluble in fixed

alkalis, takes place also with the coal of saccholaetic acid.

There is a difference between the coal of saccholaetic

acid, aud that which is produced by the sublimed acid : the

first yields lime on incineration ; the second, potash.

147

XII.

Letter from Mr. Hassenfratz, Chief Engineer and Pro-

fessor of Mincralurgy at t/te Practical School of Alining,
to Mr. JSerthollet, on the Oxidation of Iron*,

I HAVE long been of opinion, that oxigen combines Oxigen sup-

with iron in various proportions. The experiments of P?
scd to c

?
m *

Proust f, by which he shows, that only two precipitates are indifferent™"

formed in all the solutions of iron, one of green oxide and proportions,

the other of red, made me waver in my opinion, and I was by proUSt .

on the point of giving it up ; but, on comparing the quan-

tity of oxigen mentioned by Proust as combined with iron

with the quantities deduced from experiments made by
other chemists, who enjoy -a well des< >ved reputation, 1

found such differences in the proportions, that I resolved to

suspend my judgment till fresh facts should confirm or re-

fute this doctrine.

In fact Proust says, that the green oxide is composed of Different pro-

28 parts of oxigen to 100 of iron, and the red oxide of 48 Portk'ns as*

. _, . .. . . signed to the
of oxigen. 1 he experiments or Lavoisier, those which you oxigen.

uudertook in conjunction with Messrs. Monge and Vander- ,9n$%

monde, those of Vauquelin, and lastly those of Bucholz J,

prove, that iron oxided at a minimum contains 30 of oxigen
to 100 of iron. As to the red oxide, chemists are not

* Annales de Chimie, vol. LXVII, p. 309.

t Memoir read to the Institute in the year 5.
r • •

% Annates de Chimie, vol. LXV, p, 202
j

or Journal, vol. XXV,
p 333.

L 2 vet
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yet agreed on the proportion of oxigen it contains, some

making it 42, others upwards of 50.

The/may vary Your immortal Chemical Statics appeared. The opinion
progressively . .

from the least you there advance, that " the proportions of oxigen may
to the greatest. vary progressively from the term at which combination be-

comes possible to that at which it attains its highest de-

gree," admits, like that of Proust, a maximum and mini*

mum of oxidation, but it differs from him in two respects :

he asserts, that these two points are the only ones, and he

even fixes them; while you, in addition to the progressive

variation of oxigen, leave these two extremes undetermined.

Proust strenuously opposed your opinion ;* and I must

confess that his reasons, and the facts by which he sup-

ported them, staggered me. Thus I wa3 on the point of

giving up the oxidation of iron in various degrees, when I

read Thenard's Considerations on the oxidation of metals in

general, and that of iron in particular f, in which that able

chemist appears to adopt a mean opinion between Proust's

and yours ; and where he shows, that there is a third oxide

of iron, white oxide, which contains less oxigen than the

green minimum oxide of the chemist of Madrid. These,

with your answer to Proufl:^ and Darso's|j inquiry concern-

ing the oxidation of iron, in which he says he has obtained

by calcination oxide of iron containing as far as 56 of oxi-

gen to 100 of iron, still kept my opinion in suspense.

Four oxides. ^ the facts related by Thenard and Darso be true, there

moist be four oxides of iron : 1, white; 2, green ; 3, red;

4, beyond the red as far as 56 of oxigen to 100 of inn.

_ , As you have quoted the experiment of Thenard, and this

chemist has the reputation of being accurate in the facts he

announces, I am inclined to trust his results. As to that

r of Mr. Darso, it appears to me the more extraordinary, as

all the precise experiments hitherto made had not carried

the maximum oxide of iron farther than 42 or 45 of oxigen

to 100 of iron, and even Proust made it no higher than 43.

* Journal dePhysiqu*, an. 1804, torn. II, p. 330.

| An. de Chim. vol LVI, p. 57: or Journal, vol. XIV, p 224
*
Journal do Physique, an. 1005,. torn. II, p. C5G.

|j
Jouru. do Phys. an. 1806, torn. II, p.'s9li or Journal, vol. XVII,

j.// i, 267, cca!

Doubting
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Doubting the possibility of fixing the limits of oxidation,

and obtaining an oxide containing so large a proportion of

oxigen, I imparted to you my thoughts on the subject.

You hinted to me, that you had little confidence IQ the re-

sults announced by Mr. Darso; and, as I thought it of im-

portance to the opinion concerning the different terms of

oxidation of iron to verify the fact, I sought an opportunity

of doing this.

The lectures on mineralurgy, which I give every year at The author.

the school of Mining at Moustier, enabling me to make a '^ujreson
mi*

n ii_i neralurjy.
number of chemical experiments, which are repeated by the

pupils sent thither by government, who have already ac-

quired considerable knowledge of the subject at the Poly-

technic school, I determined this year to repeat the experi-

ments of Mr. Darso, and employ Mr. Desroches, a pupil,

to do the same.

Following as exactly as possible the process described by Darso'sexpe*

Mr. Darso*, we endeavoured to perform it with more care p^^
sre"

and attention, in order to obtain results, on which others

might depend.
As it was possible, that some of the substance of tho test, The iron fil-

the cupel, or the mortar, might have mixed with the iron,
ings arst ana*

and contributed to the increase of its weight, we first ana-

lysed the iron tilings, which we proposed to calcine. By
this analysis we found, that the iron we calcined contained a

little carburet of iron and silex, but in too small quantity

to be weighed, with a trace of alnmine and of lime.

The iron filings, weighed separately, were put into a Process de-

porcelain capsule, weighed with the capsule, and then

placed under the muffle of a cupelling furnace. After

having calcined them for a larger or shorter time, the cap-

sule was withdrawn, and set to cool under a glass, that no

extraneous matter might get into it; after which they were

weighed with the capsule, triturated, and then weighed
with the capsule afresh. These operations were repeated P

nine times following, and the iron increased 42*224 per

cent, after which it received no farther increase.

*
Certainly not at the commencement, for the filings were not stirred,

nor was the air renewed, till after nine successive calcinations of several

hours each. T.

I snail
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I shall here subjoin a tabular view of the nine successive

calcinations, that the reader may observe their progress.

Gram. Gain. Loss.

Tabulated re- The iron filings weighed 5 grammes*
suits. and the capsule • 29*340

Capsule and filings 34'340

{After

a calcination of 1 1 hour •• 34-885 0*545

After trituration 34*885 0*000

{After

a 2d calcination of 2 hours 35*100 0*215
After trituration 35*0i}0 0*010

C After a 3d calcination of 3 hours 35*530 0*440

I After trituration 35*520 0*010

After a 4th calcination of 4 hours 36*380 0*860

After trituration 36*370 0010

{After

a 5th calcination of 6 hours 36*420 0*050

After trituration *. 36*405 0*015

5 After a 6th calcination of 4 hours 36*405 0*000

\ After trituration 36*390 0*015

After a 7th calcination of 3 hours 36*390 0*000

After trituration 36*375 0*015

After an 8th calcination of 2 hours
;
36*375 O'OOO

After trituration 36*360 0*015

After a 9th calcination of 1 hour 36360 0*000

I

Process of the From these experiments it follows, that the increase of

calcination tr- Weight by calcination was somewhat irregular in its progress,

and after the 5th calcination, which was continued for 6

hours, the oxide increased no more in weight, to whatever

temperature it was exposed.

Loss by tritura- It appears too, that in all the triturations, except the first,

t,on « the oxide of iron lost weight, owing to that evaporation

which is unavoidable, when we triturate a very fine sub-

stance, and this evaporation appeared to follow a law de-

pending on the fineness of the particles of the oxide. At

first, while the particles were still coarse, it was nothing;

when they began to grow fine, it was 0*010; and when they

were still finer, it was 0*015.

* 77 grains English.

Calculating
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Calculating the increase of weight in each calcination, Only 42-S24

and the losses of each trituration, we find, that, after five °f "X1fn to

100 of iron.

successive calcinations, the iron increased 42*224 per cent:

by this process therefore we cannot carry the oxide of iron

farther than 42$ of oxigen to 100 of iron.

To satisfy ourselves whether any foreign matter beside No foreign

the oxigen had combined with the iron, we analysed the sub*&»nce pre-
. sent,

oxide. This analysis, like that of the filings, yielded us

an imponderable quantity of silex, and a trace of lime and

alumine. Hence it follows, that no earthy substance had

combined with the iron, and that the metal had lost during but the carbon

calcination the carbon it contained before. lost *

As iMr. Darso says, that he was constantly stirring his The oxide stir-

oxide of iron during; the calcination, and renewing the air red
,

an(
!

t>,0W
,

Ii

.... „ •£•»!! i • on during cal-

in contact with it by means of a pair of bellows; and as it cination

was possible these two causes might have contributed to the

combination of a greater proportion of oxigen with the

iron, we resumed the experiment where we left off, and

continued the operation on 3 grammes, at 42{ of oxigen

per cent, which we had left, stirring and blowing on them.

As it was possible however, if we used an iron hook to stir

the oxide, that this hook might have been oxided, and part

of its oxide mixed with that of the filings, so as to increase

its weight, we fixed on the extremity of an iron rod a hook

of glass, which we -changed as often as it appeared to grow
soft from the heat ; and with this substance we stirred the

oxided iron.

The three grammes of iron oxide were exposed seven
gained 2-776

times successively to the heat of the furnace under a muffle, more of oxigen

and afterward triturated. The muffle was heated to the tions

highest degree, the oxide was stirred during the calcination,

and the air in contact with its surface was constantly re-

newed by means of a pair of bellows. In the earlier ope-

rations the oxide increased in weight ;
so that at the fourth

there were 45 of oxigen to 100 of iron : but when it had but would not

reached this point we could not combine any more oxigen
take up more,

with it, so that it remained constantly at 45.

These, Sir, are the results we obtained by repeating the

experiments of Mr. Darso, and they coufirm the opinion,

that the oxidation of iron at a maximum does not exceed

45 of
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45 of oxigen to 100 of the metal. It is true Mr. Bucholz

Bucholz. could not combine more than 42 parts of oxigen with 100

of iron, as we did in our first experiment: but mine-engineer

Gueniywiu. Gueniveau combined 44 parts of oxigen with 100 of iron in

an experiment similar to that of Bucholz, as he informed me

in a letter I received from him. However, as it is extremely

difficult to have pure iron, exempt both from carbon and

oxigen, wc should consider the highest result as nearest the

truth.

Darso'sexperi- This difference in the quantity of oxigen combined with

jnents appa-
•

jn tne experiments of Mr. Darso and ours leads us to
rently errone- r

, . .

ous. believe, that some substances mixed with his products, ot

which he did not take account. Our results bring back

the question to the point at which it was before the experi-

ments of Mr. Darso. If the precipitate obtained by The-

Th« white ox. n*:rd be really a white oxide with less oxigen than the

ide still re-
green, there must be three oxides of iron, the white, green,

mains to be ex- , . , • i r •
..• r. ,,

arauied. and red: to tl^e nature and degree of oxigenation ot this

precipitate therefore our inquiries should be directed, to

determine whether, as Proust asserts, there be but two de-

grees of oxigenation ; one at a maximum with 45 of oxi-

gen, and the other at a minimum with 30.

XIII,

On the muriate of Tin; by Mr. E. Berard, Exprofessor

of Chemistry at the Medical School at MontpeUier, of the

Academy of Garth, Sfc.*

reparation of JL HE. preparation of muriate of tin in a large way has fur-

munate of tin n jsned. me with opportunities of observing some facts,

which I think it may be of use to record. They will form

a supplement to those, hat have been described by various

men of learning, and may serve to hasten the period, at

which the art of dyeing will r ceive from chemistry a cer-

tain and uniform method of preening and employing

the composition for scarlet, which is a species of salt of tin.

* Annales de Chimie, vol. LXVI1I. p. 78.
'

The
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The solution of tin by muriatic acid, as directed by various Solution of tin

uriatic

ssisted by
mthors, and b$ practised by Baume, is efiecte/d by pour-

b ? muriatic

., , .

'

. r. i- • • acidassi

ing on one part of this metal, in a state of extreme division, heat

four part* of common muriatic acid, and assisting the che-

mical actiou by the heat of a sand-bath. The water serving

as a vehicle to the acid is decomposed ; the oxigen oxides the

metal, which then combines with the acid; while the hulro-

gen is evolved in the state of gas, carrying with it some parti-

cles of the metal employed, which render it very fetid. But

the action is slow, and the dissolution is imperfectly effected.

I have observed, that a very large portion of the acid is com-

pletely lost by evaporation, and that, if you would dissolve

the whole of the metal, you must not only add fresh acid,

to supply the place of what is thus wasted, but. keep up
the action by artificial heat for several days. I tried to effect

this operation in the cold, and two months were insufficient.

Bayen and Charlurd, in their experiments on tin, employed
as much as six months.

IV1r. Chaptal assists the chemical action between muriatic Tin put into

acid and tin, by placing the metal, when he prepares the water, and

. , . . . « _ I7 1C , .

*

. , .
,

muriatic acid

acid, in the jars ot Woulres Apparatus, in which is the gas passed int»

water to absorb the vapours. The heat that is evolved **•

has an excellent effect, and the action becomes very brisk

toward the end of the process. But this ingenious device

leaves something still to be desired, as the acid dissolves

only a fourth of its weight of tin, and the solution requires

to be finished by other means.

The solution of tin is still better effected bv admitting ~.. ,.=9 J m exposed to.

into a large receiver, in which there is a sufficient quantity nascent muria-

of the metal in a state of division, the vapours of muriatic
tle acid gas#

acid evolved from a mixture of powdered muriate of soda

and sulphuric acid diluted to 40° of the areometer for acids.

In proceeding thus by simple distillation, the vapours of

muriatic acid are pretty easily condensed and combined

with the tin.

If the vapours of oximuriatic acid be received into a ves»- ym in mur ja.

&el containing tin and common muriatic acid, the solution tic acid ex

\i effected completely, and in a short time. The acid wt mxuwticmEkl
20° will then take up the third of its weight of tin. gas.

I have tried various mixtures of muriatic and nitric acid, Action of ni«
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tromuifattc containing from a sixth to a tenth of the latter. They all
acid oa tin. acted on tin with extreme heat and violence, and the con-

tents of the vessel were thrown out with violence. One
part of nitric acid, or aqua fortis of the shops, «t 35° of

Baume's areometer, and 12 parts of common muriatic

acid at 20°, form a mixture well adapted to the solution of

tin, which it effects very well, and in little time. This mix-
ture takes up about a third its weight of tin, and the solu-

tion is carried to 45°.

Tin exposed J attempted to combine the alternate action of muriatic
alternately to .

muriatic acid acid and atmospheric air on tin, divided into small grains,
and atmosphe- for the purpose of dissolving it, and with complete success.

With this view I filled a large wide mouthed glass bottle

with finely granulated tin, covered the metal with muriatic

acid at 20% left this to act on it for a few hours, and then

poured off the acid into another vessel ; when it was found
to have risen to 26°. The tin soon began to grow black

from the contact of the atmosphere, absorbed oxigen from

it, and caloric was evolved, rendering the metal very hot.

A lighted candle put into the bottle was quickly extin-

guished. As soon as the bottle began to. grow cool, I re-

turned the acid into it, which acted with fresh force, and in

a little time got to 35°. I poured it off again, to let the

air act on the tin, and then returned it into the bottle afresh.

Thus I continued proceeding alternately, till all action

ceased. At the end of two days the solution had attained

the strength, of 45°. Indeed one day was sufficient for this,

if a series of bottles supplied with tin were employed, so

that the acid might be acting on the tin in some, while the

air was acting on that in others; and by this continual

action the strength might be carried even to 50°.

Sorption of The muriatic solution of tin, when fresh made, combines

teadiTv^bsorbs Pretty readily with the oxigen of the atmosphere, as Pel-

oxigen from letier, Guyton Mcrveau, and other celebrated chemists

have observed. It is sufficient to invert a jar, rilled with at-

mospheric acid, over a dish or widemouthed bo/ttle filled with

this solution, when the solution will continue to rise in the

jar,
till the whole of the oxigen is absorbed. The absorp-

tion is more rapid if the jar be filled with pure oxigen gas;
and ntavly the whole of the gas will be taken up in a

«hort time. To facilitate the combination of oxigen gas

/ with

the a'u;
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with the recent solution, 1 caused a large quantity of at-

mospheric air to pass through it by means of a pair of bel-

lows, the nozzle of which reached to the bottom of the liquid.

If the solution be rot fully saturated with tin, it will take

up a fresh quantity in proportion as it absorbs oxigen from

the atmosphere.
Oximuriatic acid gas is eagerly absorbed by this solution, and oximuria*

as Pe Metier very justly observed. This learned chemist tlc acid Gas »

evei uroposed a solution so saturated fo'the purpose of dye-

ing scarlet; and I prevailed on several dye/s to make trial

of it, but none of them adopted its use. It appears, that which has a si-

the combination of atmospheric oxigen with it imparts to ^
ar e ec oa

it nearly the same properties as oximuriatic acid gas.

When it has absorbed a great deal of oximuriatic acid

gas. it is fit for dissolving a fresh quantity of tin, and when

it has dissolved more tin, its state is altered, and it is ren-

dered again capable of absorbing oxigen gas.

The muriatic solution of tin at 45° yields crystals of mu- Crystallization

riate of tin, by evaporation. The crystallization is effected
°

c sdutfon^of

more easily, in proportion to the length of time the solution tin.

has been kept, or to the quantity of oxigen it has absorbed.

The mother water, in which the crystals are deposited, is of

great density, particularly after several crystallizations, Its

density is still greater, if it were evaporated before its ex-

posure to the air: it is sometimes even slightly fuming, and

will then yield crystals on being diluted with pure water.

A phial that would hold 14 parts of distilled water, contained

28 of the mother water after the 'first crystallization: and

it held 31, when the same liquid had furnished several crops

of crystals by evaporation. These mother waters are capa-

ble of combining with the oxigen of the atmosphere, if the so-

lution were not previously saturated with it : and for this pur-

pose it is sufficient to expose thern to the air, or force the air

through them with a pair of bellows, as I have pointed out

above for the simple solution. This coinbinatiou occasions

a fresh production of crystals, and if a very extensive sur-

of the mother water be exposed to the air, a muriate

of tin crystallized in very thin and light scales will be ob-

tained. Baume noticed this mode of crystallization. Oxi-

muriatic acid ga» combines with the mother water with

much
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much energy *.
a considerable quantity of caloric is evolved,

and after it is cold the liquid coagulates into a mass of

silky crystals of muriate of tin. If the crystals of muriate

of tin be purified by dissolution in pure water and recrystal.

lization, they will acquire more consistence and more density.

Crystallized muriate of tin is very soluble \u cold water,

the solution being quickly effected, and producing a con-

soluble, pro- siderable diminution of the temperature. The mean dimi-

ducing much nu ti n in my experiments was 9° of R. [20-25° F.], the

temperature of the atmosphere and of the substances em-

ployed heing 5° [43*25° F.]. The mixture of pure water

with the mother waters produced no change of the tern*

perature.

Mother waters As I had observed, that these mother waters became a

little fuming by evaporation, I tried the distillation of the

mother waters highly concentrated, and of the crystallized

muriate, to see whether 1 should not obtain a muriate of

tin similar to that known under the name of fuming liquor^

of Libavius. Weak muriatic acid first came over; and then

the muriate either passed into the receiver, or sublimed into

the neck of the retort in a white mass, known formerly

under the name of butter of tin. With the same view I

Butter of tin. passed muriatic acid gas as dry as possible through the con-

centrated mother water of muriate of tin when it became

Fumin«liquor, fuming, and yielded crystals on mixing with it pure water.

weaker than gut j must observe, that the fuming liquor of Libavius emita
that of Liba- .

,
. .i A •* •

t. •.

This. much more dense and copious vapours, that it is whiter,

and that its specific gravity is greater.
The muriate The combinations of muriatic acid and tin in the state of

c^cess^acid) solution, of crystals, or of mother water, have always an excess

*nd variable, Gf acid; and from what has been said it appears, that they

are all capable of infinite variations in their state. Hence

we need not be surprised, if the effects they produce in dye-

ing are so uncertain, and so different from one another.

The least variable state of muriate of tin appears to be that

•xcept in crys
of crystals perfectly white and thoroughly drained. In this

uli, v.liich sute ti^ mordant ought always to be employed in dyeing,
should altrtVh , ,. . c . . •

,

-rd for' adding to it a larger or smaller proportion ot nitric acid>

t'i'^- according to the shade we wish to produce. Such a composi-

tion alone can be always uniform, and
yield

constant results.

Profiting
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Profiting by the facts detailed in this paper, it appears Preparation ii

easy to give a simple and advantageous process for preparing
tne

fi
reat «

the crystallized muriate of tin in the large way, yet I have

mel with very perplexing difficulties in the attempt to carry
it into execution. These however I have at length been able

to surmount, and the description of the method I have pur-
sued will form the subject of a future paper.

XIV.

On the Formation of Acetic Ether hi the Marc of Grapes : by
Mr. Derosne*.

OME years ago we obtained acetic ether by the simple ,

distillation of vinegar on a pretty large scale. This year we Acetic ether

, . .

s
„

l

,
. .

°
. . / formed in the

had an opportunity or remarking its formation in the marc distillation of

of grapes, from which the juice had been expressed. We vinegar,

were preparing some sirup of grapes, for a trial ; and after

the grapes had been bruised, they were subjected to the

press, and the squeezed pulp was thrown into a cask. Some and from the

days after, accidentally thrusting my hand into it, I found ^ erape/^
it warm and moist ; but what surprised us most was a smell

of ether arising from it. Some of it was taken out, pressed,
and the fluid distilled in a small alembic. The first pro-

duct was in fact pure acetic ether. What came over after-

ward contained some likewise, but mingled with weak spi-

rit of wine and acetous acid.

It appears, that tins marc fermented very quickly; that

the acetous fermentatiou took place nearly at the same time Theory of its

with the spirituous; and that their simultaneous occurrence
ornut1011,

produced acetic ether.

Thus this liquid, which, when first discovered, seemed

very difficult to be obtained, appears to be formed under Might be ob-

circumstances of no unfrequent occurrence; and perhaps, ^
ned iU this

if we opportunely availed ourselves of the moment of its

spontaneous formation, we might procure it in sufficient

quantity, without huvi ig recourse to its artificial forma-
tion |.

* Ann. de CI im. vol. LXVIII, p. 331.

f In our cider countries the romasse, or refuse of the expressed
'

apples, might bt examined for this product. C.

XV.
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Late soivn Clover*.

TAN 1804, the war having deranged the usual course of

agriculture in Saxony, a fanner, Mr. Thaer, was unable to

sow his oats and clover before July. The first mowing of

the clover was a very slight crop ; but the second was as fine

and thick as possible. Mr. Thaer has since repeated the

experiment, and he has found, that clover, when sown

later than ordinary, grows more abundantly, and of better

quality; and that, provided it be sown before the middle of

August, it will certainly succeed.

^_
;

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

R. J. B. Beurard, agent of government at the quick-

silver mines of the late Palatinate, has published a «« Ger-

man and French Dictionary, containing the Terms em-

ployed in Working Mines, in Mineralurgy, and in Mine-

ralogy, with the Technical Terms of the Sciences and Arts

connected with these." It occupies one large 8vo volume,

and is said to have much merit.

Last summer an experiment of a new kind was tried at

the village of Philipsthal in East Prussia. This was, to

split a rock by means of lightning. An irod rod, similar to

a conductor, was fixed in the rock, and on the occurrence

of the first thunderstorm, the lightning was conducted

down the rod, and split the rock into several pieces, without

displacing it.

Mr. Philip Salzmann, of Montpellier, has published a

catalogue of the plants and insects of the South of France,

which he proposes to collect and send half yearly to any who

may order them, at the prices annexed.

The Pharmaceutical Society of Paris has proposed the

two following prize subjects for the present year.

1. To ascertain, as far as possible, whether there exist

* Swiphu's ^iblioth. Physico-econ. Oct. 1808, p. 223.

in
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f

in vegetables a peculiar and distinct principle, to which che-

mists have given the generic name of extractive.

Ought we to retain the old classification of pharmaceutic

extracts; divided, according to Rouelle, into gummy, re-

sinous, gummy-resinous, resino-gum my, and saponaceous?

Can we establish a more methodical and ace urate, classifi-

cation by the help of chemical experiments on the princi-

pal substances, that furnish the apothecary with extracts?

To indicate, from the nature of their different constitu-

ent principles, the mode of preparation that agrees with

each of them, and the nature of the menstruums that should

be employed.
2. What is the present state of pharmacy in France?

What part does it take in the art of healing? and of what

improvements is it susceptible?

The prize for the first is a gold medal of the value of 200

francs [^8 Gr. $d.] ; for the second, a gold medal of the

value of 100 f. [\£4 3s. Ad.]. The answers to each are to

be sent, post-free, to Mr. Sureau, secretary to the society,

rueFavart, No. 18, before the 1st of October next.

Dr. George Pearson, F. R. S., senior physician to St. MedicaUnd

George's Hospital, recommences his course of lectures on
lu^

Physic and Chemistry, at No. 9> George street, Hanover

square, on the 4th of June, at the usual morning hours;

namely, the medical lectures at 8, and the chemical at 9.

A chemical lecture on the cases of patients of St. George's

hospital is given every Saturday morning at 9; and the

practice of vaccination is carried on in Broad street, Golden

square.

chemical leo-

rt

To Correspondents,

Mr. Verschoyle's paper, dated the l6th of April, did not

come to hand till the 26th of May, I shall be happy to

receive an account of his progress, and at the same time
should be glad of a more precise representation and de-

scription of his apparatus. Perhaps Articles IX and X of
our present number may afford him some hints on the sub-

ject of his inquiry.

METEOROLOGICAL

c*
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ARTICLE I.

Observations on the Combustion of several sorts of Charcoal,

and on Hidrogen Gas: by Theodore de Saussure. Read

at the Society of Natural Philosophy and Natural History

of Geneva, August the 3\st, 1809*.

T is well known, that the proportions of carbon and oxi-
proportion ©f

gen in carbonic acid gas could only be determined in a vague
ba*° in carbo-

manner by the experiments of Lavoisier. The detail of his ttnauied,

inquiries f shows that 100 parts of this gas might contain

between L25 and 28 parts of carbon : and though he first

adopted the latter proportion, he ultimately concluded, that

the former was too great, and that the quantity of carbon

contained in lOOlbs. of the gas did not exceed £4ibs. J

Among the inquiries into the subject since made, those Messrs Allen'

of Messrs. Allen and Pepysjl are particularly lo be distin- an<* feP7«

guished. They found by the combustion of charcoal in

oxi gen gas, that 100 parts of carbonic acid gas by weight
contained <28'(i parts of carbon, or of diamond, or of charcoal

• Abridged from Annales de< himie, vol. LXXI, p. *54.

f M^moiresde I'Acad des Sciences, 1781.

X Lavoisier's Memoirei (,-osthumes), vol. II.

||
Phil. Trans, for 1807, p. '7 : or J.•• trial, vol. XIX, p. S 6.

Vol. XXVI.—-No. 118.—JvvX, 1810. M previously
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previously heated red hot in the fire; for these two sub-

stances gave the same results. They assert, that dry char-

coal produces no water in burning, and contains no hidro-

gen : but the details of their processes show, that their re-

sults can be considered only as approximations sufficiently

doubtful,

burned char- In each of their experiments these gentlemen burned
coa in too on].. four gra i ns f charcoal, and it is impossible to obtain
small quantity.

J 5
.

'

.

"

accurate results with such small quantities. J hey esti-

mated the density of the oxigen gas and the acid gas by

weighing merely 21 cubic inches of these gasses, and de-

terminations of this kind should be made from much

larger quantities. We cannot justly give these results a

preference over those which Lavoisier, Fourcroy, Vauque-
lin, Seguin, and JBiot obtained with fifteen and even forty

Qitantity more times the quantity, and very sensible balances; though in-

lmportantthan^ | ^ sensibility of a balance is a very inadequate
accuracy of J

.

'

,

weighing. compensation for a defect of quantity in the substance

weighed.
The experiments of Messrs. Allen and Pepys do not prove,

that charcoal previously heated red hot furnishes no hidro-

gen gas in burning: for they did not seek for this gas in the

air remaining after the combustion, and it is well known,,

that hidrogen gas will not inflame when it exists but in very

small proportion in oxigen gas.

These considerations have induced me to make known my
researches on the same subjects, the diamond excepted,

which I could not burn; and they have led me to some im-

portant conclusions on the most usual eudiometrical pro-

cesses.

Weight of oxigen gas and carbonic acid gas.

VvVi»h»s of One of the most important points in the analysis is to de*

©xi«ei> gas ami
termme ^ne exact weight of oxigen gas and carbonic acid.

carbon.c acid + • 4 7 •

examined. In a process so delicate I judged it proper, not to rely on

my own experiments alone, but to take the mean of the re-»

suits, that appeared to me most deserving confidence. The

balance I used in the following experiments was made by

Fortin. When loaded with the globe employed for weigh*

ing the gashes it is sensible to a milligramme [0-01544 of a
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gr.]. The globe weighs about a kilog. [2lbs. 3oz. avoid.],

and contains 5941*6 cub. centirn. [36-2 cub. inches.]

I reduced the volume of gas to the pressure of 0*758

met. [29*82 in.], and the temperature to 12'5° [54*5° F.],

admitting with Gay Lussac, that air dilates TTrfn for each

degree. The temperature of melting ice, to which the vo-

lume of a gas is sometimes redu< ed, is so remote from those

at which the weighings were made, that, if there be a little

inaccuracv in our method of correction for each degree of

temperature, the errour must increase to a sensible quan-

tity, when the reduction is considerable. My experiments

appear to indicate generally, that, when a gas is weighed at

a temperature approaching that of melting ice, and the

usual calculations are made to reduce it to the mean tempe-

rature,* and the extreme humidity agreeable to this tempe-

rature, the gas, thus corrected, appears sensibly lighter,

than it is found to be by actual experiment at this mean

temperature. On the contrary, if a gas be weighed at a

temperature considerably above the mean, and reduced to

this mean by calculation, the corrected weight will come out

greater, than that obtained by direct experiment. Though
this result requires for its confirmation n greater number of

observations, it leads me £o think that we ought to avoid too

great corrections for temperature.

The weight of oxigen and carbonic acid gasses are re-

duced to the term of extreme humidity, agreeable to the

mean temperature of 12-5° [64*5° F.], because we obtain

them nearly in this state. The specific gravity of aqueous

vapour, at temperatures very remote from the mean, has

not yet 'been determined in a manner sufficiently precise, to

allow us no room to apprehend errour in reducing it to the

ary state.

Weight of a cubic decimetre [60*895 cub. in.] of. humid Weightof o*i.

oxigen gas, the thermometer at 12*5° [54*5° F.], and' baro-

meter at 0*758 of a metre [29*82 in.].

According to Lavoisier 1*3583 gram. 20*9725 grs.

Seguin, Fourcroy
and Vauqnelin • • >* 1 "3523 20*879^8

Bioti- 1*3538
(

20*903*0
. my ©bservaiioa- 1*3563 ^>20*94l6

* rt Mean , •• • 1*3552 80 9^42
M2 The
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Apparatusfor the combustion of charcoal.

Apparatus for The combustion was effected in the sun, by means of a
thecorubus-

, r .._... .

tion of char- Iens °-325 met. [1-2*8 inch.] in diameter, in a tubulated re-

cPa*» ceiver with a steel cock, which contained about 2600 cent,

cub. [158 cub. in,]. The charcoal was fastened by a wire

of platina to a plate of the same metal, which was suspended
in the middle of the receiver by a chain of platina fastened

to the top of the vessel. Near its point of suspension, and

in the tubulure, was fastened to the chain a small cylinder

filled with muriate of luue, which had been weighed in a

closed vessel previous to the experiment.

The receiver was suspended between two vertical pillars

by a horizontal bar fixed to the tubulure, and crossing the

pillars in the direction of their diameter. This bar could

be moved up and down between the pillars, and be fixed

by screws; so as to keep the receiver immersed more or less

in a mercurial trough, which was deep enough to fill the

receiver with mercury, when plunged into it perpendicu-r

larly with the cock open. The mercury was previously

dried, and the tu ulure alone was left full of common air,

that the mercury might not mix with the rouiiate of lime,

Oxigen gas from the oxi muriate of potash was introduced

into the receiver, by fitting to the tubulure a bladder filled

with this gas, and furnished with a cock, and raising the

receiver to a prpper height; after which the cocks were

closed.

To extract the gas from the receiver, I screwed on the

tubulure a small glass globe filled with mercury. On open-

ing the cocks, the mercury in the globe fell into the re-

ceiver, and was replaced by the gas in the latter. The'pipe
of the cock of the tubulure had a tube leading into the

receiver to convey the mercury free of the muriate of lime.

Before I commenced the
process of combustion, I always

extracted in this way a part of the oxigen gas that had been

introduced iritp the receiver, and subjected it to analysis.

Eudiometrical To ascertain the proportion of oxigen gas, I employed
processes. For^ hidrosulphuret of potash, concentrated, and impregnated

with nitrogen gas; and I always compared this process with

tha$
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that of Volta's eudiometer. This comparison led me to,

several n%w observations on the use of this instrument.

fn the trial with hidrosulphuret I followed nearly the pro-

cess of Marty. 1 shall only observe, that I coated with suet

and sana the glass stopple of the phial containing the hi*

tjrosufphuret and gas, to prevent its being completely closed.

Without this precaution a vacuum is formed by the absorp-

tion of the oxigen gas, which occasions the evolution of the

nitrogen that impregnates the Hquid.

I let the mixture of hidrosulphuret and* gas to be analys-

ed stand at rest for five days, in which time** the process i3

always finished. In this way J obtained more regular re-

sults, than those obtained in a few minutes by agitation ac-

cording to Marty.' s prpcess. %
,

^
I take care, that the whole of the process is conducted at

a temperature nearly uniform ; for, if the hidrosulphuret be

exposed to a lower degree of heat than that, at which it was

impregnated with nitrogen gas before being, placed in con- "***'

tact with the gas
to be examined, it absorbs nitrogen from

the latter
; on the contrary, at a higher temperature it adds

tolt -

iV«l

Jhe eudiometrical process with the hidrosulphuret is more

accurate than Volta's process, as will appear hereafter, to

determine the proportion of exigen gas when mixed with

nitrogen only: but when the mixture contains carburetted

or oxicarburetted hidrosren gas, it is best to employ Volta's . r

eudiometer, or some other process in which a large quantity v^
of water is not essential ; for the liquid hidrosulphuret, or

even pure water, sensibly absorbs all oxicarburetted hidro-

gen gasses, and makes the proportion of oxigen gas appear

larger than it really is. This observation is true however

only when the proportion of carburetted hidrogen exceed
one per cent of the gas analysed *.

* The absorption of oxicaibu retted hidrogen gasses by hidrosulphuret Absorption oj?

of lime lias been announced by Mr. C, L. Bertbollet in his excellent pa
i«»an»«iabl«

% m
t

• HIIS565
""

per on these gasses in the Memoirs of tbe Society of Arcueil, vol, II,

p. 79. I bavc observed, that the olefiant gas is absorbed in equal quan-
tities by pure water and a solution of hidroguretted sulphuret of potash j

hut that pure hidrogen gas is absorbed in larger quantity by pu;e wafe^:

than by the liquid hidrosulphuret.
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Separation of To separate the carbonic acid gas from the oxigen and ni*

acid

l

trogen after the combustion of the charcoal, I employed
the mercurial pneumatic apparatus. I immersed the mer-

cury in the small globe, which by means of the vacuum ex-

tracted the gas from the receiver, where the combustion had

been effected ; and I passed the air contained in this globe

into a wide tube rilled with mercury, which was long enough
to allow the column of gas to stand about 0*^7 of a met.

[10-6 inch.] high. I then introduced through the mercury
one or two grammes [15 or 30 grs.] of highly concentrated

solution of potash, agitated the solution in the gas occasi-

onally, and in a few hours the whole of the acid gas was

condensed. I then replaced the mercury by water and mea-

sured the absorption.

Separation of Experience has shown *^e, that, when the carbonic acid
carb nir acid

j mixed with oxitft-r: gas nearly pure, considerable mis-

by lime water takes are made in separating the two gasses by lime water.

°£
l

^°d
be de "

This liquid, by means of the agitation required for the com-

plete Condensation of the acid gas, absorbs oxigen gas. This

effect is not produced by the lime, but by the water of the

solution, which is required to be in very large proportion to

Potash prefer- the volume of gas*. Liquid potash absorbs nearly the

same proportion of oxigen gas as an equal bulk of lime wa-

ter ; but as the solution of potash maybe used in an infi-

nitely less quantity, the errour arising from it is too small

to be noticed,

I/ime water Lime water affects the result too, not merely by absorb-

Soeen°
Ut m'

* n£ ox*£en Sas » but by replacing it by nitrogen gas, with

which it is always more or less impregnated f.

but may be When the acid gas is mingled with common air, or with
t»s«d when

oxjgen ga5 contaminated by a large proportion of nitrogen,

h prtsent. lime water may be employed to absorb the acid gas without

any sensible errour.

Experiments The following is the mean result of my experiments on
on the abiorp. this su bject, under a temperature of 14° [57'2° F.]. The

* This affects the calculation from the quantity of gas absorbed, not

that from the precipitate thrown down. C.

f This would alter the state of the residual gas, it is true; but it

wculd tend to correct the calculation made from the quantity of gas ab-

sorbed. C.

lime-
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limewater I used was prepared by mixing two handfuls of tion of oxig*a

quick lime with six quarts of very pure rainwater, and fil- &*s >

tcring the solution at t-he end of eight and forty hours. The

oxigen gas was not mixed with the limewater, till it had

been in contact with liquid potash. After this operation,

hidrosulphuret of potash indicated in it one per cent of

nitrogen.

Exp. 1. A hundred parts of this oxigen were shaken 80 by liiaetfater,

times, during one minute, with 400 parts of limewater by
measure, in Fontana's eudiometrical tube, and were thus

reduced to 96 parts. On repeating the operation, these

06 parts were reduced to 92. I made the same experiment
several time? with common air, but no perceptible change
in its purity or quantity took place.

Exp, 2. A hundred parts of pure oxigen gas were mix-

ed with 900 of limewater in a bottle closed with a glass

stopple. After a minute's agitation the 100 parts were re-

duced to 92*5 ; and these 92*5 contained 8 parts of nitrogen

gas. Previous to their mixture with the limewater they
contained but one part, and they had been in contact with

a quantity of liquid potash sufficient to absorb more than

200 parts of carbonic acid gas. This experiment was re-

peated by mixing with limewater 100 parts of common air,

which wus not perceptibly altered either in quantity or qua-

lity.

Exp. 3. A hundred parts of pure oxigen were intro- by potash in s

duced into a closed phial with 900 parts of rainwater hold- 5^iJ
uantil7

ing in solution a fourth part of its weight of pure potash.
After shaking for a minute, these were reduced to 92*5

parts. I obtained a similar result with rainwater alone.

Exp. 4. A hundred parts of pure oxigen gas were kept
& hy concen-

for six hours in contact with four parts of concentrated so- ^fiff
***

lution of potash. The gas was not perceptibly altered ei-

ther in quality or quantity, though the mixture was shaken
several times.

When common charcoal, or wood, or an oil, or [any ve- Presenc* of

getable substance of which hidrogeu constitutes a part, is
JJogen 'ja^hi-

burned in pure oxigen gas, hidrogen gas is atWaYs found therto conri-

mixed with the oxigen gas after the combustion," though
defed * pur*%

the quantity of oxigen gas be much greater than is neces-

sary
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. *ary for burning the 'inflammable gas and* all the combusti-

ble. It is omious, that the proportion of this hidrogen

gas cannot be otherwise thW Vfcfy small: but the electric

spark will nof^ occasion its entire disappearance. The pre-
sence of this gas can be demonstrated 'only by the process

given by Messrs. Humboldfahd Gay-Lussac for determin-

ing
the combustion of a very small proportion of hidrogen

in another gas. This process consists in adding 100 parts

of hidrogen to 200 of the air' to be analysed, and detonat-

ing the mixture with a given quantity of oxigen gas, which

must be som'etfhat more than sufficient for burning the hi-

drogen. If this detonation .cause a greater diminution than

would result from burning the 100 parts of hidrogen added,

it is to be concluded, that the gas analysed contained hidro-

gen gas. On this subject I shall make a few observations,

to which it is of importance to attend.

The residuum of the detonation sliould be treated with

potash, to find whether the combustion of the hidrogen gas

that may be discovered furnished any carbonic acid, that

no sensible quantity of carbon in the analysis may be ne-

glected : but the estimation of the acid gas thus formed

cannot be accurate, unless we deduct the carbonic acid,

which the hidrogen gas used as a reagent, and deemed pure,

always furnishes by its combustion, when this is effected

with a surplus of oxigen gas.

Experiments J have found to my surprise, that every kind of hidrogen

gas obtained in £as supposed pUre furnishes, when completely burned, a

various ways, sensible quantity of carbonic acid gas. I have tried hidro-

gen gas obtained from the purest iron by means of sul-

phuric acid diluted with distilled water; that obtained by
a similar process from zinc purified by sublimation ; that

from solution of tin by muriatic acid; thai from the de-

composition of ammonia in a redhot tube ; and lastly, that

from the decomposition of distilled water by Volta's pile,

using platina conductors, and arranging the apparatus so

that only mercury, platina, and glass were in contact with

the water, and with the gasses produced. Each of these

kinds of hidrogen gas, when burned with an excess of oxi-

gen, always produced a gaseous residuum
wljich

Was partly

absorbed by potash, and rendered Darytes "water turbid by

forming
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forming carbonate of Darytes.' The gasses were always left

to stand on potash previous- to the detonation:* a precaution

particularly necessary for the bxigen'gas I employed, and*

which 1 obtah/ed from bximuriate of potash'. This gas is

never free from 'a few thousandth parts of its bulk of car-

bonic acid.

A thousand parts of hidrogen gas obtained from the so- Resuits,

lufidn of zinc purified by sublimation, when detonated

with 1000 parts of 'oxigen gas, afforded 3 parts of carbonfc

acid
efas;

• • • •

rfidrogen gas obtained from the zinc of the shops, which-

had^iot been sublimed, produced the same quantity of acid

as the preceding.
• *•• ' -t

A thousand parts of hidrogen gas" from' the solution" of

iron produced '4*5 of acid gas in a similar process.
•

•The hidrogen gas from solution 'of tin in muriatic* acid

afforded 9 pafts of carbonic acid.
*

That from the decomposition of water by Volta's pile, 3

parts.

That from the decomposition of 'ammonia; 10 parts, *

To render such smailr quantities- of carbonic acid j,as

sensible, I effected the, absorption over mercury in a thbe

of such length, that the* column of gas I examined was 7
dec. [27*5 inches] high, and 13 niil. [0*5 of an inch] in

diameter. The puocess was not finished in less than 24

hours. . .

It maybe supposed, that the diminution of the gas by ^ n itrous -ra-

the potash was owing to the absorption of nitrous vapour, pour affected

which might be formed in these combustions where a small
l ese*

quantity of nitrogen is always present : but I constantly made
the detonation over an ex-tensive surface of water, and left

the residual gas ill contact with this fluid for an hour, or a

sufficient time to prevent any suspicion of the presence of

this vapour.
I have said, that, when barytes water was employed in-

Barytes -water

stead of potash, the earth was precipitated in the state of ,et ,al1 a carw
-

carbonate. Not to be deceived in a result so small, T in-
°Bate*

traduced two ounces of an aqueous solution of barytes with

excess of water into a globe of thick glass, the capacity of
which was 754 cub, ceut. [46 cub. inches.]

Thia
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Experiment Thi» globe was furnished with a cock, and two conduct-

ing wires. After having exhausted it of air, I detonated in

it a mixture of equal parts of oxigen gas aud hidrogen gas
obtained by dissolving sublimed zinc in sulphuric acid.

After the acid gas had been absorbed by the barytes water,

I extra ted the residuary gas by means of the airpump, and

introduced a fresh mixture of gasses similar to the former,

which I detonated. These operations I repeated, till I had

effected the complete combustion of '2*91 cub. dec. [177
cub. inches] of hidrogen gas at 0'73 met. [28*7 inches] of

the barometer, and 18*75° of the thermometer \0h'75° F.].

The carbonate of barytes formed weighed 6 cent. [0*926* of

a gr.]. Admitting with Klaproth, that 100 parts of car-

bonate of barytes by weight contain 22 of carbonic acid,

we shall find, that the 1000 parts of hidrogen gas by mea-

sure formed on combustion 2*6 of carbonic acid. This

comes sufficiently near to the quantity deduced from the

absorption by potash, to allow the two results tq be consi*

dered as nearly similar.

Leas earbonic I enter into these particulars, because the quantity of

bv the French
c*100™ ac»d, which the French chemists obtained from the

chemists. combustion of hidrogen gas extracted by means of zinc, in

their grand experiment on the composition of water*, was

equal only to a thousandth part of the hidrogen; while in

my experiments the quantity of this acid was about three

times as great, whether the zinc 1 employed were purified

or not, or the hidrogen gas were obtained by any other me-»

thod and considered as pure.

Water from Jn the first disputes on phlogiston and the nature of hi-

tion of oxigen dr°gen gas, some chemists announced, that the residue of

and hMrogen the detonation of oxigen and hidrogen gasses precipitated

uiehmewatcr. Hmewater. Cavendish and Lavoisier carefully repeated this

* These gentlemen agree, that they could only estimate by approxi-

mation the quantity of hidrogen gas in the 987 cubic inches left after

the combustion
;
but they estimated it at no more than a sixteen thou»

>-andth part. It appears probable to me, that it was more considerable,

since phosphorus was capable of producing a detonation in it. I believe

too,. *bat this hidrogen gas was highly oxicarburctted,

experiment
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experiment, bat did not observe the precipitation*. I have

fumnd, however, that these opposite results may be recon-

ciled in some degree, by attending to the proportions of the

oxigen and hidrogen gas. If these gasses be mixed in such This depends

proportion, that the hidrogen predominates after the com- °.
n d»«prop«r~

f . . t . - , , ,
tkm« of the

bustion, scarcely any acid gas is formed, because the greater gas«?.

part of the carbon remains dissolved in the hidrogen gas

unhurried; and the latter is proportionally more oxicarbu-

retted, than it was before the detonation. But when the

combustion is effected with excess of oxigen gas, almost all

the oxicarbu retted hidrogen is burnt, and a sensible quan-

tity of acid gas is obtained. Thus when 1 detonated 1000

parts of the purest hidrogen gas with 1000 of oxigen, I ob-

tained at least 3 parts of carbonic acid : but I obtained only

one part of this acid, when I detonated 1500 parts of the

tame hidrogen with 500 parts of oxigen. In the latter case

the superfluous hidrogen wa«t found to have a larger pro-

portion of carbon in an equal volume, than before the deto-

nation.

These results are interesting, as they prove, that we do Pure hidroje*

not yet know the density of pure hidrogen gas, and that f
as not J*1

what we consider as such always contains a small proportion

of carbon, and probably of oxigen ; since Mr. Berthollet

has found, that no pure carbu retted hidrogen gas exists,

those so considered always containing some oxigen f. It

may even be questioned, whether carbon and oxigen be not

essential to the constitution of the substance which we have ^

improperly termed pure hidrogen gas. These results too in- Carbon in de-

dicate, that the purest distilled water contains carbon; and
jn •^JJJJj,

that the same may be said of ammonia, though the carbon

is in very small proportion, and perhaps accidentally pre-

* At that time it w» not doubted, that the precipitation observed

was owing to the impurity of the metals, vrhich had been used for pro-

curing the hidrogen. Hence the existence df charcoal in zinc was ad-

mitted. Proust however could find no carbon in the black residuum left

by this metal after its dissolution in acids. To me it appears very pro-

bable, that the carbon of the hidrogsn gas evolved by zinc, as ntll m
by sevaral other metals, is to b« ascribed in part to the water decom-

posed.

f Men* de la Societe d*Arcueil, torn. II,

sent
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sent* in these two substances. It .may act an important

part however in vegetation^ and in a great number of other

processes.

On the con- When hidrogen gas is burned slowly, .rapidly, or insjtan-

d^nsatiun of
taneously in a mixture of oxigen and nitrogen, the last

VoltJs eudio- mentioned gas is in part condensed; combining, according
mcur. to the proportions of the mixture, either -with the pprigen

alone, or witlj the, oxigen and hidrogen.* These effects are

sufficiently great in some circumstances, to occasion consi-

derable errqurs in eudiometrical experiments by Volta's

process.
r

fh\& will appear from the following, instances,

winch have been repeated a great many times. ,-

Two hundred parts of, hidrogen gas -procured by means

of zinc, and ^00 parts of oxigen, in which fche-hiilrosyl-

phuret of potash indicated 5;75 of nitrogen, left, after their

.gletonation and the action of potash, a residuum equal, £o

1£2'5 parts. This result indicates. at leasj l*7rpf ni.rogen

in the 200 of hidrogen*.

Two hundred parts of the same oxigen gas, and 200 of

the same hidrogen, were burned with 200 parts of nitrogen
• *

.
extracted from.common air. The .residuum of the. deto-

* nation, after the action of the potash, was only 197*5 p^rjts;

but according to the preceding experiment \\ ought to have

been 202*5, if the nitrogen addedJiad not sensibly affected

the result. m 4

To judge of the quantity of nitrogen condensed* I tr^aj-

ed these 107*5 parts wjjh potash, and wih
( hidrosulphuj;et,

by which they were reduced to 105*45. Now the q.uajntity

of nitrogen introduced in this experynent^was \00 t\- 5*75 4-

J*7 =: 107*45. The combustion therefore condensed 107*45

— 105*45
~ 2 J>arts of nitrogen. This result was the mean

of a great number of observations.

In the preceding experiment, where 300 parts of hidro-

gen, containing 1*7 of nitrogen, were burned with 200 of

oxigen, in which 5*75 of nitrogen were included, the latter

• I admit, with Gay-Lussac, that 200 paits of hidrogen condense 100

of oxigen. But 1 must observe, th*at the formation of carbonic acid gas,

which accompanies the combustion of the purest hidrogen, may modify

this assertion in a very slight degree, or prevent it fr >m being prowed'to

less than a thousandth part of the voinmerof fthe bi&og'en,, , +

was
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was condensed, but much less than in the present. For
the 102*5 parts of gas remaining after the detonation were

reduced by potash and hidrosulphuret to C #84 parts, which

indicate a condensation of 0*6 of nitrogen.
-

Hence it follows, that the.errours of Vbjta's eudiometer

are not equal with all mixtures, and that the indications of

. this instrument are more accurate* jn proportion as the g^s

analysed contains less nitrogen. •
'

t

When atmospheric air is analysed by Y°lta's eudiometer, With atmo-

adding to it an equal bull? .of hidrogen according to the spheric^ tbe
to ^ " o •

errotirs balance
usual practice, the mixture, when detonated, experiences each oth«r.

about the same degree of condensation, as if the process
with hidrosulphuret had been employed. \ satisfied myself
however by means of nitrous gas, that all the oxigen gas of

the atmospheric air had not been destroyed in the combus-
tion : but as some nitrogen was condensed, .this compen-
sated for the oxigen not destroyed. In this case the,indi- •

cation of Volta's eudiometer was accurate only in appear-
ance. ... . , •

. .

Lavoisier, .Fourcroy, Seguin, Vauquelin, and Cavendish, Compounds

found, that water formed by the combustion of' hidrogen^^ !" *****

and oxigen mingled with nitrogen sometimes*containfcd ha- hidrogen and

trie or nitrous acid, and in other cases appeared- perfectly °xigen conia-

mi • -n i
• ramaled with

pure. The experiments of the French chemists indicate, nitrogen.

that a slow combustion is the only mean of preventing the

developement of the acid. Cavendish however had said,

that when the combination of the gasses was effected by
detonation, or a rapid combustion, pure water was obtained

free from acidity, when the gas, according to his expres-

sion, was phlogisticated after the combustion: and, on the

contrary, that nitric acid was formed, when the oxigen gas

predominated in the combination. I have found, that the Nitric acul

observation of Cavendish was accurate in this respect, that always,

the water is acid, when there is an excess of oxigen gas;
but that it does not redden blue colours, when there is an
excess of hidrogen after the rapid combustion. At the same
time however I have observed, that the purity of the water
is apparent only, and that the want of acidity is not owing to

the absence of nitric acid, hut t® its neutralization by ammo- but in certain

nia, which is always formed with the nitric acid, eilher by ra- ^Tbjr
pid

cases neutrst-

m
ammo-

nia.
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picl or slow combustion, when the liidrogen gas predominates.
Into a globe previously exhausted of air I introduced a

mixture oFtwo parts of pure liidrogen gas and one of oxigen
contaminated with five percent of nitrogen. I detonated these

by means of the electric spark ; and then supplied the place
of the gasses destroyed by a similar mixture. Having re-

peated these operations several times, till the gasses would

no longer inflame, in consequence of the superabundance
of liidrogen and nitrogen, which gradually accumulated in

the globe, I obtained 3*25 gram. [50*2 grs.] of water free

from acidity. But this water left by spontaneous evapora-
tion about 13 thousHndths of a gramme [0*2 of a gr.] of

crystallized nitrate of ammonia; which, being triturated

with potash, gave out an evident smell of ammonia, and

formed very decided nitrate of potash,

titrate of am- I burned very slowly in atmospheric air a stream of hi-

monia obtained droeren gas issuing from a gazometer under the mouth of a
from various

, . i,i * i i /.,,#• tn
inflammabls glass jar, and collected the water that fell from it after con-

gasses, densation on the sides of the vessel. This yielded nitr; t •

of ammonia by spontaneous evaporation, but in less pro-

portion than in the preceding process, which was conducted

in a close vessel. In like manner I obtained the same salt

by combustion of all the oxicarbu retted hidrogen gasses I

tried. The formation of ammonia in these combustions is

a fact not hitherto observed.

(To be concluded in our next.J

II.

Description of a Clock Escapement: by Mr. Ge«rg*

Prior, jun. of Oiley, in Yorkshire.*

SIR,

Escapement QlNCE I had the pleasure of seeing you, when my fa-

invented, ther and I were in London, I have invented and made the

• Trans, of Soc. of Arts, vol. XXVII, p. 200. The silver medal and

twenty five guineas were voted to Mr. Prior for this invention.

» machine
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thachine now sent to your address; and I will thank you
to lay it before the Sucietv of Arts &c. the first opportunity.

This escapement will do for a pendulum of any length, will answer for

•and the friction is so sinaii, that it does not require any oil, f^
peU U *

for it may be made as little as the tooth of the wheel can

sufficiently touch the impelling spring, and yet be properly

scaped.

It is necessary, that the detent spring, the impelling Requisites,

spring, and the pendulum should all spring from one right

line or centre; and that the impelling spring should be so

much stronger than the detent spring, us will always be suf-

ficient to unlock the wheel.

The machine being wound up, and the pendulum put in Its mode of

motion toward the leftside, the impelling spring unlocks action '

the wheel, when a tooth falls against the pallet, where it

remains uut ;
l the pendulum returns; then moving the im-

pelling spring, and the wheel being free, the weight on the

a,xis c it to advance while it escapes one tooth off the

end o. me pallet or spring, and another tooth is locked

against the detent spring, as before, while the pendulum
returns, and the impelling spring again unlocks the detent;

as the impelling spring moves towards the left, the resistance

it meets with by the elasticity of the detent spring in fan-

locking is returned to it, so that there is no more power lost

than what was caused by the pressure of the wheel against
the detent spring; by which means it is freed from the loss

of the maintaining power, which is evident in all detached

escapements I have seen, by the pendulum or crutch, &c,
touching a spring or lifting a lever to regain the position for

unlocking the wheel.

I am, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

GEORGE PRIOR, Jun.

P. S. The screw in the pendulum rod is to adjust the

machine when fixed up.

Description of Mr. Prior's Escapement, Plate V, Fig,
1, 2.

Fig. l is a side, and fig. 2 a back view of it, which is sup- D . .

posed to be taken from behind the clock; a represents the thtelcape"

°

Vol. XXVI. July, loll). ^ axis
mc,u-
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axis of the swing wheel, or last wheel of the train of the

clock : b d is the swing wheel fixed upon it, having 30 ser-

rated teeth, it is turned round in the direction from 6 to d9

by the maintaing power of the clock, (in the model this

power is supplied by the descent of a small weight attached

to the end of the small line, which is coiled round the bar-

rel y, on the axis of the swing wheel) ; g is a spring detent,

which locks against one of the teeth of the swing wheel, and

this prevents its running down, by the action of the main-

taining power; h is another spring detent, which is called

the impelling spring, when left at liberty, it unlocks the

former by pushing against the end of the small arch, fig. %
e, fastened to the detent g, and thus removing the end of

the detent which obstructed the wheel's motion ; / is the rod

of the pendulum suspended by a cock screwed to the back

plate of the clock; a smart" piece of brass A;, fig. 1, projects
at right angles from the impelling spring A, so as to inter-

cept the pendulum rod in its vibration, and at this place a

small screw is put through the pendulum rod /, the point of

which moves the impelling spring back ; a small pin is*

fixed to the frame in a line between the point of suspen*
sien of the pendulum, and in the centre of the swing

wheel, against which the impelling spring stops when at

liberty,

Theaction Supposing the pendulum to he vibrating backwards and

forwards, and the wheel locked as in the figure, the pendu-

lum swinging from m to n, fig. 2, the impelling spring h

follows by its elasticity, until the pendulum I arrives at the

perpendicular: at this period the impelling spring comes to

rest against the end of the arc e, which it pushes back, so

as to release the tooth of the wheel from the detent spring

g ; the wheel now moves round a very small space before

it meets the end of the impelling spring A, and is stopped

thereby, in the mean time the pendulum continues its mo-

tion the extent of its vibration towards n, when it returns,

and arriving at the perpendicular, it meets the impelling

spring A, and carries it along with it, until the tooth of the

wheel which rests against it, escapes from the end of it, and

another tooth of the wheel comes to rest against the spring

detent
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detent %. The succeeding vibration of the pendulum re-

peats the same operation.

III.

An Eye Bath, to clear the Eyefrom extraneous Matters, and

to assist the Sight; by Mr. John Duckett Ross, No.

55, Princes Street, Leicester square.*

SIR.

E1NG employed in the jewellery business, I have fre~ EyeliabIe~to

quently suffered greatly from extraneous substances getting
accidents in

i. at- iitl i .
certain em-

into my eyes, at different times, while 1 have been at work; ploy meats.
and 1 have witnessed many accidents of a similar kind

which have happened to enamel-grinders, turners in metal,
;

ewellers, lapidaries, and other artificers. These circum-

stances led me to attempt some means, which would relieve

such misfortunes, and also strengthen my own eyes, which '

were naturally weak. I have now succeeded in inventing

an eye bath, possessing all these advantages; which 1 beo- Eye bath,

leave to lay before the Society of Arts &c, and hope it will

be patronized by them.

The machine I have 6ent forms an elegant ornament for

a lady's or gentleman's dressing-room, and has been found

very serviceable in use, of which I will furnish the Society
with certificates.

I remain, Sir,

Your most humble and obedient servant,

JOHN DUCKETT ROSS,

SIR,

I thought it might not be improper to acquaint yoq, that Recommend*.
Mr. Carpue has, according to a promise he made me, this iwnsuf it.

day honoured my invention, by expressing his fullest satis-

faction of it before the Medical Board ; and that suro-eon-

general Keate, and Mr. Gillham ,late chief surgeon to the ,

• Trans, of the Soc. of Arts, vol. xxvii, p. 203. Fifteen guineas were
voted to Mr Ross for this invention.

N $ Coldstream
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Coldstream regiment, have, in consequence, favoured me
with their orders: aud I am farther assured, that there is

great hopes of my invention being generally adopted for

the use of the army aud navy.

1 am, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

JOHN DUCKETT R083,

Certificates were received from several other persons,

stating, that they considered Mr. Ross's invention for ihe

eyes calculate d to produce many excellent advantages to

the public, and likely to become extensively useful.

Description of Mr* Ross's Eye Bath. Plate V, Fig. 3,

4, 5, and 6.

The eye bath ^"'S* *' ^ ilte ^* ls a perspective view of the eye bath,

described. which is preserved in the Society's Repository. This ap-

paratus is supported on a pedestal or tripod. The bath

partis represented on a larger scale in section, tig. 5, where

a b represents a glass vessel, which has a neck at the lower

end, and an aperture at its vertex, as is shown jn the plan,

iig. 6, to tit the eye. The neck is cemented into a brass

tube c c, which is supported, by being screwed into an orna-

mental piece of brass work at the top of the pedestal. This

tube encloses a common pewter syringe, the end of which,

is cemented into the neck' of the glass vessel, as the section

sufficiently explains. The handle e of the syringe has a

piece of brass screwed |o it, which slides up and down, be-

tween two pieces of brass at A, in the pedestal, and a glass

dish i is fixed below the frame, to receive any water which

may be spilled by accident. When the instrument is used,

the glass vessel is to be partly filled with water, (or any other

liquor wjth which the eye is to be syringed,) so as to cover

the orifice of the syringe; the patient then places his eye

over the aperture in the glass vessel a b, and suddenly lifts

up the brass slider at A, to which the handle of the syringe

is fixed, so as t« force the liquor contained in the syringe

through that in the glass vessel into the eye; the liquor

, ,. which covers the point of the syringe takes off the force
Its operation

r "
.

cite* ao pain, with which the liquor would be thrown into the eye, so as

to render the operation not in the least painful.

A more
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A more commodious, though less elegant form of the A **• «"*"
' i" P °

.
modiousbut

same apparatus is shown in fig. 3. The syringe a is here
i ess elegant

placed horizontally, its point being turned up. ft is sol- form.

dered into a vessel of japanned tin, and the glass e 9 which ia

here globular, is laid loose on the japanned vessel d, which

contains the liquor that surrounds the point of the syringe.

This apparatus, fig. 3, is intended to be placed on a table

when used.

IV.

On Telegraphic Communications, in a Letterfrom Richard

Lovell Edgeworth, Esq* M. R. I. A.

To Mr. Nicholson,
sir,I,N the second volume of your quarto Journal, yc*i have F^say on tele.

given a summary of an essay on telegraphs, which I had graphs in the

published in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy.
The essay concluded in these words, page 324:—" The Telegraphic

thins itself must sooner or later prevail, for utility convinces comrrmrticati-
« r

,
our must be-

and governs mankind ;
and however inattention oY timidity come preva-

may for a time impede its progress, 1 will venture to pre-
lent

^

diet, that it will at some future period be generally prac-

tised, not only in these islands, but that it will become a

means of communication between the most distant parts of

the world, wherever arts and sciences have civilized man-

kind."

Since that time I have seen various inventions similar to Various inven-

each other for the purposes of telegraphic communication,
tlons forthe

and in particular 1 have noticed one in your last number,
called a homogiaph. Now I actually practised such a con-

trivance twelve or thirteen years ago, and I had during last

month drawn up a detailed view of the scheme for the pur-

pose of recommending it, not for the navy, but for the army.
1 do not, however, by any means, wish to derogate from the

merit or the claims of the gallant officer, who serves his

country with so much energy both of body and mind, but

to
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to give him the advantage of what milch experience has
Commumcati.

taught me. Lieut. Spratt points out theeonvenience'of hav-
ons need not be . j ,

, . . , ,
• , :

, , , ,
.

,

limited to a in» some dark object behind the man who moke» his telegra-

single person, phic signals. This observation shows me, that he has limited

his project to the communication of intelligence to a single

post from the place whence it is dispatched. Now there

aie no bounds, except the ocean, to the distance* between

but maybe which intelligence may be conveyed by men alone, without

conveyed over
t j)e intervention of any apparatus but a telescope,

any extent of .

land. For this purpose the signalman must be legible both be-

hind and before.

Repetition bc<t In Mr. Spratt's arrangement there is a signal to denote,
shows that the . _

l ft
_ ,11 P

Mgnal is un. that the operator is understood; the best means of ascer-

de.-stood.
taining this, is a repetition of the signal by the person that

receives it: and this, through a long line of communication,

gives no delay except at the second station.

I «hall not encumber your Journal with any particular de-

tail of the arrangements, which I had made for this scheme;

they may be varied ad infinitum.

Nobody but a fastidious critic will find fault with the

gallant lieutenant for calling his telegraph a homograph;
it should however be called an andrograph, or homoscribe,

or by some English name.

Generals I take this opportunity of observing, that if generals of

iwtocMfae w-
l*To* armies would employ the resources of art as well as

sources of ait. those of mere physical force, they would save much time

and blood ; they would avoid much disappointment and

disgrace; and whether they ultimately failed or succeeded,

they would have the satisfaction of knowing, that they had

neglected no reasonable means of ensuring success.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

; RICHARD LOVELL EDGEtfbRTIL

A«t
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New Theory of the Diurnal Motion of the Earth round its

Axis, In a Letterfrom Professor Wood.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

Richmond Academy, State of Virginia,

SIR, Ath Feb. 1810.

T,HE theory, of which tbis circular letter gives you a

very brief account, is published in English ; but being de-

sirous of having the opinion of several of the mathematici-

ans on the continent of Europe, as to the correctness of the

principle, I was induced to write the circular in the Frepch

language. If it appear to you to merit notice, some account

of it in your Journal will much oblige,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

JOHN WOOD.

SIR,

1 have just published in this city a work entitled,
" A New theory of

new Theory of the Diurnal Rotation of the Earth, demon- 1

}™
XQM m°

;

J * V.ou oi the
strated upon mathematical Principles, from the Properties Earth,

of the Cycloid and Epicycloid : with an Application of this

Theory to the Explanation of the various Phenomena of

the Winds, Tides, and those stony and metallic Concretions,

which have fallen from Heaven upon the Surface of the

Earth."

This theory I have made a point of communicating to all Proposed to

those whom I consider eminently distinguished for their ^tn 'enJral.

knowledge of the mathematics. It is for them to be mv

judges, and to decide on the solidity of the principle, which

forms the basis of my work. In short, 1 wish to know their

opinions for or against me. Allow me therefore, j.jr, to im-

part to you as concisely as possible the circumstance, which

gave rise to rny theory* and to the fundamental principles it

indudes.
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Bctoni the mo- In the beginning of last summer two gentlemen in Rich-
mond laid a considerable wager on the following question :

" Do the top and bottom of a cart or carriage wheel, when
in motion, move with equal or unequal velocities r"

The top has When the question was first proposed to me, I certainly
greater veJoci- c • .

'

, „ .« , ,. ,.~, .

ty than the
was ot Pmlo»> that there could be no difference in the velo-

bottom. city of any point in the same ciroumference of the wheel :

but upon reflecting, that every point of a carriage wheel

moving along a right line in a horizontal plane describes a

, cycloid, a leading property of which curve is for the generat-

ing point to describe unequal arcs in equal times, I was

convinced of my errour ; and perceived, that any point in

the upper semicircle of the wheel must move with greater

velocity than the corresponding and opposite point in the

under semicircle.

This applica- This truth immediately suggested the application of the
hie t.. the mo- saa)e principle to the motion of the Earth ; for it is evident,
tion of the

.

E'wth. that the motion of any point on the Earth's surface, with the

exception of the two poles, being compounded of two mo-

tions, a rotary motion round the axis of the Earth, and a

progressive motion along the plane of the ecliptic, will also

describe a curve of the eycloidal, or rather epicycloidal spe-

cies, possessing a similar property with the common cycloid

generated by a carriage wheel.

Important con- The eycloidal motion on the points of the Earth's surface

du^bT?
S

m" being once established, several important consequences obvi-

this, ously present themselves. For it is manifest, if every

point in the same parallel of latitude vary its velocity in re-

as the ccntri volving round the axis of the Earth, the centrifugal force of

fugal force
t^ t point must also vary ; that is, when the velocitv of the

must vary.
r *

, .

point is greatest, the centrifugal force will also be greatest ;

and on the contrary, when the velocity of the point is least..

Thk accounts the centrifugal force will also be least. This variation in

:or the tides the centrifugal force of every point on the Earth's surface,

&c
*

during a diurnal rotation, necessarily affecting the fluids

, which encompass the Earth ; it appeared to me, that the

phenomena of the tides, the trade winds, and several other

phenomena in nature, might thereby be explained. On this

subject I published, in the month of May, several essays in

the Inquirer and Virginia Argus of Richmond. These

esiays
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essays living received the approbation of many gentlemen

well acquainted with the mathematical and physical sciences,

I was induced to enter into a farther investigation ot the

effects arising from this principle of cycloidal motion. The

result of this investigation is contained in the work above-

mentioned : and to give you a general idea of the principles

on which my theory is founded, I shall recite those propo-

sitions of my work, which appear to me most important.

Prop. 8, Book I. If the semicycloid Aa^be described Prop. *• I

by the point A of the circle A D B E, PI. V, fig. 7, revolv-

ing from B to A ; and the semicycloid B b B be at the same

time described by the opposite point of the generating cir-

cle ; then the cycloidal arcs A a and B b, described in

equal times, will be to each other as the chord A. F of the

circular arc A F to the difference between the diameter A B
of the generating circle and the chord B H of the supple-

ment of the same arc.

Prop. Q. The velocity of the point A at a is to the velo- Prop. 8.

city of B at b, as a/B L io \/ A L.

Prop. 12. If the circle A D B E move from B to A with *f°P-3»

two uniform motions, a rotatory motion and a progressive

motion, so that the two opposite points A and B describe

two semicycloidal curves A a A and B b B, and the pro-

gressive velocity be to the rotary velocity as n to 1 : then the

velocity of the point A in any place, a, will be to the velocity

•f the point B in any place, b, as

Si1 ,
n x AC + AC-AL'

2 AC x AL-AL5

i/
r
,,n x AC + A C — BL'

is to W i+
2.AC + BL-BL'

In order to apply this formula to the motion of the Earth,

I suppose it to move along the chord of an elliptical arc every

twenty-four hours, instead of the arc itself, over which it

really moves : and having shown, that the velocity of any

part on the surface of the globe, except at the poles, is

greatest at noon, and least at midnight, I prove, that the

velocitiei
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velocities of any two opposite points of the equator are to

each other, as

s 1 + 64-4— A L*

2AL~AL*
is totK04'4 -— IS iM*

velocities at the

equator.

Effscts on gra-

vitation,

Difference of From this formula I have deduced, that the velocity of

any point of the equator at noon is to the velocity of the

game point at midnight, as 36*90 to 3502, or as T053 to 1 *.

In like manner I have found, that the velocity at 1 o'clock

P. M. is to the velocity at 1 A. M. as 248'9 to 241*4, or at

1-032 to 1.

I afterward calculate the effects, which this d'hfference in

the velocities of two opposite points in the same parallel of

latitude would produce on the force of gravity at the sur-

face of the Earth, and I rind, that, under the equator, bo-

dies lose at noon a 9375th of their weight. I then demon-
ani come-

strate, that the effect, which this difference in the gravity of

sea" &c. bodies produces upon the matter and fluids on the surface

of the globe is 306 times greater than f the effect produced

by the attraction of the moon, and 1372 times greater than

any effect produced by the sun. •

Application to This principle I have employed to explain the tides, the

phenomena, tra(je winds, and the phenomena of falling stones J. My
theory necessarily leads into researches of too great length,

to find a place in this brief analysis : I confine myseli'there-

fore, Sir, to request your serious examination of the princi-

ple of cyeloidal motion, which I ascribe to every point of the

surface of the globe, and the effects which this motion must

produce on bodies at its surface. Your ideas on this sub-

ject will highly obiige me.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your very obedient, and very humble servant,

JOHN WOOD.
* In tlic work itself, which is now before me, there is a list of er-

rata, which BOttkefe these numbers as 37\8 to 3<5p2, or as 1034 to 1. C.

f It should be " 3"6 tunes as '.-real as.
1'

C.

J Prof. Wood supposes the stones, that fall from the atmosphere, to

|>e projected into it from volcanoes: and that, as the point from which

they are thrown has its votary velocity increased or diminished,
white the stones retain that impressed on them at the time of tlwir

projection, they must consequently reach the Earth at a greater or less

Obtance east or west of the volcano. C.

Method

Meteoric
stones.
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Method of securing the Beams of Ships, without wooden

Knees made of one Piece: by Mr. George Williams,

Master Carver at his Majesty's Dock Yard, Chatham*.

SIR,

JL Submit to you, for the inspection of the Society, the Advantages of

following particulars of my invention for the better securing g^™" a

°

of the beams of ships of war, East and West India ^hips, ship's beams,

and all others where strength, dispatch, room, and cheap-
ness are required. In this method less iron in weight, and

fewer bolts are necessary, than in the iron knees before in

use; there is also less strain upon the bolts, as the block

underneath is morticed both into the beam and side of the

ship, as well as bolted.

Upon this plan the work is all done under the hand,

which is executed much quicker than in the former plan,

where the work is all done over hand, and where great nicety

is requisite in making the bolt-holes which pass through
both the iron stays. In my method much more room is

also gained between decks for stowage and working the

guns, and even a porthole may be made under the beam
itself.

I calculate the saving in a 74-gun ship or East Indiaman Saving,

to be as follows, viz.

Ton.Cut.qrs.lb. t. d. £. s. d.

Copper bolts, 2 1 3 9 at 1 4 per lb. • • 305 8

Iron, 2 12 56 per cwt. •• 145 12

Three men and one boy's time for a month • • • • 45 17 6
Timber* • 50

£546 17

» Trans, of the Society of Arts, vol. XXVII, p. U*. The silver

Medal was. voted to Mr. Williams for thi* invention.

The
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The models I have sent will, I trust, clearly explain to

the Committee every circumstance, which will be thought

necessary.

I am, Sir,

Your respectful humble servant,

GEORGE WILLIAMS.

Description of Mr. Williams's Method of connecting the

Beams of Ship's Decks to their Sides, Plate VI, Fig. 1 ,

2, and 3.

Explanation Fig. 1 is a horizontal plan of a portion of a ship's side i

cf the plate, the planks of the deck being removed, to show the ends of

two of the beams A A, which extend across the vessel,

B B is the outside planking of the ship; C C the section*

of the timbers or ribs: and to these the beams A A are

fastened by beaten iron triangular braces a a, similar in

form to the Roman capital letter A. These are let into

the beams, and attached there at the angle by three bolts

going through them. Fig. 2 is a front view of only one

beam, where the spectator is supposed to be looking to-

wards the ship's side; and fig. 3 is part of a cross section of

the vessel's side; the same letters are used as in the other

figures. By inspecting these, it will be seen, that the ends

of the brace a a are turned up and bolted to the timbers of

the ship's side by two bolts passing through each end, and

through the timbers and the outside planks; by which

means the beams are secured from lateral motion : and t*

brace them in a vertical direction the wooden block H,

fig. 3, is fitted in beneath them, and two iron straps bolted

on them ; One end of each of these straps is attached to the

deck beams by the same bolts as the upper brace a n ; the

other ends are bolted against the inside planking, and an

oblique bolt A, fig. 3, passes through the middle of each

strap and the ship's side; / / /, fig. 1, are the small inter-

mediate beams, answering to the joints of a floor, to which

the planks of the deck are spiked down; m, fig. 1, repre-

sents one of the planks, and the dotted lines show the joints

of the others. In rig. 3, these planks are shown, and the

other beams to make all sound and linn, which were re-

moved in the other figure to show the braces.

VII.
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VII.

Method to prevent the Accidents which frequently happen

from the Linchpins of Carriages breaking or coming out:

by Mr. J, Vajity, of Liverpool, Coachmaker*.

SIR,

J[jL EREWITH you will receive a model of an axle-tree Contrivance t»

for public machines, intended to prevent the wheel from
5ents"rom th»

coming off, if the linchpin should break, and thereby pre- linchpin of a

vent many dangerous consequences. When the idea first
w

^

eM °reak"

suggested itself to me, I put it in practice in a stage coach, out.

which has since run from Liverpool to Litchfield, a distance

of eig'ity-lour miles, six days per week, for the last six

inontns. During that time several instances have occurred

ID which the linchpins have broke or come out, but owing
to this contrivance no accident has happened therefrom.

We almost daiiy hear of stage coaches being upset, which

more frequently arises from linchpins breaking than from

any other cause.

In offering this model to the Society of Arts &c. for their

inspection, I anticipate the pleasure of their sanction, as I -

can furnish satisfactory vouchers of its proved utility.

I am, Sir,

Yours, respectfully,

J. VARTY.
•

Description of Mr. Vartfs Linchpin*

Mr. Varty's, contrivance is shown in
fig. 4, and 5, Plate pescribei.

VI. Fig. 4 is a section of the nave of a
carriage wheel,

with the axle-tree A A in it; and fig. 5 is a separate view

of the axletree. a, fig. 5, is the linchpin detached; it is

put through an oblong hole in the axle as usual, but there

is likewise an additional linchpin b, to make it complete,
which is fixed in a recess cut foi it in the axle, and turns

pn a pin (as is shown in the figure) into the hole left by re-

* Trans, of the Society of Arts, vol. XXVII. p. 145. For this

icreutiou the silver medal was voted to Mr. Varty.

moving
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moving the linchpin <*, when the wheel is to be takeu off;

but if the linchpin a should accidentally get out, this addi-
tional pin b would effectually keep the wheel on, as its hang*
in-- position docs not at all tend to shut the pin up into the

axle, but the contrary. The common linchpin a is put in

downwards, and its weight may also tend to keep it in, anil

is secured in the usual way by a strap, the holes for which

may be seen in the figures. The whole, when iu its place,
is shown at fig. 4.

VIII.

An Analysis of several Varieties of British and Foreign Salt

{Muriate of SodaJ, with a view to explain their Fitnessfor

different economical Purposes. By William Henry,
M. D. F. P. S. V. P. of the Lit. and Phil. Society, and

Physician to the Infirmary at Manchester*.

Sect. I. General Observations.

Ofcjeet of the JiN undertaking the series of experiments, described in the

following pages, I had not so much in view the discovery of

novelties in science, as the determination, by the careful em-

ployment of known processes, and by the improvement of

methods of analysis, of a number of facts, the establish-

ment of which (it appeared to me probable) might have an

influence on an important branch of national revenue and

industry.

Bfitis. salt An opinion has for some time past existed, and I believe

general Ty con- na& been pretty general both in this and other countries, to
Brdercd of inte-

, ,

r
,. T> . •

, lx ,. .

nor quuiity.
the disadvantage ot British salt as a preserver or animal

food ; and a decided preference has been given to the salt

procured from France, Spain, Portugal, and other warm

climates, where it is prepared by the spontaneous evapora-

tion of sea water. In conformity with this opinion, large

sums of money are annually paid to foreign nations, for the

supply of an article, which Great Britain possesses, beyond

*
Philosophical Tiansaction^for I8t0, Part I.

almost
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almost any other country in Europe, the means of drawing

from her own internal resources. It becomes, therefore, of

much consequence to ascertain, whether this preference of

foreign salt be founded on accurate experience, or be merely

a matter of prejudice; and, in the former case, whether

any chemical difference can be discovered, that may explain

the superiority of the one to the other.

The comparative fitness of these varieties of salt for the
Thisofimpor-

curing of provision, which has been a subject of much tance to be as-

controversy among- the parties who are interested, can be
cerUinc *

decided, it is obvious, in no other way, than by a careful

examination of the evidence on both sides. Where evidence,

however, is doubtful, and where there exists, as in this case,

much contrariety of testimony, it cannot be unfair to yield

our belief to that, which best accords with the chemical and

physical qualities of the substances in question. Again, if

salt of Biitish production should be proved to be really in-

ferior in chemical purity to foreign salt, it would be impor-

tant to ascertain, as the basis of all attempts toward its im-_

provemenr, in what, precisely, this inferiorit}
7, consists. It

seemed desirable, also, to examine whether any differences

of chemical composition exist among the several varieties of

home-made salt, which can explain their variable fitness for

economical purposes.

Such were the considerations that, induced me to under- The present

take an inquiry, which has occupied, for several months examination

past, a large share of my leisure and attention. I began the
imParu* *

investigation, wholly uninfluenced by any preconceived

opinions on the subject; and I had no motive to seethe

facts in any other than their true light, since I have no per-
sonal interest, either directly or remotely, in the decision of

the question.

The principal sources of the salt, which is manufactured Sources of

in this country, are rock salt, brine springs, and seawater. British salt.

The first material is confined entirely, and the second chiefly,

though not wholly, to a particular district of Cheshire. Of
the extent and boundaries of this district, the process of

manufacture, and other circumstances interesting to the

mineralogist as well as to the chemist, an ample and excel-

lent history has been given by Mr. Henry Holland, in the

Agricultural .
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Agricultural Report of the county of Chester*. From his

account I shall extract, in order to render some parts of this

memoir more intelligible, a very brief statement of the cha-

racteristic differences of the several varieties of salt, which

are preparedjn Northwich, and its neighbourhood,

^separation of In making the sloved or lump salt, the brine is brought to

^edwlump a k^Bng heat, which, in brine fuliy saturated, is 226° of

Fahrenheit. This temperature is continued during the

whole process ; and as the evaporation proceeds, small fiakey

crystals continue to form themselves, and to fall to the bot-

tom of the boiler. At the end of from eight to twelve

Iiours, the greatest part of the water of solution is found to

l>e evaporated; so much only being left, as barely to cover

the salt and the bottom of the pan. The salt is then re-

moved into conical wicker baskets, termed barrows; and,

after being well drained, is dried in stoves* where it sustains

a Toss of about one seventh, of its weight.

Station of Qn tJie first application of heat to the brine, a quantityas Maturities.
rr

.

of carbonate of lime, and sometimes a little oxide of iron,

both of which had been held in solution by an excess of

carbonic acid, are separated; and are either removed by

skimming, or are allowed to subside to the bottom of the

pan, along with the salt first formed, and with some sul-

phate of lime; and are afterward raked out. These two

operations are called clearing the pan. Some brines scarcely

require them at all, and others only occasionally. The whole

©f the impurities, however, are not thus removed ; for a part,

subsiding to the bottom, forms a solid incrustation, termed

by the workmen pan-scale. The portion of this, which is

lowest, acquires so much induration and adhesion to the

pan, that it is necessary to remove it, once every three or

four weeks, by heavy blows with a pick-axe. These sedi-

ments are formed, also, in making the other varieties of

salt.

i. » s It. in preparing common salt, the brine is first raised to a

boiling heat, with the double view of bringing it as quickly

as possible to the point of saturation, and of clearing it from

its earthy contents. The fires are then slackened, and the'

* PublibLcd hi iso8 t

evaporation
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evaporation is carried on for 24 hours, with the brine heated

to l60°or 170° Fahrenheit. The salt, thus formed, is in qua-

drangular pyramids or hoppers, which are close and hard in

their texture. The remainder of the process is similar to

that of making stoved salt, except that, after being drained,

it is carried immediately to the store house, and not after-

ward exposed to heat, an operatiou confined to the stoved

salt.

The large grained fiakey salt is made with an evapora- T.arpe grained

tion conducted at the heat of 130 or 140 degrees. The salt flukej *alt#

thus formed is somewhat harder than common salt, and ap-

proaches more nearly to the cubic shape of the crystals* of

muriate of soda.

Large grained Qrfishery salty is prepared from brine heated Large grained

only to 100° or 110° Fahrenheit. No perceptible agitation,
°' fishery '

therefore, is produced in the brine, and the slowness of the

process, which lasts from 7 or 8 to 10 days, allows the mu-
riate of soda to form in large, and nearly cubical crystals,

Seldom however quite perfect in their shape*.
For ordinary domestic uses, stoved salt is perfectly suffi- Uses of the

"dent. Common salt is adapted to the striking and salting £
lft*rent

of provision, which is not intended for sea voyages or warm
climates. For the latter purposes, the large grained or

fishery salt is peculiarly fitted.

On the eastern and western coasts of Scotland, and espe- Scotch salt

•cially on the shores of the Frith of Forth, large quantities
fromseawater.

of salt are made by the evaporation of seawater. In conse-

quence of the cheapness of fuel, the process is carried on,

from first to last, by artificial heat, at a temperature, I be-

lieve, equal or nearly so to the boiling point, and varying,

therefore, according to the concentration of the brine. The
kind of salt, chiefly formed in Scotland, approaches, most

nearly to the character of stoved salt. In some pjaces a Sunday salt.

salt is prepared, termed Sunday salt; so called, inconse-

quence of the tires being slackened between Saturday an4

Monday, which increases considerably the size of the crys-
tals.

I am indebted to Dr. Thomson of Edinburgh (who gave Dr. Thomson.

* Cheshire Report, p. 53, &c.

Vol. XXVI.—July, islo. O me
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me his assistance with great zeal and alacrity) for an oppor-

tunity of examining upwards of twenty specimens of Scotch

salt, prepared by different manufacturers. Thut dis-

tinguished chemist, it appears from a letter which he ad-

dressed to me on the subject, was some time ago engaged in

experiments on Cheshire salt. The particulars he has lost;

and he retains only a general recollection of the facts, which

confirms, i am happy to state, the accuracy of the results

obtained by my own experiments.

At Lymington, in Hampshire, advantage is taken of the

greater heat of the climate, to concentrate the seawater by

spontaneous evaporation to about one sixth its bulk, before

admitting it into the boilers. One kind of salt is chiefly

prepared there, which most nearly resembles in grain the

stoved salt of Cheshire. The process varies a little in some

respects, from that which has been already described. The
salt is not fished (as it is termed) out of the boiler, and

drained in baskets; but the water is entirely evaporated,

and the whole mass of salt taken out at once, every eight

hours, and removed into troughs with holes in the bottom.

Through these it drains into pits made under ground,
which receive the liquor called bittern or bitter liquor.

Under the troughs, and in a line with the holes, are fixed

upright stakes, on which a portion of salt, that would

otherwise have escaped, crystallizes and forms, in the cour.e

of ten or twelve days, on each stake, a mass of sixty or

eighty pounds. These lumps are called salt cats. They
bear the proportion to the common salt, made from the

same brine, of 1 tun to 100.

f From the mother brine, or bitter liquor, which lias

drained into the pits, the sulphate of magnesia is made

during the winter season, when the manufacture of salt is

suspended, in consequence of the -want of the temperature,

required for the spontaneous evaporation of the sea-water.

The process is a very simple one*. The bitter liquor from

the

• I am indebted for an account of this process, as well as of the me-

thod of making common salt at Lymington, to the liberal communica-

tion uf Charles St. Barbe, Esq., of that place. Though not strictly

conuectei
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the pits is boiled for some hours in the pans, which are used

in summer to prepare co.niuoii salt; and the impuiities,

which rise to the surface, are removed by skimming.

During the evaporation, a portion of common salt separates;

and this, as it is too impure for use, is reserved for the pur-

pose of concentrating the briue in summer. Tin- evaporated
bitter liquor is then removed into wooden coolers 8 feet

long, 5 feet wide, and I foot deep. In these it remains

twenty-four hours, during which time, if the weather prove

clear and cold, the sulphate of magnesia, or Epsom salt,

crystallizes at the bottom of the coolers, in quantity equal
to about one eighth of the boiled liquor. The uncrystal-

lizable fluid is then let off through plugholes at the bottom

of the coolers; and the Epsom salt, after being drained in

baskets, is deposited in the store-house. This is termed

single Epsom salts ; and after solution, and a second crys-

tallization, it acquires the name of double Epsom salts.

Four or five tuns of sulphate of magnesia are produced

from a quantity of brine, which has yielded 100 tuns of

common, and 1 tun of cat salt.

On the banks of the Mersey, near its junction with the; Seawater satu=

Irish Channel, the water of that river before evaporation is
salt

brought to the state of a saturated brine, by the addition of

rock salt. The advantage of this method of proceeding
will be obvious, when it is stated, that 100 tuns of this

brine yield at least 23 tuns of common salt, whereas from

the same quantity of Seawater, with an equal expendi-
ture of fuel, only 2 tuns 17 cwt. of salt can be produced**
Within the few past years, an attempt has been made to Rock salt use!

r
for provision-

apply rock salt itself to the packing of provision. For this

connected with the subject* I give his description of the mode at*

making Epsom salt, because no correct statement of the process has, t

believe, been hitherto published. The aualysis of sea«a:er, indeed, by
a justly distinguished chemist (Bergmau), excludes, erroneously, the Krrour of

sulphate of magnesia from its composition •,
and his results have led Bergaiaa-

to the opinion, that, to manufacture this salt on the large scale, require*

the addition either of sulphuric afcidj or of some sulphate to the bitter

liquor. (See A ikin's Chemical Dictionary, II, 363.)
' -

• See the Earl of Dundonald's "
Thoughts on the- Manufacture and

Trade of Salt." London, 1785.

O 2
purport*
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purpose it is crushed to the proper size between iron rollers.

The trials which have been made, I am informed, are but

few, and the results hitherto are not perfectly known.

Bay salt,
The bay salt imported from foreign countries is well known

to be prepared by the spontaneous evaporation of seawater,

which, for this purpose, is confined in shallow pits, and ex-

posed to the full influence of the sun and air. I have no

addition to make to the accounts of its manufacture, which

have already been given by various writers*.

Results of \$ the results of the investigation, which forms the sub-
theexamina- . . t ,, .

you ject of this memoir, may be acceptable to many persons,

who can scarcely be expected to take an interest in a long

detail of analytical processes, I shall present in the follow-

ing section a general view of the experiments, and of the

and analyses, conclusions that may be deduced from them. In the last

place, in order that other chemists may be enabled to repeat

the analyses under similar circumstances, I shall describe

minutely the methods that were adopted, some of which are

new, and others reduced to greater precision. If however,

in the future progress of science, it should appear, that any
of these processes are imperfect, it may still be admitted,

that, for all useful purposes, they afford a, fair comparison of

. the composition of the several varieties of culinary salt ;

since the sources of fallacy, that may hereafter be disco-

• vered, must have been the same in every case, and have

produced in each an errour of nearly the same amount.

Sect. If. General Statement of the results of the Expert*

merits, and Conclusions that may he deduced from them,

Different salts A comparison of the component parts of British and

foreign salts, and of different varieties of British salt with

each other, will best be made by an examination of the fol-

lowing table, which comprehends the results of the analysis

of equal weights of each variety.

* Encvclnp. Methcx". Art. Salins. (Des Marais Salans). Aikin's Die

tionary of Chemistry, II, 224. Watson's Chemistry, Vol. II, p. 52. It

is necessary to remark, that a great proportion of what is sold in London

as bay salt is Cheshire large grained fishery salt.

1000
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I. The total amount of impurities, and the quantity of
real muriate of soda, contained in each variety of common

salt, may be learned by inspecting the last two columns of

the table. From these it appears, that the foreign bay salt

is purer, generally speaking, than salt which is prepared by
the rapid evaporation of seawater; but that it is contami-

nated with about three times the amount of impurities dis«.

coverable in an equal weight of the Cheshire large-grained

salt, and with more than twice those that are. found in the

stored and common sail of the same district.

II. The insoluble matter in the foreign salt, after the ac-

tion of boiling water, appears to be chiefly argillaceous earth

coloured by oxide of iron; and is probably derived in part

from the pits, in which the seawater is submitted to evapo-

ration. We may, perhaps, assign the same origin to the

very minute portion of rnuriate of lime, which is not found

in the saU prepared by evaporating seawater in metallic ves-

sels, or evea in the mother liquov. or uucrystallizable residue.

In seasali prepared by rapid evaporation, the insoluble por-

tion is a mixture of carhouate of lime with carbonate of

magnesia, and a fine siliciom, sand ; and in the salt prepared
from Cheshire brine, it is almost entirely carbonate of lime.

The insoluble part of the less pure pieces o<" rock salt is

chiefiV a marly earth, with some sulphate of lime. The

quantity of this impurity, as it is stated in the table, is con-

siderably below the average, which in my experiments has

varied from 10 to 45 parts in 1000. Some estimate of its

general proportion, when ascertained on a larger scale, may
be formed from the fact, that government, in levying the

duties, allow* 6.5lb. to the bushel of rock salt, instead of

561b., the usual weight of a bushel of salt.

III. The earthy m uriates, and especially that with base

of magnesia, abound most in salt which is prepared by the

rapid evaporation of seawater. Now since common salt, in

all its forms, contains, as will afterward appear, very little

water of crystallization, it is probable, that the muriate of

magnesia, discovered by the analysis of seasalt, is derived

entirely from that portion ofthe mother liquor, which adheres

to the salt after being drained, and which amounts to about

pne seventh bf its weight. The larger the size of the grain,

tke
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the less is the quantity of this solution, which the salt holds

suspended ; and hence the salt prepared at a lower degree
of heat, being in larger crystals, is less debased by the mag-
nesian muriate, than the salt formed at a boiling- tempera-
ture. Tt is probable also, that, when the salt is drawn at

intervals from the boiler, the proportion of the earthy mu-
riate will vary with the period of the evaporation, at which

it is removed. For it may readily be conceived, that as the

proportion of the earthy muriates in any brine is increased

by the separation of muriate of soda, the greater will be the

quantity of these muriates, which the crystals of common
salt, formed in the midst of the brine, will retain. It fol-

lows therefore, that, so far as the earthy muriates only are

concerned, salt must diminish in purity as the process of

evaporation advances.

In the several varieties of Cheshire salt, the earthy muri- Cheshire salt,

ates do not exceed one thousandth part of their weight, and

they are precisely (or so nearly so, that the difference is not

ascertainable) the same in all. This will cease to be matter

of surprise, when it is considered, that the salt obtained by

evaporating to dryness the whole of a portion of Cheshire

brine does not give more than 5 parts of earthy muriates in

1000. In the entire salt of seawater, according to Bergman,
the earthy muriates form no less than 213 parts in the same

quantity.

According to the proportion in which the earthy muriates Pure muriate

are present in any kind of salt, will be its power of deiiques-
of s

.

oda attract*

„ • /. i i .
moisture,

ceuce, or of attracting moisture from the atmosphere. It is

not entirely, however, from the salts with earthy base, that

common salt derives this quality; for the most transparent

specimens of rock silt, which I find to consist of absolutely

pure muriate of soda, attract much moisture from a humid

atmosphere.
IV. The sulphate of magnesia and the sulphate of lime Earthy sul.

both enter into the com position of all the varieties of salt phates.

prepared from seawater; but the sulphate of lime alone is

found in Cheshire salt. The proportion of sulphate of mag-
nesia is greatest in that variety of seasalt, which has been
formed by rapid evaporation. In foreign bay salt, its quan-
tity is very insignificant.

From
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Sulphate of From the table it may be seen, that the proportion of sul-

phate of lime is greater in foreign bay salt, than in any va-

riety of British salt, even than in those which are prepared
from seayvaier with a boiling heat. The only explanation
of this fact that occurs to nte is, that, during the rapid

evaporation of seawater, u considerable part of the calcare-

ous sulphate is precipitated at an early stage of the process,

and is partly removed in clearing the boiler ; a process, which

can scarcely be performed during the formation of bay salt

in pits, the sides of which are composed of moist clay. The
remainder of the selenite, thus precipitated by the rapid

evaporation of seawater, enters into the composition of the

pan-scale.

Same kinds of I" tne course of this inquiry, I was induced to repeat the

salt differ. same experiments several times, on various specimens of salt

bearing the same designation ; and was surprised to find,

that the results by no means corresponded. In one instance,

for example, fishery salt was found in 1000 parts to contain

no less than l6 parts of sulphate of lime; while another

specimen, nominally the same, contained only llf parts of

selenite in the same quantity; and a third only 5|. At

length it occurred to me, that these differences were proba-

bly owing to the circumstance of the salt having been taken

from the boiler at different periods of the evaporation. I

requested, thereibre, to be furnished with specimens of salt,

drawn at different stages of the process, from a given por-

tion of brine, evaporated in the same boiler. These were

pubmitted to analysis; and the results arc shown in the fol-

lowing table.

Common salt drawn from the boiler, -2

hours alter the first application of

heat

Salt drawn 4 hours after do.

Salt drawn 6 hours after do. .......

Tirst nird? salt Hence it appears, that there was a gradually increasing
contains most

purity in the salt from sulphate of lime, as the process of

lime

°
evaporation advanced ; the greatest part of this earthy com-

pound being deposited at an early stage of the process.

Different specimens of the same kind of salt may, there-

fore, differ in chemical purity as much from each other, as

from
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from other varieties. But when the impurities, contained

pn a solution of muriate of soda, are of a different species

from those of Cheshire brine, and consist chiefly of the

earthy muriates, the order will be reversed, and the purest and
lejjt

earthy

gait, as 1 have already suggested, will be that which is first

deposited; *he contamination with the muriate of lime or pf

magnesia continuing to increase, as the process advances tp

a conclusion*.

At hi early period of the inquiry it appeared to me pro- Water of cry*.

, * , , , ,.«> .1 ^
•

ifl r tallizatiorinear-

bable, that the differences between the several varieties of
ly sim n ar inal|

culinary suit might depend, in some degree, on their con- salt, driedat

• • • ,, •
i- r *. ii- *• T . the same he*t.

taming variable proportions ot water or crystallization,
it

pal round, however, by experiment, that the proportion of

water iii any variety of common salt, after being dried at

212° Fahrenheit, is not much greater or less than that

which is contained id any other vaiiety. Pure transparent

rock salt, calcined for half an hour in a low red heat (n 4°

pr 5° of Wedgwood's pyrometer), lost absolutely nothing of

its weight. It is remarkable, also, that the pure natire

salt, if free from adventitious moisture, may be suddenly

and strongly heated, with scarcely any of that sound called

decrepitation f, which is produced by the similar treatment

of all the varieties of artificial salt. Even these varieties,

* I cannot on any other principle explain the considerable differ-

ences, as to the proportion of muriate of magnesia, that were disco-

vered in the several varieties of Scotch salt, sent to me by Dr. Thom-
son. For this reason, in stating; the analysis of Scotch salt, I have

given, in the t^ble, that result which was most frequently obtained
;

and have withheld the names of the manufacturers, because the dif-

ferences were.probably in a great measure accidental, and not the re-

sult of greater or less skill in the preparation. One specimen of Ly-

mington salt, which L examined, contained fully as much muriate of

magnesia as any of the Scotch samples. The cat salt of that place, .

however, contrary to my expectation, proved to possess a very extraor-

dinary degree of purity ;
a fact of which I satisfied myself by repeated

experiments.

t Decrepitation is occasioned by the sudden conversion into yapour Decrepitation!

of the water contained in salts, when its quantity is insufficient to ef-

fect the watery fusion. It is a property peculiar to salts which hold

only a very small proportion of water in combination, as muriate of

toda, nitrate of lead, and sulphate of potash.

however.
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"however, exposed daring equal times to a low red heat, do
not lose more than from half a grain to three grains in one

hundred. This comparison cannot be extended to the salt

*':• ^ prepared at a boiling temperature from seawater; became

the muriate of magnesia, which these varieties contain, is

decomposed at a red heat, and deprived of its acid.

The following table shows the quantity of water contained

in several kinds of salt, inferred from the loss which they
sustain by ignition during equal times, after being first diiad

at 212°.

Froportwnje of 100 parts of large grained fishery salt contain of water 3
tbi* wai«. 100 foreign bay salt (St. Martin's) 3

IOO ditto (Oleron) ,.
fcf

100 ditto Cheshire common salt ]J
100 '•..••» ditto stoved salt Of

The loudness and violence of the decrepitation was, as

nearly as could be judged, in the same order, and was most

remarkable in the large grained varieties.

Proportion? of t determine the proportions of real muriate of soda in

given by on rate, those varieties of artificial salt which are nearly free from
of silver.

earthy muriates, 1 employed also the process of decompo-
sition by nitrate of silver. The following are the quantities

of fused luna cornea, obtained from 100 grains of each of

three varieties dried, previously to solution, at the tempera--

ture of 212° Fahrenheit.

100 gr. pure transparent rock salt gave of luna cornea 242

J 00 • • stoved salt, remarkably pure 239

100 • •
fishery salt, ditto 237*

* From too grains of pure artificial muriate of soda, previously

heated to redness, Dr. Marcet has since informed me, that he obtained

24 1 "6 grains of fused luna cornea. The weights of the precipitates

thrown down in my experiments by nitrate of silver are not, I am aware,

exactly those which might have been expected from the table of the

comparative, proportions of water given in the text. Each experiment,

however, was twice repeated with every nr cannon I could adopt, and

with the same results. That different, kinds of salt fifive different pro-

portions of luna cornea, is proved also by comparing the experiment of

pr. Marcel with the results of Dr. Black and Klaproth, both of whom
found ibe fused muriate of silver, from loo parts of common salt, to

weigh 235 graias.

The
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The proportion of ingredients in the several kinds of mtt- Proportions of

riateof soda (setting apart the impurities) appears, there-|^^
s

;x-

fore, to be nearly the same in all. And as the very minute cepted, nearly

quantity of water, discovered by analysis, is not constant thesaraemaU *

in the several varieties, it may be inferred to be rather an

accidental than a necessary ingredient ; for in the latter case

an invariable proportion might be expected, conformably to

•the important law, establishing a uniformity in the pro-

portions of chemical compounds, which has been explained

by Mr. Dalton, and confirmed by Drs. Thomson and Wol- "3

last on.

What then, it may be inquired, is the cause of those dif- What is the

ferences, which are acknowledged, on all hands, to exist
d

*

fference of

among the several species of muriate of soda, so far as re- quality in salt?

spects their fitness for economical purposes? If I were to

hazard an opinion, on a subject about which there must

•till be some uncertainty, it would be, that the differences Nottheche-

of chemical composition, discovered by the preceding train n«cal composv

of experiments, in the several varieties of culinary salt, are

scarcely sufficient to account for those properties, which are

imputed to them on the ground of experience. The stoved

arid fishery salt, for example, though differing in a very tri-

vial degree as to the kind or proportion of their ingredients,

are adapted to widely different uses. Thus the large grained
salt is peculiarly fitted for the packing of fish and other

provision, a purpose to which the small grained salts are

much less suitable. Their different powers then of pre- but the size of

serving food must d pend on some mechanical property ;
rystaIs'

and the only obvious one is the magnitude of the crystals,

and their degree of compactness and hardness. Quickness

of solution, it is well known, is pretty nearly proportional,

all other circumstances being equal, to the quantity of sur-

face exposed. And since the surfaces of cubes are as the

squares of their sides, it should follow, that a salt, the cry-

stals of which are of a given magnitude, will dissolve four

times more slowly than one, the cubes of which have only
half the size.

That kind of salt then which possesses most eminently Practical appfi-

the combined properties of hardness, compactness, and per-
callou »

faction of crystals, will be best adapted to the purpose of

packing
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packing fish and other provision; because it will remain

permanently between the different layers, or will be very

gradually dissolved by the fluids, that exude from the pro-

vision; thus furnishing a slow, but constant supply of satu-

rated brine. On the other hand, for the purpose of pre-

paring the pickle, or of striking the meat, which is done

by immersion in a saturated solution of salt, the smaller

grained varieties answer equally well ; or, on account of

their greater solubility, even better.

Specific gravi. With the hardness or strong aggregation of the several

P" varieties of salt, it seemed to me not improbable, that their

specific gravity might, in some degree, be connected. The
exact determination of this property in saline substances is,

however, a problem of considerable difficulty, as will suffi-

ciently appear from the various results which have been

given, with respect to the same salts, by different experi-

mentalists. Thus Muschenbroek makes the specific gravity

of artificial muriate of soda to vary from 1918 to 2148, the

mean of which is 2033. Sir Isaac Newton states it at 2143,

and Hassenfratz at 2200*. All (hat was necessary for my
purpose was an approximation to the truth ; and the intro-

duction of a small errour could be of no importance, pro?

vided it were the same in every case, since the comparison
would still hold good.

{Loci salt,
^le specific gravity of rock salt there can, be little diffir

culty in determining with precision. A piece of this salt*,

of such perfect transparency, that I had reserved it as a

cabinet specimen, weighed in the air 513 grains, and lost,

when weighed in alcohol, 194 grains. The alcohol, at the

temperature of 56° Fahrenheit, had the specific gravity of

820, and hence that of the salt may be estimated at 2170.

Another specimen considerably less pure, and more ap-

proaching to a fibrous fracture^ had the specific gravity of

2 1 25 only.

Modeofascer- For ascertaining the specific gravities of artificial varieties

Uiningi espc- ^ sa j ts \ useci a verv simple contrivance. It consisted of aanc gravity or r

different kinds <r\ass globe about 3^ inches diameter, having a stem or
«£sah.

• Anr.aVs de Chimie, vol. XXVIII, p. 13.

f Foliated rock salt of Jameson. Sec his Mineralogy, vol. IJ, p. 10.

neck
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neck 10 inches long. Sixteen cubic inches of water (each

252| grains at 6'0° Fahrenheit) filled the whole of the globe,

and about half an inch of the lower part of the neck ; and

from the line where the water stood in the instrument, it

was accurately graduated upwards into hundredth parts of

a cubical inch. Into this vessel I poured exactly sixteen

cubic inches of a perfectly saturated solution of common

salt; and then added 400 grains of the salt under examina-

tion, washing down the particles that adhered to the neck

by a portion of the liquid, which had been previously taken

out of the globe for the purpose. As much as possible of

the air which adhered to the salt was dislodged by agitation;

and the increase of bulk was then observed.

Care was taken, that the salts were all of equal tempera-

ture and dryness, and that no change of temperature hap-

pened during the experiment.

(-400 grains of the less pure kind of rock ofTcJtUn' "pecifif ^fi^*****
\ salt, broken down into small trag- grav.was*

J meuts, tilled the space of 75 2112

} 400 grains of stoved salt 75 2112
1 400 do. (another sample) 76 2084

V.400 do. common salt . - • 76 20S4
C 400 large grained fishery salt 83 190#
J 400 do. (another sample) 83 1909

(400 St. Ube's 82 1932

If the above mode of determination at all approach to

correctness, it would appear, that the specific gravity of

rock salt is diminished, by being broken into small frag-

ments, from 2125 to 2112, probably in consequence of the

quantity of air which the fragments envelope, and which

cannot be entirely separated by agitation. From the num-
bers given in the last column, it is evident, that the smaller

grained salts are specifically heavier than those which are

composed of larger and more perfect Crystals. A difference

of only one or two hundredth parts of a cubic inch is per-

haps entitled, in a process of this kind, to little reliance;

and I do not therefore regard it as indicating any material

difference in the specific gravity of the first four, or last

* Distilled water at 1000 being taken as the standard.

three
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three salts submitted to experiment. But when the differ-

ence amounts to eight hundredths, as between the small and

large grained salt, it may safely be imputed to an inferior

specific gravity in that species, which occupies so much

greater a proportional bulk*.

British salt at The last series of experiments proves decisively* that in
least equal to an important quality (viz. that of specific gravity), which

is probably connected with the mechanical property of hard-

ness and compactness of crystals, little or no difference is

discoverable between the large grained salt of British, and

that of foreign manufacture. If no superiority, then, be

claimed for British salt as applicable to economical pur-

poses, on account of the greater degree of chemical purity

which unquestionably belongs to it, it may safely, I believe,

be asserted, that the larger grained varieties are, as to their

mechanical properties, fully equal to the foreign bay salt;

\- And the period, it may be hoped, is not far distant, when a

prejudice (for such, from the result of this investigation, it

appears to be) will be done away, which has long proved

injurious to the interests and prosperity of an important
branch of British manufacture.

(To be concluded in our next.J

IX.

On the Proportions of the Elements of some Combinations,

particularly of the Alkaline (Jarbonates and Subcarbonates :

by Mr. J. E. Berard-}-.

Component JL HE accurate determination of the component parts
parts of talts

f sgL\me substances is of the more importance, because it
should be ao» r

* Mr. Hassenfiatz seems to have suspected, that a difference in the

specific gravity of the same salt may be occasioned by a variation in

its mode of crystallization. De la Pesanleur spdcijique det Sds} Anu.

de Chim. XXVIII, p. 17.

t Abstracted from Ann. de Chimie, vol. LXXI, p, 41.

i»
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is employed as the basis of other chemical analyses. Ber- cwately deter-

thollet, who has sought to determine some of these in his
OUB

late papers, was desirous, that they should be carried to the

highest degree of accuracy; and invited me, to resume thtf

subject, reiterating the experiments, varying the methods,

and taki.ig the greatest care to avoid every source of tTrour.

This I have endeavoured to do, and at the same time I ex-

tended my observations to a greater number of compounds.

" As these determinations depend particularly on the ac-

curacy of the weights, I think it necessary to say, that I al-

ways used a balance made by Fortin, which, when loaded

with a kilogramme [2flbs. nearly], is sensible to a milli-

gramme [0*01544 of a grain, or one millionth of the load].**

After this introduction, Mr. Berard, in a pretty long pa-

per, gives the detail of his experiments; but as these would

occupy much room to little purpose, I shall pass them over,

merely giving the tabulated results, with which he concludes.

Salts*

Muriate of potash
- - - -

of soda - - - - -

Sulphate of barytes
- - -

of potash
- - -

of soda - - - -

Nitrate of potash - - - -

Carbonate of potash
- - -

of soda - - - -

Subcarbonate of potash
-

———— of soda - -

Base.

66-66

57*00

07-70

5724
47*22
48-64

53-81

44*38

70-21
62'53

Acid.

33*34
43*00

32-30

42 76
52-78
51-36

46-19
55-62

29-07

37*47

Total.

100*
100

100f
100

J 00
100
100+
100
100

100

Table of salts,

* Observations on the Proportions of the Elements of Compounds,
Mem. d'Arcueil, vo\ II.

t Ibid.

Jl
I suppose the carbonate of potash, as well as the other salts, to beto*

tally deprived of wa'.er.
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X.

On Chemical Printings and particularly on the Progress of
this Art in Germany: by Mr. Marcel de Serres, In-

spector of Arts, Sciences, and Manufactures*.

Vienna, October the 17//*, IS09.

istory of the J|_ PIE art of printing from stone, known in Germany by
the name of chemische drucherey,

" chemical printing,'*

originated in Germany ; whence it spread first into Eng-
land, then into Italy, and lately into France. It Was in-

vented by Aloys Senefelter, who was born at Prague, in Bo-

hemia* Nine years ago he obtained of the king, formerly

elector of Bavaria, an exclusive patent for its use for thirteen

years ; but he afterward sold the right to his brothers. Some'

time after Senefelter sold his right also to Mr. Andrew von

Offenbach, who at present exercises the art in England. In

1802 he came to Vienna, to solicit a patent, and in 1803 he

obtained one from the emperor of Austria for ten years.

Changing his mind, he parted with this patent to Messrs.

Steiner and Krasnitzki, returned to Bavaria, and set up a

chemical printing office at Munich in partnership with some

other persons. Messrs. Steiner and Krasnitzki still continue

the business at Vienna, under the patronage of the coun-

sellor of regency Startl von Luchsenstein, who is a zealous

promoter of every useful undertaking.

At the chemical printing office at Munich the art has at-

tained the greatest perfection, that of Suitgard apparently

being of much less importance. Mr* Chauvron was the

first who obtained a patent in France for printing or en-

graving on stone, and £Mr. Guyot-Desmarets did not at-

tempt it till after him.

The processes employed are simple, but as only a brief

account of them has yet been given, it may be of use at

least to make known those followed in Germany.
Three diflferent In the chemical printing office at Vienna three different

jucihods.

*
Abridged from the Annalts &4 Chim., vol. LXXJI, p. 202.

method*
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methods are employed ; but that termed in relief is most

frequently used. This is the general mode of printing

music.

'the second method is the sunk. This is preferred for

prints.

The third method is the flat, or neither raised nor sunk.

This is useful for imitating drawings, particularly where the

impression is intended to resemble crayons.

For printing or engraving in this method a block of mar- The stone

ble is employed, or any other calcareous stone, that is easily

corroded, and will take a good polish* It should be two

inches or two inches and half thick, and of a size propor-
tioned to the purpose for which it is intended. A close tex-

ture is considered as advantageous*
AVhen the stone is well polished and dry, the first step is Proces* do-

to trace the drawing, notes, or letters, to be printed, with a scribe<*»

pencil. The design is not very conspicuous, but it is ren-

dered so by passing over the strokes of the pencil a parti-

cular ink, of which a great secret is made. This ink is made
of a solution of lac in potash, which is coloured with the

soot from burning wax. This appears to be the most

suitable black for the purpose. When the design has been
'

gone over with this ink, it is left to dry, which commonly
takes about two hours; but this depends much on the tem-

perature and dryness of the air.

After the ink is dry, nitric acid, more or less diluted ac-

cording to the degree of relief desired, is poured on the

stone ;
and corrodes every part of it, except where defended

by the resinous ink.

The block being washed with water, an ink similar to that Mode of

Commonly used for printing is distributed over it by means P"ht'n8«

of printers balls, a sheet of paper disposed on a frame is

laid on it, and this is pressed down by means of a copper

roller, or copper press. The beauty of the impression will

necessarily depend on that of the design. These copper

presses are very ingeniously constructed in Germany, and

easily worked. Their weight is proportional to the method
of printing used*

When the desired number of impressions is taken off, and The?tonemay
the wo k s ;,< t i ended to be usedany more, the stone is

be
,

uscd *
J

-

'
other works.

Vol. XXVI.—July, 1810. P polished
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Chalk or sunk
method.

Its use.

Relief.

Flat method.

Application.

Advantages.

Ctlerity,

Number of

fopressions.

polished anew ; and thus it may be made to serve for thirty

or forty different works.

The sunk, or chalk method differs from that termed in re-

lief only in having the stone much more corroded by the

nitric acid. This is chiefly employed for prints, and has the

advantage of remedying that uniformity of tint, which is

common to prints from the chemical press. It is natural,

that the higher parts should take less or the ink, and the

lower parts more, so that the impression has less monotony ;

a defect hitherto seemingly inherent in this mode ot printing.

For this method too the rollers most be stronger and heavier.

As this method is more expensive, it is given up: yet for

prints, where some degree of effect is required, and more

clearness, it is to be preferred. In this method nearly pure
nitric acid is employed. Indeed when the art was first in-

vented, pure nitric acid was always used; but soon after, to

save expense, it was diluted with water; and since that it

has been employed more or less diluted, according to the

effect wished to be produced on the stone.

For the method in relief, as it is called, nitric acid with

half water is used.

In the flat method less nitric acid is used. It is not to be

supposed, that the surface is quite plain in this way ; but the

lines are very little raised, so that they can scarcely be per-

ceived to stand above the ground but by the finger.

The works executed in stone are; 1, imitations of wood

cuts: 2, imitations of engravings in the dotted manner: 3,

drawings: 4, music: 5, all kinds of writing: 6, maps: 7,

copperplates.

The advantages of this method are, that it has a peculiar

character, which cannot be represented by any other mode;

while it gives a tolerable imitation of other methods; and

still more the -celerity, with which it can be executed. A

subject, that an artist could not finish in five or six days on

copper, may be engraved on stone in one or two. While &

copperplate printer is taking off six or seven hundred im-

pressions, two thousand may be printed in this way. A cop-

perplate will scarcely give a thousand good impressions, while

in this way several thousands may be taken off', and the last

be as perfect as the first. Thirty thousand have been taken

off
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off one design at Vienna, and the last whs as beautiful ad

the first. This is intended to be carried still farther, for the

purpose of printing bank notes. The most expert music Bank notes*

engraver can scarcely execute four pages of music on pew-
ter in a day, but the engraver on stone can finish twice as

much in that time*

To enter into the particulars would take up too much Cheapness*

room, but experience has shown, that this mode saves two

thirds of the expense of engraving on copper or pewter.

After having mentioned the advantages of printing from Disadvantages,

stone, it is juft to point out its disadvantages* These are,

the difficulty of giving that diversity of tone, which is ad-

mired in engravings. Thus for instance, the finest prints Best specimen;

that this art has yet produced are unquestionably those, that

have been executed at Munich* from those celebrated

drawings, which from a whim, in which painters are apt

enough to indulge, Albert Durer made in a prayerbook.
These prints are executed with spirit, and the stroke is fre-

quently clean; but it is uniform, so that the print is some-

what gray and monotonous. The difference is still better

perceived, on comparing these prints with those etched by
the different masters themselves*

The same inconvenience is found in music, the uniformity
that prevails rendering the music less easy to read.

We must not too hastily conclude however, that this new f . . .

,
improvement

art is not important : we should endeavour to find means of to be attempt*

remedying the inconveniences, that appear to arise from the ed *

mode employed* If such means be discovered, which we

may hope from experience showing, that the manner of ap-

plying the acid and of drawing upon the ston^ are the points

most important to improve, this mode of printing will com-
bine a saving both of time and expense. The great num-
ber of copies too, that may be taken off, is not one of its

lead advantages.
It remains now to notice the differences, that appear to Differences la

exist in the chemical printing offices of different cities* At
dlfferent

Milan a little nitric acid is poured over the stone, as at

* Albrecht Durers Christlich mythologischc Handzeichnungen. Strix-

ner, Munich, 1808. Different inks have been used for prints, as black,

ked, violet, and green.

F2 Vienna;
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Vienna : but it is said, that they cannot take oft' above fire

hundred impressions. This must be owing to the nature of

the stone employed, which is procured from Verona,

neb mode. Chauvron, the first who set up a chemical printing office

at Paris, after having traced the design on stone with a resi-

nous ink, merely wets it with water, and wipes off the water

from the design. Printing ink is then applied by beating

in the common way with balls; and, as this does not adhere

to the wet stone, the resinous strokes only produce an im-

pression. Chauvron is said to have printed a great deal of

music in this way.

Ua» of nitric ^e must observe, that, where nitric acid is not used,

****• the prints will never be so fine, and so many impressions

cannot be taken off. The use of nitric acid therefore can-

not be too strongly recommended.

XL

Observations on Dr. Bostock's Remarks upon Meteorology,

by Luke Howard, Esq,

To WILLIAM NICHOLSON.

Respected Friend,

Natural histo- -***T is about eight years since I brought forward an essay

ry and nomen-
containing the Natural History of the Clouds, with a no-

cloud^
C

menclature formed chiefly from their visible structure.

This work, imperfect as it was, met with a favourable recep-

tion. In the Annual Review for 1804, Dr. Bostock be-

stowed upon it a pretty long critique, on the whole favour-

able to the adoption ofthe nomenclature, but which he seems

to have since forgotten. He now says,
" I am not unaware,

that a scientific nomenclature for the appearance of the

Nomenclature clouds has been attempted by Mr. Howard, but I hope I

objected to. shall not be accused of presumption, if I give it as my opi-

nion, that his set of names is much too confined to be of

any great use, and that the hypothesis oa wluch he proceed*

is not entirely correct."

There
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There was surely no occasion to deprecate censure. In This free foe

common with the whole public, Dr. B- has just the same anyo0**

liberty to reject the nomenclature, which I had to propose it ;

and from the care with which he avoids* using a single term of

mine, I perceive he intends to avail himself of this. Should

it prove, that it is to make way ultimately for something of

his own, I hope to entertaiu his attempt with the imparti-

ality which the interests of science require. Jn the mean

time I may be allowed to say something in behalf of my
system, which I shall do the more readily, as it will give

an opportunity of meeting his former objections.

The system in question imposes names on seven modifies*- The system

tions of cloud, only : but the*e divisions are, in effect, so
exPIamc<*

many genera, some of which comprehend many species ; if

indeed it be right to apply these terms to the evanescent

forms of our subject, which occur at uncertain and some*

times very distant intervals, and run through gradations

so delicate, and combinations so varied, that the leisure

of a long life might not more than suffice accurately to

observe and describe them. In the interval since 1804, I

have not seen sufficient cause to disturb my original plan

by adding or suppressing modifications. It is not that I am
vain enough to deem it perfect, but I believe it answers

the intended purpose.

In the present infant state of meteorology, and until these Multiplication

or some other general distinctions shall be adopted and pracr
°f *erl

?i
S not

tically understood, I do not apprehend it will be of advan-

tage to multiply terms, especially such as, being referable to

jjo system, are applied to complicated appearances, which

must be analysed before they can be clearly understood.

The materials, however, for specific distinctions, will ac? till moie spe-

cumulate in proportion as accurate observers increase, and c,fic distincti<

c . .„. , „ A . on* are noted.
it is matter ot lndifterence to me, who firft imposes appro?

priate names on wel) ascertained and well defineel species of
combinations.

As to the erroneous hypothesis, on which I am said to pror Mr. DaIton»$

eeed, it must be that of Dalton on the constitution of the hypothesis

atmosphere, which I used in aid of my explanations, or ra-

ther speculations, on the causes of the phenomena. If

f)r. B. will turn to the article Cioud, in Kees's Cyclopcedia,
he
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notessenth! to be will there find the natural history detached from this so
the natural , ,

. . ...
history.

much combated hypothesis, and resting solely on its proper

basis, that of long continued and attentive observation of

the phenomena, I undertook to describe and classify.

Dr^BosuJck*'
In oh

.i
ec1™&» aa * PWI next be obliged to do, to the whole

only objection-
method of Dr. Bostock in forming his terms, I would not

ab*e* be understood to detract from the value of his original ob-

servations. A continuation of them in more clear and defi-

nite phraseology cannot fail to prove useful to the science.

To use new terms is in etfect to propose them ior use, or to

introduce a new nomenclature. Those of Dr. Bostocl;

are liable to objections more apparent than that of being
*' uncouth ;" they are inaccurate and imperfect. To make
this appear we must examine them singly, which will also

give opportunity for the discussion of several facts, to which

they relate: and first, the arc, past, present, and future,

fbearc. This particular formation of the clouds must have at-

tracted the notice of most observers of the sky. The struc-

ture is not very clear from the Doctor's account. He says,

the lines converge to a point in the horizon, and such is cer-

tainly tie appearance 10 the eye. In the article Cloud be-

fore mentioned, the reader will find it thus noticed :
" It

fHVfc cirrus) is sometimes spread horizontally through a vast

extent of atmosphere; the whole breadth of the sky being

insufficient to show where it terminates. In this case, its

parallel bars appear, by an optical deception, to converge

in opposite points of the horizon." These parallel bars are

the linear arc of Dr. B. W hen the cirrus is compound, we

have h\*feathered u.c ;
and in varieties of the cirrocumulus,

the mottled and wreathed arc. Now, although each of these

linear clouds may, in some sense, be an arc, as following

the curve of the Earth's surface, yet it is not this curve which

the eye perceives, but a system of converging lines. The

term arc therefore, applied to such a system, seemed so un>

philosophical, that 1 could not imagine whence it came; t\\\

I remembered that the name of Noah's ark is given, ia po-r

pular language, to an assemblage of clouds, the nature of

' which is not very obvious from the name. Recollecting

this I was led to suppose, that Dr. B. had borrowed the

gpuud, though not the sense* .of this popular allusion to the

orderly
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orderly converging march of the animals assembling to Noah.

Be this as it may, the observations on a connection between

this phenomenon and the variations of the wind are highly

interesting. In verifying them by future cases it will be

proper to ascertain a fact, which seems to have been taken

for granted: viz. that' the lines of cloud continue to range

between the same points, while the wind below is veering :

for it is possible, extensive as they are, that they may un-

dergo a change of direction. The phenomenon is rare, in

this champaign district, and I believe frequent near the sea,

or among mountains. I must protest, convenience notwith-

standing, against calling a thing past or future, which is

present, and the subject of actual observation. #

A revolving dau. A reverse revolving day. These are Revolving, Sc

. . reverse rcvoiv*
not more happily formed. A reader meeting with the lat-

iugday,

ter, and not having the vocabulary at hand, might attempt

to solve the puzzle by considering, that day and night are

produced by a revolution of the Earth on its axi*. A reverse

revolving day must then be one in which, that revolution be-

ing reversed, the sun had risen in the west and set in the

east! To the terms a direct or a reverse revolution of the

wind there can be little objected. These are prognostics of

long standing, and like others, taken singly, are not infalli-

ble. We had a reverse revolution here on the 4th inst. (as I

recollect) followed by a dry, though cloudy day, with an eas-

terly current.

The term sour day, I think, we may leave to the painters. Sour day.

It is matter of taste rather than of science, to define it. Dis-

soking air or constitution is obviously connected with an hy- Dissolving air.

pothesis, and that an exploded one. Solution, in its only

proper sense (as the result of a chemical attraction between

the ponderable base of air and water) has been found to en-

ter for little or nothing into the case of Evaporation.

Hound clouds, shaded clouds, piled clouds, rolling clouds, Various epi-

white clouds on a gray ground, &c. I do not see the ad van- thetsof cloud*,

tuge to science of these attempts to substitute description

for definition. The piled cloud will be the shaded, or some

other, when it comes toward the zenith ; and the shaded will

be light in the horizon opposed to the sun. As lor the rollr

}?ig cloud I haye net yet detected it ; and it seems too poetic

cal,
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cal, if, as I conjecture, it is so named, because its parts, if

solid, would roll when on an inclined plane. There is a rapid
introversion or cur/ing of the tons of the cumulus while the

cloud is rapidly evaporating, or rather perhaps dispersing,
which is a pretty good indication of approaching rain; but

the mass'm this case continues well balanced.

Cumulus. ] shall here repeat (in opposition to the assertion of Dr.

Bo^tock, Annual Review, 1804, p. 900,) that the cumulus
is a production of the day ; and that it is not "

frequently^'
but on the contrary very rarely

*' seen in the
aright.**

He
may have taken for it the remnants of an evening cijmulo-

stratus, or the parts of a dense and low cirrocumulus, as

they often appear by moonlight; but if he will take up

again the definition, and repeat bis observations, I think he

will not meet with it after sunset, save by chance in a thun-

der group.

Tufts, lines, Tufts, lines, flocks. These are varieties of the cirrus ; but

cirrus is a Latin term, and to such, it seems, the Doctor has

at present a strong objection, founded on this reason, that

the farther improvement of the science will probably, in a

considerable degree, .depend upon the observations of the

unlearned (An. Rev. 1804, p. 898). But surely the un-

learned can learn, as they have done heretofore. Alphabet,
which is. greek curtailed, is as well understood as a, b, c ;

zenith and nadir are Arabic ; and as for Latin, our Scotch

gardeners can talk it fluently (I will not say classically), and

we have senior, junior, maximum, minimum, prospectus,

index, finis, quota, quantum, vacuum, and a hundred more,

which the unlearned u?e daily, without suspecting how

Advantage of learned thev- are. There is a great advantage, ultimately,
terms, the

to the learner, however small his capacity, in giving- him
meaning of

' r
. / . ,

P f .

^hich must be terms, the use of which mulj be acquired with some labour

ltarmtd.
by means of definitions. It packs his knowledge, if I may
be allowed the phrase, in much less room, and enables him

to find it with ease when wanted. But I had another motive,

of still greater importance, to the commencement of a latin

A latin no- nomenclature. I conceived, that the subject would interest

f
1

n
Ucl

,

rt

1

ture
. observers on the continent ; and that, by means of a language

telligible on
p

v

i
•

i -i
the continent, common to all, the observations of each country might with

ease be communicated to the rest; which they never could

be,
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be, with accuracy, by such a nomenclature as I have been »

examining. \ hope, therefore, that my fellow-labourer,

whose production I have, in my turn, been criticising, will

accede to this principle, that, in forming a nomenclature

for meteorology, the terms which it shall be needful to esta-*

blish and define (in addition to common words on the sub-»

ject) shall be carefully formed from the Latin, in which

there exist already a number of words that are perfectly ap-

posite. Those who are precluded from acquiring these,

may be left, as in olher sciences, to the use of their peculiar

synonyms, which the student will find it no very difficult

task to attach to their correspondent terms in his own series;

for, if I have a just conception of the extent of the vulgar

nomenclature, it would form but a limited collection.

I shall not now enter into every consideration, which has

occurred on the perusal of Dr. Bostock's elaborate commu-
nication ; but before I conclude I must notice another phe-

nomenon, in the explanation of which I differ from him. He Transparent

speaks of a transparent condition of the atmosphere, as one
a moSi> eie*

of the most infallible signs of a change of weather, and as

seldom lasting more than a few hours. I am convinced from

several points in his description, and particularly from the

varnish which it is said to throw upon any large expanse of

water, that he intends a condition of the atmosphere, in

which, though transparent below, it is more opaque than

common in the higher part. There exists in those regions
at such times a quantity of water in a peculiar state of diffu-

sion, giving a strong milky opacity to the twilight, the re-

flection of which occasions the varnished appearance to

which he adverts. The whole quarter above the sun, after

it has set, has sometimes even a lively pint tinge, and in this

case a thunder storm ensues. The lilac or violet band, spread
round the horizon, is merely the Colour of the falling dew;
and this belongs rather to that perfectly transparent state of

the atmosphere, which accompanies our easterly winds in

the spring, and is so far from being transient, that there is

no state in which it is found to continue for a longer timeo
the same. I am, respectfully, thy friend,

Plaistow, Essex, LUKE HOWARD.
16M of 6th Month, 1810.

XII.
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9 XII.

Experiments on the comparative Powers of Cylinder and

Plate electrical Machines, and on a means of doubling*

trebling, or quadrupling their charging Power : by Mr.
John Cuthbertson and Mt\ G. J. Singer. Com-

municated by Mr. Singer.

JL HE opinion of electricians has been at various times

Best sliape for much divided with regard to the best form of an electrical

electrical ma-
raachiae^ Globes, spheroid*, cylinders, and plates, have

chine? doubt- 7 r
, i •' •

ed. been alternately employed and recommended by various

experimenters: but the last two forms have been recently

hy far the most prevalent. The earlier electricians pro-

Formerlr but duced but slight electrical effects; and though some at-

hght effects
tempts were made at improvement, by alterations in the

structure of the apparatus, ond by the adoption of ma-

chinery ; the tests of electrical action at that time known

were far from adequate to any accurate comparison of their

relative merits. The much improved construction of the

Improre- cylinder machine by Mr. Nairne, the experiments on elec-

pwats. trical excitation by Mr. Nicholson, and the structure of

the unrivalled Harlem apparatus by Mr. Cuthbertson, are

the circumstances that have most enlightened this subject;

and it is from these sources, the various opinions, that

have been entertained in this respect, have principally ori-

ginated.

The influence of the hygrometrical state of the atmos-

__ . - phere on electrical experiments, and the considerable di-

eBced by slight versity of effect produced by slight alterations in the dis<?

circumstances.
p0siti n f the apparatus, will convince every electrician,

that no just comparison of the merits of any two instru-

ments can be nu.de, unless they are employed in one situa*

tion, at the same time, and under similar circumstances.

These at- These essential requisites to just observation have been at-

tended to in tended to as strictly as possible in the following experi-
the following Vi.t,,'

v
. r w •

experiments, meats, made with the express intention or obtaining every

useful information on this particular subject.

Instruments The instruments employed for comparison were a cylin-

firo^ioyed. jer Qf j^ inches diameter (with a multiplying wheel and

pulley,
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pulley, the proportionate diameter of which are as four to

o^),und a single plat* machine oi' 24 inches diameter,

turned by a single winch, as usual. The management and

excitation of each machine were undertaken by the indivi-

dual who had constructed it, and an equal advantage was

ithus afforded to both. To ensure greater accuracy, the

results noted were in all cases the mean result of repeated

experiments; without this precaution, the sources of ano-

maly would be much more frequent and numerous.

jYfr. Cuthbertson's experiments (published in this jour- Best test of

nal, 4to edition, vol. II, pave 525 : and in his Essay onprac-
«lectricalacj

tical Electricity and Galvanism, parts 6 and 7)- have deci-

sively proved, that no known test of electrical action is so

uniformly accurate, as that of the gradual increase of

charge, conveyed to a known measure of coated surface,

measured by his electrometer, and by the fusion of deter-

minate quantities of wire. These were consequently the

means most frequently employed, and on which the great-

est reliance was placed; but in the progress of inquiry But everT

recourse was also had to every known means of measuring known raeana
.-.- here era-

Comparative quantities. ployed.
In our first experiments much difficulty was experienced, Difficultksat

in consequence of the variation produced in charges of high
first experi-

jnteusity, by the di.Terent arrangement of the conductors, mounted.

(a circumstance which cannot be avoided in the present
form of the instruments): but by altering the size and The two ma-

situation of the terminating balls, and modifying the charge, power
°* **

the production of tolerably uniform results was at length

accomplished. The mean result of nearly one hundred

distinct trials tended to prove, that the charging power of

the two instruments was precisely equal ;
and this conclu-

sion was rendered indisputably accurate by the following

experiments.

Exp. 1, A battery of 15 jars, exposing about 17 square proved by ex*

feet of coated surface, was connected with Mr. Cuthbert- Periments*

son's electrometer, the slider on the arm placed at 15

grains. 4 feet of Iron wire, T i
G of an inch diameter, were

placed in the circuit. The battery was fivft charged by
the cylinder, liiu turns of the wheel effected the dis-

charge, the wire was rendered red hot and fused into balls.
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Exp. 2. The same arrangement as in the former ?x*

periment. The charge communicated by the Plate. IJie

discharge was produced by 138 turns, and the wire fused as

before.

Exp. 3. The apparatus arranged as in the former expe-
riments. The two machines employed together to commu-
nicate the charge. The electrometer discharged itself in

65 turns ; the wire was melted as before.

The effects I" this last experiment the effect was produced in exactly
casual, half the number of turns by the two instruments, that had

been required by the most favourable action of one; and it

is perhaps impossible to conceive a more complete proof of

and the wire the similarity of their powers. The 48 inches of wire fused

measure^o/the
m tnese experiments was afterward found to be a tolerably

sharge. exact measure of the force of the charge employed ; for on

repeating the experiment with 4Q inches of the same wire,

it was barely rendered red hot.

The plate ma- Equal effects being produced by either machine in equal
cbme more

times, it became necessary to ascertain, whether any differ-
isisiW worked. .

J ...
ence existed in the power required to put them in motion.

The handles were placed in a horizontal position, and

weights applied to them. 8lbs. troy were sufficient to move

the handle of the plate machine, but it required 14lbs. tq

produce the same effect with the cylinckr.

Some additions Here our first series of experiments terminated ; the re-

necessary, suits we had obtained had shown the necessity of some

addition to our apparatus, and we mutually agreed to defer

the farther prosecution of the subject, till these should be

supplied. In the mean time, some circumstances, which

had occurred in these experiments, continued to occupy
our consideration separately. Mr. Cuthbertson, as well as

myself, had been much surprised at the uniform action of

the two instruments; and the active discrimination with

which he considered the subject soon offered a means of in-

creasing and extending their powers, to an almost indefinite

extent.

Construction The cylinder machine we employed is constructed ov\
ot u t cy iut.er.

a Ân \ believe to be peculiar to myself; it is entirely

insulated, in the manner of Mr. Nairne's; but the wo-
tiou is communicated by multiplying wheels with a sills

cord,
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cord, instead of an insulating winch. I adopted this plan

to prevent the effect of that undulation, which has been

described by Mr. Nicholson as peculiar to cylinders (in ,

consequence of their irregular surface, which occasions an

unequal pressure of the rubber) : and to obviate this in-

equality still more effectually, the rubber is so formed, that

the back of it acts as a horizontal spring; which keeps up
a steady, and nearly uniform pressure, without the imper-

fection of shortening the negative insulation. I have never

found this machine vary materially in its action, although I

frequently employ it through a whole course of lectures

without any fresh application of the amalgam; nor do I

find that its power of excitation is at all affected by a moist

atmosphere.
Mr. Cuthbertson conjectured, that my machine owed Its power io-

tauch of its power to the multiplying wheels; and having ^* p̂1yi]L

noticed, that the cylinder made four revolutions for one of wheels,

the wheel, requested me to try its action with a simple

winch. The pressure remaining the same as in the former

experiments, it required (as might have been expected)

four times the number of turns to produce any given effect.

The friction however was materially less, 2-|lbs. troy being These greatly

sufficient to move the handle from its horizontal position.
increased the

Soon after these experiments Mr. Cuthbertson informed .

'

11111- i • -ii Applied to the

me, that he had discovered an improvement in the plate p iate machine,

machine ; by which its charging power might be doubled,

trebled, or even quadrupled, without any inconvenience

but that of increased friction. I could not at first conceive

by what means this might be effected ; but after some

consideration concluded, it could only be accomplished by >

the application of multiplying wheels to the plate machine;
and Mr. Cuthbertson then told me, this was the idea that

had occurred to him.

It was agreed, that experiments in proof ©f Mr. C.'s in- Comparative
vention should be made at the conclusion of our compara- experiments,

tive experiments; and the requisite apparatus being com-

pleted, we resumed our inquiry. Before this second series

of comparative experiments, I made some alteration in the Rubber alter-

rubber of the cylinder, and furnished it with new silk ; sus- ed » &ne,r 3Lilc

pecting, that three years constaut wear might have so far
api' lC

'

deranged
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Increased the
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Plate machine.
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meter not to be

depended on.
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deranged it, as to render a comparison with the new plate
machine unfair. The result answered my most sanguine
expectation. The rubber and its new silk being completed*
I found the power of the cylhder machine increased one

third; for a trial ar, which had before exploded four times

in one turn of the wheel, now afforded six explosions in one

turn. The experiment was several times repeated, and the

result was uniformly the same.

The following comparative experiments were then made:

Exp. 1. Length of spark, from th« prime conductor of

the plate machine, to a two inch ball connected with the

ground. The greatest interval, obtained by gradually in-

creasing the distance between the balls, till the limit at

which the spark would pass was ascertained, six inches and

a half.

Exp. 2. The same arrangement with the cylinder. The

greatest striking distance eight inches and a half. With

larger balls, a longer spark could be obtained; I have oc«

casionally procured them upwards of 12 inches; but it is

requisite for this purpose to turn the machine very slowly^
which occasions undulation.

Experiments were next made on the charge of a jar fitted

up with Lane's electrometer. The following table exhibits

the most uniform results obtained in a great number of ex«*

periments; and may show how little reliance is to be placed
on the accuracy of this test.

Jar of KS8 square inches.

Plate Machine.
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tJtility of this These experiments sufficiently prove the utility and im*
improvement

portance of Mr# Cuthberlsoh's improvement of the plate

machine, by the application of multiplying wheels; for

when allowance' is made for Some defects in the machinery
we employed, (which had only been mounted in a rough
manner for trial), it will be found, that the charging power
increased so nearly in proportion to the number of revolu-

tions; as to exhibit in uO instance a deficiency of more than

•yth: atfd in the last experiment with the plate machine, the

diminution is only yVtn » although the original charging

power is quadrupled. Thus in the* three experiments in

which the motion of the plate was accelerated; 42X2 —
84 ; 28 X 3 — 84 ; and 19 X 4 — 76. 1 he numbers required

hy the simple winch was 75, and 75 is to 84 nearly as 7

to 8.

Principle ca pa- As there is no reason to suppose, that our experiments
ble of being have reached the limit, to which this charging power may
carried farther, , .j

. . „ .

'

i ,
.

^
,
b

."
r *

be increased ; it is fair to conclude, that, by the proper ap-

plication of a moving power, the quantity of electricity

given out by any machine in a determinate time may be

doubled, trebled, quadrupled, or even increased six or ten-

and of great fold. The discovery ^of this principle is therefore of the

importance, highest importance, as it offers the most effectual and ready

means of obtaining a very considerable accumulation of the

electric fluid ; a circumstance of considerable interest in the

present state of electrical and chemical inquiry*

Comparative
With respect to the comparative advantages of the dif-

advantages of ferent instruments, much might be said ; at present it may
suffice to state only those facts, which are of general utility.

When we first endeavoured to ascertain the power required
to put each machine in motion, it appeared, that the cylin-

der required 14lbs; and the plate only 8lbs. It was after-

ward found, that this disparity arose in part from an in*

equality in the levers, by which they were moved ; when

these were made equal, the difference was much less consi-

derable, lOlbs. were required for the cylinder* and 8lbs. for

the plate; and this difference in their friction will not Off

found more than commensurate to the difference in their

acting power,

tw

the two ma
chines.
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The principal advantages in the cylinder are, 1st, the Those of the

positive and negative powers are obtained in equal perfec-
cy m er"

tion; 2d, it has but one rubber to keep in order; 3dly, it

is less liable (from the security of its form) to accidental

fracture, than the plate; 4thly, its insulation is more per-

fect; and 5thly, from the peculiarity of its structure, larger

multiplying wheels may be employed, and thus a consider-

able diminution of friction be obtained.

The advantages of the plate machines are, 1st, they are* Those of the

less expensive than cylinders of equal power ;'2dly, they
PIatemachine*

occupy less room ; 3dly, may be constructed of a much

larger size, as instanced by Mr. Cuthbertson's large ma-
chine at Harlem; 4thly, several plates, to act jointly, may-
be more easily combined, than several Cylinders could;

5thly, the multiplying power may be applied to them to a

much greater extent, than it could to cylinders, without

rendering the motion too rapid; 6thly, plates of equal dia-

meters may be made to act with a uniform and equal de-

gree of power, a circumstance seldom attained by cylin*

ders.

These are the only conclusions the present state of our Farther expe-

inquiry seems to warrant; many experiments remain to be
run^nts to &•

made, and when a sufficient number of these are completed,
I shall not delay the communication of them to the public.

3, Princes street. Cavendish square,

June 13th, 1810.

XIII.

Researches on Acetic Acid, and some Acetates : by Richard
Chenevjx, Efq. F. R. S. M, R. L A. fyc*

JL HE identity of the acids contained in vinegar, and in the tf acetous

product of the distillation of verdigrise, is now generally
acid»

admitted ; and the terms acetous acid and acetites have

* Annates de Chimie, vol. LXIX, p. 5.

Vol. XXYI—July, 18J0. Q peer*
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been finally erased from the list of chemical substances,

in which, for more reasons than one, they ought never to

have been inserted.

Distillation of Though several chemists have already turned their at-

tention to some of the subjects of the present inquiry, I

believe I have some new facts to add on the distillation of

metallic acetates; and without any intention to diminish

the claims, which Messrs. Cnurtenvaux, Lauraguais, Mon-

net, Lassonne, Edenzel, Berti.ollet, Chaptal, Proust, Hig-*

gins, Pelletier, Adet, Darracq, Dabit, TrommsdorfT, De-»

rosue, &c. have to our acknowledgments?, 1 shall proceed
to relate the whole of my researches, begun in March 1803,

but which I was unable to finish before the present mo-

ment (January the 11th, 1808.)

Engliih vine- In a glass retort 1 carefully distilled two quarts of vine-

€ar a * 1 e •

gar> macj e i n England from malt. Its specific gravity had

become 1*0042. 1 saturated it with carbonate of potash,

and distiiied it again to dryness. What remained in the

retort v\ as acetate of potash coloured by vegetable matter.

The liquid that came over was perfectly clear and colour-

less, and retained a slightly spirituous smell, which I had

Spiritfrqmit*
observed in the vinegar before distillation. To separate

this spirit from the water with which it was mixed, I threw

into the liquid a large quantity of dry carbonate of potash.

The water being saturated with this, the surface of the

solution was cqvered with a very thin pellicle of this spirit;

too little indeed for me to estimate its quantity, but enough
to leave no doubt of its existence.

Mncibge, or The liquid, which was clear and colourless, as I observed,

extract, after distillation, and before I had thrown any carbonate

of potash into it, was rendered turbid by the solution of

this salt, and became of a violet brown. Some flocks re-

mained suspended in the water. It is this matter which

Mr. Darracq calls mucilage, but which, according to Mr,

Steinacher, is extractive matter,

passed over I* ^ s to be observed, that this, substance, whether mucilage
twice iu distil- or extract, had passed over in, distillation twice: first when

I distilled the original vinegar, and next when I redistilled

\t after the combination of its acid with potash. I found

it
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it very difficult to deprive vinegar of this entirely by repeated

distillations.

Id a similar way I examined French vinegar. That I French vine-

used was of the specific gravity of 1 -007-2. The proportion
gar*

of its acidity to tkat of the English vinegar was as 4*01 to

3*46. In general it contained less mucilage and more spi-

rit than the English. I met with a vinegar in the shops at

Paris, that contained a very sensible portion of alcohol.

Four quarts distilled from carbonate of potash yielded two

ouuces of a very light fluid, from which 1 separated 0*46

of ardent spirit.

From these experiments it appears, that the vinegar I Component

employed was composed at least of water, acetic acid, ve- par

vegetable matter, and a small portion of a spirituous li-

quor.

I distilled 4lbs of acetate of copper, dividing the product Acetate of

into rive nearly equal parts. Each of these I rectified by f°d
pper distU*

a second distillation to dryness. The first portion had the

specific gravity of 1-0659: the third of 1-0580; the fourth

of 1-0454; the fifth of l'O-lOO. An accident prevented my
examining the second. On saturating these portions with

the same base, I found the quantities of acid contained in

them to be in the following proportion; 62*971 for the first;

67-461 for the third; 74-411 for the fourth; and 73*295 for

the fifth.

But this series, the last term excepted, is increasing,

while that of the specific gravities is uniformly the re-

verse.

Uessrs. Derosne have just published a paper on this sub- These facts,

ject ; but when I observed the same facts in 1803, I found late

ij
notice<1

from the scientific collections of the lust century, that Derosne, ob-

Courtenvaux, Monnet, and La6sonnehad noticed them fifty
servcdlong

J
ago.

years ago.

In the year 1754 the Marquis de Courtenvaux, examining
the present subject, says, that the first portion that passes

over on distilling acetate of copper is not inflammable; and

that, though heavier than the subsequent portions, it is less

acid. This perfectly agrees with what I have just said. In
the same work he observes, that the last portion easily takes

6re ; and other chemists have made the same remark. The

9 2 smell
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6meil of the last portions too is more pungent than thai of the

first. All these appearances depend on a spirituous very light,

highly inflammable, and extremely pnuoent fluid, which

^fonos at the clo>e of the distillation of acetate of copper.
Their pyoa- Messrs. Derosne have given it the name of pyroacetic ether;
cetic r?her . . ,,

' ...
jnor« puberty

^ut tn,s *eeuls to ine to ^e ae«ermiiiing its nature too pre*

•pint. cisely, and 1 have cuded it by the more genera
1 term of py-

roacetic spirit.

ISo experiment I made indicated the presence * f mucilage
in the liquid jprodt.ct

of ihe distillation, of ^erdigrise. It

appears to be composed at least of water, hceiic acid, and

py{pa< e c spirit.

l>5ff*renceb(?« From ihese results ue may appreciate the *light but real
twetn ; etc

differences, that exist between vinegar and the product of
acid and Tine* r> r

gar, the distillation of acetate of copper; and which had for*

n.triy led Derthollet apa Chaptal to believe the existence of

two acids.

In English vinegar, for instance, there is a little acetic

acid, a little vegetable matter, and extremely little bpiritu-

ous liquor. In the product of distilled acetate of copper
there is more acid it is true, but no vegetable matter, and

much more spirituous liquor. On account of the lightness

of this liquor therefore, there ought to be more acetic acid

in the product of the acetate of copper, than in vinegar of

equal specific gravity. Accordingly Mr. Berthollet, having
saturated equal quantities of these two fluids reduced to the

same specific grayity, obtained more acetate from the former

than from the latter: and Mr. Chaptal has observed, that

vinegar required one sixth less of base than the product dis-

tilled from acetate of copper, under similar circumstances.

I have composed liquids in which a quantity of acid was

compensated by a portion of pyroacetic spirit, in order to

keep the specific gravity the same as that of vinegar; and

the quantity of base required to saturate each was exactly in

the ratio of the spirituous liquor.

The vegetable matter too accounts for vineo-ar being
Vegetable

°
. .

matter, more highly coloured by the addition of sulphuric acid, than

the product of acetate of copper. It accounts for the great-*

er quantity of carbon in the destructive distillation of the

gcetate formed by the combination of vinegar with potash,

than
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Vfwi in that of the acetate obtained by the union of this al-

kali with the product of acetate of copper. This it is that Purification of

obliges the druggists to expose what they call foliated earth ^ a

of tartar to a moderate heal, in order to render it white.

Lastly, when Mr. Berthollet imagined, that by means of

acetic acid he had expelled acetous acid from its combina-

tion with potash, it was because we can in fact obtain an

acid milder than tne acetic, and nearer to the state of vine-

gar, by distiiling acetic acid from an aretate of potash in

which all the vegetable matter has not been destroyed by
heat. Fart of this, I believe, is carried off by the fresh

acid, till the equilibrium of affinity between it and the salt '

in which it existed before is restored.

From these experiments it follows, that the specific gra- Spec. gfav. no

vity is not a faithful index of the quantity of acetic acid
lest 0I acidit?*

contained in vinegar, and in the product of the distillation

of acetate of copper, because neither of them is a pure and

simple solution *>f acetic acid in water.

To place all this in a more striking light, T availed myself Acetate of

of the researches of Lassonne and Monnet, who have in-
,ei",

;

orof anc

yields more
structed us, that the acetate of lead, or of zinc, distilled like spntthau that

that of copper, gives us a larger quantity of the spirituous
of C(Wer»

liquor. Accordingly I subjected to distillation two pounds
of acetate of lead, and collected the produce in three porti-

ons. The first was nothing but weak acetic acid ; the second,

rectified by distillation to dryness, was of the specific gra-

vity of 09234; and the third, of 0'85t>7. Their acidity

was in the ratio of 4*421 to 5*46-2, and the spirituous liquor

as 60-50 to 83-25.

Comparing the various properties of lead and copper, and Other metallit

particularly their reducibleness, with the difference of the
s;
\
lls compar-*

results in the distillation of their acetates, I was led to in-

quire into the action that takes place between some other

metals and vegetable acids in similar circumstances, in

hopes of connecting together the phenomena of the distil-

lation of metallic acetates, ami deducing from them a

general law respecting the formation of the pyroacetic

spirit.

The resistance, that any salt opposes to the action of heat, Resistance of *

is proportional, cattris paribus, to the affinity of the acid iait t0 **** *•
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the afnnity of
its parts, un-
less one of
these is de-

structible.

MetaJlic ox-
ides.

Circumstances
to be attended
to.

State of the

oxide before

the process.

Acetates of

silver and

manganese.

Composition
of the salts.

for its base. But if the acid, or base, be decomposable at

a lower temperature than would separate them were it not

for this destructibility, the affinity that unites them is a

function of that on which their composition depends. The
phosphate of lime does not lose its acid at a temperature, at

which sulphate of lime parts with its acid, because the lat-

ter is decomposed.
Let us take then for bases the metallic oxides ; but let us

first unite them with one particular acid, so that all the

differences in the results of the decomposition of the sails

they form may depend on the variation of one substance

alone.

It is true, that each base is accompanied with fresh cir-

cumstances, independently of the facility with which it is

decomposed. The proportions too of water, of base, and

of acid, are not to be neglected.

Another essential consideration is the state of the oxide

before the process, and that to which it has a tendency dur-

ing its taking place. Metallic silver, for example, is not

soluble in any acid : manganese oxided at O'Gfc is equally

insoluble; but after adding oxi gen to the one, and abstract-

ing oxigen from the other, saline combinations of these me-
tals may be formed. Chemists speak of the gray oxide of

silver with 10 per cent of oxigen, and the white oxide of

manganese with 20 per cent, as those of their respective

metals that are most soluble. But this gray oxide of iilver

is reducible by a gentle heat, and the white oxide of man-

ganese is liable to be superoxided by taking up 46 per cent

Miore of oxigen. We must pay attention therefore to the

0*10 that one gives out, and the 0*46 that the other may
absorb.

The acetates formed by these two oxides may be consi-

dered, in this point of view, as the extremes of a series, the

intermediate terms of which are to be found among the

other oxides. Let us then examine in detail the acetates of

filver, copper, nickel, lead, iron, and manganese.

To compound these salts in a uniform manner, I prepared

the oxides of the different metals by the most appropriate

means the art of chemistry teaches us ; and I always satis-

fied myself of their purity, before I. made use of them. I

..»; then
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theu combined them directly with distilled vinegar, or with

pure acetic acid, according to the object I had in view.

The oxide of silver dissolves very well in vinegar, and in Acetate of

diluted acetic acid ; and the salt it forms with both is so re-
5llTer*

markable, that it would be sufficient to prove the identity

of the two acids. On evaporating the solution, a pearly

acicular salt is obtained, grayish if vinegar be employed,
white if formed with the pure acid, very light, and very soft

to the touch. If 100 parts of the mother water of these

crystals at a heat of 15° [59° F.] be evaporated, about one

part of salt will remain. If the mother water be hot,

more will be obtained. This salt may be procured like-

wise by pouring a concentrated solution of an alkaline or

earthy acetate into a solution of nitrate of silver, washing
the precipitate, and crystallizing it afresh.

The acetate of copper is well known. I have sometimes Acetate

operated on that of the shops; but in my experimental re-
of coPPer*

searches I formed it myself from its component parts*

The acetate of nickel I procured by directly combining
Acetate of

acetic acid with the oxide of this metal purified by the new

processes. It is sufficiently soluble, and crystallizes well.

Its solution is a fine deep green ; the crystals are of a some*

what lighter colour.

The acetate of lead is at least as well known as that of Acetattof

copper. But it must be remembered, that it exists in two

states; that in which it is found in the shops, and that de-

BCribed by Mr. Thenard. Either may be converted into

the other, by adding oxide to the former, and acid to the

latter. 1 believe there is a third state of this salt, interme-

diate between the two.

The acetate of zinc is very soluble. It crystallizes con- Acetate of

fusediy, and liquefies n its water of crystallization, the
zinc*

quantity of which is pretty considerable.
,

'

If a solution of acetate of iron be left exposed to the Acetate of

open air, red oxide will separate, retaining some acetic
iron*

acid. Crystals are obtained from it with great difficulty.

Some have s oken of a spontaneous inflammation taking

place on evaporating a soluti .... of this sat: but I have

never seeu it, though I have evaporated acetates of iron at

least
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least five or six times. I took no particular care, either to

produce or to prevent it.

Acetate of fhe acetate of manganese crystallizes better than the
manganese. •

acetate of zinc. Rhomboidal laminae may be distinguished

among its crystals. Its colour resembles the smoky topaz,
if it be formed with vinegar; but with acetic acid it is

whiter. It coutains less water of crystal iizution than the

acetate of zinc, yet it liquefies at a high temperature.
Difficult to Whatever precautions 1 took to obtain these salts in a
have the ace- „ , _

,

"

tates perfectly
state ot dry ness > 1 cannot venture to say, that 1 have sue-

free from wa- ceeded. Those that crystallize well, as the acetates of fil-
ter.

ver, copper, and nickel, may be considered as in a state

nearly uniform. But the acetate of zinc retains a very

large proportion of water in the mass of its confused crys-

tals; and unless it be reduced to very tine particles, it re-

mains in it, and occasions its liquefaction.

Real acetic I would have endeavoured to analyse these salts, if I

known. na(^ conceived any hope of doing it to my satisfaction : but

I am not acquainted with the real acetic acid, and I believe

it is unknown in chemistry. Some rule however is necessary,

by which we may appreciate the state of the substances, on

which I operated. The proportion of its weight that each

of them loses at a heat capable of decomposing it entirely

may serve us as a guide: and accordingly I exposed a known

quantity of each to a high temperature iw a platina cruci-

ble, weighed before and after the operation.

Action of heat The acetate of silver exposed to the flame of a candle

on the acetates alone gives out a strong smell of acetic acid, and is reduced

almost without any change of appearance, so that it resem-

bles native plume silver, It becomes very white, and does

not retain carbon, like the other metallic acetates, unless

the contact of air be excluded. In open vessels it loses

3*631 of its weight out of 10*000.

cooper
The total decomposition of the acetate of copper is per-

fectly accomplished in a glass vessel. Exposed in a cap-
sule on a heated sandbath, it first decrepitated. A light va-

pour of acetic acid then manifested itself at a very low tem-

perature; and the salt became brown round the sides of the

veMel. This colour spread gradually to the middle, and

the
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the copper acquired a fine metallic brilliancy throughout

the whole mass. A pretty bright light then seemed to flash

over its surface, and the metal lost its brilliancy, becoming
like tarnished copper. It is at this juncture, that the resi-

duum of the distilled acetate of copper has been considered

as a pyrophorus. The maximum shown by Fahrenheit's

mercurial thermometer during the process was 41?
Q
. This

experiment, carefully conducted in a platina crucible, in

order to appreciate the loss on 10*000 parts, gave 6*441 dis-

sipated by the fire. Some carbon remained with the metal-

lic copper.

The acetate of nickel, exposed to an open fire, lets its nickel,

acid escape. It becomes black, and we see flashes of light

darting over its surface, as in the process with acetate of

copper. It retains a little carbon after the operation, and

loses tj-20'1 of 10-000.

Ten parts of acetate of lead of the shops swelled up be- *ead»

fore losing their acid. A greater heat is required to decom-

pose this salt, than those I have mentioned; and the smell

is not that of acetic acid. It becomes at first black, then,

yellow, then red, when heated in the open air ; and its car-

bon burns as well as the metal. It loses 3*552. That of

Mr. Thenard does not swell up. In other respects it exhi-

bits the same appearances, but loses in the fire only 1*035.

The acetate of zinc loses its acid, and becomes less *-inc>

black. It burns, and grows black. It loses 6*025; but as

a part is volatilized, this experiment is less to be depended
on than those with the other acetates.

The red mass of acetate of iron loses commonly about ir0I»> an>*

4*500 : but it is difficult to obtain it in a uniform state.

The acetate of manganese exhibits similar phenomena, manganese,

and loses 7*186.

The proportions I shall now proceed to give relate only
to the salts that lose in the lire the quantities above-

mentioned.

For the distillation of these salts, I introduced a known Distillation of

quantity of each into an earthen retort, or one of coated
theseJCetate**

glass, according to the degree of heat necessary for the

operation. To this I joined a tubulated matrass, and a

Woulf s phial containing solution of barytes; and the pneu-
matochemical
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matochemical trough terminated the apparatus. I begaft

the operation with the lowest degree of heat possible, and

always endeavoured to keep it at a minimum.

Results* The results were three products* which it was necessary

to examine. First there remained in the retort the metal-

lic base; and to ascertain the state in which it was left by

the acid, I submitted it to the dociraastic experiments suited

to each metal.

Residuum of The residuum of distilled acetate of silver dissolved in

the acetates of mtric acid with evolution of nitrous gas. A black matter
*

remained, which did not dissolve. This, when washed and

dried, weighed 0*05, and was charcoal. The nitric solu-

tion produced the same quantity of muriate of silver as

0\Q5 of metallic silver.

copper, Messrs. Adet and Darracq have said, that, after the dis-

tillation of acetate of copper, the metal is oxided, according

to the former with 0*08 of oxigen ; and according to the lat-

ter so as to be soluble in muriatic acid. Hitherto only two

oxides of copper have been mentioned ; one, which is brown,

containing 0-20 of oxigen; the other red, containing 0*17

of oxigen according to Proust, but from experiments on

the octaedral red copper ore from Cornwall I conceive it

should be estimated at 0*115. I dissolved in nitric acid

10*000 of the residuum of the distillation of acetate of

copper. I filtered the solution, and 0*055 remained on the

filter, which had all the properties of carbon. The fil-

tered solution I evaporated to dryness twice, adding muri-

atic acid each time. I then precipitated the copper by

purified zinc, and obtained 0*4 of metallic copper. Now
if the copper had not been in the metallic state in the resi-

duum of the distilled acetate, I should not have obtained

the original weight of the matter employed ; and the defi-

ciency would have indicated the quantity of oxigen. On
another 10*000 parts 1 poured muriatic acid, carefully pre-

venting the contact of air: and at the expiration of ten days

not an atom of copper was dissolved. By reduction by

fire, by alkalis, and other doci mastic means, 1 satisfied

myself, that the copper is truly [in the metallic state in

the '•esiduum of the distillation of acetate of copper. Mr.

Darracq found an insoluble residuum of 0'22 after the

action
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action of muriatic acid. In my process I found but 0*05

or 0*06, beyond which there was no sensible variation. His

residuum must surely hare contained copper, that had es-

caped the very imperfect action of the muriatic acid.

The distilled acetate of nickel leaves a black residuum, nickel,

In muriatic acid 10-000 parts dissolved with a brisk evolu-

tion of hidrogen gas; and 0*14 of carbon remained. The
nickel in this residuum was found to be in the metallic

state; for it yielded the same quantity of precipitate by
alkalis as 10*000 parts of nickel, deducting the carbon.

The residuum of the distillation of acetate of lead is
and Ic*<J*

in the metallic state. It leaves 0*04 of carbon ; and pre-

cipitated from its solution in nitric acid by a sulphate, it

yields the same quantity of sulphate of lead as an equal

weight of metallic lead. Mr. Trommsdorf has said, that

what is left in the retort after this distillation is oxide of

lead : but I never found the lead in the process oxided but

once, and that was when the retort had cracked. It is only
when the acetate of lead is exposed to the contact of air

during the distillation, that the metal is oxided, as I have

already observed in speaking of the loss it undergoes when

exposed to heat in open vessels.

The residuum of the distillation of all these acetates, which 'All these pr-

contain carbon, are more or less pyrophori. It is not at all
T0^ on'

strange, that charcoal when in a state of minute division

should take fire more easily than when compact.
The residuum of distilled acetate of zine dissolves in raw- Residuum of

riatic acid directly, and without effervescence; and 0-050 of ZInc

aC

charcoal remain. The zinc is in the state of white Oxide,

as it was in the salt previous to distillation.

After the distillation of acetate of iron, black oxide of ""0°* and *

iron remains, with 0-02 of carbon. It dissolves in muri-

atic acid, and yields the muriate formed by black oxide of

iron.

The acetate of manganese leaves a brown residuum, manganese,

When muiiatic acid is poured on it, it dissolves, giving
out oximuriatic acid, and leaving 0*035 of carbon.

We will now proceed to examine the liquid products. 'Liquid pro-

The matrass in which they were condensed was constantly ^
Ct
n°f

thp

surrounded with a frigorific mixture, as was its neck also,

which
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\vhich I always chose very long. Tu consequence nothing

escaped but permanently elastic fluids.

In these liquid products three things were to be ascer-

tained: their specific gravity, thdr degree of acidity, and
their proportion of spirituous liquor.

Method of To rind the specific gravity, I first took the weight of a
finding speci- sma |) pma j w^ a groum i stopple, which at the tempera-

ture of 15° [59° F.] contained exactly 10 gram. [154'4 grs]

©f distilled water. The. weight of any other fluid contained

in this phial at the same temperature gave the specific gra-

vity directly. This method, on which Mr. Descroizilles

has published a very minute paper, is far from new; but

he has not ascribed to it all the advantages it actually pos-

sesses. It merits the preference particularly because it

avoids all friction from immersion in the liquor to be as-

sayed, and has no limits but the sensibility of the balance

employed. That I used was sensible to a thousandth of

a gramme, which gave me the specific gravity sought to a

ten thousandth nearly.

Objections an- To this method it has been objected, that the stopple
swered. roav \ye thrust in more or less in different experiments, so

as to force out more or less of the fluid. The d lata-

bility and elasticity of glass too have been mentioned.

But let any person repeat the experiment several times on

the same fluid, andhe will find, that the differences will only

affect the thousandth or ten thousandth parts. This bot-

tle of a known weight is equally adapted for taking the

specific gravity of solid bodies.

Methods of To And the proportion of acidity of these liquids, I had

finding their hoped, that by employing a substance, which by its own

iu|.
re *

action on a solvent should be divided into a soluble and

insoluble matter, I should be able to substitute a law of

nature for the uncertainty of manipulations. Accordingly

I tried carbonate of lime. But acetic acid does not attack

this with sufficient vehemence, to attain the limit of its

action in a uniform manner: and having put some carbo-

nate of lime into a glass retort, in order to dissolve it in

acetic acid, I collected the fluid that passed over by dis-

tillation, and found it required repeated cohobation, before

it
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it ceased to give signs of acidity; which rendered the pro-

cess complicated, and deprived it of precision.

1 had equally hoped, that carbonate of potash thrown into

acetic acid would have given me the ratio of acidity by the

quantity of carbonic acid evolved : but 1 found, that trials

of this kind differed more from each other than the following.

I exposed potash to a strong red heal, yet I was lar from That adopted,

supposing it to be totally deprived of water. For more r'a-

cility of proceeding, and to reduce any errour to a tenth

part, I dissolved one part of this potash in nine parts of dis-

tilled water. Into a given quantity of the liquids resulting

fVom the distillation of the acetates I poured some of this so-

lution; and when the tinged papers indicated, that the point

of saturation was at hand, by letting it fall drop by drop from

a very slender tube I attained a degree of accuracy more than

sufficient, to answer the other parts of these researches.

(To be concluded in our next.J

XTV.

On the Precipitation of a Solution of Sulphate of Lime by

Sulphuric Acid. ByT. Le Gay Brewertojj, Fellow of
the Royal Physical Society, Edinburgh.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

N a paper on the acids produced by treating ginger root

with nitric acid, which you honoured with a place in your

Journal*, was this note,

|

" The fact of sulphuric acid causing the deposition °f
sulphate of

*f sulphate of lime from a state of solution, to me is not a lime precipi-

*f little surprising, however it may perhaps be well known
p^uru/acid"

" to those more versed in chemical experiments and in no
" manner puzzling."

That sulphate of lime may be rendered more soluble by . .

an excess of acid, is a well established fact; but that a still
purity of the

greater excels of acid should cause the deposition of the acw*>

6ulphate already dissolved, seems an operation ot so anoma-

lous a nature, that it cannot be received as true without

the greatest scepticism. Impressed with this idea, I at-

tempted to discover the source whence the deception had

originated, and found it to be in the sulphuric acid.

The
*Vol.2XV,p. 177.
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which con- The sulphuric acid contained a quantity $f sulphate of

STilvT
P * *

J *me > wllich was deposited on diluting the acid, and which

presented crystals precisely similar to those in, the paper
alluded to.

Though being deceived by the impurity of the sulphuric
acid does not affect the general conclusions r.s to the acid

products obtained by treating ginger root with nitric acid,

yet it shows the crystallized matter in the experiments did

Kecessarv to
not ar 'se ^rom us*ug white lead, although it was adulterated

examine the with chalk, but from using impure sulphuric acid; and
pu"*y rea* shows too the necessity of young experimentalists paying-

particular attention to the purity of the reagents employed,
t
I am, Sir, yours very respectfully,

Bawtry, June 13, 1810. T. L. G. BREWERTON.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS,
Wemerian Natural History Society,

Mineralogy of Jr^JT the meeting of this Society on the 7th of April, D»v
»g>lands,

Mcknight read a mineralogical notice, on the tract of the

Highlands from Killin to Braemar, by the way of Glen Zilt.

Ben Lawers is composed of undulated mica-slate, which at

the summit is yellowish-gray, and in some varieties so full

of quartz as to resemble a sandstone. Towards Lagierait,

beautiful garnets begin to appear. Beyond Mullevearn,

gneiss occurs; also limestone, hornblende-slate, and sienite.

Besides the substances first mentioned, Glen Zilt is remark-*

able by a peculiar aggregate of feldspar, hornblende, and-

occasionally quartz; in which the various proportions of

these ingredients exhibit the rock under various aspects of

the sienitic and greenstone species. It is distinguished from*

granite (for which it has been mistaken) not only by the

uncrystallized state of the feldspar, but by the presence of

hornblende, and the absence of mica. Professor Jameson

has called it sienitic greenstone. It occurs in conformable^

beds; particularly one of great size, which intersects the

channel of the river at different places, near the lodge.

Crossing the mountains from Glen Zilt to the course of the

Dee, we find hornstone, feldspar-porphyry, and limestone,

subordinate to mica-slate and gneiss; till we reach the Cas-

tletown of Braernar, where the granite of the Grampians at

length appears. |

. r » At
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At the same meeting, a communication from Col. Imrie Vertical con-

was read, describing tho conglomerate rock of the Gram-
fock oTuie

piaus, and tracing it from near Stonehaven to the Burn, and Grampiaos.

again at Callender, eighty miles distant to the N. W. The

position of this conglomerate rock is vertical; and of this

fact, in Col. Jmrie's opinion, no satisfactory explanation has

yet been given.-r-At this meeting, also, there was laid be-

fore the Society an accurate section of the coal-field at Ccal field at

Alloa, accompanied with interesting remarks, by Mr. Robert

Bald, civil engineer, and manager of Mr. Erskine of Mar's

extensive coalworks. The depth of the section is 704 feet;

the alternating strata are 141 in number; and the total

amount of the thickness of the different beds of coal, is 59
feet 4 inches. Captain Laskey likewise presented to the Fossil encrV

Society a cabinet containing a series of the remains of a nus *

fossil encrinus found in slate-clay near Dunbar.

Mr. Leybourn of the Royal Military College, has just Mathematical

published the tenth number of the Mathematical Reposi-
ReposU°ry*

tory, containing; solutions to the mathematical questions

proposed in the Eighth number, and a series of new ques-
tions to be answered in a subsequent number; an Essay on

polygonal numbers; anew demonstration of the Binomi-

al Theorem; an illustration of the forty-seventh proposi*

tion of the second book of the Principia; a curious inde-

terminate problem; solutions to a curious problem in Dy-
namics; and a continuation of Le Gendre's Memoir on.

Elliptic Transcendentals.

Mr. W. Moore, of the Royal Academy at Woolwich, has Treatise on

in a good state of forwardness a Treatise on the Doctrine of fluxions ail<*

Fluxions, with its application to all the most useful parts of tion to naval

the true Theory of Gunnery, and other very important
an

.

d military
science

matters relating to Military and Naval Science. The
fluxions will be preceded by such parts of the science of

mechanics, as are necessary for reading the work without

referring to other authors; and the whole will be so ar-

ranged, that any person moderately skilled in algebra, geo-

metry, and trigonometry, and having a knowledge of the

most common properties of the conic sections, may pro-
ceed to these inquiries without any difficulty. The whole
will be printed in 1 vol. 8vo, and will be particularly adapted

t£ all Military Institutions of eminence. Meteorqn
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Analysis of the Cahanic Pile. By J. A. De Luc, Esq*

F.ILS*

Pa&t IL

JL Concluded the first part of this Analysis by an experi* pile separate

ment, in which a pile of 76 group of zinc and silver, the by writing pa-

number used in my preceding- experiments, separated by

pieces of writing paper substituted for the %vet doth, though

giving very sensible electric signs at its extremities, produced
no chemical effects in the water of the usual glass tubes ap-

plied to it, nor the shock*

This experiment was made during my investigation re- Difference be-

specting the causes of the two distinct effects of the pile,
tweentheelec-

uaniely electric and chemical, which by the foregoing expe- ca i effec t3 of

riments had been proved to be different -

r the former de* the pile.

pending only on the binary groups of the metals, separated

by the best conducting substance nonmetallic, and thus not

necessarily productive of chemical effects; these requiring

absolutely, that the interposed nonmetallic substance be wet\

a circumstance from which the chemical effects depend on

Vol. XXVI. No. 119—Au«. 1810. R. groups
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groups composed of the two metals with the wet body be-

tween them. Such is the fundamental proposition, with

respect to the mode of action of the galvanic pile, which was

to be submitted to farther experiments.

Conducting fa- The conducting faculty of all the substances of the vege-

•

C

"d
T
su°bsunces

ta^e an<^ antma ^ kinds, that may be employed to separate

owing to nuns- the binal groups of metals, for transmitting from one to an-
ture *

other their individual electric effects, mostly depends on a

certain quantity of moisture, with which they are usually

penetrated. Of this 1 had soon an opportunity of being

informed, by an experiment of my friend L)r. Land, who

had constantly followed the progress of these researches ;

he had constructed a pile similar to mine, except that cop-

per phites were substituted for silver plates, which acted also

immediately upon the gold-leaf electroscope; but he fouud

the following change in it.

lxp.2t. Exp. 41V He dismounted this pile, and laid all its parts
The paper 011 his hearth, before a great fire, so that the pieces of pa-

The action di- Per vvere a ^ in0:it smged, and mounting it again in this state,

finished. it did not sensibly affect his electroscope: he brought it

into my room, and it affected only the electroscope of my
condenser. We then dismounted the pile, and laid all its

parti on a table for one hour, my hygrometer being about

40°, and when again mount**), it acted on the electroscope

as it did before the papers had been so thoroughly dried by
a great heat.

Wii<ornotan This experiment shows, that Mr. Davy was mistaken

msulningbody when he thought,
" that with respect to electricities of such

for low inten-
tiL^. intensities, water is an insulatim* bodv." On which

iities,
*

principle he considered the mode of action of the pi/c under

the idea of what he calls induction; meaning, 1 suppose,

something similar to the effect of Voita's condenser, when

it operates by tlje interposition of silk between the metallic

plates. It this were the case, pieces of silk, through which

what he calls induction is readily produced, being placed

between the binary groups of mclah, should produce a still

greater effect than paper in its common state, as more i)isu-

lating; whereas the foregoing experiment proves, that the

rrVcct abrupt (cases, when paper, by thorough dryness, i>

reduced to the state of an insulating body. 1 insist on this

point
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point only, because it involves one of the most important

questions in terrestrial physics. Must we, in the present Electricity not

state of our knowledge, be satisfied with electrical energies, J'JJjJ^
gf

which might be considered as essentia/ properties ofmatter*?

Or rather, in this very state of our knowledge, is it not al- but the effect

ready ascertained, that a particular substance exists, name- of adirtiacl

ly, the electric fluid, which, beside the effects here in view,

produces greater and more general effects on our globe?
This question is the main object of this and the following

papers, and t hope it will be decided by facts.

Having found no conducting substance more convenient The transmis*

than paper, for transmitting from one to another of the bi- sl
,

on of *ne
• electric fluid

nary groups of metals their individual effects, I came to . )romoted by
consider whether it might not be of some advantage, on ac- pasting the pa-

p . ~ , . ., . , ,
. per to the ne-

count ot the very small quantity ot electricfluid thus set in
ga tjVe metal

motion, to produce a closer contact of the paper with the & vice versa.

metals between their groups. I made various experiments,

by pasting the -paper, first on both metals, then on one only,
in the intervals where I had placed it loose. My condenser

rendered easy these trials, as I could make them on piles of

only 20 groups, and the following was the general result.

There is an increase in the transmission of the electricfluid,

when the paper is pasted on the outside of such group,

upon the metal, which becomes negative; but the reverse

takes place, when it is pasted upon the metal which becomes

positive.

In the following experiments each pile of 20 groups was Mode of con-

placed upon the moving metallic pillar of my condenser,
ductin8 the

r r 3
• • t i experiments to

and raised into contact with the receiving plate ot the latter, prove thi».

where I left it during 20 seconds; then, letting it down,

and removing the upper plate, I observed the divergence of

the gold leaves, and noted it in decimals of an inch, as in

the experiments of the 1st part. In these operations, the

end of the small piles, which rested on the pillar commu-

nicating with the ground, was thereby neutral', and the

whole electric difference between its extremities was express-

ed, with its proper sign, by the electroscope of the conden*

* Mr. Davy's Bakerian Lecture, Ph. Trans. 1807, Part I, p. 39V or

Journal, vol, XIX, p. 50.
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ser. The first experiment on each association of metals

was made with the papers loose between the groups, in or-

der to observe afterward the differences resultins: from the

pasting them on one or the other of the metals.

Exp. £*. Exp. 22. With 20 groups zinc and silver, separated by
loose pieces of paper.

Silver side on the pillar, zinc side applied to the cond.

pos. 0-35.

Zinc side • • silver side neg. 0*35.

The difference between the extremities being commonly

equal, with only opposite signs, when these extremities are

in turn applied to the condenser, T shall suppress the sign

when the quantity only of the difference will be the object of

consideration.

fcxp. 23. Exp. 23. This will give the first proof of the advantage
of pasting the paper on the metal which becomes negative

in contact with the other; this being the case of silver in

the above pile.

20 groups zinc and silver separated by loose paper* • • '0*35

20 groups paper pasted on the silver* 'the gold

leaf struck the side.

Zinc and silver (or copper) are, as yet, the metals which,

being associated, differ the most in their electric states, and

for this reason they are commonly used in the pile; but in

order to ascertain whether the advantage manifested by the

above experiment, of pasting the paper on the metal which

becomes negative in each group, was general, or only a cir-

cumstance attached to silver and zinc, I thought of em-

ploying some metal, which became negative with zinc, but

positive with silver; I found pewter such an intermediate

metal, from the following experiment.

Exp. "4. Exp. 24. With two piles, each of 20 groups, the first

Pewtemeg. zinc v.nd pewter, the second pewter and silver ; the groups
with zinc, pos, .

i

wtu silver, separ; ted by loose pieces ot paper', each pile being alter-

nately placed in communication with the ground by one

side, while the other communicated with the condenser.

lit pile
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, C zinc side applied to the condenser • • • •
pos. 0*10

«t Plle

| pewter side neg. 0-10

- j
•,

C VewilT s,de applied to the condenser • •
pos, 0*20

J° pUe
I silver side to#. 0-25

This experiment tirst affords a new proof, that negative
These qualities... ...

, ,
. not inherent in

and positive are no qualities attached to certain metals, since certain metals.

here pewter is negative iti its connexion with zinc, and posi-

tive when connected with silver. It is only an accidental

circumstance, that there is as yet no known substance with

which zinc becomes negative, and none with which silver

(or copper) becomes positive; and they have in themselves

no tendency to either of these states, acquiring them, and

that inversely, by particular circumstances, as will be seen

hereafter.

With respect to my present purpose, this experiment hav-

ing shown me in pewter a metal proper for the tri;..s con-

cerning the pasting of the papers, I made the following ex-

periments.

Exp, 25. With 3 piles, each of 20 groups zinc and Exp. 25

pewter.

1. The paper pasted on zinc almost no effect.

2 ...» loose between the groups 0*1

3 pasted on pewter • • • • • • 0*5

Exp, 26. With 3 piles, each of 20 groups pewter and

silver,

1. The paper pasted on pewter 0-05

2 loose between the groups • • • • • 0*2

3 pasted on silver ...... 0*4

Though there is not so much increase of effect in the last, shows, that the

as in the two preceding experiments, it shows still the same conducting

,
.

i , • i o substance

general circumstance, that there is some advantage, tor in- should befixed

creasing the transmission of the individual effects of each to the negative

group of metal to the extremities of the pile, in fixing the

nonmetallic conducting substance, on the outside of each

group, upon the metal which becomes negative in its con-

nexion with the other; a circumstance which led me soon to

farther steps : for these experiments presented me first the Hintofaspon-

prospect of a spontaneous, as well as lasting electric machine, taneouselectrit
* * °

, machine.
the
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the power of which could be increased by a greater number

of groups.

Dutch gilt pa- It would have been too expensive to proceed in that at-

Per*

tempt wilh silver plates, and I was going to undertake it

with copper plates, pasting the paper over them, when for-

tunately 1 thought of a paper, called Dutch gilt paper, on

which a kind of copper is ready laid. At first I did not find

the paper of that sort which is plain, but having tried that

which is flowered, and finding much effect, I made the fol-

lowing experiment.

Ixp. 27. Pile Exp. 27. I cut 76 pieces of this paper to the size of my
Ini a?nc!

PCr
zinc Plates > 1'6 inch diameter, and

having
formed a pile of

76 groups, with only the zinc pi ates"separated by the pieces

of this paper, the copper side of all of them turned the same

way, I found more electric effects at its extremities, than with

the former pile of the same number of groups of zinc, silver,

a/id wet doth.

This experiment increased my hope of obtaining a. natural

electric machine, not indeed of a great power, but new in

experimental philosophy, and which might lead to some

farther discovery ; but unluckdy for speed, being sedentary

at Windsor, I was not yet informed that, by a mode of ren-

dering zinc ductile, thin plates could be obtained of it,

which would answer my purpose, since in this use, calcina-

Tinjifdiron tion was not to be apprehended. Wishing however to pro-

plates & Dutch ceef] someway in this attempt, and having found, by trial

g\ paper. ^.^ ^ condenser, that tinned iron plates had sensibly the

same effect aspeivter plates, T procured as many plates of

the former, 1*6 inch diameter, as would fill up the two co-

lumns of my frame, separated as above by pieces of flowered

Dutch gilt paper. There were 400 in each column, thus

composing a pile of 800 groups.

Exp. 28. This Exp. 28. The first object I shall mention of this experi-

pile gave ment strongly corroborates the former conclusions concern-

but ifo'chemi- lng tne m°de °/ action of the Galvanic pile. Though this

cal effects.
pile bad, at its extremities, greater electric effects, than I

have ever seen at those of any pile producing the strongest

chemical effects in the glafs tubes with ivater; yet these

tubes being applied, there was not the leaft appearance of

such effects.

But
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But at the same time a new scene was opened to my view. Hint of a me-

'
, teorological

This natural electric mttchtn-e soon gave me reason to "«pe » instrument.

that it might become a new and very essential meteorological

instrument. Having no motive to dismount it, I lei t it a The pile left .a

long time in the same state, observing the
electroscopes

t and °"K ume»

the following arc the general phenomena which they offered

to me.

1. The quantity of electricfluid put in motion by this
jj» B^jj^

pile was too great for the gold leaves to remain with a simple meter con tin u-

divergence; one of them struck the tin foil on its side, then ed striking,

fell, and Jlruck again ; which effect became the object of ^
observation.

y ,<ometimcsat
2. At times, these striking* were at both extremities of^h"™ al-

the pile, alternately. When the gold leaf struck on one side, temately,

it placed this extremity for an instant in communication with

the ground ; the gold leaf fell, but this communication with

the ground increased the opposite electric state at the other

extremity, where one of the gold leaves struck and fell ; and

this continued by turns.

3. At other times the strikhigs were only on one side, and sometimes a*

continued perhaps one day or two : then that state changed,
one only»

and the strikhigs were at the other side.

4. At which ever side the strikhigs were going on, there differing in fire*

was a great difference in their frequency : sometimes the c
luenc3r>

gold leaf seemed to beat seconds; while at other times it

struck but once in a minute, or a longer time.

5. When the frequency of the strikhigs was upon the which inrrea*.

whole nearly equal many consecutive days, it increased sue- f
dintnemorn"

cessively from the morning till some time in the afternoon,

and then went on diminishing till night.

O. Sometimes I connected one side of the pile with the One end of the

ground, by a metallic rod, which made the gold leaves fall P' 1 *5 connected

i-i- 11^. pi.,. * with the
on this, and increased the\ frequency of the sinkings on the

ground.

opposite side ; but this increase was neither always the same,

nor equal in the same time, when the communication with

the ground was changed from one side to the other.

7. The beginning of my observations of this kind was in Strikings more

the winter of 1809; and in this season the strikings were
fr
?quent

in

ill r <l i •
winter.

upon the whole very frequent; but as the spring advanced,
and perhaps as vegetation increased on the ground, there
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was a gradual diminution in the motion of the electro/copes,

and a change in the effects on the pile from the communica-

tion of its extremities with the ground.
Unconnected g. Lastly, These chances could not be attributed to
with heat, , _

*
. .

moisture, or those ot either heat or moisture, at least in my room, and as

density of the influencing directly the pile; for the room remained nearly
atmosphere. ,

J r
, . . ,, ,

J

at an equal temperature, and there were but small changes
in my hygrometer, I also frequently observed the barome-

ter, and found no connexion between its variations and these

great changes in the strikings ofthe gold leaves.

Owing to elee- From the whole together of these observations, I could

attribute the variations in the electric phenomena of the

pile only to changes in the electric state of the ambient air ;

orthose in the effects of the communication with the ground,
to changeable differences between the electric stale of the lat-

ter and that of the air; an object on which we owe to Sig.

Volta showed, Volta a great and fundamental truth. This justly cele-

corftams th
Crated experimental philosopher has made it evident, that

electtic fluid, oir possesses the electricJiuid as well as all the bodies which

jt surrounds ; and on this principle he has founded the only

real explanation of the electric motions of free bodies, such

as the pairs of balls and the gold leaves of our electroscopes.

The electricJiuid tends to an equilibrium among all bodies,

including the air, and there is a mutual attraction between

it and all of them, weak with conductors, but strong with

ftindards of
nonconductor *', among which is air. The proportional quan»

plns& aijnus. tity of electric Jiuid,
which is actually possessed by air, is the

standard of plus and minus in the electro/copes ; and the pro-

portional quantity of this Jiuid, which is actually possessed

by the ground, is the standard of plus and minus concerning

the differences in the electric state of insulated bodies com-

pared with its own : thet>e standards are sometimes similar,

but they are often different, J shall not enlarge here on this

beautiful theory, which I have fully explained in my works,

and demonstrated by direct experiments*; but applying it

Fffeotonthe to the pile, the immediate effects of the ambient air must

PJe*

be, to give some electricJiuid to its negative side, which has

proportionally less than itself, and to take some from the

* Idces sur fa Mitiorologie, published in London by Ejmsley in 1786

apd 1767.

positive
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positive side, which has more ; and a? this influence must

change according- to the changes in the electric state of the

air, the modification* of the electroscopes at the extremities %

oi* the pile may lead to untold the latter, but not without

farther discoveries.

1 was stopped in the progress of these researches by an in- Difficulties.

cident, which has occasioned me much labour, and still re-

tards them. This new pile is certainly in itself a meteorolo-

gical instrument of great importance, as may be already

judged, and shall be farther explained in the following pa-

per ; but in the state above described it was not fit for regu-
lar observations, and till the present moment* I have not

yet surmounted all the difficulties : I foresaw them, and it

was the reason why I wished, that the beginning of this

new career should be soon known to experimental philoso-

phers through the Phil. Transactions; in order that it might
be followed by others, and probably with more success

than by myself; but I am reduced to give the history of my
own progress.

From what has been above explained, the strikings of the Thegold learns

gold leaves in the electroscopes were become the object of at last stuck.

observation : for this purpose therefore they ought to have

regularly continued; however, after one of the gold leaves^

at either side, had alternately struck and fallen for some

time, it at last stuck to the tin foil, ,
The side therefore, to

which this happened, was placed in permanent communica-

tion with the groundy which made the strildngs to begin at

the opposite side; but there also the gold leaf stuck. These

adhesions continued, till, by a stroke on the top of the elec-

troscope, the gold leaf fell ; the oscillations were then re-

newed, but again stopped in the same manner. I tried va- Attempts to

rious methods for preventing this adhesion, especially by Preveu^this.

substituting for the tin foil, which has a rough surface, po-
lished laminae of many sorts and forms, keeping them even

at some distance from the glass, which might contribute to

thisettect; but all was to no purpose, still the gold leaf

would stick. This was a great disappointment, aud the

only method I could devise was, to increase the power of a

• Two years have elapsed since I communicated to the Royal Society
the Experiments and Observations which are here my object.

pile
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pile, till it could move small metallic balls, in hope fhat

these would not stick.

Increase of the Two ways presented themselves to my mind for this in-

pile"^
l °

crease °f Power >n a pi^; one by u\\x\g plates of a larger
size, the other by increasing the number of the groups. The
first method would have been cumbersome: but for a rea-

son which I shall explain, I did not expect, that it would

have the desired effect. However, even for the verification

of my conjecture, I made the following experiment.

Fxp. 20. Exp. 29. I procured 10 tinned iron plates 4 inches square ;

Plates1 of diffe- 10 otners roU nd, of only 0*5 inch diameter: and I took 10
rent shape and .

*

size. of my plates ot l»o inch diameter. I cut pieces of Dutch

gilt paper, the size of each of them, and compared their

respective effects on my condenser. The result was be-

yond my expectation ; I had only conjectured, that the in-

crease of size would not increase the divergence of the

gold leaves; now this was not only verified, but the largest

plates produced the smallest effect. However, this unex-

pected difference probably proceeded from some acciden-

tal cause, which I had no time to investigate, and I consi-

dered this experiment, which I have often repeated under

various forms, only as ascertaining the following proposition :

Size indifferent that for the electric motions, considered solely with respect
with respect to t the quantity of divergence in the electroscope, the size of

buMhTfrel the plates is indifferent; though, for the frequency of the

quency of the
strikings of the little pendula, and the intensity of the ef-

erease ^with"
êcts wnen the extremities of the pile are connected toge-

the size. ther, with the same number of groups, these effects increase

with the size of the plates. This distinction, to which I

shall return in the following paper, constitutes a part of the

theory, which, as it made me foresee the result of the above

experiment, I shall now explain.

Volta's, con. 1 ara indebted for the ground of this theory to Sig.
denser does Volta ; who, when in 1782 he showed me, at Paris, his then

flight devia- new-invented admirable condenser, explained to me, that it

tions of tec- CQU ld not serve to manifest minute degrees of deviation

bod'uL '• from the clectric standard, when belonging to small bodies

but only to bodies ©f such an extent or nature, that the

application of the condenser (by this taking its share of tliat

deviation) does not sensibly lessen it. As an example of

the
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the first case, he gave roe the atmosphere; and with respect

to the nature of bodies, he took a Leyden vial discharged

without a continued contact, the residuum of which, from

its nature, may affect a moderate sized condenser without

being much lessened: and to show me the necessity of this

condition, he made use of the following analogy. When Explained by

a piece of ground, by being swampy, indicates some stag-
°6y »

nant water, if a ivell be dug there, the water will not fill it

tip to toe level of the stratum of earth whence it proceeds,

unless this stratum be of such an extent, that the quantity

of water which gathers in the well has no sensible propor-

tion with that contained in the stratum ; so that the sub-

traction of this quantity cannot affect the level at which the

water stands in the stratum. We have also an example of and by the

this case in the subject of electricity: when an insulated comrnou e,ec-
J J

. iroscope,

electrified body is small, we cannot know its real degree of

electrification by applying a common electroscope; because

this, sharing the deviation of the state of the body from the

electric standard, lessens it too much for expressing what it

was before that application.

I shall use the former of these examples in explaining Theory ex»

my theory concerning the difference of effects of the size p ained »

of the plates, and the number of the groups, according to

the use of the pile; and this explanation will chiefly con-

sist in fixing the points of analogy between the two ob-

jects.

1. I compare the numher of groups in the pile to the

elevation of a stratum whence water issues into a weiL

2. The size of the plates, to the extent of this stratum*

3. The degree of divergence in the electroscopes at the

extremities of the pile to the level which the water can at-

tain in the well without overflowing*

These first analogies are sufficient to explain the case of Last experi.

the last experiment. When we attend to what is directly "Ja-Ji^*"

expressed by our electroscopes, we certainly do not expect,

that this instrument shall indicate the quantity of electric

Jiuid possessed by the bodies to which it is applied; for

this would require also to measure their surface; we ex-

pect only to know the comparative density of the electric fluid

Among bodies, or its power to produce certain degrees of

divergence
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divergence in the electroscope we use*. Such therefore are

the indications of the electroscopes at the extremities of the

pile: they express certain degrees of density of the electric

Jfuid on them, which are the same whatever be the area of

the plates; these degrees depending only on the number of

the groups, because each group contributes to increase the

density of the fluid on one of the extremities by lessening
it on the other. Thus it is that the divergence, both in

plus and minus, of the electroscopes, at the extremities

of the pile, is proportional only to the number of groups',
in the same manner that the height at which water stands

Reasons for
* I shall take this opportunity of explaining why I use the word

saying elec- electroscope, and not that of electrometer
j

it is because there is no in-

txotkCope. struraent entitled to/ the latter denomination, at least admitted among
experimental philosophers. Indeed, of our instruments serving to

measure the degrees of intensity of physical causes, I know none

absolute, except hygrometer?, such as have l>een constructed by Mr. de

Saussure and myself; for though these instruments are made of diffe-

reut substances, and differ is some other respects, we have obtained

m both an absolute zero, and absolute maxima in determined cases,

Hygroscopes
a* well as determined degrees of intensity, of their object, namely mois-

a»d hygrome- ture : all the other instruments inteuded for the same purpose, to my
tCiS*

knowledge, are only hygroscopes, indicating variations in moisture, with-

out determined points, or degrees common to them. Thus no kind of

physical instrument has yet obtained the conditions of an absolute mea-

sure, but the above hygrometers, so little thought of by experimental

philosophers, though very important in meteorology. The thermometer

has obtained twoJixcd degrees of heat, and determined divisions of the

interval between them, by which means experimental philosophers

understand one auother when they indicate certain degrees of heat.

I have also constructed an eteetrotueter, which possesses the same con-

ditions with respect to degrees of electrification, which is described in

my work, Jde'es sur la Meteorologies but not having been attended to by

experimental philosophers, I have not been induced to follow the ex-

tension of this measure down to the minute degrees of intensity indi-

cated by the gold leaf electroscope, as I could not expect that it should

be more noticed: therefore admirable as is this instrument for its sensi-

bility, it affords us no comparable measure. In this imperfect state, how-

ever, there is, in every electroscope, a property whieh belongs to no other

physical measure, namely, a natural and absolute staudard of plus and minus,

which inconstant, as to its general determination, and is the actual elee-

r trie state of the ambient air, or the ground ', though variable as to the

absolute quantity, as are these electric states ; which difference wiH

be one of the objects of this paper.

in
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in a well is proportional only to the elevation of the stratum

whence it proceeds.

4. But wnen, in order to produce a current of water, a Theory c*

pipe is placed, or a trench is cut, on the side of a well, be- pl*""*1-

low the level at which the water stood in it, the current will

be greater and more permanent, in proportion to the extent

of the stratum, of the same elevation, whence the water pro-

ceeds; and also, when the divergence of the little pendula

of the electroscope exceeds the extent that it can have with-

out one of them striking the side, thenfalling by a momen-

tary contact with the tin foil, which communicates with the

giound, it will sooner rise and strike again, with the same

number of groups, in proportion to the size of the plates ;

which last circumstance increases also the current of electric

fluid circulating in a pile, the extremities of which are con-

nected together by a conductor.

5. The water of all springs has the same source, namely,
the rain water percolatiug through the ground, and retained

on some impervious stratum, either argillaceous or stony.

If this tenter do not find in its way any substance, with which

it can combine, it comes out as it had fallen on the ground:
but if in its course it combines with any substance, it may
come out with certain chemical properties, different accord-

ing t© the substances which have combined with it. The
case is the same with respect to the electricfluid, which per-
vades the pile; its source is no other than the electricfluid
diffused over all terrestrial bodies, therefore over the pile

itself. However we should be ignorant of the constant ex-

istence of thisfluid over us and around us, were it not that,

by artificial or natural operations, its density may be either

increased or diminished on insulated bodies : this is the only
circumstance which makes it appear, and that by the elec-

troscope alone; for as long as this fluid remains in a state of

equal diffusion over all bodies, it is manifested by no effect

hitherto discovered. Thefriction between two bodies dis-

turbs that equilibrium, in a manner which I shall show in a

future paper on the Analysis of the Electric machine. But
in the pile, which is my present object, it is by a property of

its composition, that the equilibrium of the electricfluid is

disturbed, whence proceed either the motions of the electro-

scopes,
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scopes, or a circulation of the fluid through the pile, when
the extremities of the latter are connected together by a

conductor. Now, in tlie last of these cases, \? the electric

Jluid, in its course, meets with no substance that changes its

state ; as is the case in a pile composed of tinned iron, or zinc

plates, separated by Dutch gilt paper; we are indeed in-

formed by the electroscopes of its accumulation on one extre-

mity of the pile, and its deficiency on the other; however,

neither chemical effects in the circuit, nor the shock, are pro*

duced ; because the Jluid remains unaltered : but when it

pervades a pile, wherein, by a liquid being placed between

the two metals, there is calcination of one or both cf the lat-

ter, new effects appear : if the liquid be pure water, chemical

effects are produced in the circuit, but there is mo shock ;

if it be an acid, both effects are produced.

This theory These experiment.-?, especially on the different effects of

r!?
b

^.
r

t

e

m
*

tlle ****** of tne groups* *n(i of tne size °* tne P^tes, with

May, 1808. the above theory on the cause of their different effects, were

contained in my paper delivered to the Royal Society the

30th of May, 1808, about one month before Mr. J. G.

Children executed in presence of Mr. Davy and Mr. Allen

the grand experiment of the same kind related m part \

of the Ph. Trans, for 1 809V by which the theory which I

had already announced, was confirmed.

Questions on But here two questions arise, which go deeper into the
them< dc of ^ »

actiGn Qf the Gahanic pile, and 5 her are these : 1.
action vt tne * r

, , i •
, * .

pile. Of what nature is the modification produced in the electric

fluid, when it pervades a pile wherein the calcination of

some metal is going- on ? 2. What is the cause of the mo-

tion of this fluid in the pile, whether producing, or not pro-

ducing the shock and chemical effects in the circuit?

The nature of The solution of the former of these questions, which leads

fllTid answers
to tnat °* l^e utter> Spends on the nature of the electric

the first. fluid; a subject much too long to be treated here ; but it is

fully detailed in both the works I have already referred tof;

1 shall therefore here confine myself to the conclusions con-

tained in these works, as deduced from uninterrupted series

* See Journal, vol, XXIV, p. 150.

f f$e* sur la Meie*H>Ugkt aad Truitt iUmentaire sur le Fluide dUc-

trhgahaniQue.
of
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*f experiments, of which I shall only describe the part ne- -

pessary to my subject.

None of the phenomena observed in our common electri- None of its

cal experiments, namely, the charge and difcharge of the
^ly ™^,*;,,.

Leyden rial, the electric motions, the effects of the electro- ed before Vol

pJtorus and of the condenser, had been really explained, till
la *

the inventor of the last two instruments, sig. Volta, had

formed his theory on the electric influences,
which threw the

first true light on the modifications of the electricfluid ; and

which, in the course of various experiments I made to fol-

low it through all the electric phenomena, gave rise to the

system on the nature of the electric fluid, which I shall here

briefly state.

This fluid, far from being a simple substance, is an asto- Nature of thv

nishing compound : and first, in its state which may be called
c ectac m *

natural, that, 1 mean, in which it is diffused over all bodies,

it is found composed of two main parts, from which all the

above mentioned phenomena arise. One of these two con-

stituent ingredients of the electricfluid in this state is a sub-

stance, which, by itself, is not expansible (as in steam, also

an expansible fluid, there is a substance which is not expan-
sible by itself, namely water) ; this substance in the electric

fluid 1 have called electric matter; and its function, which I

shall soon point out, is very distinct. The other ingredient
is an excessively subtile fluid, which (mflre in steam) unit-

ing with the nonerpansiblc substance, produces the expansi-

bility of the aggregate. In my French works I have called

the \zitevfluide deferent ; but here 1 shall call it vector, a

^hort word of the same import, signifying that it carries

along the electric matter (as, in steam, fire is the vector of

water).

The electric vector instantly pervades all bodies, and

carries the electric matter through conductors, but not through

nonconductors, such as glass and resinous substances: when
a current of electricfluid arrives on one side of a lamina of

these substances, and its vector, in order to establish its own

equilibrium beyond it, pervades the lamina, it deposites the

electric matter on the surface of the latter, where it remains

adherent, till a current of vector pervades the lamina in the

opposite direction, or it is taken up slowly by the vector in

the
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the air (as fire in steam, when it pervades a glass lamina t<>

establish its own equilibrium beyond it* deposits the tenter

on the side which receives the steam, where it remains, till it

is carried away* either by lire coining from without* or by
that spread in. the air)*.

I come to the peculiar function of the electric matter in

the above indicated phenomena: it is the sole cause of elec-

tric motions; resulting from * greater or less proportional

quantity of it, than is possessed by the ambient air; to

which subject I shall return : the rector has no share in these

motions, but as the vehicle of the electric matter acting in

their phenomena* (As, with respect to steam* it is only
water that produces the hygroscopic phenomena, without

any interference of fire, except as the vehicle of ivater.)

By this system of a first composition of the electric fluid,
the phenomena, which I have introduced in the beginning,
are clearly explained in all their modifications, as I have

The cTectric abundantly proved by direct experiments in my works. But
turd in it* r> a- -dS \on a- aH the electric fluid remains in what I have called
tisrsu state pro- .

J
.

duc^snoche- its natural state, moving along conductors and fixed on
mical effects,

nonconductors, it produces no chemical effect hitherto known :

"What then does happen, when it produces these pheno-
mena ?

Frrw these ef- If w ? attend to this change, we shall observe a circum-
f.otsarepro- stance sine qua non, which is to contain some cause; it is,

that the conductor, along which the electric fluid moves,
must be interrupted. Now, when in this case the electric

fluid darts through the air, three new phenomena are ob-

served, lucidity, heal, and a particular odour. This cannot

but indicate the decomposition of some particles of the fluid,

occasioned by an excels of density, from which light, fire,

and an odorate substance are disengaged: as when steam (to

which from the beginning I have compared by analogy this

system on the nature of the electric fluid) becomes too

dense for the actual temperature, some of its particles, being

decomposed, emit water ami fire.

These new substances, light, fire, and an odorate sub-

stance, thus manifested in the composition of the electric

fluid, are neither the electric matter, nor the vector, them-

selves, but must be contained in them, combined with some

other
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oilier substances, which prevent them from exercising their

characteristic effects; a case most common iri chemical com-

pounds. The characteristic effect of fire is heat; when free
it acts upon the thermometer; but it does not, when com-

bined with other substances. Lucidity is the characteristic'

effect of
light;

but this is not lucid in phosphori, till they

are decomposing : and also various bodies, while decompos-

ing, emit odorute substances, which in their compound state

had no odour. Now, the light emitted by the electric fluid

probably belongs to the vector, which has many properties

of the former; but it is not lucid, therefore light must be

combined in it with some other ingredient. The odorate

substance appears to belong to the electric matter, but this

has no odour, therefore the former must also be combined

in it with some other substance. Lastly, the fire emitted

cannot be referred directly to either the vector or the elec-

tric matter; but probably, during their common decomposi-

tion, it is itself composed of the light and igneous matter

disengaged. That fire is a compound, is a system which I Fireacom-

have also treated with many experimental details in the Pound «

above mentioned works.

No natural philosopher, who has applied to the study of Nothing to

any main branch of terrestrial phenomena according to the st4SSer us in

rules of analysis instituted by the immortal Bacon, wilf nature of the

be repulsed by the idea of so many elements entering into electric fluid.

the composition of the electricfluid, though hitherto almost

excluded from the catalogue of chemical substances by a

class of chemists, who confine their observations within their

laboratories. When, with the view of ascending from some

of the most common phenomena to general causes, we have

followed this scrupulous analysis by a certain number of

regular steps, we are yet, in almost every branch, stopped
for want of intelligible links, though in series of phenomena

manifestly connected together by some common cause; as

are for instance many phenomena manifested in our che-

mical operations, with some which we daily observe in the

atmosphere, that great laboratory of nature on Our globe.

The filling up of these chasms by gratuitous hypotheses is

only protracting the attainment of real knowledge.

Let not therefore natural philosophers lose sight of an This expanse
V o L. XXVI—Aug. 1810. S expansible
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ble fluid pro* expansiule fluid, constantly associated with all terrestrial

duces various
l)0dies, and with the air that surrounds them : thus present

phenomena. ... . , . P . .

in all our chemical processes, during which some ot its in-

gredients, either engaged or disengaged, might account

really for certain phenomena hitherto explained by mere

words. For, according to meteorological observations which

1 shall relate in the following paper, it is by its decomposi-

tions, alternating with compositions, that the electric fluid

operates in terrestrial phenomena. AVhat were chemical

theories before the chemical combinations offire with other

substances were discovered and attended to ! However, as

long a* this fluid shall be considered under the vague idea

expressed by the modern word caloric, it will not much for-

ward the science of chemistry.

Transmission After these general remarks, T return to my subject,
or electricity v?htch will serve as an example of their application. When
through inter- .. » • /» . » t i •

mpted con- the transmission or the electric fluid through interrupted
•iuctors. conductors takes place in a liquid, the new phenomena of

lucidity, heat, and odour, are not perceived ; but there can-

not be any doubt, that the chemical effects produced in the

circuit, and the shock, proceed from the same decomposition

of particles, that takes place at interrupted conductors,

which is visible only through the air; for no chemical effect

is produced in the water of the glass tubes, when the metal-

lic wire passes through it uninterrupted. With respect to

the shock, this condition is not immediately perceived in

the discharge of the Leyden vial, because it is sudden, at-

tended with a strong commotion, and not repeated till the

vial'is again charged: but with the pile, which soon renews,

spontaneously, the cause of the shock, it has been seen hi

Exp. 8, that this phenomenon is produced only at the

approaching contact, and thus by an interruption; since all

sensation ceased, when Ifixed the silver spoons on both ex-

tremities.

The first ques-
These preliminary deductions of facts were necessary for

tion answered, the solution of the first of the questions above stated,

namely:
" Of what nature is the modification produced in

" the electricfluid, when it pervades a pile wherein the cal-

** cinalion of some metal is going on ?" a question inti-

mately connected with this: " How does it happen, that,
** with
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*' with such a minute quantity of electric fluid set in mo-
•' tion by the pile, the shock and chemical effects are pro-
'* duced, while they require a very great quantity of the

• s-dmefluid, when set in motion by any of the other known
" electric apparatuses?" Being arrived at the general fact

above stated, that these effects are never produced but by
the decomposition of some particles of the electric fluid, oc-

casioned by an excess of density, in darting from one point

of a conductor to another, the answer to the connected

questions is obvious: the modification undergone by the elec-

tric fluid in pervading this pile is such, that some of its

particles are decomposed by a very small increase of den-

sity, when a conductor is interrupted. We have an analogy
of the general case of more easy decomposition of compounds

by previous modifications of the latter, in the processes of

smelting ores, for obtaining metals or reguli from them;
for an easy separation of the ingredient of the latter must

be prepared, by substruction or addition of other ingredi-

ents, and often by both. And as we see, that the calcina- For the shock

tion by an acid is necessary to produce the shock, it is pro-
so:rie ele™ent

i
1

, , i t %t ,- e T i • n .7. ,. • added to the
bable, that the modification 01 the electricfluid in this case is electric fluid.

the addition of some element.

I come now to the second of the above questions: "What 26. question.
" is the cause of a motion of the electric fluid in the pile ?
" either producing, or not producing, the shock and che-
" mical effects in the circuit?" The first point to be con-

sidered with respect to this question concerns the nature of

the modifications reciprocally produced by zinc and copper

upon each other, when brought into contact. It is gene-

rally said, that, in this case, zinc becomes positive, and
copper negative. But these expressions, according to what
has been stated above, cannot relate to the expansive power \

of the electric fluid', for, between two bodies in mutual

contact, such a poivcr must be in equilibrium; therefore

these expressions must relate to density, such as I have de-

fined it. Let us now attend to the experiments.

These trials are usually made with disks of zinc and cop- Contacts f

per (or brass) having an insulating handle in their centre, ziuc & copper,

like the plate of an electrophorus, and with the help of the

condenser; thus, one of the disks being held on the hand
the other is first laid upon it, then brought, by its insulating

-

S 2 handle,
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handle, into contact with the condenser. It is commonly
supposed, that the latter must be touched while it lies on

the other; but this, assimilating; the process to that of the

electrophorus, changes the nature of the phenomenon, and

may lead into erronr. I shall therefore first relate the ex-

periments which I have made, with disks of the two metals

about 4 inches diameter, from which the difference between

these effects will be seen. But 1 must premise, that in

these experiments, the results are very various, at different

times, with respect to the quantity of effect ; I shall there-

fore relate first such experiments as I set clown in a certain

part of one day : then mention the differences.

Exp. .'30. fix]). 30. I held the copper plate on my hand, and laid

upon it the zinc plate, which I touched with my finger in

this situation, and then carried to the condenser: after 20

repetitions or these alternate contacts, the divergence, then

positive, of the gold leaves of the latter, was about half an

inch.

gip^Sl, Exp. 31. I made the same experiment without touching
the sine plate: the gold leaves struck the sides. J repeated
the same process with only 10 alternate contacts, and the

same quantity of effect was produced as with 20, when

touching the zinc plate.

I must now mention, that at other times I have found

no
'

difference of effect from either touching or not touching

the zinc disk while lying on the copper disk
; and that at

different times the quantity of effect in both operations was

smaller; a point to which I shall return: but these first

experiments prove directly, that when zinc is in communi-

cation with copper, the former takes from the latter some

electric fluid, making other bodies, on its opposite side,

share Its exce&f. Thus, after a certain number of repeti-

tions of the alternate contacts, when the npper plate of the

condenser is removed, theJlvid accumulated on the receiv-

ing plate is manifested by the electroscope: and instead of

having increased the effect by touching the zinc on the cop-

per, the finger has sometimes, even during that contact,

taken off a part of the accumulated Jinid. 1 come to the

reverse experiment, made also at a certain part of one day.

Exp 98. Exp. 3 J. I took the zinc disk ou my hand, and, placing

the copper disk on it, I touched the latter before carrying it

to
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motion by the property of the pile. This motion is very because the

slow, compared with the motion of an external quantity of ^5}°"^^^
electric jluid* The smallest degree of electrification of an by the pile is

insulated body, positive or negative, such as can only affect vefy slow*

the gold leaf electroscope, communicated to one side of a

pile, is instantly manifested at the other extremity ; but it

is by no means the same with respect to the electricfluid set

in motion by the property of the pile: when the electro-

scopes diverge equally at its extremities, having touched

one of them, which makes the gold leaves fall here, and

rise more on the opposite side, it requires a time, often

very long, before the same divergence is restored. This is

the reason why f was obliged to fix 20 seconds for the du-

ration of the contacts of my piles of 20 groups with the

condenser, in order to be certain, that the maximvm of effect

was produced; it requires more or less time, according ei-

ther to their nature, or to the extremity applied to the cOn-

denser; but I found, that the slowest was produced in 20

seconds, which made me fix that time.

This will explain the case above mentioned, that there is

no sensible effect on the condenser by any number of al-

ternate contacts of an insulated body with the paper
laid on the zinc side of one group ; and even, when the

groups are multiplied to increase the effect, it requires, to

make it sensible, a prolongation of the contact on the little

pile, in order to give time for the effect to be propagated; as

will be seen by the following experiment.

Exp. 34. Made with a portion of my pile of 10 groups Exp, 34.

of 1*6 inch diameter, successively tried by each of their

extremities, the opposite one being placed on the movable

pillar of my condenser, and the alternate contacts being
made with a small insulated disk of the same diameter.

1. N<» number of alternate contacts, between either of

the extremities of the little pile and the condenser, produced

any sensible effect on the latter when rapidly made, or in

the manner they are executed between the two naked disks,

zinc and copper.

2. On repeating the experiment, with the zinc side on the

pillar, and lengthening the time of the contact on the copper
side up to 4 seconds, I found, that by 20 such contacts the

electroscope
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electroscope was affected negatively to a certain measurable

quantity.

3. Inverting the little pile, 1 had no sensible effect by
these contacts of 4 seconds on the zinc side, and it was ne-

cessary to lengthen the time to 8 seconds ; but in order to

produce on the electroscope a positive effect equal to the

negative of the preceding trial, I wag obliged to make 40

contacts, on account of the dissipation of the effects on the

condenser in each interval of time. This experiment shows

however sufficiently, that the zinc side of each group yields,

through the paper, to the next group, some of the electric

Jluid that it takes from the copper with which it is associ-

ated.

Elementary
^ e nave ^rom

tfifWf experiments all the elementary prin-

principles of ciples necessary for the motion of the electric Jluid in the

the flISd m the P ,le ' ™4 they are the following.— I. In each binary group,

pile. the zinc plate takes some electric fluid from its associate

the copper; the latter, in my new pile, being the coppered

side of the Dutch-gilt paper. 2. In each group also, zinc

communicates, through the paper, some of its excess of

Jiuid to the c pper of the next group on its side. 3. In each

group again the copper takes, through the paper, from the

zinc of the next group on its side, some of the Jluid that it

/ has lost to its associated zinc. The same effects taking

place in every group, with the next on both sides, along the

whole pile, these effects are successively added to those that

the respective next groups have already undergone accord-

ing to their place; and thus the negative state goes on in-

creasing from one end to th<» other of the pile, toward what

is called the copper extremity; and the positive state is in-

creasing toward the zinc extremity.

These effects may be represented by numbers; though,

from the great variations in the quantity at different times,

and the imperfection of the electroscopes, these numbers

remain undetermined : I shall express them in a pile of 11

groups, indicating by A the zinc side, and by B the copper

side. The two following scies represent the progress of

negative and positive effects above mentioned, which, com-

bining in each successive group from A to B, constitute,

according to circumstances, the three different states of the

pile, afterward figured.
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to the condenser, which it made negative. I repeated the

experiment without tour/ling the copper di^k lying on the

zinc disk, and the negative effect was of the s;:me quantify.

In general, a greater number of alternate contacts is re-

quired to produce the same quantity oi" negative effect with

topper', than of positive with zinc.

We see however in this experiment the same phenomenon
as in the preceding, in this respect, that when zinc and

copper are in mutual contact, the former takes some electric

fluid from the latter, which, on its opposite side, it shares

with other bodies; in the first experiment it shared this

fluid with the condenser, while the ground restored it to the

copper disk ; in the last, zinc, communicating that acquisi-

tion to the ground, took more fluid from the copper disk,

which made the condenser partake of its loss. This is the

leading thread with respect to the motion of the electric

fluid in the pile, and I shall follow it; but 1 must iirst speak

more particularly of the anomalies observed in these expe-

riments, which are important.

These differences, sometimes very great, in the quantity Anomalies in

of effect of the same operations, surprised me at first; and these exPen*

,
. ... '

; ... meats,

suspecting something amiss in the condenser, 1 examined it

closely, without tinning any defect: then at other times,

without any change, 1 found the same effects. At last I

remarked that, commonly, the greatest effect? in the same

day were in a part of the morning, and the smallest towards

the evening; and thnt these effects differed also, in intensity

on different days. Now this is what I have said above of

the spontaneous effects of the pile, which is composed of a

succession of the same binary groups of metals ; and thus

the condenser, when applied to these experiments, is also a

meteorological instrument. And there is a remarkable cir-

cumstance in this respect; that often at the same moment
there is a great difference between the effects on the con-

denser of the opposite extremities of a small pile; but

sometimes it is the negative side which prevails, and at other

times it is the positive. This manifests, that the ground,
with which the opposite side of the small pile communi-

cates, in the f rmer case possesses less, and in the latter

more of the electric fluid than the ambient air. But thi.s will

fce one of the subjects of the following paper.

After
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Propagation of After having shown distinctly what are the electric effects

the effect.
produced hy the conjunction of zinc and capper, and in

pile.
what manner the condenser manifests these effects, I come

to their propagation from each group along the pile, on

one side negative and on the other positive. The following

experiments will show the first steps, which will be easily

extended throngh the whole.

Exp. 33. Exp. 33. Upon a zinc disk, of the same size as the

others, I fixed a piece of Dutch-gilt paper, the copper side

next to the zinc, and the paper outside, held by a little

paste all around. This association is to represent one group
of the pile, considered for the present only on the copper

side, with the paper, which, in the pile, separates it from

the next group on this side, and more directly from the zinc

plate of that group. Holding on my hand the zinc side of

the former group, I repeated on its paper, with the insu-

lated zinc disk, the alternate contacts with the condenser ;

and by 20 repetitions a sensible negative divergence was

produced in the electroscope of the latter. The same effect

takes place in the pile at the copper side of every group ; it

takes, through the paper, some electric Jiuid from the zinc

of the next, group; but as zinc must always possess more of

this jiuid than the copper with which it is connected, the

zinc of that next group takes more from its own associated

copper, which then, through the paper, takes more from

the zinc of the following group ; which effect goes on in-

creasing, up to the end of the pile on this side. I shall

only add to this experiment, that, as the property of a group

composed of zinc, copper, and paper on the latter, is to

have this side negative, whatever be the metal with which

the above alternate contacts are performed, they produce

the same negative effect on the condenser.

Condenser ^n order to complete directly the first step here in view,

does not direct- ty taking one group as an example, it would be desirable,

th^zf.'c' yields
thtit hf PldC,no a piece of paper on the zinc side of this

electric fluid to
group, in order to represent the separations of the groups in

the next group: the^ ^^ direction, ft should manifest directly by the

condenser, that zinc yields some electric fluid to the next

group; but I have not been able to obtain such a direct

proof, on account of a circumstance which I shall now in-

dicate, as peculiar to that quantity of electric flutf set in

motion
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power, depending on the quantity of vector. This distinc-

tion is partici'hry manifested by the changes, that happen

along an insulated conductor of some length, when an elec-

trified body is placed at some di-tance from one of i is ex-

tremities. It is known in genera!, that tie extremity of *ut>h

a conductor next to the electrified body acquires an electric

state contrary to tiiat of the body, vvhi-le its-opposite extre-

mity has the same electric state as that body : for instance,

suppose the electrified body to be positive ; it is commonly
said, that the extremity of the conductor next to this body
becomes negative, and the opposite extremity positive ; but

these are vague expressions, and as they give no veal idea

of the effects, they have occasioned the va:iery of systems,

all unsatisfactory and therefore changing, hitherto made on

these phenomena.
The cause of obscurity on this object is the want of that Distinction b^-

distinction above mentioned, between the expansive power, pansive power
and the density of the electric fluids, belonging to its nature, an<* density

as expansible. Every fluid of this class, when confined

within a certain space, has necessarily the same degree of

expansive power in every part of this space, since this is at-

tached to the very idea of expansibility, but it is not the

same with respect to density. For instance : a mass of air, Illustrated by

confined in a certain space, has certainly, in all its parts, ^t

aCtK>n

the same degree of expansive power, whatever ehange may

happen in its partial density. If then a hot body be placed

near one side of this mass of air, its density will diminish in

this part, and increase in the more remote: or if a piece of

ice be brought on one side of this mass of air, its density

will increase near the ice, and diminish in the remote parts ;

but the degree of expansive power of this confined air will

always be equal in all its parts at the same time, increasing
or diminishing in the whole.

The case is exactly the same with respect to the electric Instanced in

fluid on an insulated conductor: an insulated positive body electricity,

being placed near one part of the latter, this part receives

some of the vector which forms around the positive body a

kind of atmosphere, as the hot body has around it an at-

mosphere of igneousfluid; and the'former produces an in-

crease of the expansive power of the electric fluid on this

part of th^ conductor, as the hot body produces it in the air

next
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next to it. A negative body produces also an effect analo-

gous to a piece of ice : for as this absorb-; a part of the free

fire in the parts of the mass of air next to it; so the nega-
tive bovy absorbs a part of the vector f.om the electric Jiuid
on the nearest part of the conductor. Now, all these changes
in tne degree of expansive power in both fluids are attended

with inverse changes in their density.

This proved by Nobody will doubt of the above statement, who has re-

expenments peated the experiments described in my works; and 1 may
say, that every one of the great number of persons, in whose

presence 1 have made these experiments, with the set of

small electric instruments described in my Traiteelementaire

svr ie Fluide Electro-galvanique, has been convinced of this

important distinction between the density and expansive

power of the electric jiuid. It is not therefore for want of

progress in the science itself, that such variety of systems
subsists concerning the electricphenomena ; it is for want of at-

tention, in most experimental philosophers, by whom, though

writing on electricity, my published experiments are never

mentioned, not so much as to criticise them, or their con-

clusions. Among the variety of these experiments, 1 have

here chosen those concerning the modifications which take

place on a long insulated conductor ; and I come now to

the particulars, which will prove all that I have stated

above.

Three electroscopes are used in that series of experiments,

one of which, a movable one, coiiMsts of silver lamina, sus-

pended on small axes, in order to prevent their motion out

of the line of their divergence. Of the two other electro-

scopes, consisting of small pith balls suspended by silver

wires, one is permanently connected with the extremity of

the conductor farthest from the electrified body; the other,

held up at the top of a high insulating pillar, is kept, by
means of a thin wire, in constant communication with the

movable electroscope .- the latter, though principally destined

to move along the conductor, may be removed, from every

point, to a distance, in order to try the nature of the di-

vergence that it had at this point, which it does not lose on

removal. Lastly an insulated brass disk is the electrified

body. The following are the phenomena observed, in which

must be recollected what I undertake to prove, namely,

that

?nmts tolse

proved.
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In the insulated pile, when the divergence of the electro- Dlfferenisiatoi

scopes is equal on both sides, positive at A, and negative at of lhe Pae

B, the state of each successive group is the sunt' of the cor-

respondent numbers of the above series, as expressed in the

1st of the following Tables.—When B is placed in commu-
nication with the ground, the losses of all the copper plates

being repaired by the latter, all the acquisitions of the zinc

plates subsist without diminution, which requires the quan-

tity 10, to be added to each number of Table I, as express-

ed in Table II.—When A communicates with the ground,
all the acquisitions of the zinc plates being carried into the

latter, the losses of the copper plates remain uncompensated,
and the same quantity, 10, is to be substracted from all the

numbers of Table I, as expressed in Table 111.

Table I. Table II. Table III.

Insulated pile. B in com. with the gr. A in com.'tcith the ground.

A
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Now this synthesis of the above fundamental experiments
is the real fact; as will be seen from direct experiments in

the following paper, of which I shall give here only the ge-
neral results,

proved by ex- I
7or these experiments I u&e a horizontal pile, which I

pcameuu hwe called column, with a gold leaf electroscope at each

extremity; and I have also a detached electroscope, which

may bt- applied and observed a" every point of the column.

The following are the observed phenomena.—]. When the

state of the ambient air is such, that in the insulated co-

lumn, the divergence is equal at both extremities, the mid-

dle point in its length is zero, as represented in Table I, in

which, as well as in the two others, the terms are to be con-

sidered only as equidistant points, whatever be the number
of the groups.

—2. When B communicates with the ground9

the first plate only at this extremity is zero, and the positive

state is gradually increasing towards A : the middle point is

plus* of the same quantity (fensibly) as it was at A in Ta-
ble 1, aud the divergence plus is doubled at A; a state re-

presented in Table II.—3. When A communicates with the

ground, all the effects are reversed: the first plate only at

A is zero, and the negative state is gradually increasing to-

wards B : the middle point is now minus, of the same quan-

tity (sensibly) as it was at B in the case of Table I, and

the quantity mhms is doubled at B; a state represented by
Table ill. I do not know any theory on invisible causes,

which more exactly follows the visible effects,

Phy3ical cnu>e What remains to be considered is the physical cause of
of these t he- ^ ese phenomena, all originating in this circumstance, that
nomena. l

t

-**
.

"

when zinc and copper are in mutual contact, zinc possesses

more electricJluid, and copper less, than in another situa-

tion. In my first.paper delivered to the Royal Society, i

explained this effect by analogy with the phenomenon of

the different capacities of bodies for the Jluid cause of heat ;

but having here entered into an explanation of the nature

of the electric Jluid, I shall derive analogies from the sub-

ject itself.

Most electric Most oP the electric phenomena manifested in our expe-
phenoinena lmients depend on the distinction, which I have established,
depend on the r

, _ _ ....
i( nsity of the between the density of the electric Jluid, consisting in *ae

flaU1 ' nronortional quantity of electric matter and its expansive

power,
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that the divergences of the electroscopes are produced by plus

or minus of electric matter only, comparatively with the

standard, which is the actual proportional quantity of elec-

tric matter possessed by the ambient air; an object con-

nected wilh the proof of the fundamental proposition, that

there is an absolute distinction between the density, and the

expansive power of the electric fluid,

1. At the beginning of the experiment, the movable elec- phenomena,

troscope is placed near that extremity of the conductor, to

which the dUk, after having received a spark from a Ley-
den vial, is to be approximated. At the approach of this

positive body within a small distance, the silver lamina of

this electroscope diverge as negative', some of their electric

matter having receded to the remote parts of the system (by

this word I express the conductor and its associated electro-

scopes) ; and thus, though the expansive poiver of the elec-

tric fiuid has equally increased upon its whole extent, the

two remote electroscopes, and in particular that which 19

connected with the silver lamina, diverge positively by a

certain quantity.

2. When the silver lamince are made to recede from the

positive body along the conductor, their negative divergence

gradually diminishes; it ceases at a certain distance, and

farther than this begins a positive divergence, which in-

creases to a certain maximum; nevertheless the remote elec-

troscopes, and m particular that which is in immediate con-

nection with the lamince, remain positive to the same degree
as at first. The effect, therefore, of withdrawing the lamince

has been to remove them out of the atmosphere of vector

of the positive body, which, by increasing the expansive

power of their electric Jluid, had made a part of their elec-

tric matter to abandon them : and it is the electric matter

retired from the anterior part of the system, which occasions

the positive divergence in the remote electroscopes.

3. While the movable electroscope is thus removed from

the atmosphere of the positive body, if any part of the sys-

tem be touched with a small wire held in the hand, the ex-

pansive power of its electric Jluid is thus placed in equili-

brium with that of the ground, and the divergence ceases

in all the electroscopes. Which shows, that, in the parts of

the system over which the atmosphere of the positive body
dots
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does not extend, the equilibrium of proportional quantity of

electric waller ha* bam also produced. If then the. silver

lamina* be moved toward the positive body, when they ainve

within that atmosphere they begin to diverge as negative;
and this divergence continuing to increase, it is greater

when this electroscope arrives at the end of the conductor,

than it had been in the same place at ihe beginning of the

experiment. Mowever. tfye remote electroscope in commu-
nication with this remains without divergence; because the

small quantity of electric matter newly withdrawn from the

silver lamina? is insensible upon the whole system.

4. Now will come a proof (among many others which

may be found in ray works), that the divergence in the elec-

troscopes depends only on the proportional quantity of

electric matter, or density of the Jiuid. If, in this state of

the system, the silver lamince be touched with a wire held in

the hand; though this contact places them in communi-

cation with the ground, their divergence continues the same :

because their electric Jiuid, by the increase of lector pro-

ceeding from the positive body, being in equilibrium of ex~

pansive power with that of the ground, no electric matter

can ascend to them from the latter, and they remain dc->

prived of it to the same degree.

5. Lastly. Ifthe positive body be removed or discharged,
the three electroscopes diverge as negative. By the contact of

the system, during the influence of the positive body, which

had increased the expansive power of the electric Jiuid over

the whole, the quantity of electric matter, which had retired

from its anterior parts, had passed into the ground; and

now, when the influence of the positive body has ceased,

this dejiciency of electric matter becomes common to the

whole system.

Fundamental Having now, by this series of experiments, demonstrated

proposition. t^e fundamental proposition, that an equilibrium of expan-

sile power of the electric Jiuid may subsist, between two

insulated bodies in mutual contact, with a difference in its

density, or proportional quantity of electric matter, I come

to my rystem of the electric states of zinc and copper, when,

being insulated, they are in mutual contact, which system

is founded on that proposition.

System of the It is evident, that the electric Jiuid must be in equili-

brium
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brinm of expansive power on this group composed of zinc electric states

and copper; therefore, the difference observed in their dec- ^c^ilcop-

tric states must proceed from a difference in the density of per in contact.

thefluid. Now, the only hypothesis added in my system

to this immediate conclusion from fact is this: that, during
their connexion, copper has the property of acquiring more

vector than zinc, from that diffused in the ambient air; by
which proportional increase of expansive power, the electric

fluid on copper is in equilibrium with that on zinc, though
with less density, or proportional quantity of electric matter.

I have shown also in the above mentioned works, by deduc-

tion from experiments, that, when this influence of bodies

on each other, by plus or minus of vector, has ceased by suf-

ficient distance, each of them possesses instantly, by the ef-

fect of the ambient medium, a quantity of vector, propor-

tional to its quantity of electric matter; and thus it is, that

the modifications produced by zinc and copper on each

other, while associated, and their effects on bodies brought
into contact with them on the outside of their groups du««

ring their association, are converted into modifications of

the quantity of the electricfluid itself.

After having treated here the theoretical part of the sub-

ject more fully than I had done (for brevity's sake) in my
first paper given to the Royal Society; in order to be better

understood on this subject, very important in natural phi-

losophy; I return to the experiments concerning the analy*
sis of the galvanic pile, to bring them here to the same point

as they were at in that paper.

Having found, by the experiment related at the end of Contrivance*

the first part of this analysis, that, by increasing the size ot
for em Plo>'»n«r

j- i • •
a great nu ra-

the plates, the divergence did not increase in the electros- ber of small

copes, I considered the manner in which a great number of Plates *

small plates might be used. I thought then of having
a hole in the centre of small plates, in order to thread

them with silk in form of chaplcts, alternating the plates

with equal pieces of Dutch-gilt-paper. Not having yet

any but tinned iron plates for these trials, I formed two such

chaplets, each composed of 140 groups, of 0*5 inch diame-

ter, and in order to guard them against dust, I enclosed

them in glass tubes; but I found, that, when the chaplets

lay
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lay along the glass, the effect was diminished, and in order

to prevent this delect, 1 took larger tubes, with metallic

cups, through which, by screws, 1 kept the chaplet fixed

iuthe axis of the tube; these screws, being on the outside

in the form of hooks, served to link the chaplets together.
Each of these small instruments acted immediately on the

gold leaf electroscope, and, by hooking them together, the

eifect was doubled.

I founded at that time, on this experiment, the plan of

increasing the power of the new instrument so as to produce
Ine divergence of small metallic balls, especially by using
zinc plates, which I knew then could be procured. For

this purpose, I thought of lessening the expense occasioned

by the metallic caps for the glass tubes, by making much

longer chaplets, and of suspending these in the form of gar-

lands, to the ceiling of the room, by silk strings, bringing

only wires from their opposite extremities to a proper place,

where the apparatus of the small metallic balls should

stand.

Fiectrieco Such is the point at which I had arrived the 30th of May,
1808; and this object was much forwarded in^ny paper un-

der the title of The Electric Column and Aerial Electroscope,

delivered to the Royal Society the 7th of March, 1809;

but the Committee of Papers not having ordered it to be

published in the Phil. Trans., it will now appear in a more

advanced state. The consequence of its not appearing at

the time it should have done is, that my electric column

has lost the merit of novelty; for, by the communica-

tions of the minutes at the' meetings of the Society and

the Committee, it had attracted attention ; and the sight of

it, which I did not refuse, has made it sufficiently known
to be already imitated. However, while its connexion

with the ui alysis of the Galvanic pile is not considered,

its principal object is lost: and moreover, till the sticking

of the sma-i metallic pendula, when striking, was prevented,

which I have obtained but lately, it could net be ranked

olo^ical instruments. These particulars will

Dy following paper.

Windsor, 22rf of June, IS 10.

II.

aw:.. «
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II.

On the Botryolite, or Grapestone: by Count Dunin

BORKOWSKI*.

JL HIS stone is only found in mass, and its external figure Botryolite.

is uniform. From this figure its name is derived.

Its colours arc pale rose, pearl gray, yellowish white, Its characters^

ashen gray, and Isabella yellow. All these colours alter-

nate in very thin laminae ; the deepest colour in general

forming the outermost coat.

Both externally and internally it is without lustre.

Its fracture is with slender, divergent tibresi It becomes

scaly.

Sometimes it is translucid throughout, sometimes only at

the edges.

It is semihard, scratching glass only in a slight degree J

and brittle.

Its specific gravity is 3*000.

Before the blowpipe it is fusible with ebullitiori.

It contains boracic acid; Contains bori-

It is found accompanied with quartz, black schorl, car- £ aC 'd '

_,„
•

. , .' , . .. .. . . . iU Where fouri<k
bonate of lime, martial pyrites, and magnetic iron, irt the

mine of Kienlie, near Arendahl, in Norway.

HI.

An Analysis of several varieties of British and Foreign

Salt (Muriate of SodaJ, with a view to explain their Fit-

ness for different economical purposes. By William

Henry, M.I). F. R. S. l
r
.P, of the Lit. and Phil. So-

ciety, and Physician to the Infirmary at Manchester*

(Concluded from p. 20G.J

Sect. III. Account of the Methods of Analyzing the sehe~

ral Varieties of Muriate of Soda*

JL HE method of analysis, which I adopted, in examining
the several varieties of muriate of sod? was as follows.

* Journal de Physique, vol. LXiX, p. I59.

Vol. XXVI.—Aug. 1810. T Wfcen
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Method of When the salt was in a state of solution, a measured quan-

n'uriateof

°
tlt^ was evaPorate0

'

t0 dryness in a sand heat, which was

soda, carefully regulated, to avoid the decomposition of the mu-
riate of magnesia, if any of that salt were present in the so-

lution*.

Each specimen of salt was reduced to a fine powder, and

was dried, in the temperature of 180° of Fahrenheit, dur-

ing the space of two hours. This was done in order that

the different experiments might be made on precisely equal

quantities of salt.

Separation &

I. To separate the earthy Muriates.

(A) On 1000 grains of the dried and pulverized salt, (ex-

calcnlation of cept in the case of the foreign salts, when only 500 grains
the earthy mu- were used,) four ounce measures of alcohol were poured, of a

specific gravity varying from 815 to 820, and at nearly a

boiling temperature. To insure the access cf the fluid to

every part of the salt, they were greund together for some

time in a mortar, and then transferred into a glass matrass,

where they were digested for some hours, and frequently

agitated. The alcohol was next separated by filtration, and

the undissolved part was washed, as it lay on the nitre, with

4 ounce measures of fresh alcohol.

(B.) The united washings were evaporated to drynessf ,

and to the dry mass a small portion of fresh alcohol was

added, to separate the earthy muriates from a little common

salt, which had been dissolved along with them. This se-

cond solution might, however, still contain a minute por-

tion of muriate of soda. It was therefore again evaporated,

redissolved in hot water, and mixed with a solution of car-

bonate of soda. By boiling for some minutes, the whole of

the earths were precipitated, and after being well washed,

were redissolved in muriatic acid. This solution, being

* Muriate of magnesia, according to Dr. Marcet, begins to part with,

it* acid at a temperature a few degrees above that of boiling water.

This fact explains the observation of Mr. Kirwan, that too great a

heat, employed in the desiccation of muriate of magnesia, decreases

considerably its solubility in alcohol. (Kirvran on Mineral Waters,

p 275-1

T In this and all similar cases, the heat was verj cautiously regula-

ted towards the close of the process.

evaporated
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evaporated to dryness, gave the weight of the earthy mu-

riates, which hcd been extracted by alcohol*.

(B. a.) The dry mass thus obtained might consist either

©f muriate of magnesia, or muriate of lime, or of both.

An aliquot part, therefore, was dissolved, separately, for the

purpose of assaying it by the usual tests. Sometimes, as in

the case of the earthy muriates procured from sea salt, mu-
riate of magnesia alone was indicated, and any farther pro-

cess was rendered unnecessary. Muriate of lime was in no

instance found uncombined; but in the majority of cases

(as in the earthy muriates obtained from Cheshire salt) was

mixed with muriate of magnesia.

(B. b.) To the solution of the two earthy muriates was

added fully saturated carbonate Of ammonia, which has the

property of throwing down lime in combination with carbo-

nic acid, but has no effect on thejiiuriate of magnesia at or-

dinary temperatures. The solution of the latter salt, along
•with that of the excess of carbonate of ammonia, was there-

fore separated by filtration J and to the filtered liquor a so-

lution of phosphate of soda was added, according to the

formula of Dr. Wollastonf.

(B.C.) By direct experiments I had learned, that 100

grains of muriate of magnesia, when thus decomposed by
carbonate of ammonia, conjoined with phosphate of soda,

give 15t grains Of insoluble ammoniaco-magriesian phos-

phate dried at about 90° of Fahrenheit. Hence it was easy,
from the weight of the precipitate, to calculate how much
of the former salt was contained in the mixture of muriate

* By the analysis of artificial mixtures of pure muriate of soda with Full amount
the earthy muriates in known quantities, I afterward found, that the of the earthy

full amount of the earthy muriates was not ascertained in this wav of muriates 6lV<
*n

proceeding. The deficiency of the latter salts was about one sixth
-,

t0° sma,I »

hut as the en-our must necessarily have been the same in all, it does

not affect the comparison of different varieties of salt, as to their pro-

portion of this
viugredient. If the numbers in the 5th column of the

table (iudicatins; the total earthy muriates) be increased in the propor-
tion of six to five, we shall then obtain the true quantities iu each va-

riety of salt.

t Sec Dr. Marcet's analysis of the Brighton Chalybeate, published
in the last edition of Saunders ou Mineral Waters.

Ts of
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Separation
and calcula-

tion of the

Mfthy sul*

p hates..

of lime and muriate of magnesia. Thus, if 20 grains of a

mixture of the two muriates yielded 15*1 of ammoniaco-

magnesian phosphate, it is obvious, that the mixture

must have consisted of equal weights of muriate of lime

and muriate of magnesia.

(B. d.) The estimation of the proportion of mjuriate of

lime, in a mixture of this salt with muriate of magnesia,
was sometimes performed in a different way. Toacold solu-

tion of a known weight of the two salts, superoxalate of pot*

ash was added ; and the precipitate was collected, washed,

and dried at about H5u
e
Fahrenheit. Of this precipitate I

had previously found, that 116 grains are formed by the

decomposition of 100 grains of dry muriate of lime. From
the quantity of oxalate of lime it was easy, therefore, to in-

fer that of the muriate, from the decomposition of which it

resulted; and this, subtracted from the weight of the two

salts, gave the weight of the muriate of magnesia.

II. To separate and estimate the earthy Sulphates.

(C.) The portion of salt, which had resisted the action of

alcohol, was dissolved by long boiling in sixteen ounce mea-

sures of distilled water, and the solution was filtered. On
the filtre a small quantity of.undissolved matter generally

remained, which was washed with hot water, till it

ceased to have any action. The weight of the insoluble

portion was then ascertained.

(C, a.) By this operation were dissolved, not only the mu-
riate of soda, but all the other salts, insoluble in alcohol,

which might be mingled with it. To the solution carbo-

nate of soda was added ; and the liquid, which in most ca-

ses gave, on this addition, an abundant precipitate, was

boiled briskly for several minutes, in order that none of the

earthy carbonates, which were separated, might remain dis-

solved by an excess of carbonic acid.

(C. b.) The precipitated earths were allowed to subside,

and were wett edulcorated with boiling water, the washings

being added to the liquor first decanted from the precipitate.

To the-,e minted liquids (after the addition of more muriatic

acid thar was requi/ed for saturation) muriate of barytes

was added, till it ceased to occasion any further precipitate.

The
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The sulphate of barvtes was then washed sufficiently; dried, Separation and

-j , . . • , calculation of

ignited, and its amount ascertained. lhe eatthj suj.

To the earthy carbonates an excess of sulphuric acid was phates.

added in a platina dish, and the mixture was triturated, till

all effervescence ceased. It was then evaporated to dryness,

calcined in a low red heat, and the weight of the earthy sul-

phates was ascertained. «

(D. a.) The dry sulphates were washed with a small

quantity of lukewarm water. In several instances, the loss

of weight, thus sustained, was extremely trifling, nothing

being dissolved but a very minute portion of sulphate of

lime, of which earthy salt, solely, the residue was presumed
to be composed.

(D. b.) But in other cases, a considerable loss of weight

ensued; and in these, to the watery solution was addefl a

mixture of equal parts of saturated solutions of carbonate

of ammonia, and phosphate of soda. A precipitate more

or less copious was produced, which was collected, dried at

90° Fahrenheit, and weighed.

(D. c.) By direct experiments I had determined, that 00

grains of this precipitate result from the decomposition of

100 grains of sulphate of magnesia, of such a degree of

dryness, as to lose 44 grains out of 100, by exposure to a

)*>w red heat, Hence 100 grains of ammoniaco-magnesian

phosphate indicate 111 grains of crystallized, or 62*2 of

desiccated, sulphate of magnesia*. From the weight of the

ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate, it was easy, therefore, to

infer the proportion of sulphate of magnesia in any mixture

qf the two earthy sulphates,

(D. d.) It was possible, however, that, in addition to the

sulphates of lime and of magnesia, the quantity of which

had been determined by the foregoing process, the speci-

men of salt under examination might contain also an alka-

line sulphate, To decide this point, it was necessary to

* The assumption, that crys'allized sulphate of magnesia contains <vr * f

only 44 per cent of water, though it was correctly true with the sped- crystallisation
men on which I operated, is below the average j which, I find from in sulphate of

several experiments, is about one half the weight of the eak, Mr. magn e=ia>

Jvirwau states the water of crystallization to be 53 0* in 100 grains ; but

this, I believe, a little exceeds the truth.

-compare
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Separation and compare the amount of the acid, deducible from the weight

the
C

eanh°y

n

s^ °f^ Sul Phate °f bar>Tte8 (C ' b*>> with t,,at which ought to

phates. exist in the sulphate of lime and sulphate of magnesia,

actually found by the experiment. But, to make this com-

parison, some collateral experiments were previously neces-

sary.

(D. e.) By these experiments I found, that sulphate of

lime prepared by double decomposition, then calcined in a

low red heat, and afterward dissolved in a large quantity of

boiling distilled water, yields, when precipitated by a baFytic

salt, in the proportion of 1/5*9 grains of sulphate of barytes
from 100 of the calcareous sulphate*. The same quantity
of ignited sulphate of lime (~ 12S grains dried at l60

a

Fahrenheit,) precipitated by superoxalate of potash, gives

102*5 of oxalate of lime ; or, precipitated by subcarbonate

of potash at a boiling heat, 74*3 grains of carbonate of limef.

One hundred grains of crystallized sulphate of magnesia
(zz 56 desiccated) afford, when precipitated by muriate of

barytes, 111 or 112 of the barytic sulphate.

(E.) By a comparison of the above proportions with those

obtained in the analyses of any specimen of common salt,

we may learn, whether it contain other sulphates beside

those with earthy bases. For example, if the precipitate

(D.) consist of carbonate of lime only, and bear to the sul-

phate of batvtes (C. b.) the proportion of 74 to 175, or very

nearly so, we may infer, that no other sulphate is present,
but that of lime. The same conclusion will follow, if, after

having decomposed one half of the watery solution (G.) by
muriate of barytes, and another half by potash, we find

* This result corresponds, within a fraction of a sprain, with one ob-

tained in a somewhat different way by Dr. Marcet
;
and very nearly

with an experiment of my friend Mr. James Thomson, who found the

l>arytic sulphate, precipitated from 100 grains of sulphate of lime by
nitrate of barytes, to weigh 173 grains.

f On reversing this experiment, I found that 100 grains of carbonate

of lime, saturated with sulpi.u ic acid, and calcined in a low red heat,

afford 135 of sulphate of lime. A similar experiment of Mr. Thom-
son gave 134 6 grains. Dr.. Marcet, also, informs me, that from 93-55

grains of pure marble he obtained' ] 25 Q5 grains of sulphate of lime,

proportions which exactly coincide with those of Mr. Thomson.

that
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that the sulphate of barytes bears to the oxalate of lime the Separation and

„ -»-,. , ,
• calculation of

proportion of 175\9 to 102*5. Now these proportions were, the earthy suU

as nearly as could be expected, obtained in the analysis of phates.

Northwich salt ; whence we may conclude, that the only

sulphate, which it contains, is gypsum, or the sulphate of

lime.

It roust be remembered, however, that the calcareous

sulphate, contained in any variety of common salt, cannot

be in a slate of complete desiccation, but would lose 22

parts out of 100, by exposure to a red heat*. It becomes

necessary, therefore, either to increase, in the proportion of

5 to 4, our estimate of the sulphate of lime obtaine4 by the

foregoing rule, or, more simply, to assume, that 100 grains

of sulphate of barytes indicate 73 grains of sulphate of

lime, dried at l60° Fahrenheit, zr 57 ignited.

(F.) When sulphate of lime and sulphate of magnesia
were both ascertained, and other sulphates also might possi-

bly be present, as in the varieties of salt from sea water, the

calculation became a little more complicated. In this case, -

after determining the quantity of both sulphates, (by the pro-

cesses D. &c.) I estimated how much sulphate of barytes

they ought respectively to afford ; and then compared the

estimated quantity with that which was actually obtained.

The earthy carbonates, for example, precipitated from 1000

grains of Lymington salt, which had previously been di-

gested with alcohol, were converted into 31 grains of cal-

cined sulphates, consisting of 19 grains of dry sulphate of

magnesia, and 12 grains of dry sulphate of lime. Now
from the magnesian sulphate 38 grains of sulphate of

barytes should result; and from the sulphate of lime 21

grains; the sum of which is 59. But the quantity actually
obtained was 59'8. There is only, therefore, an excess of

0*8 grain of the actual above the estimated quantity, a dif-

ference much too trivial to be admitted an indication of

any sulphate with an alkaline base; and arising, proba-

bly, from unavoidable errours in the experiment.

* This I find to be the loss sustained, by 100 grains of artificial «c-

lenite, dried at l6o°, and then ignited. The same quantity of crys-
tallized natire selenite, I learn from Dr. Marcet, loses 207 grains, by
fceiug calcined in a strong red heat.

(F, a.)
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(F. a.) If in any mixture of salts, free from the earthy

muriates, *e are certain that no other sulphates exist beside

those of lime and magnesia, their estimation becomes ex-

tremely simple. Decompose two equal quantities of the

salt in question, the one by muriate of barytes, the other

by oxalate of potash. From the weight of the latter pre-

cipitate we may calculate the quantity of sulphate of lime.

Suppose, for example, the oxalate of lime (as was actually
the case with the precipitate from 1000 grains of Lyming-
ton salt,) to weigh 12 grains: these denote 15 of sulphate of

lime, dried at 160° Fahrenheit
; winch quantity, if decom-

posed, would give 20| of sulphate of barytes. 1 lie latter

number (20f), subtracted from the weight of sulphate of

barytes actually obtained (say 00), gives 39} grains for the

sulphate of barytes resulting from the decomposition of the

sulphate of magnesia. The quantity of the latter salt, it

will be fgund, therefore, by applying the rule already given

(1). <?.), must be 35 g-rains,

(F. b.) The same object may be accomplished by decom-

posing two equal quantities, the one by oxalate of potash,

the other by the compound solution (D. c.) From the

weights of the precipitates it is easy to calculate, from how
much of the calcareous and magnesian sulphates they have

resulted.

Separation of (G.) When the salt left by alcohol was known to contain

alkalme sui- muriate of soda, and sulphate of magnesia, but no sulphate
V *

of lime, -,e presence of alkaline sulphates was investigated
in the following manner. The salt was dissolved in water,

and t&e solution was divided into two equal portions. To
the o>ie muriate of barytes was added, and to the other, the

compound precipitant of carbonate of ammonia, and phos-

phate of scda. If the sulphate of barytes, thus produced,
bore to the ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate the proportion
of 112 to 90, it was concluded, that no other sulphate had

been decomposed, but that with base of magnesia.

(H.) At one time, 1 expected to have ascertained the quan-

tity of sulphate of soda, in an artificial mixture of that salt

with sulphate of magnesia and muriate of soda, by the fol-

lowing formula. To a solution of the three salts, heated to

9 boiling temperature, I added subcarbonate of ammonia,
which
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which decomposes the sulphate of magnesia only. I had

then a solution containing muriate and sulphate of soda,

with sulphate of ammonia, and some carbonate of ammo-

nia. This solution was evaporated to dryness, and the mass

was sufficiently heated to expel the amraoniacal salts. 1

found, boynefer, that at this temperature the suiphul« of

ammonia acted upon the muriate of soda, and produced an

additional, and not inconsiderable quantity of sulphas

soda.
'

Having determined, by the foregoing processes, the quan- Impurities de*

tity and kind cf the earthy muriaUs, the amount of the in-
^^eight'of

soluble matter, and the proportion of sulphates, the weights muiiate of

of *dl these different impurities were added together* and,*
****

the sum beingdeducted from the weight of the salt submit-

ted to experiment, the remainder was assumed as the amount

of the pure muriate of soda in the specimen under exami-

nation*.

Though I purposely refrain from giving the details of the Additional

several analyses, which were made according to the foregoing
cucumi>Uuccs*

plan, from the conviction that they would be both tedious

and unnecessary, yet there are a few circumstances, which it

may be proper to mention more fully than can be done in

the form of a table.

1. The trine which I examined was from Northwich, and Brine from

was sent me in the state in which it was taken from the
Northwich«

springf . At the temperature of 56° Fahrenheit, it had the

specific gravity of 12Q5, It was perfectly Jimp.d, but lost a

* I have deemed it unnecessary to state, in the table, the arvjtities

of the acid and base in several varieties of muriate of soda. They may
readily be estimated from the proportion, deduced by Dr. Marcet, of

4(3 acid, and 54 soda, ia 100 of the pure muriate. In this determination

he assumes, that }0Q parts of luna flomea- after being melted d

heated to redness, consist of 1905 parts of acid to 80-95 oxide of sil-

ver. Thiij statement agrees very nearly with the recent one of Gay-

Lussjic, who makes 100 parts of silver to combine with 760 oxigen,
and this oxide to neutralize 25*71 p :ts of real muriatic acid.

•f I have lately been informed, that this brine had been pumped oufr

of a rock-salt mine, into which, from ti.e impossibility of obtaining the

salt in a solid form, it wp-b allowed to flow. Hence it was fully satu-

rated with muriate of
So4ft|

little
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little of its transparency when raised to a boiling heat, in

consequence of the deposition of a very minute quantity of

carbonate ©f lime, and oxide of iron. It was immediately

precipitated by muriate of barytes, oxalate of ammonia, and
alkaline solutions, both mild and caustic. Eight ounce mea-

sures, evaporated to dryness in a sand heat, gave 1230 grains
of salt, which, for the sake of distinction, I term entire salt.

It proved, on analysis, to contain in one thousand parts*,

Composition Carbonate of lime and oxide of iron 2
Of Wk fcilt* _ _

Muriate of lime, and muriate of magnesia, in nearly

equal proportions • 5

Sulphate of lime... •••••• jg

Muriate of soda 974

1000

JkMfcer 2. The mother liquor, or brine that remains after sepa-
*'*8af*

rating all the common salt, which it is thought worth while

to extract, had the specific gravity of 1 208. The dry salt

contained

Muriate of magnesia .... 35

lime ••• 32

Sulphate of lime. •«.. •• 6

Muriate of soda • • 927

1000

tbTbSS
°f 3 * Tlie clearings of the brine, whicIVare raked out of the

pan when the salt first begins to granulate, contained in,

1000 parts,

Muriate of soda 800*

Carbonate of lime 4i

Sulphate of lime. ....... 159

3000

Fan scale. 4. Of the substance called by the workmen pan-scale two

specimens were analysed, the one containing a large propor-

• The specific gravity and proportion of earthy sulphates in Cheshire

brine appears to differ considerably in the brine of different springs.

See Holland's Cheshire Report, p. 45, &c.

tiop
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tion of muriate of soda, the other very little, The first va-

riety consisted of x

Muriate of soda 050,

Carbonate of lime 1Q

Sulphate of lime 40

1000

The second variety was composed of

Muriate of soda » 100

Carbonate of lime 110

Sulphate of lime 790

1000

Circumstances, however, are constantly occurring, to vary

the proportion of ingredients, both in the clearings and in .

the pan-scale. If, for example, the brine be short of the

point of saturation with common salt, it acts, when admit-

ted into the pan, upon the muriate of soda which the pan-
scale contains, and we obtain the second variety. But if the .

brine be fully charged with salt, it affects no solution of the

muriate of soda carried down along with the gypsum; and

then the first species of pan-scale results.

5. The salt oil, or mother liquor from seawater, a speci- Salt oil, or

men qf which I received from Dr. Thomson, had the spe-
mother Hqu«r

cine gravity of 1277. It was abundantly precipitated by
muriate of barytes : by pure ammonia, but not by the car-

bonate ; and was not changed by oxalate of potash, either

immediately or after an interval of some hours. One thou-

sand parts of the dry salt consisted of

Muriate of magnesia .... 874

Sulphate of magnesia. • •• 70

Muriate of soda 56

1000

6. The saty brine, or liquor which drains from the Scotch Salt brine, or

It, had the specific %

f the same tests as t!

dry residue contained

salt, had the specific gravity of only 1 188. It was affected iiq^or drained

by the same tests as the salt oil, but less remarkably. The iait#

Muriate
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Muriate of magnesia • • • • 205

Sulphate of magnesia**** 135

Muriate of soda ........ 66a

1000

Motherliquor, 7» The mother liquof, or bittern, from Lymington, pre-
cr bi'.tern,

seated, on analysis, an unaccountable variation from the si-

|0n* nailar fluid sent from Scotland, and gave a much larger pro-

portion of sulphate of magnesia. A considerable quantity
of this salt had, moreover, crystallized in the bottle which

contained the liquid. Its specific gravity was 1280. Oua

thousand parts of the dry salt contained of

Muriate of magnesia •••• 6*4Q

Sulphate of magnesia • • • • 260

Muriate of soda ......*• ] 00-

1000

frinfcalefiom 8* The pan-Scale from Lymington contained

Symington*
Muriate of magnesia • • • • 29

Dessicated sulphate of

magnesia • 18

Carbonates of lime and

magnesia* 127

Sulphate of lime»« • 216

Muriate of soda • «• 6l0>

1000

No sulphate of From the very near approximation of the proportions
sodapi€sent. j^ween the sulphate of barytes and ammoniaco-magnesian

phosphate, obtained in the analysis of all these products of

seawater, to those which result from the decomposition oftwo

equal quantities of sulphate of magnesia, it may be inferred,

* The proportion of these carbonates I was. prevented from deter-*

mining by an accident.

that
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tliat they contain no sulphate of soda*. For example, to

decide whether the Scotch salt contains an alkaline sul-

phate, or not, I dissolved 1500 grains in a pint of boiling

water, and evaporated till fourteen drachm measures only

remained, the common salt being removed as soon as it was

formed. The residuary liquid was divided into two equal

portions, one of which gave 18£ grains of sulphate of barytes,

and the other, 14 grains of ammoniaco-magnesian phos-

phate. The proportion between these numbers is so nearly

that which has been already assigned, (viz. 112 to 90,) that

we may safely infer the total absence of sulphate of soda-

This salt, indeed, is considered as incompatible with muriate

of magnesia; but after digesting, for two or three days, 100

grains of the former, with 20 of the latter, evaporating to

dryness, and washing the residuum with repeated effusion*

of alcohol, I found, that two grains of the muriate of mag-
nesia had escaped decomposition.

IV.

On the Action of the Electric Fluid, by which an Iron Cy-
linder an Inch and half thick was torn asunder: in a Lei"

'

ter from Mr.*** to J. C. DELAMETHERiEf.

SIR,

JL Have already communicated to yon, in different letters, Metallic ey-

my experiments on various metallic cylinders, that were /
n

Jj

1*

J?
torn by electric discharges. I half tilled with water the cy- shock*.

linder, Plate VTI, fig. 1, which was open only at one end.

In this water I immersed a small leaden rod, which I sur-

rounded with wax at the place where it entered the cylinder,

in order to insulate it, as at fig. 3. I then formed a com-

munication between one of the surfaces of a powerful elec-

* I employed move attention in investigating the presence of sulphate
of soda in the products of sea-water; because this sali: is stated to be

one of its ingredients by the Bishop of Llandaff, (Chemistry vol.

ii. p. 62,) and by other chemical writers.

t Journ. de Physique, vol. LXVI1I, p. 411.

trie
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trie battery and the bottom of the cylinder, and between
Explosions. |]ie th er an(j the leaden rod. The explosions were very

strong; the water being frequently ejected with violence,

and the leaden rod thrown to a distance. After several ex-

plosions the cylinder was more or less torn.

Application to Reading in your Journal forJanuary, 1 809, the reflections,
natural ^heno- witl) wmch conclude the article of earthquakes, and
jnena. J

,

the influence that water penetrating through the clefts ot

the mountains must have on them, I considered the electric

action of our apparatuses as an imitation of what passes in

the mountains where these phenomena take place. The
electric fluid acts in its usual manner on the inflammable sub-

stances contained in them, and produces on them consider-

able effects. My preceding experiments had shown, that

this fluid could burst metallic cylinders of considerable

strength; and I was willing to try, whether it could not pro-

Experiment jduce still greater effects. Accordingly I made a cylinder of
with an iron

iron fir* \ twenty-seven lines high*, and eighteen in diame-
cylinder, n-ar .,,,., ,. . ?•
three quarters ter; with a hole in the centre, w, 1£ line in diameter, and 18
of an inch

deep. It was subjected to the same experiments as the for-

mer cylinders, and was burst by seventy explosions.

Battery •{ The battery I employed had 100 feet of metallic coating.
100 f«et At every discharge the opening was well cleaned with an

iron wire and water, let fall into it drop by drop, to remove

all the oxide of lead and iron, which was separated at each

discharge in half fused and oxided grains. Then, having

emptied out the water by shaking the cylinder, and filling

it with fresh water, the wires ready prepared being placed in

the opening, the little apparatus was placed in a box, and,

Henley's electrometer indicating an intensity of 60° or 65°,

burst it in 70 the discharge was made. Seventy discharges produced the rent

disckarges, a ^ g^ ^ j t required about a quarter of an hour to charge

,

'
the battery; so that two intelligent workmen could obtain

about twenty discharges a day, even in my absence.

I beg you to get the cylinder sawn in a direction opposite

to the rent o, till you come to the hole n, in order to observe

the effects of this rupture withinf.
In

* French measure. The dimensions are the same in the plate. C.

Appearance of *t 1 requested Mr. Dumoutiez, wh,o is well experienced in the con-

struction
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In my former experiments I had observed, that, when the Strongest ef.

electric fluid was constantly directed to one point, the me- ^S^SmSSi
tallic decomposition sooner took place. Inconsequence I to one point.

took care to make the cylinder rest on its centre, raising

the metallic plate u little at a single point, and surrounding

this point with wax. The effect was so striking, that at the

70th discharge the opening was in the state represented at

fig. 1 and 2.

Can we now question the burning of metals interiorly Metals maybe

by the passage of the electric fluid, which some philosophers
k u™e

.

d

!j

y ?e

have long ago considered as endued with acid properties?

Let my expeviments be repeated in vacuo by a simple intacuo.

stream of the fluid, and it will be found, that the oxided

and fuliginous products will be equal to those obtained in

atmospheric air.

Let the experiment afterward be made in water, with Effects of th« .

short wires in a small tube, and very long; one^ in another
6x Periratnt m

J ° water,

tube; it will be found perhaps (but this requires farther

examination) that the oxide precipitated at the place
where a large wire comes out, as those of small tubes

of silver, or of an alloy of gold and silver, will be less in

quantity than in the tube four or five feet long, the positive

wire of which is three fourths the length of the tube, and

the negative wire one fourth. My friends form the same

judgment in this respect. The oxided product was so co-

pious, after the continued action of the electric current for

five or six hours, that it covered the bottom to the extent of

more than ten lines toward the apparatus ; the black matter,

struction of philosophical instruments, to saw the cylinder as the au- the cylinder,

thor requested. An interior view of the cylinder, when thus sawn

asunder, is given at fig. 2. All the part, from the outer crack a to the

centre, and a little beyond it, is torn
j
and in several places exhibits

the same appearances as a broken iron bar, in others laminae with a re-

semblance of crystallization, unless ym\ would rather consider them as

the effect of iron of a bad quality. The lower part of the cylinder, from

the bottom of the hole n, is equally torn. A portion of the torn part

appears to be oxided. The small detached pieces appear also to be

oxided.

The author has since sent me three other cylindrical pieces, one of Others burst to

which has an opening of six lines. They have all been burst by re-
lJie sara

<< *«aa '

peated electrical discharges, but 1 have not sawn them asunder. J. C.
ner '

JDtlumithene.

which
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which is a mixture of carbon and hidrogen, rendered the ne-

gative wire black for more than two ii.ches
; the water and the

rest of the wire were tinged yellow ; and when I made thedis-

cbarg-e, this tinge Spread more than a foot round the long

wire, now become negative. All the rest of the water re-

mained limpid.

Theory of two When I first began these researches, T attempted to explain
the phenomena of electricity by ,Symmer's theory of two

fluids, because this theory is in no respect inconsistent with

elective attraction, to which L have ever considered all sub-

stances obedient. But the moment I succeeded in detecting

the passage of the fluid through the pores of uncoated ^lass,

I confessed my mistake. I am ready to do the same, witH

respect to the inferences I draw from my last experiments,

and I shall hereafter follow your advice,
" seek ;or new facts, ^

and let; theories spring from them as they may."
Was not Mr. Orsted right in saying, that, when the elec-

tric fluid was better known, we should be able to explairi

several natural phenomena, hitherto inexplicable?

Observations on the preceding Experiments. By J. C. De-»

LAMETHERIE.

The four new JL/O not these effects of electricity, in rupturing masses

planets frog* Qf ,Q mucn tenacity as iron cylinders, give some probability
Bients of a

i -i
•

1 1

"

large one. to the idea of those German astronomers, who nave said, that

the four new planets, Ceres, Juno, Pallas, and Vesta, are

fragments of a larg?r planet formerly situate between Mars

and Jupiter, and broken by some unknown cause ? Sup-

pose, for instance, that the centre of this planet was a mass of

metal, similarly circumstanced with the author's cylinders;

and that a metallic vein, or any other conducting substance,

acted like the leaden wire, and conducted the electricity of

the atmosphere into the metallic mass: might not a great

number of strong discharges, such as occur in violent

thunderstdrms, burst this metallic mass asunder, and pro-

ject
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ject the different parts to a distance, as the little bit of lead

in the author's valuable experiments ?

At least there can be no doubt, that these explosions, in Thunder.

our thunderstorms, must produce effects more or less con- storms ™ust
,r

I •

.
act on the sub -

siderable in the heart of our globe, as I have shown in my stance of oer

Theory of the Earth, vol. Itl, p. 224. «Iobe-

The terraqueous globe, 1 there observed, is commonly Theory of the

considered as a vast storehouse of the electric fluid. Na- Action of elec

tural philosophers call it the common reservoir. This sup-£^ ont e

poses all the bodies, that compose the globe, to be in a state

of habitual electricity; a principle admitted by all philoso-

phers.

But this electricity is not always the same, either with re-

spect to the whole body of the globe, or to its different

parts.

Tt is completely demonstrated, that there is a reciprocal

communication between the electricity of the atmosphere,
and that of the globe. We must therefore consider the

globe and its atmosphere as two electrical bodies, each *

charged with its natural electricity: and as these two bodies

are in contact, their electricity should be in equilibrium ac-

cording to their natural capacity, so that one has not more

electricity than the other.

But local circumstances may increase the electricity f

one of these bodies in certain places, and diminish it in,

others. The equilibrium will then be disturbed, and the

electric fluid will rush from the positive body to the nega-
tive. This happens in the case of lightning, whether the

stroke be descending or ascending.

When a portion of the atmosphere is positively electrified

with respect to the terrestrial bodies Opposite to it, the elec-

tric fluid rushes into these bodies, as soon as the distance

allows. This communication is effected rapidly and witK

explosion, in certain circumstances; which constitutes the

descending thunderstroke* On the contrary it is effected

slowly and insensibly, if there be points to draw of the elec-

tric fluid gradually, or if it be Conveyed by rain* dew, &c«

If the atmosphere be negatively electrified with respect to

the opposite terrestrial bodies, it will attract their electric

fluid. This will constitute the ascending stroke, if it be ef«

Vol, XXVI.—Av* 1810. U fected
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fected with explosion. Otherwise the communication will

take place slowly and gradually.

Let us suppose, that the portion of the atmosphere over

a lofty peak, as Mount Blanc, be electrified positively with

respect to it; that is, contains more of the electric fluid:

it will communicate its electricity to the mountain, either

by flashes of lightning*, or slowly and gradually, and

this electricity will pass from this lofty peak to the adjacent

parts.

Let us suppose on the contrary a mountain like Etna,

the vapours of which, ascending Constantly from its inter-

nal fires, are loaded with positive electricity, which they

take from the bosom of the mountain : the body of this

j^eak must be in an habitual state of negative electricity,

with respect to the parts of the earth contiguous to it.

VI.

Arrangement of the Strata of the Hill of Durbuy, in the

. Department of the Sambre and Meuse ; by J. J. Omalius

DE HALLOY*.

Arrangement JL HE examination of the different arrangement of the
of strata im-

t , ,
. pi

portantin geo-
strata that constitute the globe is one ot the most mterest-

io£7« ing points of geology. Indeed till the existence of strata

was suspected, this science did not begin to free itself from

the chimerical forms, in which it was retained by absurd

hypotheses framed on metaphysical abstractions, and take

its place among the physical sciences founded on observa-

tion. The great book of Nature cannot be too frequently
consulted ; but as the ablest men have it not in their power
to turn over all its pages, part of the task must devolve to

subordinate labourers, who note down every thing that ap-

pears to them worthy notice, at the hazard of busying them-

selves about things of little importance.

Precipitates ar- In the present state of things, every substance precipi-
range them* tated from a fluid in successive periods will arrange itself

* Stones vitrified by flashes of lightning are found oa Mount Blanc,

t Journal des Mines, vol. XXI, p. 475
in
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lu horizontal strata: and what we know of the laws of gra- selves horizon-

vitation does not allow us to conceive the possibility of a
u y '

precipitate, the particles of which are not yet held toge-

ther by the force of cohesion, supporting itfclf in vertical,

or even inclined strata. Yet this position exists in many Strata not so.

portions of the Earth, particularly those of a certain age.

It was natural, that various hypotheses should be formed,

to account for such a singular fact. The opinion that ap-

pears best founded, and most generally adopted, is that of

the sinking in of certain parts of the Earth. I do not mean
to controvert an hypothesis adopted by many learned men,

but I shall submit to them a circumstance, which I cannot

explain.

The Ourthe, which flows through the department of thatsome ;n dlffe<t

name, and that of the Sambre and Meuse, traverses a nar- rent parts of

row valley, bordered by lofty hills, several of which are
rance *

perpendicular. The mineral strata that compose these hills

are all more or less inclined, and sometimes in a direction

different from that of the valley. This takes place parti-

cularly at Durbuy, a small town in the third circle of the

department, where the hill is formed of a blueish bitumi-

niferous carbonate of lime, that constitutes several systems
of strata. One of these systems is cut by a perpendicular Remarkable

plane, so that the remarkable arrangement of its strata is
one*

easily seen. See Plate VII, tig. 4. They have an inclina-

tion of about 60° or 30°, and are placed one upon another,

like a series of pairs of rafters laid one upon another. The
visible part of the first stratum in the centre exhibits

only the shape of a wedge. On the top and sides of this

stratum is placed a second, the summit of which is equally
cuneiform; while the sides, sloping like those of a roof,

cover the first wedge. Thus they continue in succession to

the top of the hill. But the hill has been flattened by
some cause or other, and the last strata have not the same
summit as the rest, as they are merely applied on each side

of the preceding, sloping in different directions, but not

united at the top *.

What

* It is very probable, that, if the uppe mrface of the hill were ex-

amined attentively, the exterior strata wo Id be found to unite in their

V -
1

prolongation,
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The strata What appears to me worthy of attention is the solid cu-

they might
neifbrm summit, that unites two inclining sides, which are

have been ex- near 100 met. [100 yards] high from the river, and we know

thinnesL°
not now c^eeP tne

-v descend. 1 ne particles that compose
this summit are as intimately united as those of the rest of

the stratum : there is no perceptible joint, no regular fis-

sure, indicating the strain experienced by these strata in

bending, if they were originally deposited in a horizontal

situation: and supposing the calcareous matter to have been

sufficiently soft when this happened, to bend without crack-

ing, I cannot conceive what cause could produce a nearly

pointed summit, resembling rafters united by a sloping cut,

the obvious effect of which is an increase of thickness,

while a simple bend necessarily diminishes it. Can the dif-

ferent velocities of the masses, combined with the pressure

of the adjacent parts, which so happily account for strata

bent on a small scale, apply equally to an entire hill, bent

in the great, if the expression may be allowed, and the

summit of which is not overtopped by other mountains*?

Geology of the These observations lead me to say a few words on the

country.

"""^
geological constitution of that portion of the departments

of the Sambre and Meuse and of the Ourthe, which is in-

cluded between the Meuse, the Lesse, and the Ourthe.

The strata, that form the soil of this country, exhibit every

possible variety of inclination. They not only vary from

horizontal to perpendicular, but we every instant meet with

curvatures or folds. Every thing indicates prompt and

violent catastrophes. The direction f of these strata too

prolongation, like those they cover
;

or that they would diverge, and

the angular bend that unites thein disappear at some distance from the

precipice: for we can scarcely suppose, that the surface terminating

all these strata at the top of the hill is exactly parallel to the line of

junction of the central strata, and that it retains this parallelism

throughout their whole extent. Note of the French editors.

* For some other siugular arrangements of strata, see Journal, vol.

XX, pages 62 and 64, and Plate II.

f I make a distinction between the direction and inclination of the

strata: the latter is indicated by the angle, which the horizon form»

with the luwei- plane of the stratum, while the direction is the com-

mon section of this plane with that of the horizon.

presents
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presents much irregularity in its minuter parts. But amid

so much confusion we observe Q pretty constant direction

from south-west by south to north-east by north, making
an angle of about 35° with the meridian. This situation of

the strata coincides with the aspect of the country, divided

into long hills, and narrow valleys, lying in the same di-

rection. But these valleys are not the only ones, that fur-

row the country ; for the hills are frequently intersected by

irregular valleys, commonly serving as a passage for the

rivers.

Does not this agreement of the longitudinal valleys with Inferences.

the direction of the strata lead to the supposition, that their

origin is connected with the circumstances that formed the

strata, or gave them their inclination ? and the irregularity
of the tranverse valleys, and their agreement with the pre-

sent course of the waters, that they are owing to subsequent

events, produced by the course of some fluid?

I shall conclude with an observation, the explanation of

which appears also to depend on hypotheses relative to the

causes of the inclination.

All the strata of this country are composed in general of Alternation of

gritstone, schists, and biturneniferous carbonate of lime, fchi^and
£he reciprocal superposition of which announces a contern- limestone.

porary formation*. Yet we may observe in an intinite

number of instances, that the plains, or summits of the

hills, exhibit only gritstone or schist, while the declivities

present these strata alternating with limestone ; and that

the latter substance alone forms the bottom of most of the

longitudinal valleys f. I do not think this effect can be

* All these are of secondary formation, and contain fragments of
;

organized substances, such as vegetables, and animals without ver-

tebra;.

t In these valleys are found many blackish pebbles, which I consi- Pebbles,

der as real quartz-agates (silex), possessing all the outer characters of

the kiesel'Schiefer. of the German mineralogists. This substance indeed,

like all the quartzes, is infusible, and Wiedenmann speaks of the fusi-

bility of the kiesel-schiefer. But may not this property be ascribed to

the accidental admixture of some calcareous particles ? an opinion the

more probable, as our black quartzes are frequently found in nodules iu

^arbouate of lime.

ascribed
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ascribed to erosion by water; for in the transverse valleys
the limestone appears most unalterable. While the accli-

vities of schist and gritstone are covered with vegetation,
those of limestone exhibit perpendicular sections and sharp

ridges.

VIT.

Instrument
for relieving

hoven cattle.

Many annual

ly lost by this

affection. '

Inconveni-
ences of a for

mer in^tru

Jnent.

Method of stabbing Hoven Cattle, to discharge the Ratified
Airfrom the Stomach, when they have been overfed with

moist Clover Grass: communicated by Mr, W. Wallis
Mason, of Goodrest Lodge9 near Warwick**

Gentlemen,

Jl Beg leave to lay before you a trocar and canula, for the

relief of cattle, when gorged or hoven. Since 1 have intro-

duced it, it has been used with the greatest success, having,

in every instance tried, been proved a safe, easy, and ef-

fectu.xl remedy.
1 consider it will not be necessary for me to detail the

dangerous consequences arising from cattle being hoven,

as it is well known, that the public are annually deprive4

of numbers of valuable cattle by this disorder. I am in-

clined to offer it as an instrument superior to that, for

which the Society granted a premium in the year 1796; as

I am of opinion, that flexible tubes may be forced down the

passage, which conducts to the lungs, by which most dan-

gerous consequences would ensue. An instance of this

kind occurred las" year in this neighbourhood, when in-

tending to force the passage of the paunch, and occasi-

oned the loss of the animal.

Neither the farmer nor bailiff can be expected when going
the rounds of the farm, to carry with him at all times an

instrument so large as one of the flexible tubes; even if he

had it, he could not make use of it without the assistance

of a second person, and the disorder would be fatal in most

instances, before such assistance could be procured.

* Trans, of theSoc of Arts, vol XXVI, p. 128. The silver medal

was voted to Mr. Mason for this communication,
w- '

I confidered,
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I considered, that the trocar and canula commonly used Trocar and ca-

by surgeons might be employed to advantage for the relief
" uI*

i
>Tefer*

of hoven cattle. I have improved the instrument, to answer

better the purpose here intended of penetrating the tense

hides of cattle; and such alteration materially facilitates the

operation.

The method of applying it is, to penetrate with the trocar Method of

and canula through the hide of the beast to the paunch on usin£ them "

the near side, about six inches from the back-bone, at an

equal distance from the last rib and from the hip-bone;
then to withdraw the trocar, and to leave the canula in the

wound, until the air which the paunch contained has es-

caped. The canula may then be taken out, and the wound

covered with a plaster of common pitch, spread on brown

paper, about the size of a crown piece. All the danger
"

incidental to the common mode of stabbing with the knife

is effectually prevented, by the canula being left in the inci-

sion when the trocar is withdrawn.

The small expense of the instrument, its portability, the Their advan*

ease with which it can be used by an individual, its safety
tageSt

and efficacy in use, as it has not in any instance failed of

complete success, will, I hope, be sufficiently evident, to

recommend it to the attention of the Society. A great

saving would arise to the owners of cattle, and to the coun-

try at large, from genera] adoption of its use.

A feeding ox will thrive as well after the operation, as if

it had never been affected by the disorder. Cows in calf

are in no danger from its use. It has been found particu-

larly beneficial in preserving rearing calves, and young cat-

tle, when afflicted with this disorder, which had hereto-

fore been fatal to great numbers of them.

I beg leave to add the certificates of a few of those gen-
tlemen who have witnessed the utility of this method, and

whose recommendations have stimulated me to submit it to

the Society, in hopes, that by their liberal patronage it may
J)e rendered more generally beneficial to the public.

I have the honour to remain, Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant.

W. WALLIS MASON.

Certificate!
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Certificates,
Certificates from the following gentlemen testified, that

they had experienced the efficacy of Mr. Mason's trocar,

had proved the safety of the operation, and the instanta-

neous relief which it had never failed to produce without

leaving any blemish, or dangerous consequence, from its

Application,
John Ford Naish, Leek Wooton.

Thomas Bryan, Warwick.

William Oram, Warwick.

1 UVilliam Ledbrooke, Northend.

Richard Cattell, Milverton.

Reference to the Engraving of Mr. Wallis Mason's

Trocar and Canuia.

Instrument de- Fig. 1, PI. VIII, is a representation of Mr. Wallis Ma-

son's trocar and canuia. The blade of the trocar is of steel

a a, fig. 4, fixed into the wooden handle b b. The shape of

the blade of the trocar is oval, as shown in the end view of

the canuia, fig. 3. The canuia or sheath e e, figs. 1 and 2,

is an oval tube, which exactly fits the blade of the trocar;

ff is a concave circular plate, fixed at the end of the

canuia, forming a hilt, to prevent the instrument from

giving too deep a wound when used; the end g of the ca-

nuia is worked down to a sharp edge, that it may not ob-

struct the passage of the instrument. The drawings are on

a scale of one inch to two inches and a half; in figs. 1 and

2, the trocar and canuia are shown edgeways, or in the

shortest diameter of the ellipsis; in fig. 4, the trocar is

shown flat, in its longest diameter.

VIII.

Description of a Swivel-headed Chum Staff, to facilitate

the making of butter: by Mr. Timothy Fisher, of
Ormskirk, Lancashire*,

SIR,

Swifdheadei -i ^eg )eave to lay before the Society of Arts &c. my
»lwnstaff. swivel-headed churn staff, which, on repeated trials, is now

• Trans, of the Soc of Arts, vol. XXVI, p. 131, Five guineas

were voted to Mr, Fisher for th» iuve»ti*»n,

fully
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fully proved to answer the very desirable purpose of reliev-

ing the hard labour of churning; which it does iu a m-uh

greater degree than could be supposed, from a slight view

of its simplicity and apparent small deviation from the com-

mon churn staff". It however passes With much more ease

through the cream. It must be worked much slower than Requires to be

the common, otherwise it is found to churn the cream too

soon, or, according to the technical term in this county,

to swell it.

I have tried it in a variety of forms and sizes ; with six

wings the labour was less relieved; also when i gavelet
bevel to the ends of the wings.

When I gave more bevel it passed through without pro- Best form of it,

ducing the intended effects. Experience therefore has con-

vinced me, that it is best to have four wings from six to

seven inches in length, from the centre, according to the

size of the churn for which it is intended, from two and a

half to three inches in breadth, made plaue in the centre

or middle, about the fourth part of their length, and then

bevelled regularly off, so that the extreme point shall form

an angle of about 45 degrees with the plaue of the middle.

The plane part acts with its usual force upon the middle

of the body of the milk; and the points turning rapidly

round give a kind of compound motion to the whole, and

that also alternate, and yet it does not in the least splash

or throw out the cream as in the common mode.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

TIMOTHY FISHER,
Gun-maker.

Thomas Ecclestone, Esq., of Scarisbrick Hall, near its superiority,

0rmskirk, certified, that he had seen Mr. Fisher's new

method of churning butter, aud that he thinks it superior

to any he had heretofore known for that purpose, and that

such was also the opinion of several other persons in the

farming line who had witnessed its effects.

Reference to the Engraving of Mr. Fisher's Chum Staff.

Fig. 7, PI. VIII, is a section of an upright churn, in the
Explanation of

situation it would be when at work, and Jtigvfi and 6 are en- the plate.

larged
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larged views of the head of the churn staff. ABDE fig. 7,

is a section of the churn ; FG is the lid; KL is the churn

staff, and HI the wings, or beaters; it is this part only
which differs from the ordinary churn; it consists of four

wings or vanes MNOP, fig. 5, tirmly fixed together, and

turning freely on a pin driven into the end of the churn

staff. The flat part of each vane is cut, so as to be inclined

to the plane in which all four lie, in the same manner as

the sails of a windmill, as is well explained by figs. 5 and 6.

When the beater is moved up and down through the cream,

its action upon the oblique vanes causes it to turn round

upon a pin above mentioned, as a centre, a, Fig. 7> is a

small wooden bolt sliding in a groove made in the churn

staff, KL; its end shuts into a hole 6, fig. 5, made in one

of the vanes; when this bolt is pu(hed down, it prevents the

vanes from turning round, for the purpose of collecting the

butter together at the top of the butter-milk when the

churning is done.

IX.

Improvement in Cutting Sifk Shag Edgings: by Mr. Pe*

ter Tansley, at the White Horse, Wheeler Street, Spi~

talftelds*.

SIR,

Narrow *hag Jl N the latter end of March, 1806, my employer, Mr. Jef-

tedious to cut ffrv f gow Lane, Cheapside, applied to me with a pattern

nion in»p!e-
of &i'k shag, about six eighths of an inch wide, which he

roent, wished to be executed as quick as possible.

Being aware how tedious an operation it was tp cut the

shag with the trivat, the instrument generally used by the

shag weavers for that purpose, I thought I could invent an

instrument, which would cut it in one third of the usual

time; I therefore drew the plan of one, and gave it to Mr.

» Trans, of the Soc. of Arts, vol. XXVI, p. 164. Five guineas

were voted to Mr. Tansley tor this invention.

Bake?
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Baker, a cutler in Artillery Passage, Artillery Street, Spital- Anotherthere-

fields, to make according to my instructions, which he did,
fore

jnyen
ted,

and which answered my expectations in the work.

In October, 180G, I made for the same gentleman a

figured shag, one inch and three quarters wide, and cut it

with the same instrument, as certified by my employer

and his son in law. J hope the Gentlemen of tlpe Society

will not think me too presuming in offering this improve-

ment to their notice.

I am, Sir, with great respect,

Your obedient Servant, %9 .

3

PETER TANSLEY.

Reference to the Engraving of Mr. Peter Tansley's

Implement for Cutting Shag. See Plate VIII, Figs.

8. 9.

Fig. 8 shows the steel implement or cutter, as placed

or woven within the threads, previous to their being cut with

it, the cutting being performed by merely drawing out the

knife, the sharp edge of which cuts the threads, and forms

the shag by that operation.

Fig. 9 shows the implement detached fronv the work, r

l^eing the part held in the hand, and s the sharp blade'

which cuts the threads,

SIR,

This is to certify, that Peter Tansley, of Wheeler Street^

s the sol e inventor of the cutter for making narrow shag;
that its utility is well known; and that I have, within

fourteen days, made four hundred of these improved in-

struments.

W. BAKER.

Certificates were received from several other persons,

Stating the very great utility of the instrument, their per-
suasion of its being superior to any other thing of the kind

ever invented, as making the work equally good, with

greater ease and in half the time, and that Mr. Peter Trans-

ley is the original inventor.

IX.
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X.

Observations on the Combustion of several Sorts of Charcoal,

and on Hidrogen Gas: by Theodore de Saussure.

(Concluded from p. 1 76.)

Combustion of plumbago from Cornwall.

Plumbagofr©m J^ Burned in oxigen gas 0*588 of a gramme [9*079 grs.] of

taming 0*04 of plumbago dried at a red heat. The combustion continued

iron, burned i» an hour, and left as a residuum 033 of a gr. [0*51 of a

gr.] of red oxide of iron. This compound, which is formed

during the operation*, would consist, according to Bu-

choizf, of 0'0231 of a gr. [0*357 of a gr.] of iron, and

0*0099 of a gr- [0*153 of a gr.l of oxigen. One hundred

parts of this plumbago therefore contain 4 parts of iron ;

and I burned 0*588— 0*0231 =0*5649 of a gr. [8722 grs.]

of carbon.

Reiulu. The gas contained in the receiver occupied in the shade,

previous to the combustion 1894*3 cent. cub. [1153*5 cub,

inch.]; thermom. at 23*12° [73*62° F.]; barometer, re-

duced to the temp, of 12*6° [54*5° F.J, 0*7329 of a met.

[28*83 inch.].

Two hours after the combustion the gas occupied 1899*3

cent. cub. [1156-57 cub. inch.]; thermom. at 25° [77° F.];

barom. corrected at 0*7329 of a met. [28*83 inch.].

Reducing the volumes of gas, before and after combus-

tion, to the mean temperature of 12*5° [54*5° F.], and pres-

sure 075796 of a met. [29*82 inch.], we find that the gas

occupied,

Before combustion, 1758*8 cent. cub. = 1071*022 cub. inch.

After combustion, 1750*4 ZZ 1065*907

Diminution, •••••• 8*4 = 5*115

* Messrs. Allen and Pepys, in making the same experiment, consi-

der the oxide of iron as completely formed in the phnnbago before the

combustion. This must occasion some slight difference in the results

of their operation.

t Ann. de Chini. vol. LXV, p. 202 : or Journal, vol. XXV, p. 35.1.

The
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The plumbago emitted neither vapour nor smoke in No smoke, or

burning. The muriate of lime placed in the receiver, and ™£?
ur

'
em,t"

which was always weighed in a closed phial, acquired an

increase of 5 cent. [0*772 of a gr.]: but I learned from a

comparative experiment, that it absorbed a centigramme

[0*154 of a gr.] of water from the atmospheric air during
the time of its being put into the receiver and taken out

again. The gas employed for the combustion contained no

visible water, but it was in a state of extreme humidity ;

and the hygrometrical water in it, at the temperature of

25° [77° F.]» weighed 3*9 cent. [0*6 of a gr.]. As the and no water

muriate of lime must have acquired 4*9 cent. [0*754 of a gr.]
Produced-

by these two additions of weight, it does not appear, that

the plumbago produced any sensible quantity of water in

burning.
The hidrosulphuret of potash indicated 189*75 parts of State ofthe gas

oxigen gas, and 10*25 of nitrogen, in 200 of the impure employed,

oxigen gas, which the receiver contained before the com-

bustion. Potash detected no acid gas in it. 200 other

parts of the same gas, nixed with 400 of hidrogen gas,

were reduced by detonation to 33 ; and consequently con-

tained 189 oxigen and 11 nitrogen.

From 100 parts of the gas left after the combustion of Carbonic acid

the plumbago potash absorbed 63*42 of carbonic acid gas.
ft)rmed '

After the separation of this acid gas, I examined whether No hidrogen

there were any hidrogen gas in the residuum, by detonating
•volTe4,»

it with a mixture of equal parts of hidrogen and oxigen, and

treating with potash the gas remaining after the detonation.

These operations showed me, that the plumbago had given
out no hidrogen.
The hidrosulphuret of potash indicated in 100 parts of

the gas, which the receiver contained after the combustion
of the plumbago [and abstraction of the carbonic acid], 87

parts of oxigen gas, and 13 parts of nitrogen. Another
100 parts were mixed with 200 of hidrogen gas, and reduced
to 40 by detonation. These 100 parts therefore contained

86*6*6 of oxigen, and 13*34 of nitrogen. According to the

process with hidrosulphuret, the 1750*4 cub. cent, of gas
found in the receiver after the combustion of the plumbago
contained

Carbonic
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State ofthe gas Carbonic acid gas,
• • 1 1 1 0*1 cent. cub. • • 676 cub. inelio

armr the pro- ^ • ~
cess. Oxigen gas 557.06 339*22

Nitrogen gas 83*24 50*68

1750*4 1065-9

Composition If we calculate the composition of the carbonic acid gas

acid gas.
from the quantity of oxigen employed to form it, we find,

that the oxigen gas which disappeared in this process was

lGGj-8— 557*1 = 1112-7 cent. cub. And deducting 7*3

cent, for the weight of 0*0099 of a gr. of oxigen, that ox-

ided the iron in the plumbago, there will remain 1105*4

cent. cub. [673*13 cub. in.] of oxigen gas, that entered into

the composition of 1710*1 cent. cub. [676 cub. in.] of car-

bonic acid gas. It instead of the measures of these gassCs

we substitute their respective weights, we find by the rule

100 part? con- cf proportion, that 100 parts of carbonic acid gas by Weight
tmu37-tit> . contain 72*64 of oxigen, and 27*36 of carbon.

If we calculate the composition of the acid gas frOrn the

weight of the plumbago burned, we find, that 0*5649 of a

gr. [8*722 grs.] of plumbago (deducting the iron contained

in- it) were employed to form 1110*1 cent. cub. [676 cub.

in.], or 2*0621 gr. [31*839 grs.] of carbonic acid gas. Coll-

ar 27 59 of sequent iy 100 parts of this acid by weight contain 27*39

parts of carbon, and 72*6l of oxigen.
carbon.

2d Experiment on the Combustion of Plumbago from
Cornwall.

£d Exp. on As plumbago was the only carbonaceous substance, of all

plumbago. j tried, that yielded neither water nor hidrogen in burning,

I thought it necessary, to repeat the process.

Hesu'ts. The results were nearly the same as before. The com-

£758 or 27-04 position of the carbonic acid gas came out 27*381 carbon,
per cent of car-

an( j ^2*6 19 oxigen, calculating from the weight of plumbago

burned; and 2704 of carbon, 72*96 of oxigen, calculating

from the oxigen gas consumed.

Diminution of Two other trials were made, and in all there was a little

the gas. diminution of the oxigen by burning, owing chiefly to the

oxidation of the iron miked with the plumbago.

Combustion
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Combustion of Anthracite.

I burned in oxigen gas 0'549 of a gr. [8*476 grs.] of Stone coal

anthracite dried at a red heat*. The combustible that dis-
ne '

appeared in this operation weighed 0*524 of a gr. [8*09 grs.],

deducting the ashes, which weighed 0*0-25 of a gr. [0*368

of a gr.]

The receiver, in which the combustion was effected, con-

tained previous to it 1886*4 cent. cub. [1148*7 eub. in.] of

impure oxigen gas, at 0*73089 met. [28*755 in.] ofthe barora.,

and 21 *56° of the therm. [70*8° F.]

After the combustion the gas occupied the space of 1894*3

cent. cub. [1 1535 cub. in.], at the same pressure, but at the

temperature of 24° [75*2°].

Reducing these quantities of gas to the mean tempera-
ture of 12*5° [54*5° F.], and pressure 0*75796 met. [29*82

inches], we find, that the volume of gas was

Before the combustion* • 1755 cent. cub. zz 1068*7 cub. in. Diminution of

After the combustion •• 1748*2 =1064*56 the gas.

Diminution 6*8 S&. 4*14

The anthracite formed a little smoke in burning. The Smoke,

muriate of lime increased in weight 8 cent. [1*235 gr.];

but as the hygrometrical water of the oxigen gas weighed
0*0336 of a gr. [0*519 of a gr.] at the temperature of 22°

[71*6° F.], at which the process was conducted; and as the

salt absorbed I cent. [0*154 of a gr.] of water from the air,

during the time of arranging the apparatus; I found, that WaterformetL

the quantity of water produced by the combustion of the

coal was about 0*0364 of a gr. [0*562 of a gr.]

In 100 parts of the gas employed for the combustion the State of the ga«

hidrosulphuret of potash indicated 94 of oxiiren and 6 of before th
.

e

Tr u I j- ,» i „ combustion,

nitrogen; Volta s eudiometer, 94*25 of oxigen, and 5*75 of

* This anthracite is found in nodules in a transition pudding-stone,
near Martigny, in Vallais. It loses by incandescence O'lQ of its

weight, and then attract? a little moisture from the air. For this 1
reason I did not leave it exposed to the air after drying. On cooling
it absorbed its own bulk of atmospheric air. This absorption may be

neglected.

nitrogen.
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nitrogen. Hence the 1755 cent. cub. of gas employed in

the combustion contained 100*9 of nitrogen.
State after it. The 1748*2 cent. cub. of gas in the receiver after the

combustion were found to consist of

Carbonic acid gas • . • •998*27 cent. cub. rz 607*9 cub. inch.

Oxigengas 6l6'82 S 375*6 1

N i trogen gas 1 00*9 zz 6 1 *44

*= 19*6lOxiearburetted hidrog. 32*21

1748*20 = 1004*56

Its properties.

Combustion of (he Coatformed by Oil of Rosemary,

Charcoal from By passing oil of rosemary in a state of vapour through
essential oil. a re( -| foot p0rce |a

*

n tube, I obtained a coal, which appeared
well adapted for determining the composition of carbonic

acid.

The coal, heated red hot in the fire, and extinguished
without the contact of air, did not absorb different gasses,

in which it was immersed. It did not increase in weight
after this incandescence, even though exposed several

months to the open air. It formed no ashes. It burned

with the same difficulty as plumbago. It was heavy, and

sufficiently hard to scratch glass.

1 burned 0*513 of a gr. [7*92 grs.] of this coal in a re-

ceiver containing 1947*93 cent. cub. [1186*19 cub. in.] of

oxigen gas at 20*87° [80*37° F.] temperature, and 0*73684

met. [28*99 inches] pressure.

After the combustion the gas occupied the space of

1958*83 cent. cub. [1192*83 cub. in.], at 27*5° [81*5° F.]

temperature, and pressure as before.

On reducing the voiume of the gas before and after the

experiment to the mean temperature of 12*5° [54*5° F.],

and pressure of 0*758 met. [29*32 in.], we tind it occu-

pied

Increase of the Before combustion, 1791*5 cent. cub. ffi 1090*93 cub. in,

•**- After 1797*2 = 1094*4

Burned,

Results.

ase« 5*7 as 3*47

No
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No visible vapour or smoke was formed during the pro- No smoke

cess. The muriate of lime suspended in the receiver ac-

quired an addition of 5 cent. [0*772 of a gr.]; but I have

already observed, that ibis would result from the water con- No water

tained in the oxigen gas, and in the atmospheric air to which form«d '

it was a few moments exposed.

The gas in the receiver after the combustion consisted of Stateofthe

gas.

Carbonic add gas.
• • 1008*9 cent. cub. zz 614*37

Oxigen gas 508*5 = 309*65

Nitrogen, and oxicar-

bu retted hidrogen* 279*8 =170*38

1797 '9 s= 1094*4

On calculating the composition of the carbonic acid gas ion paits can-

from the weight of coal burned, it comes out 27*109 of car- bonic acid con-

bon and 72*891 of oxigen ; and from the oxigen consumed, 27-12 of base.

72*88 oxigen and 27*12 carbon.

Combustion of Box Charcoal,

I exposed some charcoal, made from box, fastened on a box charcoal

plate of platina by wires of the same metal, to a long-con- burned,

tinned red heat in a close vessel. This charcoal was weigh-
ed in a close vessel immediately after cooling, and was not

afterward exposed to the air longer than was necessary for

putting it into the receiver, where it was to be burned.

When this combustible in a state of incandescence was im-

mersed in mercury, cooled there, and passed through it Absorbs 7

into a jar full of common air, this air underwent in a few times its bulk

instants a diminution equal to seven times the bulk of the°
airFesenllYv

charcoal. In the present experiment this charcoal weighed
0*591 of a gr. [9*125 grs.], displaced 0*95 of a cent. cub.

[0*579 of a cub. in.], and consequently contained 665 cent,

cub. [4*05 cub. in.] of atmospheric air, After combustion

in oxigen gas it left a residuum of 2 cent. [0*31 of a gr.]

* The quantity of oxicarburetted hidrogen must hare been hut very

small, since the bulk of the nitrogen present before the combwstioii

•*at 275 cent. cub. [167 46 cub. in.]

Vol. XXVI Aug. 1810. X The
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Increase ofgas. The gas reduced to mean temperature and pressure mea-
sured

Before the combustion, 16837 cent. cub. = 1025*29 cub. in.

After 17097 =1041-12

Increase 26 15*83

Vapour emit- The charcoal formed a light vapour in burning. The in-

crease of weight of the muriate of lime in the receiver,

after deducting that of the water absorbed from the oxigen
Water pro- gas anc| fyom the atmosphere, was 2 cent. [0*31 of a gr.],

the weight of the water produced by the combustion of the

charcoal.

Stateof the gas The gas in the receiver after the combustion consisted of
after corab us-

tio«» Carbonic acid gas 1074*4 cent. cub. n: 654*26 cub. in.

Oxigen gas 555*89 *= 338*5 1

Nitrogen gas 60*08 2= 36*58

Oxicavburetted hidrogen 19*33 zz 1177

1709*7 =1041*12

State before. The receiver contained 56*4 cent. cub. [34*34 cub. in.]

of nitrogen previous to the combustion, beside what be-

longed to the atmospheric air absorbed by the charcoal.

100 parts car- On calculating the composition of the carbonic acid gas

tein^to?
1"

from tne *" eiS nt of the oxigen, that disappeared during the

carbon, combustion, we find it to consist of 72*85 oxigen, and 27*13

caibon. The calculation from the weight of the charcoal

consumed come6 very near this ; but as it requires a con-

jectural estimation of the weight and formation of the oxi-

carburetted hidrogen, it can be considered only as an ap-

proximation.
This charcoal This experiment is not of itself sufficient to decide, whe-
containedb ,th

tfa both the e
-

ement& f t }le water existed in the charcoal
oxigen and hi-

drogen. before the combustion, or the hidrogen alone: but it is to

be observed, that the buik of the carbonic acid produced
was fully equal to that of the oxigen gas consumed ; and,

the result being the same as that furnished by the plum-

bago, which formed no water, we have hence reason to pre-

sume, that both the elements of this fluid existed in the

charcoal.

Combustion
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Combustion of Charcoal that had been employedforpreparing

liquid hidrogaretted sy.lphur.

The great quantity of hidrogen "gas that is produced, Charcoal left

when sulphur is passed over charcoal in a red hot tube, has aftertn e pre-

,1 , . i ,
< i ^ii in paration of li-

led to the conjecture, that this gas does not belong wholly quid sulphur-

to the sulphur; and that this process might afford the etted hidrogen.

means of obtaining charcoal perfectly pure, or freed from

hidrogen *. For this reasou I examined the products of the Burned in oxi-

combustion of some fir charcoal, which had lost half its 6en 6as»

weight in the formation of liquid sulphur; and which had

been afterward exposed to a red heat in contact with air, till

it appeared to be divested of sulphur, or no longer diffuse

any sulphurous smell while incandescent. Immediately
after cooling it was enclosed in a phial, and weighed in it.

It then weighed 0*53-2 of a gr. The charcoal I burned ab-

sorbed in cooling 4| times its bulk of atmospheric air, or

001 of a gr. ; and this being deducted, 0*522 of a gr. [8*0(>

grs.] remained for the true weight of the charcoal. When
burned in a receiver filled with oxigen gas, it left 0*012 of

a gr. [0*185 of a gr.] of ashes.

On taking out of the receiver a sufficient quantity of gas Retains sul*

for examination, and throwing away the rest, contrary to Phur verY

my expectation it emitted a very striking smell of sulphur-
ous acid gas, though the red hot charcoal had no percepti-

ble smell. The extreme difficulty with which this combus- which renders

tible burns can be ascribed only to the intimate combination il difficult of

of the sulphur with the charcoal. Common charcoal ac- mnch more'

quires by long-continued incandescence a kind of incora- than long in-,

bustibility, bu v
it does not come near that of sulphuretted

ca" escence"

charcoal.

The gas in which this charcoal was burned consisted of State of thega*
_ . . before com*
Oxigen gas 1537*9 cent. cub. :z:93o*51 cub. in. bustion.

Nitrogen 123*3 *S 75*08

l66i*2 =1011*59

Measuring after combust. 1688*2 - =1028*03

Increase 27 = 16*44
*

Increase.

* Aon. deChira. vol. LXI, p. 13!): or Journal, vol. XVIII, p. as.

X 2 After
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State aft<* After the combustion the gas consisted of
combustion*

Carbonic acid mixed with

sulphurous acid gas - r950*45 cent. cub. rr 57878 cub. in
?

Oxigen gas.
. . • • '595*06 =z 362*36

Nitrogen 126-80 = 77*21

Qxiearburetted hidrogen 15*89 zz 9'63

*

1688-2 =1028-03

From this combustion we cannot deduce any very precise

conclusions respecting the composition of carbonic acid gas;

Water pro- since, independent of the uncertainties arising from the
tuced.

production of water, which amounted to 0-018 of a gr.

[0*278 of a gr.] and of the oxicarbu retted. hidrogen, some,

sulphurous acid was produced, and absorbed by the potash

with the carbonic acicj. We may presume however, that

the charcoal contained but a very small quantity of sulphur

and hidrogen; for, if we were to consider the mixture of

carbonic acid and sulphurous acid gas as so much pure car-

bonic acid gas, the results of the combustion of tlje sul-

phuretted yr.d hidroguretted charcoal would approaph very

pear those furnished by the carbon of plumbago.

"Furnishes The results of this combustion however show, that the
nearly as much charcoa 1 em ployed in the formation of hidroguretted sul-

common char- Pnnr furnishes nearly as much hidrogen, as charcoal that

PpM
' has not been subjected to this process. Hence we may in-

fer, that the hidrogen of the hidroguretted sulphur is not

furnished by the charcoal. Jt is probable, that sulphur con-

tains either water, or oxigen and hidrogen ; and that the

charcoal forms the hidroguretted sulphur by abstracting the

hidrogen.

Central results, Recapitulation of the principal Observations,

Plumbago. Cornish plumbago, burned in oxigen gas, yields nothing

but carbonic acid gas and oxide of iron, without any mix-

ture of water, or of hidrogen gas.

Its combustion shows, that J 00 parts of plumbago con-

tain 96 of carbon and 4 of iron; and that 100 parts by

weight of carbonic acid gas contain between 27*04 and

27*38 parts of carbon. We find the same results, whether

we calculate from the weight of the carbon burned, or the

quantity
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quantity of oxigen consumed, supposing the carbonic acid

gas to contain its own bulk of oxigen gas.

The purest charcoal I have burned, next to plumbago, is Charcoal of es-

tbat produced by decomposing the essential oil of rosemary
gealial °a »

in a red-hot tube. Probably other oils of the like kind

would furnish a similar charcoal. In its combustion it did

not form any notable quantity 6f water ! but it gave out

some oxicarburetted hidrogen, though in too small a quan-

tity, for the composition of the acid gas to be sensibly mo-

dified by it. From this experiment I found, that 100 parts

of carbonic acid contain 27*11 of carbon* and 72*89 of

oxigen.

The combustion of anthracite, previously exposed to a Stone coal,

red heat, furnished too perceptible a quantity of water and

of hidrogen, for the results of this process to be calculated

with accuracy, and compared with the preceding.

The combustion of box charcoal too, dried by long in- Box charcoal,

candescence, furnished an appreciable quantity of water and

oxicarburetted hidrogen.

The combustion of charcoal, that had served for the pre- Charcoal used

paration of liquid hidroguretted sulphur, produced very l^qJidTulphur-

nearly the same quantity of water and hidrogen, as was ob- etted hidrogen.

tained from dried charcoal, that had not been exposed to

the action of sulphur. Hence we may infer, that this sub-

stance does not take from charcoal the hidrogen it contains.

It is probable, that sulphur contains either water Or its ele- Sulphur con-

ments; and that charcoal occasions the sulphur to become
hidrogen?

hidroguretted by attracting the oxigen. The recent expe-
riments of Mr. Davy on sulphur by means of Voltaic elec-

tricity leave no doubt, that this substance contains a pretty

considerable quantity of oxigen and hidrogen.
In these experiments where I burned charcoals containing Increase or di«

hidrogen, the gas, in which the combustion was effected, was
"»inut,on °*

sometimes a little increased, at others a little diminished in

bulk. This difference appeared to me, to depend chiefly
on the more or less perfect combustion of the hidrogen
evolved. This combustion was more or less complete, not

only according to the proportion of circumambient oxigen

gas, but to the intensity of the heat, which in my experiments
varied,

xr.
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XI.

On Meteorological Nomenclature , in answer to LuKS
Howard, Esq* By J. Bostock, M. D.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

SIR, Liverpool, July 11, 1810.

On meteorob- A Rea(* with some concern, in your last number, the critique

pical nomen- of Mr. Luke Howard on my meteorological observations.

I was concerned to find, that my attempts to illustrate a

pare of science, upon which he has bestowed so much at-

tention, should not have met with a more favourable re-

ception from him; and I was still more concerned to per*

ceive, that he was offended at me, for rejecting the nomen-

clature which he proposed, to express the different modifica-

tions of the clouds. I briefly explained my motives for so

doing, and surely not in a way to have called for any harsh

censure; but I shall now state more fully what I have done

on the subject, in order that Mr. Howard may judge whe-

ther I was influenced by the desire of advancing my repu-

tation at the expense of his, or even by the affectation of

singularity.

1 had long been in the habit of making accurate observa-

tions on meteorological phenomena, when Mr. Howard pub-
lished his essay; and the first impression which it made up-
on me was a very favourable one, many of the terms ap-

pearing to be both characteristic and judicious. I regretted

indeed, that they appeared to be connected with a peculiar

hypothesis, to which I could not altogether assent; yet I

determined to employ them in my own diary, and I made

the experiment with both the desire, and the expectation of

finding them materially useful to me. After giving them,

however, a fair trial, I found them quite inadequate to ex-

press the different atmospherical appearances, which I

thought of sufficient importance to^be recorded, and, after

some time, discontinued their use. Whether the defect in

this case was imputable to the nomenclature itself, or to my
unskilfulne**,
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Unskil fulness, it is not for me to decide; but it was chiefly On Meteoro*

on this account, and partly from its connection with a pe- ^lca
,

no"

culiar hypothesis, that I neglected it, and not from any
selfish desire " of making way for my own" in opposition

to it.

Mr. Howard refers me to an article in Dr. Rees's Cyclo*

pedia, where I may find his ideas on the subject, detached

from the theory with which they were before united, and

resting on observation alone. This essay I shall not fail to

take the first opportunity of perusing, and I shall probably

find, that it will remove part of my objections to the new
nomenclature. With respect to the other objection, arising

from its want ot minuteness and comprehension, I think the

only in ethod of effectually answering it will be for Mr.
Howard himself to give a specimen of a diary constructed

as mine is, so as to afford a complete history of the atmos-

pherical phenomena of .each day, expressed in his own lan-

guage. I feel confident, that Mr. Howard will agree with

me in thinking, that such a series of observations will tend

very much to improve the science of meteorology ; and I

have no doubt, that he will have sufficient candour to ac-

knowledge, that the diary, which he formerly furnished for

the Athenaeum was by no means sufficiently copious for the

purpose.

I am so desirous of carrying my project into execution,

that I shall be happy to enter upon any plan of cooperation,

that shall be suggested by any of your correspondents, and

none more so than by Mr. Howard. So far from having

any partiality for my peculiar phraseology, no one can be

more aware of its defects than myself, or more desirous,

that it should be exchanged for a language that may be more

scientific^ and more correct.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. BOSTOCK.

xir.
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XII,

Method of increasing the Durability of Tilts: by Count

von Mellin*.

effectual.

Method em
ployed.

Methods of J.VJI.EANS of increasing the hardness of tiles, and conse-*

rendering tiles
quently their durability, have been sought, without the dis-

more'durable. . , _. .

*
.

,
. . . p

covering ot any sufficiently cheap and simple tor common

Glaring ex- use* Such is the glazing or varnishing of tiles, which is in*

pensive. deed very good, but too expensive, to be generally adopted.

Coating with Tarring tiles has been proposed ;
and this process appear-

ur cheap and ing to me easily practicable and not expensive, I determined

to make trial of it on one of my roofs, that required a great
deal of repairing. Providing some of the largest brushes 1

could get, L and an assistant set ourselves to coat the upper
side of my tiles with tar liquefied over a gentle fire, and

kept moderately hot. Four persons were employed to hand

\is the tiles, and, when tarred, to lay them in the sun to dry ;

which took three or four days, it being then the spring of

the year. It is proper to say, that I had set apart the best

tiles, or those which appeared most thoroughly baked; and

that I exposed the others to the sun, that they might be

warmed and receive the coat of tar more easily. After the

process these appeared as if coated with a reddish brown

varnish. Four hours were sufficient for the preparation of

two thousand.

Near my house was a tile kiln", which was just ready to

draw. As soon as it was sufficiently cool, to allow the tile3

to be handled, I had as many taken out, as left in the inte-

rior of the kiln sufficient room for a few people to coat them.

with tar. While two of these were tarring the tiles, three

others were employed to give them, receive them when

tarred, and lay them in a corner of the kiln, where the heat

was reduced to that of a vapour bath. When the kiln wa*

quite cold, the tiles were perfectly dried, but they had not

such a shining coat as the former, because the great heat

Another me
feed.

* Sonnini's Bihlioth. physico-econ. Oct. 1800, p. 243.

had
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!iad caused the tar to penetrate into their substance. Their

pores were completely stopped, and they were rendered im-

penetrable to water, as I found by experience. The five

persons I have mentioned tarred four thousand tiles in six

hours. Both these experiments did not consume a barrel

of tar.

The roof for which these tiles were used is open to the The tiles not

north, and exposed to all the violence of winds and storms.
inJ ure(i in2*

. . years.
It was repaired in 1779> and not one of the tarred tiles is at

all injured or decayed. They are covered with a very fine

mass, and their surface is in as good condition, as if the tar

had just been laid on. On the other hand, several of those

which, as I said before, I had set apart, supposing they
would resist the weather without any preparation, because

they were thoroughly burned, are cTacked, broken at the

corners, or splintered on the surface.

Some persons say, that tarred tiles would be more dura- Additions f
ble, if they were powdered with iron filings and charcoal

the lar in^ u"

. . .
nou9.

dust: but I conceive these substances would render the sur-

face rough; and thus detain the water, while those coated

with varnish would let it run off.

I am of opinion however, that a mixture of lime and tar Other sub-

would be more beneficial. I think too, that fats in general,
stances*

whale oil, or the dregs of our oils, would be equally adapted
to the purpose, and still cheaper.

ANNOTATION.
Few people in London or its vicinity, where tiles are the Calculation of

common covering of houses, but must have experienced the expense in

great inconvenience from roofs leaking, and the consequent
thlS countryf

trouble and expense of frequent repairs. Sometimes in-

deed this is owing to the badness of the mortar employed ;

but is most commonly the consequence of a few tiles bein^
cracked to pieces by frost, after they had imbibed water.
The method above recommended would appear to be a
sufficient remedy for this; and the expense attending it is

not an object at all comparable with the comfort and advan-

tage of a secure roof. I am not certain, whether the count

be
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be speaking of plain tiles, or pantiles; but taking them to

be plain tiles, the least favourable supposition, and the

size of ours, a roof of 24 feet by 25, which would be

that of a house of middling size would take about 4000*

Now two thirds of a barrel of tar, at £2 6s. a barrel, the

highest price in the market at the present time, come to

£l 10s. 8d ;
and the labour, at the rate of 6 men for 8

hours, the longest time in the two experiments above, at 5s.

a day, will be £l 4s; so that the whole additional cost of a

moderate sized roof would not exceed £2 15s. This must

very soon be reimbursed by the saving in repairs of the roof

alone; and all the inconvenience, beside the injury done to

the ceilings and goods, would be avoided. If coal tar were

used, v.hich, I should imagine would perfectly answer the

pir <»ose, supposing such a rcof to require a hundred weight,

this -low sells for 18s., so that the cost would be only two

guineas. C.

XIII.

Extract of a Letter from Prof. Kries, of Gotha, to Mr,

Gehlen, on Radiant Heat**

JL Imagine a short historical note on radiant heat will not

be unpleasing to your readers.

Experiments The experiments of Pictet, made with two mirrors, in

on radiant heat^ focllg f ,ie f which he placed a burning body, and

century. thus set tire to combustible substances in the focus of the

other, justly excited the attention of natural philosophers.

Bu, it is surprising, that such experiments had been made

more than a hundred years before, but were forgotten.

Lambert, in his Pyrometry, says, on the authority of Zahn,

that the experiment of collecting heat from a charcoal fire

by a mirror of 18 inches diameter, and reflecting it to the

distance of iO or 24 feet to a smaller minor of 9 inches.

which so concentrated the rays, that tinder and matches were

* Aim. de Chim. vol. LXXI, p. 158. Translated from Gehlen's

Journal by Tassaert.
kindled
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kindled by them, had long ago been made at Vienna. The
work of Zahn referred to is no doubt his Ocutm artificiatis*,

which was published in 1685.

I have a small tract entitled : Account of the parabolic Wooden mi*.

wooden Mirrors, and their surprising action, which were ,orsof Xreat

. power.
lately invented by Andrew Gaertner, Machinist, and Mo-
del-Master to the King of Poland and Elector of Saxony,
at Dresden, 1785.

In tSiis work is the following description of an experiment. Experii
" I placed a live coal before the mirror, in its focus, and witil

immediately the mirror diffused a strong heat to the distance

of forty or fifty paces, which it would not do with the sun.

Hence I conceive, that what is told of the celebrated Ar-

chimedes is true: though that he did not produce so power-
ful a heat by the help of the solar rays, but by a fire kindled

for the purpose; for when I placed a small mirror, half an

ell [near a foot] in diameter, opposite the greater, and sixty-

paces from it, and the coal was made to burn bright, imme-

diately the little mirror lighted a candle ; which many per-
sons would not believe, till they had seen it. I tried also

whether a lighted candle would produce the same effect as

the coal ; but it did not, for there was not the least heat from

it."

The large mirror here alluded to was tj> feet in diame- Size of the

ter: the largest of the author's making was five.
mirrors.

The following experiment appears to me still more sur- Other experi*

prising. The author says:
«' if I held the mirror ten or meilt**

twelve paces from a hot iron stove, immediately it kindled

a fire: and the same thing took place on holding it 20 or

24 paces from a fire in an open fire place."

Pictet's experiment with ice, which surprised him so

much, is described in the same work.

A little after the experiments I have just mentioned, the R adiantcold,

author continues thus,
«« lf? instead of fire, I placed cold

water in the focus of the mirror, it diffused an agreeable

coldness even in the height of summer: and if, instead of

water, I used ice, very considerable cold was produced at

the distance of ten or twenty paces.

* More probably, I should think, his mir.uli .^Economia, or his Spe-
cula physieooniaihcmalicuhi$tor:ca. C,

Dolf,
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Structure of

the mirrors,

METHOD OF KEEPIN3 GftEfiN PEASE AND FRENCH BEANS*

Dolf, who has spoken of Gaertner*s gilt mirrors, and aftefr

him Gehlen, and lastly Fischer, all say, that it is not known
how Gaertner made his mirrors. The following is the de-

count he gives in his own work.
" All these mirrors are of common wood ; more of soft

wood than of hard. For, though I have made mirrors of

all sorts with metals, yet what I have said is to be under-

stood of wooden mirrors only, which must be gilt withirt and
without. If any amateur wish to make such mirrors him-

self, he has only to apply to the inventor, who will inform him
and instruct him in every step necessary to be taken both

for making and gilding therm"

Gaertner therefore, though he does not tell us how he

fabricated them, made no mystery of it. It is singular, that

he directs the mirrors to be gilt on both sides. Perhaps
th*i3 tended to preserve the mirror, and prevent its being

warped by dryness: perhaps in this way he had a convex

and a concave mirror in one: but he says nothing on the

subject.

XIV,

Is

Method of keeping Green Pease and French Beans.

pease,

i j.
ji.NTO a middling sized stewpan, filled with young greet!

keeping green pease, put two or three tablespoonfuls of sugar, and place

the pan over a brisk charcoal fire; As soon as the pease begin
to feel the heat, stir them two or three times; and, when

they yield water, pour them out on a dish, to drain off the

water that comes from them. When drained, spread them

out on paper in an airy room, where the sun does not come;

and, that they may dry the more quickly, turn them fre-

quently. It is necessary for their keeping, that they should

not retain any moisture; if they do, they will soon grow

mouldy;
French beans may be managed in the same way, and thus

they will keep till the next season as well flavoured as when

first gathered.

.ir,d French
beane-.

* SonninPs Bibliotheque Pbysico-econom. Aug. 1808, p. 105.

XV.
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XV.

On the Art of Printing from Stone. Communicated by a

Correspondent.

JLN your last number you inserted from the " Annales de Art of pr'ntijjg

Chimie" an account of the method of printing from stone.
iittie known

It is certainly an ingenious, and mpst probably a useful art; here.
'

though I believe very little known in England. There are

one or two circumstances respecting it, with which some of

your readers may like to be acquainted, that Mr. de Serres

has passed by. A close texture, as he observes, is advan-

tageous, and indeed necessary to its giving a clean impres-

sion.

I made the ink according to his direction, (which was Ink for it.

considered so great a secret) but prefer to it coloured tur-

pentine, copal, or lac varnish. Muriatic acid is cheaper Muriatic acid

than nitric acid, and has the advantage of not acting upon jj[tr£
ral> et°

the resin or wax, which forms the base of the varnish used.

After purchasing some pieces of marble, I was much Choice of the

vexed to find that both the muriatic and nitric acid left
sto"e*

some of the veins untouched, and only partially dissolved

others; this must be attended to in selecting the blocks.

I find some pieces of the limestone from Clifton near Bris-

tol take a tolerable polish, and dissolve readily.

But the easiest and cheapest way for those who wish to Rest method

fcave a card, ciphers, &c, is Chauvron's on stone or even on
c°eS

Sma* am~

lead. A little piece may be executed in a quarter of an

hour; and if wetting is not sufficient to prevent the ink

from adhering to the block, it will bear sponging, and yet

leave enough of the ink upon the figures.

The insertion of these hints in your valuable Journal

will oblige your constant reader.

G. O.

£' ,
— . _^

!

-

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

Wernerian Natural History Society.

J\T a meeting of this Society, on the 19th of May last, Rareanimals

|he Rev. John Fleming, of Bressay, read an account of
fa Shelland-

several
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Germination
ofgrasses.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS,

several rare animals found by him in Shetland; particu-

larly pleuronectes punctatus, a specimen of which he exhi-

bited to the Society; lucernaria quadricornis; echinus mi*

liaris, &c; and some undescribed species, particularly a

flustra, which he proposed to call Jittstra Ellisii, in honour
of Mi. Ellis, the illustrator of the corallines. At the same

meeting, Dr. John Barclay read remarks on some parts of

the structure of the large marine animal cast ashore ia

Stronsay last jear.

At a meeting on the <26th of May, Dr. John Yule read a

summary of experiments and observations on the germina-
tion of the graminea*, in which he stated some uew facta

respecting the economy of this useful class of plants, illus-

trated by a series of drawings and specimens of the germi-
nated seeds of the cerealia or cultivated species, and of the

buds of the stem, and panicle of viviparous grasses. And
the Secretary read a communication from William Fitton 4

Bsq., on the porcelain earth of Cornwall.

Copleyan The Copleyan medal for last year was adjudged by the

Royal Society to Mr. Edward Trougbton, for the account

of bis method of dividing astronomical instruments, printed

in the last volume of the Philos. Trans. See Journal, vol,

XXV, p. 1 and 100.

Eye of the

codfish.
Mr. Albers, of Bremen, having examined the eye of the

codfish, gadus morrhua, L., finds, that the sclerotica is com-

posed of two coats ; the outermost of which is membranous,
while the innermost is horny, knd divisible into several

layers. The innermost of these layers is coated with a sub*

stance resembling spermaceti, which forms little cysts, con-

taining water in their intervals. This separates the sclero-

tica from the outermost silvery coat of the choroids, which

by maceration in water becomes divisible into two layers.

The intermediate coat of the three principal ones, that oc-

cupy the place of the choroides in the eyes of fishes, is com-

posed in the cod of a retiform vascular texture, the trunks

of which issue from the horseshoe shaped tubercle peculiar

to tithes, and the use of which is so difficult to explain.

Some
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Some anatomists have taken this tubercle for a gland, others Tubercle ia

for -a muscle; but it appears, from the minutest research, ^j^
b

to be a convolution of the larger bloodvessels, and Mr. Al-

ters considers it as a sort of reservoir for the blood, a kind

of rete mirabUe.

The air bladder of the sapphirine gurnard, trigla hirundo, Air bla(*der of

L., differs very remarkably in its internal structure, as well

as in its shape, from that of any other known fish. It is

near three inches-long, two broad, and more than one deep.

At one end it has the appearance of having received a deep

gash, and at the other of two. The first is formed by a

slight separation of about three quarters of an inch; the

others by two perpendicular separations, nearly parallel, and

more than two inches long.

The loss of any one of the senses is certainly a serious Establishment

calamity, but that cf sight is on many accounts the most for ***e educa*

^ .; '. j T;
'

, n tion of the

important. Every attempt to alleviate tins loss therefore biia.j.

deserves encouragement, and may be expected to meet suc-

cess proportionate to its merit. The establishment of Mr.

Haiiy at Paris, some remarks on which by Mr. Berard were

given in our Journal, vol. Ill, p. 189) was formed near

thirty years ago, and has been imitated we understand in

other parts of Europe. The benefits, that have already re-

sulted from the School for Indigent Blind in St. George's

Fields, are no doubt known to many of our readers; but

from a participation in these the children of the wealthy are

excluded, nor indeed would they be adequate to their wants.

We are happy therefore to learn, that an establishment is

recently formed at Chelsea for teaching not only reading and

writing, but the various sciences, to the opulent blind ; so

that the children of the rich, .labouring under this misfor-

tune, may have it alleviated as far as is practicable. The

plan appears to be, on the whole, highly commendable: but,

as it is yet in its infancy, the author, Mr. Bonner, would be

happy to receive any suggestions, that could tend to its ur\T

provement.

To CORRESPONDENTS.
Mr. Shute's paper was too late for insertion this month.

Meteorological
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ARTICLE I.

The Bakerian Lecture for 1809. On some new Electro*

chemical Researches, on various Objects, particularly

the metallic Bodies from the Alkalis, and Earths, and

on some Combinations of Hidrogen, By Humphry Davy^

Esq. Sec. R. S. F. R. S. E. M. I. R. A:*

I. Introduction.

1 HAVE employcd.no inconsiderable portion of the time Application of

that has elapsed, since th* last session of the Royal Society,^^2 p°ur.

in pursuing the train of experimental inquiries, on the ap-sued.

plication of electricity to chemistry, the commencement

and progress of which this learned body has done me
the honour to publish in their Transactions.

In this communication, I shall, as formerly, state the

results. I hope they will be found to lead to some views

and applications, not unconnected with the object of the

Bakerian lecture : and though many of them are far from

having attained that precision and distinctness, which I

could wish, yet still I flatter myself, that they will afford

elucidations of some important and abstruse departments
of chemistry, and tend to assist the progress of philoso-

phical truth.

* Philos. Trans, for 1810, p. 16.

Vol. XXVL—Supplement. Y Explanation
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Explanation of the Figures.

Explanation of PI. IX, Fig. 1. The apparatus for electrizing potassium
the nlates.

jn gasses# \ (ne g]ass tube. B the wire negatively elec-

trified. C and D the cup and wire positively electrified.

Fig. 2. The apparatus for decomposing water out of the

contact of air. AA the cones containing the water.

BBB the tubes for conveying the gas. C and D the pneu-
matic apparatus.

Fig. 3. The apparatus for decomposing and recomposing
water under oil. CC the wires for communicating the Vol-
taic electricity. DD the wires for producing the explo-

sion. B the tube. A the vessel containing it. o, dy c* the

level of the different fluids.

PI. X, Fig. 4. The apparatus for exposing water to the

action of ignited potash and charcoal, out of the contact

of air. A the tube for water. B the iron tube. C the

receiver for the ammonia. D the pneumatic apparatus.

Fig. 5. The apparatus for the decomposition of ammonia.

Fig- 6. A Voltaic apparatus, being one of the 200

which compose the new Voltaic battery of the Royal In-

stitution. For the construction of this battery, and of

other instruments applicable to new researehes, a fund of

upwards of ^1000 has been raised by subscription, from

members of the Royal Institution. As yet, the whole

combination has not been put into action ; but reasoning

from the effects of that part of it which has been used,

gome important phenomena may be expected, from so great

an accumulation of electrical power.

II. Some new Experiments on the Metalsfrom the fixed
Alkalis.

Metals of the
^n *ne PaPer *n wn »cn I &rs t made known potassium and

ixed alkalis. sodium to the Royal Society, I ventured to consider these

bodies according to the present state of our knowledge, as

undecompounded, and potash and soda as metallic oxides,

capable of being decomposed and recomposed, like other

bodies of this class, and with similar phenomena.

Different hypo- Since that time, various repetitions of the most obvious

thetical expla- f the experiments on this subject have been made in

&cts.

°
different parts of Europe. The generality oi enlightened

chemists
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chemists have expressed themselves satisfied both with the

experiments, and the conclusions drawn from them:

but as usually happens in a state of activity in science, and

when the objects of inquiry are new, and removed from

the common order of facts, some inquirers have given

hypothetical explanations of the phenomena, different from

those I adopted.

Messrs. Gay-Lussac and Thenard, as I have mentioned

on a former occasion, suppose potassium and sodium to be

compounds of potash and soda with hidrogen ;
a similar

opinion seems to be entertained by Mr. Ritter. Mr.

Curaudau* affects to consider them as combinations of

charcoal, or of charcoal and hidrogen, with the alkalis;

and an inquirer + in our own country regards them as com-

posed of oxigen and hidrogen,
I shall examine such of th«se notions only as have been

connected with experiments, and I shall not occupy the

time of , the Society with any criticisms on matters of mere

speculation.

In my two last communications, I have given an account Gay-Lussac and

of various experiments on the action of potassium upon
Thenard's

ammonia, the process from which Messrs. Gay-Lussac and action of potas-

Thenard derive their inferences. At the time that these
sium

.

on am~

moma,
papers were written, I had seen no other account of the

experiments of the French chemists, than one given in a

number of the Moniteur ;
and as this was merely a sketch,

which I conceived might be imperfect, I did not enter into

a minute examination of it. I have since seen a detail of

their inquiry in the second volume of the Mem. d'Arcueil,
a copy of which Mr. Berthollet has had the goodness to

send me, and the publication of which is dated June 7,
1809: and from this detail it seems, that they still retain

their Opinion ;
but upon precisely the same grounds as

those, to which I have before referred. That no step of

the discussion may be lost to the Society, I shall venture

to state fully their method of operation, and of reason-

* Journal de Physique, June, 1808
;
or Journal, vol. xxiv

;p. 40.

f Nicholson's Journal, August, 1809, p. 258

Y2 They
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Their method They say, that they heated potassium* in ammonia, and
of operation, tf,ey found, that a considerable quantity of ammonia was

absorbed, and hidrogen produced; and that the potassium

became converted into an olive coloured fusible substance.

By heating this substance strongly, they obtained three

fifths of the ammonia again, two fifths as ammonia, one

fifth as hidrogen and nitrogen ; by adding a little water to

the residuum, they procured the remaining two fifths, and

found in the vessel, in which the operation was carried on,

nothing but potash.
—Again, it is stated, that, by treating

a new quantity of metal with the ammonia disengaged from

the fusible substance, they again obtained hidrogen, and an

absorption of the ammonia
;
and by carrying on the opera-

tion, they affirm, that they can procure from a given quan-

tity of ammonia more than its volume of hidrogen.

and reas wing Whence, they ask, can the hidrogen proceed?
—shall it

onit - be admitted, that it is from the ammonia? but this, say

they, is impossible; for all the ammonia is reproduced.

It must then come from the water, which may be supposed

to be in the ammonia, or from the metal itself. But the

experiments of Mr. ikrthollet, jun., prove, that ammonia

does not contain any sensible quantity of water. There-

fore, say they, the hidrogen gas must be produced from

the metal; and as, when this gas is separated, the metal

is transformed into potash, the metal appears to be

i nothing more than a combination of hidrogen, and that

alkali.

Defect in their It is obvious, that, even supposing the statement of these

ttatemeut.
gentlemen correct, their conclusions may easily be contro-

verted. They affirm, that all the ammonia is reproduced ;

but they do not obtain it without the addition of zmter.

And of the oxigen which this would give to the potassium,

and of the hidrogen which it might furnish, to reproduce

the ammonia, they take no notice.

Mr. Davy's re- I have shown, by numerous experiments, many of which

suits veij dif- hayc been repeated before members of this Society, that the

results obtained, by applying heat to the fusible substance,

are very different from those stated by the ingenious French

* Mem. d'Arcueil, Tom. II, p. 309.

tflicmistSj
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chemists, when the operations are conducted in a refined from cautious

and accurate manner. proce. ing.

In proportion as more precautions are taken to prevent Little ammonia

moisture from being communicated to it, so, in proportion, regenerated,

is less ammonia regenerated ; and I have seldom obtained

as much as T~ of the quantity absorbed. And I have

never procured hidrogcn and nitrogen, in the proportions

in which they exist in ammonia; but there has been always and an excess of

an excess of nitrogen. $£$"
pro"

The processes which I have detailed in the last Bakerian potassium al-

lecture, and iu the appendix to it, show this; and they
waYs revived.

likwise show, that a considerable quantity of potassium is

always revived.

I have lately performed the experiments, in a manner

which I proposed page 458 of the last volume of the

Transactions*, and the results have been very satisfactory;

as far as they relate to the question of the nature of
1

potassium.

I employed a tube of platina bored from a single piece, potassium heat-

which, having a stop-cock and adaptor of brass, connected ed in ammonia

with the mercurial apparatus, could be used as a retort:

the potassium was employed in quantities of from 3 to 4

grains, and the absorption of the ammonia conducted as

usual, in a retort of glass free from metallic oxides : and

in a tray of platina.

In some of the processes, in which the heat was rapidly rapidly,

applied, some of the gray matter, which I have formerly
described as a pyrophorus, passed over in distillation

; and

in these cases, there Mas a considerable deficiency of hydro*

gen, as well as nitrogen, in the results of the experiment.
But when the heat was very slowly raised, the loss was and vety slowly,

much less considerable, and in several cases, I obtained

more than four fifths of the potassium, which had been em-

ployed; and very nearly the whole of the nitrogen, ex-

isting in the ammonia that had been acted upon.
I shall give an account of one process, conducted with Experiment

scrupulous attention. The barometer was at 30*2 in.
;

thermometer at 54* Fahrenheit. Three grains and a

* Journal, vol. xxv, p. 143»

half
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half of potassium were heated in 12 cubical inches of am-

monia, 7*5 were absorbed, and 3*2 of hidrogen evolved.

The fusible substance was not exposed to the atmosphere,
but was covered with dry mercury, and immediately in.

troduced into the tube ; which, with its adaptors, was ex-

hausted, and filled with hidrogen. They contained to-

gether T
8
^ of a cubical inch. The heat was very slowly ap-

plied, by means of a fire of charcoal, till the tube was ig-

nited to whiteness. Nine cubical inches of gas were given

off, and i of a cubical inch remained in the retort and

adaptors. Of the 9 cubical inches, y of a cubical inch was

ammonia, 10 measures of the permanent gas, mixed with

7*5 of oxigen, and acted upon by the electrical spark, left

a,residuum of 7'5. The quantity of potassium formed was

such as to generate, by its action upon water, 3 cubical

inches and T^ of hidrogen gas.

Results. Now if this experiment be calculated upon, it will be

found that 7*5--*2=: to 7*3 of ammonia, by its electrical

decomposition, would afford about 13*1 of permanent gas,

containing 3*4 of nitrogen, and 9*7 of hidrogen. But the

3*2 cubical inches of hidrogen, evolved in the first part of

the process, added to the 5*8 evolved in the second part of

the process = 9; and the nitrogen in the 8*8 cubical inches

of gas, (or the 9— *2 of ammonia,) will be about 3; and

if we estimate *34 of hidrogen, and *16 of nitrogen, in

the 5 remaining in the retort ; there will be very little dif-

ference in the results of the analysis of ammonia by elec-

tricity, and by the action of potassium ; and calculating

upon the -j^ of hidrogen preexisting in the tube and

adaptors, the loss of hidrogen will be found proportionably
rather greater than that of nitrogen.

Another experi-
I*1 another experiment, in which 3 grains of potassium

menu were employed in the same manner, 6*78 cubical inches of

ammonia were found to be absorbed, and 2*48 of hydrogen

only generated. The distillation was performed, the

adaptors and tube being full of common air: 8 cubical

inches of gas were produced ;
and there must have remain-

ed in the "tubes and adaptors the same quantity of residual

air3 as in the process last described.

Th«
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The 8 cubical inches of gas contained scarcely f of a Results,

cubical inch of ammonia ;
and the unabsorbable part de-

tonated with oxigen, in the proportion of 11 to 6, gave a

residuum of 7*5.—The barometer was at 30*2 in., thermo-

meter at 52° Fahrenheit. Dr. Pearson, Mr. Allen, and

Mr. Pepys were present during the whole of these opera-

tions, and kindly assisted in the progress of them.

Now 6-78—*4 of ammonia = 6*38, and this quantity of Deductions

gas, decomposed by electricity, would afford 114 of per-

manent gas, consisting of 2*9 nitrogen, and 8*5 hidrogen.

But there are produced in this experiment, of hidrogen,

2*48 in the first operation, and 4*28 in the second
; and,

considering the nitrogen in the permanent gas as 3*32,08
must be subtracted from the common air; which would give

2*52 for the nitrogen generated: and to these must be

added the quantity of hidrogen and nitrogen in the tubes

and adaptors.

The quantity of potassium regenerated was sufficient to

produce 2*9 cubical inches of hidrogen.

In all experiments of this kind a considerable quantity of Black matter

black matter separated, during the time the potassium in

the tube was made to act upon water.

This substance was examined. It was in the state of a This examined.

fine powder. It had the lustre of plumbago, it was a con-

ductor of electricity. When it was heated, it took fire at

a temperature below ignition ; and after combustion, no-

thing remained but minutely divided platina. I exposed
some of it to heat in a retort, containing oxigen gas ; there

was a diminution of the gas, and a small quantity of mois-

ture condensed on the upper part of the retort, which

proved to be mere water,

I made two or three experiments, with a view to ascertain

the quantity of this substance formed, and to determine

more fully its nature. I found, that in the process in

which from 3 to 4 grains of potassium were made to act

upon ammonia in a vessel of platina, and afterward dis-

tilled in contact with platina, there were always from 4 to

6 grains of thjs powder formed; but I have advanced no
farther in determining its nature, than in ascertaining, that A compound of

it is platina combined with a minute quantity of matter, ft
tina

^{l*
vuicn affords water bv combustion in oxigen.

* rogen "'

In
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In iron tubes,

nitrogen lost,

and hidrogcn

produced^

5n copper, less

hidrogenj

in platina,

hidrogen lost.

On what do
these results

depend ?

Action of so-

dium on am-
monia.

In the processes on the action of potassium and ammonia,
in which iron tubes were used, as appears from the experi-

ments detailed in the last Bakerian lecture and the appen-

dix, there is always a loss of nitrogen, a conversion of a

portion of potassium into potash, and a production of

hidrogen. When copper tubes are employed, the hidrogcn

bears a smaller proportion to the nitrogen ; and more potas-

sium is revived.

In those experiments, in which platina has been used,

there is little or no loss of potassium or nitrogen : but a

loss, greater or smaller, of hidrogen.

It will be asked, on what do these circumstances depend ?

Do the affinity of certain metals .for potassium prevent it

from gaining oxigen from ammonia, and do platina and

copper combine with a small quantity of hidrogen, or its

basis ? Or are there some sources of inaccuracy in those

processes, in which nitrogen has appeared to be decom-

posed? The discussion of these difficult problems will be

considered in that part of this lecture, in which the nature

of ammonia will be illustrated by some new experiments.

The object of the present part of the inquiry is the demon-

stration of a part of chemical doctrine, no less important

and fundamental to a great mass of reasoning, namely,

that by the operation of potassium upon ammonia it is not a

metallic body that is decomposed, but the volatile alkali ;

and that the hidrogen produced does not arise from the

potassium, as is asserted by the French chemists, but from the

ammonia, as I have always supposed ;
the potassium in the

most refined experiments is recovered, but neither the

ammonia nor its elements can be reproduced, except by-

introducing a new body, which contains oxigen and hidrogen.

I have made an experiment upon the action of sodium on

ammonia, with the same precautions as in the experiments just

detailed, a tray, and the same tube of platina being employed.

3*3 grains of sodium I found absorbed 9*1 of am-

monia, and produced about 4'5 of hidrogen ;
and the

fusible substance, which was very similar to that from

potassium, distilled, did not give off ^ of the ammonia

that had disappeared ;
and this small quantity I am

inclined to attribute to the presence of moisture. The

permanent gas produced equalled twelve cubical inches ;

and,
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and, by detonation with oxigen, proved to consist of near-

ly two of hidrogen to one of nitrogen. Sodium was re-

generated, but an accident prevented me from ascertaining

the quantity.

Whoever will consider with attention the mere visible The volatile aj-

phcnomcna of the action of sodium on ammonia cannot, I
k
^ ^

com"

conceive, fail to be convinced, that it is the volatile alkali,

and not the metal, which is decomposed in this process.

As sodium does not act so violently upon oxigen, as po- Phenomena of

tassium, and as soda does not absorb water from the atmos- faction
of

sodium on um«
phere with nearly so much rapidity as potash, sodium can niouia.

be introduced into ammonia much freer from moisture than

potassium. Hence, when it is heated in ammonia, there is

no effervescence, or at least one scarcely perceptible. Its

tint changes to bright azure, and from bright azure to olive

green ; it becomes quietly and silently converted into the

fusible substance, which forms upon the surface, and then

flows off into the tray. It emits no elastic fluid, and gains

its new form evidently by combining with one part of the

elementary matter of ammonia, while another part is suf-

fered to escape in the form of hidrogen.

It will not be necessary for me to enter into a very minute Mr. Curaudau**

experimental examination of the opinion of Mr. Curau- hyPolliesi*

dau, that the metals of the alkalis are composed of the

alkalis merely united to charcoal. The investigation upon
which he has founded his conclusions is neither so refined,

nor so difficult, as that which lias been just examined. This

gentleman has been misled by the existence of charcoal, as

an accidental constituent in the metals he employed, in a

manner much more obvious, than that in which Messrs.

Gay-Lussac and Thenard have been misled by the moisture,
which interfered with their results.

Mr. Curaudau states, that, when sodium is oxidated, car- refuted,

bonic acid is formed. This I have never found to be the

case, except when the sodium was covered by a film of

naphtha. I burnt two grains of sodium in 8 cubical inches

of oxigen: nearly two cubical inches of oxigen were ab-

sorbed, and soda in a state of extreme dryness, so that it

could not be liquified by a heat below redness, formed.

This soda did not give out an atom of carbonic acid, during

its solution in muriatic acid. Three grains of sodium

3 were
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Mr. Ritter's

hypothesis

jrcfuted.

His observa-

tions on the ac-

tion of tellu-

rium upon
water.

were made to act upon water; they decomposed it with the

phenomena, which I have described in the Bakerian lec-

ture for 1807*. Nearly 6 cubical inches of hidrogenwere

produced. No charcoal separated; no carbonic acid was

evolved, or found dissolved in the water. Whether the

metals of potash or soda were formed by electricity, or by
the action of ignited iron on the alkalis, the results were

the same. When charcoal is used in experiments on potas-

sium or sodium, they usually contain a portion of it in

combination, and it appears from Mr. Curaudau's method

of decomposing the alkalis, that his metals must have been

carburets not of potash and soda, but of potassium and

sodium.

Mr. Hitter's argument in favour of potassium and so-

dium being compounds of hidrogen is their extreme light-

ness. This argument I had in some measure anticipated,

in my paper on the decomposition of the earths ; no one

is more easily answered. Sodium absorbs much more

oxigen than potassium, and, on the hypothesis of hidroge-

nation, must contain much more hidrogen ; yet, though

soda is said to be lighter than potash in the proportion of

13 to 17 nearly +, sodium is heavier than potassium in the

proportion of 9 to 7 at least.

On the theory which I have adopted, this circumstance is

what ought to be expected. Potassium has a much stronger

affinity for oxigen than sodium, and must condense it much

more, and the resulting higher specific gravity of the com.

bination is a necessary consequence.

Mr. Ritter has stated, that, of all the metallic substanceB

he tried for producing potassium by negative voltaic electri-

city, tellurium was the only one, by which he could not

procure it. And he states the very curious fact, that, when

a circuit of electricity is completed in water, by means of

two surfaces of tellurium, oxigen is given off at the positive

surface; no hidrogen at the negative surface, but a brown

powder, which he regards as a hydruret of tellurium, is

formed and separates from it; and he conceives, that the

reason why tellurium prevents the metallization of potash is,

* Journal, vol. xx, p. 307.

f Hassenfratz, Annal. <Je Chem, lorn, xxviii, p. 11.

that
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that it has a stronger attraction for hidrogen, than that

alkali*

These circumstances of the action of tellurium upon Thisdoesnot

water are so different from those presented by the action s ium to be a

of other metals, that they can hardly fail to arrest the compound,

attention of chemical inquirers. I have made some expe,

periments on the subject, and on the action of tellurium

on potassium, and I find, that, instead of proving that

potassium is a compound of potash and hidrogen, they
confirm theidea of its being as yet, like other metals, unde-

composed.
When tellurium is made the positive surface in water, Experiments oa

oxigen is given off. When it is made the negative surface, bein^nositivT
the voltaic power being from a battery composed of a and negatively

number of plates exceeding 300, a purple fluid is seen to
e ectri"ed -

separate from it,
and diffuse itself through the water

; the

water gradually becomes opaque and turbid, and at last

deposits a brown powder. The purple fluid
is, I find, a

solution of a compound of tellurium and hidrogen in water; A compound of

which, in being diffused, is acted upon by the oxigen of the
hidden" T^

common air, dissolved in the water, and gradually loses duced.

a part of its hidrogen, and becomes a solid hydruret of

tellurium. The compound of hidrogen and tellurium pro- ,

duced at the negative pole, when uncombined, is gaseous at

common temparatures ;
and when muriatic acid, or sulphuric

acid, is present in the water, it is not dissolved, but is given

off, and may be collected and examined.

I acted upon potash by means of a surface of tellurium, Experiment

negatively electrified, by a part of the large voltaic appa-
wuh *ellurinm

ratus lately constructed on a new plan in the laboratory of trified.

the Royal Institution, an account of which, with figures,

will be found at the beginning of this paper. 1000 double

plates were used. The potash was in the common state, as

to dryness. There was a most violent action, and a solution

of the tellurium, with much heat, and a metallic mass, not

unlike nickel in colour, was formed ; which, when touched

by water, did not inflame or effervesce, but rendered the *

water of a beautiful purple colour, and when thrown into

*
Journal, vol. xxiv, p. 318.

water
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Action of po-
tassium on tel-

lurium.

water entirely dissolved, making a bright purple tincture.

A compound of It immediately occurred to me, that the whole of the hidro-
tellurium, hi- i • L • ,ji , ....
drogen, oxigcn,S

en
?
which in common cases would hare been furnished

and potassium, from the decomposition of the water, had in this instance
?r0 uc

combined with the tellurium
;
and that the telluretted hidro-

gen, (if the name may be used,) had formed with the

oxidated potassium, i. e. the potash, a peculiar compound,
soluble in water: and this I found to be the case; for, on

pouring a little dilated muriatic acid into the mixture, it

effervesced violently, and gave a smell very like that of

sulphuretted hidrogen ; metallic tellurium was formed where

it came into contact with the air, and muriate of potash wras

found dissolved in the mixture.

It seemed evident from this fact, that, in the action of

tellurium negatively electrified upon potash, potassium was

produced, as in all other cases, and that it combined with

the tellurium, and formed a peculiar alloy; and this opi-

nion was farther confirmed by the immediate action of

potassium upon tellurium. When these metals were gently

heated in a retort of green glass, filled with hidrogen gas,

they combined with great energy, producing most vivid

heat and light, and they composed an alloy of a dark cop-

per hue, brittle, infusible at a heat below redness, and

possessing a crystalline fracture. When the tellurium was

in excess in this mixture, or even nearly equal to the potas-

sium in quantity, no hidrogen was evolved by the action

of the alloy upon water; but the compound of telluretted

hidrogen and potash was formed, which remained dis-

solved in the fluid, and which was easily decomposed by
an acid.

The very intense affinity of potassium and tellurium for

each otheF induced me to conceive, that the decomposition

vived together of potash might be easily ejected, by acting on the oxide

by charcoal. f tellurium and potash at the same time by heated char-

coal ; and I soon proved, that this was the case. About

100 grains of oxide of tellurium, and 20 of potash, were

mixed with 12 grains of well burnt charcoal in powder,
and heated in a green glass retort; before the retort became

red there was a violent action
;
much carbonic acid was given

off,

Oxides of po-
tassium and
tellurium re
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off, a vivid light appeared in the retort, and there was found Accidental al-

in it the alloy of tellurium and potassium.
la7 of ,dlliriu^

\ *

t
with potassium ,

In attempting to reduce somi* oxide of tellurium by char-

coal, which Mr. Hatchett had the kindness to give me for

the purposes of these experiments, and which must haye

been precipitated by potash, or from a solution in potash, I

found, that a sufficient quantity of alkali adhered to it, even

after it had been well washed, to produce an alloy of potas-

sium and tellurium ;
but in this alloy the potassium was in

very small quantity. It was of a steel gray colour, very

brittle, and much more fusible than tellurium.

I shall not arrest the progress of discussion, by entering Aeriform com-

at present into a minute detail of the properties of the hniumaudfai-

aeriform compound of tellurium and hidrogen ;
I shall drogen.

mention merely some of its most remarkable qualities and

agencies, which, as will be shown towards the close of this

paper, tend to elucidate many points immediately connected

with the subject in question. The compound of tellurium

aud hidrogen is more analogous to sulphuretted hidrogen,
than to any other body. The smell of the two substances

is almost precisely the same*. Its aqueous solution is of a

claret colour; but it soon becomes brown, and deposits

tellurium, by exposure to air. When disengaged from

an alkaline solution by muriatic acid, it reddens moistened

* In some experiment?, made on the action of tellurium and Supposition,

potassium, in the laboratory of my friend John George Children
that telluriu

.

m
,

°
. misrnt contain

iisq., ofTunbridge, in which Mr.Children,.Mr. Pepys, and Mr.War-sulphur,
burton cooperated; the analogy between the two substances struck

us so forcibly, as for some time to induce us to conceive, that tel-

lurium might contain sulphur, not manifested in any other way
but by the action of voltaic electricity, or of potassium; and some
researches made upon the habitudes of different metallic sulphurets,
at the voltaic negative surface, rather confirmed the suspicion ; for

most of the sulphurets that we tried, which were conductors of

electricity, absorbed hidrogen in the voltaic circuit. The great im-

probability, however, of the circumstance that sulphuric acid, or

sulphur in any state of oxigenation, could exist in a metallic solu-

lution, which was not manifested by the action of barytes, induced

me to resist the inference ; and farther researches, made in the

laboratory of the Royal Institution, proved, that the substance in

'question was a new and singular combination.

litmus
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litmus; but, after being washed in a small quantity of

water, it loses this property ; but in this case likewise it

is partially desom posed by the air in the water
; so that

it is not easy to say, whether the power is inherent in it,

or depends upon the diffusion of a small quantity of mu-
riatic acid through it. In other respects, it resembles a

weak acid, combining with water, and with the alkalis.

It precipitates most metallic solutions. It is instantly de-

composed by oximuriatic acid, depositing a film, at first

metallic; but which is soon converted into muriate of tel-

lurium*.

^Arsenic
-^s arsenic nas an affinity fov hidrogen, it occurred

to me as probable, that it would present some phenomena

analogous to those offered by tellurium, in its actioa

upon potassium, and in its operation upon water, when

electrified.

made the nega- Arsenic made the negative surface in water, by means

of a part of the new battery containing 600 double plates,

became dark coloured, and threw down a brown powder ;

but it likewise gave off a considerable quantity of inflamma-

ble gas.

in a solution of Arsenic negatively electrified in a solution of potash like-

Potas t wise afforded elastic matter
;
but in this case the whole solu-

tion took a deep tint of brown, and was pellucid ; but it

became turbid, and slowly deposited a brown powder, by
and in contact, the action of an acid. When arsenic was made the negative

potash°

l

surface, in contact with solid potash, an alloy of arsenic

and potassium was formed of a dark gray colour, and

perfectly metallic ; it gave off arseniuretted hidrogen by the

action of water with inflammation, and deposited a brown

powder.
Potassium and When potassium and arsenic f were heated together in hi-

drogen

* From the results of one experiment, which I tried, it seems that

tellurium, merely by being heated strongly in dry hidrogen, enters

into combination with it. An accident prevented me from ascer-

taining, whether the compound so formed is exactly the same as

that described in the text.

Volatile pyro- "\
In reasoning upon the curious experiment of Cadet, of the pro-

phorus from duction of a volatile pyrophorus by the distillation of acetite of

potasi
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drogcn gas, they combined with such violence, as to pro- arsenic heated

duce the phenomena of inflammation, and an alloy was pro-
111 kidrogeugas.

duced of the same kind as that formed by means of the

voltaic battery.

As tellurium and arsenic both combine with hidrogen,
it appeared to me probable, that, by the action of alloys

of potassium with tellurium and arsenic upon ammonia,
some new phenomena would be obtained, and probably
still farther proofs of the decomposition of the volatile

alkali, in this process afforded • and this I found was actually

the case.

When the easily fusible alloy of tellurium with potassium, Action of alio*

in small quantity, was heated in ammonia, the surface lost its
potassiumoa"

metallic splendour, and a dark brown matter was formed, ammonia,

which gave ammonia by exposure to air
; and the elastic

fluid, which was generated, in this operation, consisted of

four sixths nitrogen, instead of being pure hidrogen, as in the

case of the action of potassium alone.

The alloy of arsenic and potassium, by its action upon Action of alloy

ammonia, likewise produced a gas, which was principally potassium oa

nitrogen, so that if it be said that the metal, and not theammouisu

volatile alkali, is decomposed in processes of this kind, it

must be considered in some cases as a compound of nitrogen,

and in others a compound of hidrogen, which are contra-

dictory assumptions.

None of the chemists, who have speculated upon the tma- Hidrogenatk>a

srinary hidrosrenation of potash, as far as my knowledge ex- of P otasri not

* A u I w* i it i
• proved by ana-

tends, have brought forward any arguments of analysis, or lysis or synthe-

synthesis. ^Their reasonings hare been founded, either upon
sis*

potash and white oxide of arsenic, Foureroy, Connais. Chem. Tom. oxide of arsenic

viii, p. 197, I conceived it probable, that this pyrophorus was a aud ac«tate of

volatile alloy of potassium and arsenic. But from a repetition of pota>
'

the process I find, that, though potash is decomposed in this ope-

ration, yet the volatile substance is not an alloy of potassium,
but contains charcoal and arsenic, probably with hidrogen. The

gasses not absorbable by water, given off in this operation, are pe-
culiar. Their smell is intensely foetid. They are inflammable, and
seem to contain charcoal, arsenic, and hidrogen : whether they are

mixtures of various gasses, or a sittgle compound, I am not at present
able to decide,

distant
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distant analogies, or upon experiments in which agents,

which they did not suspect, were concerned. No person,

I believe, has attempted to show, that, when potassium

or sodium is burnt in oxigen gas, water is formed; or that

water is generated, when potassium decomposes any of

the acids*: and no one has been able to form potassium,

by combiniug hidrogen with potash. I stated in the Bake-

rian lecture for 1807, that, when potassium and sodium

were burnt in oxigen gas, the pure alkalis were formed in

a state of extreme dryuess; and that 100 parts of potassium

absorb about 18 parts of oxigen, and 100 parts of soda

about 34 parts. Though, in the experiments from which

these deductions were made, very small quantities only of

the materials were employed, yet still, from frequent
'

repetitions of the process, I hoped that they would ap-

proach to accuracy ; and I am happy to find, thaf this is

the case; for the results differ very little in some experi-

ments, which I have made, upon considerable portions

of potassium and sodium, procured by chemical decompo-
sition.

Ox'gencon- When potassium is burnt in trays of platina, in oxigen
sumed propor- gas t}j at has been dried bv ignited potash, the absorption of
tionaltothe

5
. . , A ,, * u- ,

• w • r.i
quantity of oxigen is about^ of a cubical inch for every gram of the

metal.

Decomposition
* When, in October 1807, I obtained a dark coloured combusti-

of boracic acid, ble substance from boracic, acid, at the negative pole in the voltaic

circuit, I concluded, that the acid was probably decomposed, ac-

cording to the common law of electrical decomposition. In March

1808 I made farther experiments on this substance, and ascertained,

that it produced acid matter by combustion ; and I announced the

decomposition in a public lecture delivered in the Royal Institution

March 12. Soon after I heated a small quantity of potassium in

contact with dry boracic acid, no water was given off in the ope-

ration, and I obtained the same substance, as I had procured by

electricity. Messrs Gay-Lussac and Thenard have likewise ope-
rated upon boracic acid by potassium, and they conclude, that they
have decomposed it

; but this does not follow from their theory,

unless they prove, that water is given off in the operation, or com-

bined with the borate of potash ; the legitimate conclusion to be

drawn from the processes, on their hypothesis, was, that they had

made hydruret of boracic acid.

metal
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metal consumed; and when sodium is burnt in a similar

manner, about a cubical inch is taken up for ev?ry grain*.

The alkalis so formed are only imperfectly fusible at a red

heat; and do not, like the easily fusible alkalis, give indi-

cations of the presence of moisture.

Mr. d'Arcet has shown by some very well conducted in- Potash and soda

onirics, that potash and soda + , in their common state, cort-
contam muctt

1 ' r ' « water.

tain a considerable proportion of water ; and Mr. Berthol-

lct concludes, that 100 parts of potash, that have been kept Potash loses its

for some time in fusion, contain 13*89 parts of water, which water when
\ combining with

ivs lost when the alkali enters into combination with muriatic muriaticacid.

acid ; and the same sagacious observer, from some very
minute experiments, infers, that muriate of potash, which

has been ignited, contains in 100 parts 66-66 potash and

33*34 muriatic acid, a determination which diifers very
little from that of Bucholz.

To determine the relation of the dryness of the potash, Potassium con--

formed from potassium, to that which has been considered verted mto

..«i«-. *i * . . Potash upon
as freed from the whole or the greatest part of its water, in the surface of

muriate of potash, I made several experiments. I first at- nu,riatic acid»

tempted to convert a certain quantity of potassium into potash,

upon the surface of liquid muriatic acid; but in this case tlie

heat was so intense, and hidrogen holding potassium in solu-

tion was disengaged with so much rapidity, that there was a

considerable loss of alkali ; yet even under these circum-

stances I obtained from 10 parts of potassium 17-5 of dry
muriate of potash. The most successful and the onlymodo
which I employed, that can be entirely depended upon, Mas and in muriatic

that of converting potassiqpi into muriate of potash in mu-?5id St-

riatic acid gas. I shall give the results of two experiments

made in this manner : 5 grains of potassium, inserted in a

tray of platina, were made to act upon 19 cubical inches of

muriatic acid gas, that had been exposed to muriate of lime;

by the application of a gentle heat, the potassium took
fire,

* The quantities of gas given out by the operation of water are

in a similar ratio. See page 43 of the last Bakerian lecture [Journal

vol. xxiii, p. 245], and page 330 of this paper.

f Annaks de Chimie. Nov. 1808, page 175 ; or Journal for Sep-
tember.

Vol. XXVI. Supplement. Z bruat
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burnt with a beautiful red light *, and the whole mass ap-

peared in igneous fusion
; a little muriate of potash, in the

state of a white powder, sublimed and collected in the top

of the vessel in which the experiment was made. Nearly 14

cubical inches of muriatic acid gas were absorbed, and about

5 of hidrogen were produced. The increase of weight of the

tray was about 4*5 grains ; and it did not lose any weight by

being ignited.

Exp. 2. The second experiment was conducted with still more at-

tention to minuteness. 8 grains of potassium were employed;
above 22 cubical inches of muriatic acid gas were consumed;
the potassium burnt with the same brilliant phenomena as in

the last experiment, and the increase of weight of the tray

was 6| grains. The muriate of potash was kept for some

minutes in fusion in the tray, till a white fume began to rise

from it, but it did' not lose the —^ of a grain in weight.

After the muriate of potash had been washed out of the tray,

and it had been cleaned and dried, it was found to have lost

about a third of a grain, which was platinain a metallic state,

and that had alloyed with the potassium, where it was in

contact with the tray, during the combustion. There was no

appearance of any water being separated in the process. A
little muriate of potash sublimed ; this was washed out of

the retort, and obtained by evaporation : it did not equal £
of a grain.

Deductions. Now if the data for calculation be taken from this last ex-

periment, 8 grains of potassium will combine with 1*4

grains of oxigen, to form 9*4 grains of potash, and 6'6—
1-4 = 5*2, the quantity of muriatic acid combined with the

potash ; which would give in the 100 parts in muriate of

potash, 35*6 of acid, and 64*4 of potash. But 35*6 of

muriatic acid, according to Mr. Berthollet's estimation,

would demand 71*1 of alkali, in the state of dryness in

which it exists in muriate of potash; and 71*1—64*4 =
6'7 ;

so that the potash taken as a standard by Mr. Ber-

thollet contains at least 9 per cent more water, than

* As a retort exhausted of common air was used, the small quan-

tity of residualcommon air may have- been connected with this vivid-

ness of combustion.

1 that
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that existing in the potash formed by the combustion

of potassium in muriatic acid gas, which consequently

may with much more propriety be regarded as the dry
alkali*.

After these illustrations, I trust the former opinions, which Potash and soda

I ventured to bring forward, concerning the metals of the
hides'

16 °

fixed alkalis, will be considered as accurate, and that potas.

sium and sodium can with no more propriety be considered

as compounds, than any of the common metallic substances ;

and that potash and soda, as formed by the combustion of

the metals, are pure metallic oxides, in which no water is

known to exist.

These conclusions must be considered as entirely indepen-
dent of hypothetical opinions, concerning the existence of

hidrogen in combustible bodies, as a common principle of

inflammability, and of intimately combined water, as an

essential constituent of acids, alkalis, and oxides. This part

of the inquiry I shall reserve for the conclusion of the lecture,

and I shall first consider the nature of the metal ofammonia,
and the metals of the earths.

(To be continued.)

II.

Of the Spinellane : and some other fossil Substances, by
Mr. NosEf.

iVlR. NOSE has described this substance in his mineralogy Spinellane

of the mountains of the Rhine. He found it on the banks where found.

of the lake of Laach, near Andernach. It is in a rock

composed of various substances, as oxide of iron, quartz,

hornblende, mica, and some other substances, to which he ,

has given peculiar names, such as,

*
Consequently Mr. Berthollet's fused potash must contain nearly Water in

23 per cent of water. From my own observations I am inclined to potash,

believe, that potash kept for some time in a red heat contains 16 or

17 per cent of water, taking the potash formed by the combustion of

potassium as the dry standard.

f Journal de Physique, vol. Ixix, p. 160.
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Sanidin.

Desmin.

Characters of

the spinellane.

1, A rariety of tabular feldspar, which he calls sanidin ;

% Another substance, crystallized in small silky tufts,
which he calls desmin.

The spinellane has a brownish colour.

Its form appears to be that of a hexacdral prism, ter-

minated by triedral pyramids with rhomboidal faces.

Mr. Nose however imagines, that he has observed a great

many points of resemblance between it and the balass ruby,
or spinelle, whence he has been led to give it the name of

spinellane.

It does not rank very high in point of hardness, but is

sufficiently hard to scratch glass.

Saturating

power of the
solution of

potash ascer-

tained.

Separation of

the spirituous

liquor by car* N

bouate ef

potash.

III.

Researches on Acetic Acid, and some Acetates : jBz/Richahd

Cheneyix, Esq. F.R. S. M. R. I. A. Sfc.

(Concludedfrom p. 2370

J. O ascertain the saturating power of this solution of

potash however, I neutralized with it muriatic acid diluted

so as to be of the specific gravity of 1-0707. Of this

10-000 parts required 27*448 of solution of potash. I then

precipitated an equal quantity of the same acid by nitrate

of silver, and I obtained 5-050 of muriate of silver, which

gives us a fixed standard for the solution of potash, and

renders the experiments capable of being compared together,

and with others. The specific gravity of the solution of

potash was 1-0786.

Carbonate of potash thrown into a fluid containing a

spirituous liquor is divided into two portions : but if the

fluid contain acetic acid also, or, I believe, any other acid,

that forms with the potash a salt soluble in spirit, the sepa-

ration does not- take place: particularly if the acid con.

tained in it be much more in quantity than the spirituous

liquor- For this reason I have been forced to distil the

fluid products of acetates of silver, copper, and nickel,

from potash, till all their acid was extracted, and examine

them afterward for the spirituous liquor.

Ijn-
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I introduced a hundred parts, by measure, of the liquid

to be assayed into a tube, which was' 5 dec. [19-6 inch.]

long, and 5 or 6 mil. [0*2 of an inch] in diameter, and

closed each end by a small cork. I put in carbonate of

potash sufficient to render the separation complete, and iu

order to bring the spirituous liquor to the part of the tube,

where I had measured the whole of the liquid before I put %

in the carbonate of potash, I let out a portion of the

liquid below, by drawing out the cork from the bottom,

so as to compensate the increase of bulk occasioned by the

addition of carbonate of potash. Thus I avoided the

errours, that any inequality in the bore of the tube would

have occasioned.

The pyroacetic spirit thus separated is not at its greatest

degree of dryness : but it is in a sensibly uniform state, and

may be subsequently rectified hy other processes.'

In a similar way I proceeded with all the liquid mentioned

in this paper.

As to the aeriform products, the separation of the car- Aeriform pN*.

bonic acid was effected in the solution of barytes contained ducts *

in the first phial. I ascertained its quantity by examining
the carbonate of barytes formed during the process. The

hidrogen gas I collected in the pneumatic apparatus.

I will not assert, that there is exactly the same precision Calculations.

with regard to all the acetates ; but the variations appeared
to me too small, to be noticed in researches of this kind.

If an acetate of the same metal be distilled several times,
we shall find slight variations from one experiment to an-

other, which require numerous repetitions, that we may
take the mean of as many operations as possible. We
should also take every care, to preserve the same degree of

temperature throughout every operation, as well as in all

that are undertaken with a view of comparing the different

acetates with each other.

These variations take place most generally in the acetates

that yield the greatest quantity of pyroacetic spirit; and it

was by taking the mean terras of several operations, and

particularly attending to the greatest and smallest quantities

of each gubstancc produced in distilling all these salts, that

I determined the proportions and order in the following ge-

neral table.
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Tabulated re-

sults.
lis
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In this table it may be remarked, that the specific gravity Anomaly in

of the product of the distillation of acetate of silver is b*t*®*^
tatc of

1*0656, while its degree of acidity greatly exceeds that of the

rest: yet it does not contain any sensible portion of pyro-

acetic spirit. At first I suspected, that this product might
contain some other vegetable acid, beside the acetic: and I

had not to choose among a great number, for few would

have resisted the heat this product had nndergone without

being decomposed or volatilized. I saturated a portion

with potash, and sought in vain for some other acid. I

chiefly expected to find in it pyrotartaric acid, but

it did not form the least precipitate with acetate of

lead.

This fact may be explained by the tendency the concen-

trated acetic acid has to become solid, and the expansion it

would undergo a little before the instant of congelation, ana-

logous to what sir Charles Blagden observed in water. I

exposed to the same temperature the products of the dis-

tilled acetates of silver, nickel, and copper, and that from

silver crystallized first. It was likewise the last liquefied on

raising the temperature anew; which tends slightly to support

the explanation I have given.

With 15 gram. [232 grs.] of the liquid product of Specific gravity

the distillation of the acetate of silver I mingled water bya c

°

om p ^Js of

gramme at a time. The specific gravity went on in- the acid from it

creasing, till three grammes of water had been added,
mthwater*

when it was 1*0733; and the degree of its acidity,

according to the component parts, 76*8959. With five

grammes of water the spec. grav. was 1*0693. From
five grammes to ten there appeared to me some slight

variation ; but beyond that proportion, when it was

1*0597, it decreased uniformly. I had, no opportunity
of examining this series of mixtures but once, but it ap-

pears to favour my opinion. It must be confessed how-

ever, that the effect is very great to be produced by so

slight a cause.

This part of my researches however I have not examined Mixtures of

sufficiently to decide. It is to be wished, that the exact acetic ***
f.
nd

, . , - water should
ratios between the specific gravity and acidity of a liquor bo examined.

containing
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containing acetic acid, without any other substance,
should be ascertained*.

Crystallization What I have just said of the congelation of the liquid

notowingtt) Product of thc distillation of acetate of silver proves, that

spirit. the crystallization of acetic acid is no way owing to the

presence of the spirituous liquor. In fact how can we

imagine, that a fluid congealable only at a very great degree

of cold can increase thc crystallizableness of another fluid,

which crystallizes much mare readily than itself? No cause

for the crystallization of tartaric, oxalic, or any other acid

has ever been sought for, but its peculiar nature-

Purest and The purest and most concentrated acetic acid I ever

strongest from gaw was tnat | obtained from the acetate of silver by dis-
acetate of silver. J

tillation.

Acetate of There seems to be some anomaly in the products of the
nic e '*

distillation of acetate of nickel. The quantity of carbon

\\\ the residuum in the retort is very great, and there is like-

wise a great deal carried off by the gas. The difficulty of

obtaining a sufficient quantity of this metal prevented mc
from carrying my examination farther.

Littl« spirit I cannot answer to a few hundredths for the quantity of
from the ace-

gpirituous liquor contained in thc products of the distilla-
tates of silver,

r l

nickel, and tion of the acetates of silver, nickel, and copper, on ac-

copper, count of the small quantity they contain, and the larger

proportion of their acetic acid. The acetate of silver ap-

pears to me to contain none. I am not so certain with re-

gard to that of nickel. After having deprived the liquid

product of the acetate of copper of a large portion of its

acid by distilling it with carbonate of potash, I separated

about 17 of spiritnous liquor by the method used for the

other liquid products.

andiron. The acetate of iron is one of those most easily decom-

posed by heat. Accordingly it yields less of the spirituous

liquor, and more acid, in the product of its distillation,

than we have reason to expect from its other properties.

More in pro- Without arrogating to these results more confidence, than

portion as the ^ e nature of the research allows them to claim, we sec, that
rnotal less

a^ily reducible, from the four metals reduced to the metallic state during

* See the paper by Mr. Mollerat, Ann. de Chim., vol. lxviii, p.

88 i or Journal, vol. xxv, p. 155,

the
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the operation the quantity of pyroacetic spirit is uniformly

greater in proportion as the metal is less easily reducible.

Zinc, which does not alter its state, gives still more : and in

this case the heat is necessarily greater, before the acid

quits its base. Lastly manganese, which is not in the same

stale before and after the process, yields more of the

spirituous liquor than zinc, because the base is capable

of absorbing about 0*46 of oxigeu, and with this the acid

furnishes it.

Some preliminary experiments, by which I found that Has less oxigeu

acetic acid contains a larger proportion of oxigen than the
thail aceL1° ac"*B

pyroacetic spirit, prove, that this acid furnishes it for the

superoxidation of the oxide of manganese; and that by this

mean an effect is produced, which in other circumstances

takes place without it.

This will be farther demonstrated by the distillation of Liquid from the

earthy and alkaline acetates. I distilled the acetates f
a!ka,ine*****

J more spirituous

potash and soda, and obtained a more spirituous and less and less acid

acid liquor, than any of those furnished by the metallic
than

£om *e
1 ' J J metallic,

acetates. I obtained a similar result by the distillation of

acetate of lime; but very pure and dry acetate of barytes, From acetate

prepared with acetic acid made by Mr. Mollerat* yielded
of baO" te* Pul»

r 7 J
spirit alone,

me a liquid of the spec. grav. of 0*8458, which did not

redden blue vegetable colours, and which, being treated *

with carbonate of potash to separate the pyroacetic spirit,

did not allow the separation of a single drop. So far from

this, having mixed a hundred measures of it with a hun-

dred measures of water, and having afterward added car-

bonate of potash in the usual way, more than a hundred

measures of pyroacetic spirit separated. The whole of the

liquid therefore, arising from the distillation of acetate cf

barytes, was pyroacetic spirit more free from water than

that from which carbonate of potash has taken all the

water it can. Its specific gravity was greater than that of

pure pyroacetic spirit, because it contained a yellow em.

pyreumatic oil.

These results prove, that, cateris paribus, the produc- In the inverst

tion of pyroacetic spirit follows pretty exactly the inverse
J?

1

^.
* tl

}
e

composition.
*

Consequently obtained from the distillation of wood. C.

ratio
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ratio of the facility of decomposition by a high temperature:
and that, if the acetate of manganese be an exception to

this law, it is because its base facilitates the decomposition
of the acid by absorbing oxigen.

No doubt there are other circumstances, that influence

<he results of these distillations; but the determination of

such complicated causes is a problem not to be solved in the

present state of chemistry.

Uniform in its Pyroacetic spirit is precisely the same substance, whatever
properties. foe the salt that has served for its formation.

Products of Prussic acid and ammonia have been classed among the
acetates exa-

products of the distillation of acetates. I have digested themined for °

prussic acid, liquid product of the acetates of lead and of potash on
the red oxide of mercury, and on the black oxide of iron

with potash. I have treated it with sulphate of iron, and

by all the means I could think of; but I could not find any
prussic acid, any more than in the dry residuum in the retort.

Though it is extremely difficult, to detect very small quan-
tities of prussic acid in any substance whatever, I do
not think any exists in the liquid products of distilled

acetates,

and for am- As to the ammonia I added lime and potash to the liquid
moma.

products of several acetates, and I afterward held near

Visible vapours them a tube wetted with muriatic acid, when very visible

acid^no certain
vaPours were produced. I could not distinguish the am-

testof iu monia by the smell. I held the same tube moistened with

muriatic acid near the surface of a little common alcohol,

and observed the same vapours. I precipitated by a solu-

tion of potash a solution of acetate of copper, and added

a little of the liquid product of distilled acetate of potash.

Dividing it into two portions, into one I put a single drop
of ammonia, and none into the other. I filtered the two

separately, and then passed a stream of sulphuretted hidro-

gen gas through each. Jn that containing the drop of am-

monia, brown flocks were formed, like hidrosulphuret of

copper ; but in the other I could distinguish nothing.

From these experiments I am persuaded, that no ammonia

is formed [in the distillation of acetates ; and that the

mistake has arisen from the vapours, which muriatic acid

forms
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forms with the spirituous and volatile part of their re-

spective products.

It is of little importance to know whether prussic acid Found perhaps

or ammonia be contained in the products of acetates form- was imp Ure,

ed by an impure acetic acid like vinegar; for the extractive

or mucilaginous matter might furnish either, without the

acetic acid contributing to it. But as this acid is frequent-

ly the last result of the destructive distillation of vegetable

substances, it is essential to know, whether it contain

nitrogen.

In all the products of the distillation of acetates, but Brown fetid ofl

particularly those that yield most pyroacetic spirit, we rom acetate*«

find a brown, fetid oil; but I have taken no notice of this

in the table.

I endeavoured to modify the products of the distillation Acetate of lead

of the acetate of lead, by mixing with it other substances, c^ai-coal™

either oxidating, or disoxidating. The acetate of lead

mingled with a fourth of charcoal yielded 42.5 of pyro-

acetic spirit by distillation : and the same salt mingled with and *ith oxide

a fourth of black oxide of manganese yielded but 34. Their ganese.

specific gravities were 0-9606 and 0*9633; and their ratio

of acidity 2*445 and 2-052.

The acetate of lead describe I by Thenard yielded 59 of

pyroacetic spirit ; 3*973 of acidity ; and tfte spec. grav. of

the whole liquid product was 0*9302.

It is certain, that heat alone is not sufficient, to convert Heat alone

acetic acid into pyroacetic spirit; but that the concurrence
oesnotcon-

rj s * vert pyroacetic
of other circumstances is necessary, which we are not yet acid into pyro-

able to ascertain. Into a porcelain tube, at a strong red
acetlc spmt '

beat, I passed acetic acid of the spec. grav. 1*0635, and

tlffc acidity of which was 60*624 The porcelain tube was

luted to a tubulated matrass, and in the tubulure were

placed two tubes. One of these, be ng open at both ends,
allowed me to drain out the liquor, that condensed in the

matrass, by means of a little pipe. The other, which was

curved, reached to the bottom of a phal containing a solu-

tion of barytcs, and communicating withapneumatocherwical

trough. I continued the process eight hours, constantly

returning into the retort the liquid that condensed in the

matrass; so that ultimately each particle had passed five or

six
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tix times through a tube heated red hot for the space of

six inches. Carbonic acid and carbnretted hidrogen gas
were continually evolved. The liquid that passed into the

matrass became more and more brown, and a small quan-

tity pt coally matter was left in the retort. The weight of

the acid was then 1'0443, and the proportion of its acidity

was only 33*65. No pyroacetic spirit was formed. Acetic

acid therefore is capable of supporting a great heat, with-

out being totally decomposed, aud is at the same time highly

volatile. For this reason it is almost always a result of

the destructive distillation of vegetable and animal sub-

stances.

Heat diminishes It is to be observed that the acidity of the acetic acid,

^c

ŝ

lt

g

y
râ

e
that has passed through a red hot tube, diminishes much
more than ils specific gravity. This is analogous to what

happens in the result of distilled acetate of nickel. The

cause I know not. I could not find any oil or other sub-

stance in these liquids ; if they contain any other acid than

the acetic, it must differ from this in a very few properties,

for all those I examined agree perfectly with those of acetic

acid.

Vapourof If carbon be introduced into the red hot porcelain tube

acetic acid before the vapour of acetic acid is passed through it, nothing

i&arcoal. is collected, even after a single distillation, but water, car*

bonic acid, and carburetted hidrogen gas.

The spirit ob- The distillation of some other salts formed by vegetable
tained from acids leads me to believe, that the acetic is the only acid,
acet'C acid

alone; the salts of which furnish pyroacetic spirit by distillation.

not from tar- I have distilled tartrate of copper and lead, and acid

t*ric> tartrate of potash. I have treated the products in the same

manner as I did those of the acetates, but in no instance dfti

I perceive any traces of the pyroacetic spirit.

oxalic,
The acid oxalate of potash also afforded me none. On

comparing all the products of the distillation of the tartrate

and oxalate of potash, I believe, that the tartaric acid dif-

fers from the oxalic chiefly by containing a larger propor-
tion of carbon.

•r citric. I could not obtain any pyroacetic spirit from the distilla-

tion of citrate of potash.

A?
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As the pyroacetic spirit appears to be a constant and Compared witk

uniform substance, whatever may be the acetate from°
er:>i>m

which it is derived, I have compared it with other spirituous

liquors, in which the acetic acid might have had some in.

lluence.

It is pretty generally imagined, that what is contained in Formation or

vinegar is the result of the vinous fermentation, which
acetlce ***

during the distillation becomes ether by the action of the

acetic acid. Mr. Gehlen very lately denied the direct forma-

tion of an acetic ether : but Mr.Thenard has since formed it,

as other chemists had done before*. In March 1803 I

obtained the following results, and I have since verified

them.

I mixed together ten parts of alcohol, of the specific Experiment.

gravity of 0*8483, and ten of acetic acid exempt from all

spirituous liquor, the spec. grav. of which was 1*0705, and

10 parts of which were neutralized by a quantity ef base,

which I shall represent by 43*587. The specific gravity of

the mixture was 0*9450, though by calculation it should

have been 0*9594. There was a very slight evolution of

caloric, but I observed no other action, even at the ex-

piration of eight and forty hours. I afterward distilled

this mixture to dryness. The product had lost nothing

perceptible of its weight, but its spec. grav. had become

0*9372. I distilled this ljquid to dryness eight times over in

close-vessels; but its specific gravity did not alter after the

first distillation. I neutralized 10 parts of this ether, which

from its composition was equal to 5 parts of the acetic

acid employed ;
and it took but 14*274 of base, instead of

%4'793 t
the half of 49-587. Thus on distilling together

10 parts each of such alcohol and acetic acid as are de-

scribed above, ||fjf-, or nearly 4a °f tne acid were ex-

pended in the etherification.

To procure this ether free from acid, I saturated it with The ether free*

dry carbonate of potash; and added enough of this salt to fromacil1*

take up all the water. Thus I obtained 7*40 parts of ether

of the specific gravity of 0*S621. By adding a little of

this to highly concentrated acetic acid, we have in a small Concentrated

vinegar.

* For its spontaneous formation see p. 157.

talk
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bulk a fluid, which makes a very pleasant vinegar by mix-

ing it with water.

kad.

Fyroacetic
To procure a sufficient quantity of pyroacetic spirit for

spirit procured comparing it with real acetic ether, I distilled ten pounds of
in quantity

r _ a

from acetate of acetate of lead. 1 he apparatus cons(stcd of an earthen

retort, to which was luted a tubulated matrass, furnished

with a tube reaching to the bottom of a very long proof

phial, which was surrounded with a mixture of ice and

muriate of soda. A second tube, straight and open at each

end, allowed me to draw off the .various liquid products

collected in the matrass during the process. These I sepa-

rated into two nearly equal portions, about 18 or 20

ounces each. A great deal of gas was evolved, which had

a strong smell
;
but from which, when it came into the cold

proof phial, was condensed a perfectly clear and colourless

liquid, weighing about 3 ounces. I redistilled these pro-

ducts, dividing the first two again.

The following are the results.

Tabulated re- Specific

gravity.

Proportion
of acidity.

Ethereous

liquor.

fist portior

product I 2d portio
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Rectified once from muriate of lime, it became 0*7864;

and this was the lightest I obtained. Mr. Trommsdorf says

he has had it at 0-75 ; but I never found any so light. It is

even probable, that what I estimate at 0*7864, having been

condensed at a cold of 12° or 15° below [5° or 10-4° F.],

is nearly the lightest possible. It burns with a white flame

externally, and a fine blue inner flame. It leaves no resi-

duum after combustion. It boils at 59° [138-2° F.]. I

do not know at what degree it becomes solid, as I exposed

it only to 15? below [5° F.] when it remained perfectly

fluid. It mixes with water in all proportions, as well as

with alcohol, and all the volatile oils I tried. With olive

oil it appears to mix in certain proportions, which vary as

one or the other predominates; except heat be applied,

when they mix whatever their quantity may be : so that at

a temperature much below its boiling point the pyroacetic

spirit has the remarkable property of mixing with water,

with alcohol, with fixed oils, and with volatile oils, in all

proportions. When cold it dissolves a very little sulphur,
and a little more phosphorus. Camphor has not a more
active menstruum. White wax, as well as grease, dis-

solves in it hot ; but part of both separates, when the tem-

perature is lowered. Water however occasions a copious

precipitate from both solutions when cold. It dissolves a

little elastic resin, which water precipitates from it. An
aqueous solution of gum arabic is rendered very turbid

by it.

Taught by the labours of Mr. Thenard, that acetie ether Acetic ether de-

is nothing but a combination of acetic acid with alcohol, and Sfcjjj^

5* e y

that this combination yielded to the action of alkalis. I was

willing to try the pyroacetic spirit comparatively with acetic

ether.

Into acetic ether of the specific gravity of 0-8627 I put Experiment

some caustic potash, which dissolved in it, and the liquid

became yellow. Soon after, and in proportion as the

potash dissolved, it lost the smell of ether. Subjecting
it to distillation, the solution grew deeper coloured

hy concentration, and a weak alcohol of the specific

gravity of 0*9059 passed into the matrass. In the retort

I found
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I found acetate of potash, with some potash not satu^

rated.

Pyroacetic spirit Into an equal quantity of pyroacetic spirit of the spe-
neatedinthe cilic gravity of 0.8086 I put a great deal more caustic
jomeway.

" - °

potash, which dissolved in it slowly, and the liquor became

of a very bright yellow. I left it thus at least a fortnight.

The whole of the potash was dissolved, the liquor was

grown much deeper coloured, and its smell was more

fragrant, though not fundamentally changed. On dis-

tilling this liquor, it came over very clear and colourless,

with the same smelly and all its other characteristics.

Farther com- ^ n preparing the potash in Mr. Berthollet's manner, the

panitive experi- alcoholic solution became browner in proportion to its being

concentrated
; and at length earbon was formed, which

floated on a very clear and colourless fluid, but at length

disappeared* The solution of potash in pyroacetic spirit

never lost its colour; but, on distilling it to dryness, a brown

mass remained in the retort. This brown mass I dissolved in

water, and again reduced to dryness. It was brown and

shining. Exposed to the air for eight and forty hours

in a platina capsule it did not perceptibly attract moisture;

its taste was a little saponaceous and acrid; and acids threw

down from it a yellow flocculent precipitate.

I dissolved a fresh quantity of potash, in the liquor

that I had already treated with this alkali, and distilled it

afresh in the manner described. The phenomena were

precisely the same. Thus it appears, that the potash exerts

i ts action at the expence of the entire substance of the

pyroacetic spirit, and not on any oil, or other matter, con-

tained in it.

Action of acids I tried the action of sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic acid

t"*d* on the pyroacetic spirit, to learn whether it were capable, lika

alcohol, of forming an ether.

Pyroacetic spirit
Into two measures of the spirit, of the specific gravity of

<with. sulphuric O8086, I poured one of moderately concentrated sulphuric
**

. acid. The mixture heated a little. It became brown imme-

diately, and a little after very black and thick. After

leaving it thus for a fortnight, 1 distilled it. Two fluids

passed over: one colourless, and heavier: the other yellow,

ia smaller quantity, and floating on the former. They had
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a strong smell of sulphurous acid. A large quantity of

coal remained in the retort. The first mixture, as well

as the residuum of the distillation, was blacker, and the

coal more abundant, then when alcohol is treated in the

same manner.

Two measures of the same pyroacetic spirit, and one nitric acid,

measure of concentrated nitric acid, assumed a very bright

and fine yellow colour, like a solution of gold, but grew
darker in the course of a fortnight. I afterward distilled

this mixture. At the bottom of tlie liquor was formed a

drop of yellow oil, having the appearance of phosphorus
melted in water. Nitrous gas was evolved, and this drop

disappeared. A liquid passed over, that had a strong
smell of nitric acid. This product I saturated with potash,

and the spirituous liquor I separated by distillation. It had

peculiar characters, which the smallness of its quantity did

not allow me to examine minutely. In the residuum I found

nitrate and acetate of potash. Oxalic acid may be obtained

from the carbonaceous matter, that remains in the retort

after the first distillation of pyroacetic spirit with nitric

acid.

I distilled one measure of pyroacetic spirit with two of muriatic acUf,

fuming muriatic acid. The liquor in the retort became

brown
; and, as it passed over, it was wholly condensed in

the receiver. It had a strong smell of muriatic acid, and

reddened blue vegetable colours. I redistilled it from car-

bonate of potash ; when it acquired a strong smell of

turpentine, and a sharp and oily taste. It was far less

volatile than muriatic ether. Potash discovered no mu-
riatic acid in it; but when burned on a solution of nitrate

of silver, a very copious precipitation of muriate of silver

was produced.

To form this combination in a more advantageous man-

ner, 1 passed a stream of muriatic acid gas through pyro- and muriatia

acetic spirit for a considerable time. It became very brown.
acld 5as *

I distilled it from carbonate of potash, and two fluids passed
over ; x one perfectly clear and colourless

; the other lighter,

with a tinge of yellow. The smell of the latter resembled

that of pyroacetic spirit, but it was more fragrant. It had

a hotter and more oily taste. It mixes but in very small

You XXVI.—Supplement. A a quantity
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quantity with pyroacctic spirit. It requires about forty

parts of water to dissolve it. It shows no mark of

acidity, and no test discovers the presence of muriatic

acid in it; yet, by burning it on a solution of nitrate of

silver, a very copious precipitate of muriate of silver is

formed.

The spirit com- Alcohol, pyroacctic spirit, and oil of turpentine, have

cohol and essen-
*ne P roPerty of forming combinations with muriatic acid, but

tial oil. each gives a result of a different nature. That of the pyro-
acctic spirit with this acid is neither an ether, nor a substance

resembling camphor.
Is it a simple or But are we to consider the pyroacctic spirit as a 'simple-

st*?
01111 fr0

"

vegetable product, with respect to its immediate composi-

tion, as common alcohol is for instance ? or as a combination

of a vegetable substance with some other matter, as cer-

tain ethers, or a solution of >il in ardent spirit ? De-

structive distillation cannot give us certainty on this head ;

since from a mixture of all the substances of the vegetable

kingdom we ultimately derive the same products in this

way. I have made a great many experiments, in

order to resolve it into other immediate principles ;

but hitherto it has appeared to me simple, in the sense

commonly given to this word with regard to the vegetable

kingdom.

Farther exa- The smell of bitter almonds, which, in combination with
mination for

others, characterises this substance, led me to suspect in it the
prussic acid.

?
,,

presence of prussic acid ; but as analysis failed to detect it,

I had recourse to synthetical means.

Prussic acid I passed a stream of prussic acid gas into alcohol, till it

Scoha?.

e WU X

was supersaturated, and then distilled the mixture. It re-

tained a strong smell of prussic acid. A second time I dis-

tilled it from carbonate of potash. The smell was nearly the

same. I added carbonate of potash with black oxide of

iron, and, at the expiration of a few days, distilled again.

The smell of prussic acid was a little diminished. I then

dissolved caustic potash in it, and distilled again. The

smell of the liquor condensed in the receiver was still

that of prussic acid, but somewhat modified, and parti-

cipated a little in that of animal matter. The taste was

sweet, but pungent. Its specific gravity was 8228

Its
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Its properties differed from those of pyroacetic spirit ;

and convinced me, that prussic acid combines with al-

cohol.

The pyroacetic spirit has some properties, that distin- Pyroacetic spirit

guish it from alcohol, ethers, and volatile oils ; and others
j^j". e

°

ĥ s

Common to it and these substances. It cannot be classed and essential

absolutely with either, though it is in some respects related

to each.

From the action of potash and acids, it would seem, that a Contains more

larger proportion of carbon in its ultimate composition dis-
ca

^
on than al*

tinguishes it chiefly from alcohol.

A complete analysis of this substance is wanting, to make
us better acquainted with it. This I am proceeding to

attempt, in order to complete the series of researches,

which I proposed to myself for ascertaining its intimate

nature.

IV.

On raising Grass Seeds, and preparing Meadow Land:

by Mr. William Salisbury, of the Botanic Gardens,

Brompton and Sloane Street *.

SIR,

1 OBSERVE in a list of premiums offered by the Society 9rass seeds cuI"

of Arts, &c, which fell into my hands, that the subject slderable ex-

of select grass seeds has engaged their attention. I have,
ten *.

therefore, taken the liberty of sending herewith a sample
of festuca pratensis, or meadow fescue grass, which has

been grown under my directions; it is a sample of upwards
of twenty quarters, the produce of twelve acres of land,

which have now been under that crop for the three last

years.

As the cultivation of grasses, in general, has engaged my The poa not

attention very particularly for the last twenty years, I have SSSlSS'
tion.

Trans, of the Society of Arts, vol. xxvii, p. 67. The silver

medal was voted to Mr. Salisbury for this communication.

Aa2 tad
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had an opportunity of observing more attentively the several

qualities, and must beg leave to observe, that the opinion

formed by Mr. Curtis and others of the two species of poa
have been proved to be erroneous in several respects; and

which it will be highly proper hereafter to notice, as I have

found, after numerous experiments, that neither'of them is

likely ever to be brought into general cultivation, for seve-

ral reasons which I have fully ascertained from facts. If

the mode I have practised of managing the fescue, foxtail,

and other grasses, whether with the view of producing

seed, or the best mode of using them in forming pasture and

meadow-land, be deserving the notice of the Society, I shall

be happy at a future period to send it to you.

Meadows of I beg leave to mention, that there are several meadows at

r
C

5

e

eedii
qUali

"

Roehampton '
the ProPcrtX of the late Benjamin Gold-

fqrmed. smid Esq., which have been made at different times under

my management with the grass seed I had previously raised,

and which will challenge any other grass land in similar situa-

tions in the kingdom. The turf and pasturage of them were.

1 formed hi less time by far than is to be done by the usual

modes practised.

I am, most respectfully, Sir,

Your very humble servant,

WILLIAM SALISBURY.

Certificates were received, dated March 5, 1809, from

William Underell, Richard Hook, and Thomas Hook,

stating, that in the year 1808 there was grown upon Lee-

place farm, near Godstone, in Surry, in the occupation of

Mr. Pennington, one hundred and sixty-five bushels of mea-

dow fescue grass seed, which was produced from about

twelve acres of land, and that it was free from mixture of

other grasses or weeds, and that they assisted in harvesting

and threshing the whole.

Observation*
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Observations, in Addition to the preceding Statement; on

the Method of laying dozen Pasture and Meadow Land,

with an Account of some Pastures made with the Festuca

PratensiS) -Lin., or Meadow Fescue-Grass, and Clovers,

by Mr. William Salisbury.

I

Dear Sir,

T is now nearly thirty years since my much respected Kay-grass info.

friend and partner, Mr. Curtis, wrote his observations other kinds

on several of our native grasses, better adapted to the pur-

poses of pasture than ray-grass, the only species of these

various tribes that was then, or even now, generally used

for the purpose ; yet it is acknowledged, by all persons

conversant on this subject, that it is inferior to many

others, both in produce and nutriment, and also that it

remains in the ground but a short time, a fact which at-

taches also to all the clovers, and is to be lamented by the

grazier.

I have been often more mortified than surprised to Others not cul

find, that, after so much has been written on this interest-
tlvated f° afl *

1 7 vantage from

ing subject, and when other grass seeds may be obtained, erroneous

almost every person is of opinion, that they cannot be practice»

cultivated to advantage. I am ready to admit much

truth in this, when they are sown according to the com-

mon system in practice, which I have frequently convinced

myself and others to be erroneous, and that it prevents

these useful plants from succeeding after the seeds have

been sown.

It will readily be supposed, that I allude to the mode of in laying land

laying down land to grass under a crop of spring corn : rfnd I
under

10 8
™*ol

am fully sensible, that many persons will say, that it would spring corn.

be madness to sacrifice the benefit of a crop of barley or oats,

-where the land is in fine order, and while we can have a crop
of grass under it.

* To this I reply, that there is no land whatever, when

left for a few months in a state of rest, but will pvoduce

naturally some kind of herbage, good and had
; and thus

we find the industry of mau excited, and the application of

.
/ the
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of weeds.

the hoe and the weeder continually among all our crops,
this being essential to their welfare. I cannot help, there-

fore, observing, how extremely absurd it is to endeavour to

form clean and good pasturage under a crop, that gives as

much protection to every noxious weed as to the young
Extermination grass itself*. Weeds are of two descriptions, and each

require a very different mode of extermination. Thus if an-

nual, as the charlock and poppy, they will flower among
the corn, and the seeds will ripen and drdp before harvest,

and be ready to vegetate as soon as the corn is removed ;

and if perennial, as thistles, docks, couch-grass, and a

long tribe of others in this way, well known to the farmer,

they will be found to take such firm possession of the ground,
that they will not be got rid of without great trouble and

expense.

Although the crop of corn thus obtained is valuable, yet,

when a good and permanent meadow is wanted, and when
all the strength of the land is required to nurture the young

grass thus robbed and injured, the proprietor is often at

considerable expense the second year for manure
; which,

taking into consideration the trouble and disadvantage at-

tending it, more than counterbalances the profit of the corn

crop.

To accomplish fully the formation of permanent meadows

three things are necessary, namely, to clean the land, to

procure good and perfect seeds adapted to the nature of the

soil, and to keep the crop clean by eradicating all the weeds,

till the grases have grown sufficiently to prevent the intro-

duction of other plants. The first of these matters is known
to every good farmer,

—the second may be obtained,—and

the third may be accomplished by practising the modes in

Advantage of

the corn crop
overbalanced.

Formation of

permanent .

meadows.

,

* I do not wish it to be understood, that I allude to the system,

practised in Surry and other counties, of sowing clover and rye-

grass under barley, when it is intended only for a season or two, in

order to change the course of crop, and to be returned again to

arable crops as soon as the clover is exhausted, or, what is more

frequently the case, overpowered with the weeds that have been

nurtured with it; this is totally different, and is not intended for a

permanent crop.

which
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which I have succeeded at a small comparative expense and

trouble, and which is instanced in a meadow immediate!/

fronting Brompton Crescent, the property of Angus Mac-

donald Esq.,. which land was very greatly encumbered

with noxious weeds of all kinds, but, by the following

plan, the grasses were encouraged to grow up to the exclu-

sion of all other plants, and, though it has been laid down
six years, the pasturage is now at least equal to any in the

county.
Grass seeds maybe sown with equal advantage both in Method of lav-

spring and autumn ; the land above-mentioned was sown in f
ng down laacl

1 ° ' in grass.
the latter end of August, and the seed made use of was one

bushel of meadow fescue, and one of meadow-foxtail grass,

with a mixture of fifteen pounds of white clover and trefoil ;

the land was previously cleaned as far as possible with the

plough and harrows, and the seeds sown and covered in the

usual way. In the month of October following, a prodi-

gious crop of annual weeds of many kinds had grown up,
were in bloom, and covered the ground and the sown grasses;

the whole was then mowed and carried off the land, and by
this management all the annual weeds were at once destroy-

ed, as they will not spring again if cut down when in bloom.

Thus while the stalks and roots of the annual weeds were

decaying, the sown grasses were getting strength during the

fine weather ;
and what few perennial weeds were amongst

them were pulled up by hand in their young state. The
whole land was repeatedly rolled to prevent the worms and

frost from throwing the plants out of the ground ;
and in

the following spring it was grazed till the latter end of March,
when it was left for hay, and has ever since continued a

good field of grass.

The meadows at Roehampton, belonging to the late B. Grass seeds

Goldsmid, Esq., were laid down with two bushels of meadow so*n m th*
7 * 7

spring,

fescue-grass, and fifteen pounds of mixed clover, and sown

in the spring along with one peck and a half of barley, in-

tended a^ a shade to the young grasses ; the crop was thus

suffered to grow till the latter end of June, and then the

corn, With the weeds, were mowed and carried off the land
j

the ground was then rolled, and at the end of July the

grasses
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grasses were so much grown as to admit good grazing for

sheep, which were kept thereon for several weeks. It

should be observed, that the corn is to be mowed while in

bloom, and when there is an appearance of, or immediately
after rain, which will be an advantage to the grasses, and

occasion them to thrive greatly.
fcnd autumn. I sowed some fields for the same gentleman in autumn

in the same way, and found them to succeed equally
well.

A history of J intended to have made some remarks on some properties,
plants used m , . , , •%»/-» r « ..,.,.
agriculture pre-

wn,c" nad escaped Mr. Lurtis's notice in his observations,
panng. anc| which do not add to the celebrity of all the grasses he

has mentioned; but as I have partly prepared a short his-

tory of the nature of all our plants used in agriculture, so

far as relates to their properties in a wild state, and the*

effect of cultivation upon them, I shall, for the present,

defer any farther remarks thereon.

I remain, dear Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

WILLIAM SALISBURY.

On a Method of examining the Divisions of astronomical

Instruments. By the Rev. William Lax, A. M. F. R. S.

Lowndes's Professor of Astronomy in the University of

Cambridge. In a Letter to the Rev. Dr. Maskelyne,
F. R. S. Astronomer Royal *,

Dear' Sir,
St. Ibis, Aug. 27, 180S.

Importance of A AM persuaded that you must feel, in common with my-
somemodeof

j- ^ unpleasant it is to make use of an instrument in
ascertaining the > ^

accuracy of an astronomical observations requiring extreme accuracy, the
instrument.

exactness of which you have no adequate means of ascer-

* taining, but are obliged to depend for it in a great mea-

• Philos. Transact, for 1809, p. 232.

iur«
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sure upon the abilities and integrity of the artist. It is in

vain that we observe with so much nicety, and read off with

so much precision, if we are still uncertain, whether there

may not be an errour in the instrument itself of much

greater magnitude, than those which we^are endeavouring

to prevent ; and that our best instruments must be liable to

such errours, no person can possibly doubt, who has paid

due attention to the sources whence they may arise. I Errours in

i • » , T ,., L a
Bird's method

have estimated, as accurately as 1 could, the amount to may accumu.

which they may accumulate in Bird's method of dividing by
late more than

continual bisections
;
and have satisfied myself, that they are p0se(i.

much more considerable, than is generally apprehended:

but as I cannot obtain such precise information as I could

wish, respecting the exactness with whicli a bisection can be

performed, or a length taken from the scale of equal parts

and laid upon the instrument, I will not trouble you with

the deduction which I have made. It is understood indeed,

that Bird's method is now generally laid aside, and that each

artist employs one, which he considers in many respects as

peculiar to himself: but I presumed, that there would still Other methods

be such a connection betwixt Bird's method and those which liable to the^

have been substituted in its stead, as to render them in some san>e -

degree liable to the same errours to which it was subject;

and the reports which I have uniformly received from per-

sons, who have had an opportunity of examining some of

the modern instruments, have fully convinced me, that my
opinion was just. But whatever may be the nature of the

methods which are now in use, or whatever their advantages

over Bird's, I never could persuade myself, that it would be

safe to trust to an instrument, without a previous examina-

tion. To discover the means of accomplishing this object,

is what I have for some time been anxious to effect, and

though I fear my endeavours have not been very successful,

I will nevertheless take the liberty of presenting you with

the result.

You are aware, I believe, that I use a circular instru- Altitude and

ment for observing both in altitnde and azimuth, which was a
^muth

circle
w of one foot

made for me by Mr. Cary in the Strand; that the radius of radius.

both the altitude and the azimuth circle is one foot, and that

#ach is divided into parts containing ten miuutes. The con-

struction
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struction of this instrument does not differ materially froni

that of other similar instruments, with which you are well

acquainted, and I shall not therefore waste your time by
Apparatus for giving you a particular description of it. For the purpose

SSsbas?*
9

of examining the divisions upon the two circles, I procured
an apparatus to be prepared by Mr. Cary, which will be

Tery easily explained. To the face of the rim which sur-

rounds the azimuth circle, and with its left end close to the

stand which supports the micrometer on the east side, an.

arc of brass, concentric with the circle itself, and a little

more than 90° in length, an inch in breadth, and one eighth

of an inch in thickness, is firmly fixed by screws, so as to

have the plane parallel to the plane of the circle, and a

small portion of its lower surface resting upon the extreme

part of the rim. The screws pass through a brass arc,

which is fastened to this at right angles, and lies with its

broad side against the face of the rim. Upon the first

mentioned arc, a strong upright piece of brass, about six

inches in length, is made to slide, the lower part of it em-

bracing the arc as a groove, and having a clamping screw

underneath, for the purpose of fixing it firmly to the arc at

any point required. To the top of the upright piece of

brass is attached a microscope, with a movable wire in its

focus, pointing down to the division upon the circle, not

directly, however, but with an inclination to thG left of

about 30°. This inclination is given to it, in order to make

it point to the same division upon the circle, which is im-

mediately under the micrometer itself, when it has been

moved up as near to the micrometer, as it is capable of ap-

proaching. The microscope has attached to it a small gra-

duated circle of brass, and an index, by which the seconds,

and parts of a second, moved over by the wire, are deter-

mined.

To the vertical circle there is likewise an arc applied, of

the same length and breadth as the former, but somewhat

thicker, and of a radius exceeding that of the circle by about

two inches. This greater thickness is given to it, on account

of its being supported in a manner which renders additional

strength necessary. It is fixed with its broad convex side

downwards upon two brass pillars^ screwed fast to the

plane
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plane of the azimuth circle, and standing in aline parallel to

the plane of the vertical circle at the distance of about four

inches from it, and on the right side of the pillars which

support the micrometers belonging to this circle. The

pillar, to which the left end of the arc is fastened, is placed

close to the lower micrometer of the vertical circle, and

the other contiguous to the elevated rim, in which the divi-

sions of the azimuth circle are cut. The right end of the

arc reaches beyond this pillar about ten inches. The pillars

are of such a height, and so proportioned to each other,

that while the left end of the arc, which lies horizontally,

is raised to within about two inches of the height at which

the lowest point of the vertical circle is placed, the whole arc

runs parallel to the circle through an extent of something

more than 90°. Upon the arc a microscope, with a movable

wire in the focus, is made to slide as in the former case, and

to point to the divisions upon the vertical circle, not directly,

but with an inclination of about 30Q to the left, in order that

the same division (which is the lowest upon the circle) may
be seen through it,

and through the lower micrometer at the

same time.

I will now proceed to show you, in what manner the Method of ex-

examination of the divisions upon either circle may be Per- viTionTby iL

formed. The process is precisely the same in both cases, and

will of course be described in the same words.

The first point to be examined is that of 180Q
,
which

must be done in the usual way, by bringing the points of

and 180° to the movable wires of the opposite micrometers ;

then turning the circle half-way round, and bisecting the

points again with the movable wires
;
and lastly, taking half

the difference betwixt the distances of the wires in the two

positions of the circle for the errour at the point of 180°.

Having now bisected the point of zero with the movable

wire of the micrometer, which is intended to be used in the

rest of the process (for we shall have no farther occasion for

both), we must slide the microscope along the arc, till by

moving the wire a little we can bisect the point of 90°, and

then the micrometer must be firmly clamped to the arc. The
circle must then be turned till the point of 180° is brought
to the microscope, and that of 90? to the microme-

ter, so that we may be able to bisect each by a slight

motion
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Method off?* motion of their respective wires. This being done,
aniiiiinsj the di- . r , ... - M ,

visions by it
wc mn$ t observe, from the positions of the wires, how
much the interval betwixt them has increased or decreased

in the measurement of the new arc: and this increase or

decrease must be noted down with a -j- or — accordingly.
In the same manner we must proceed through the remaining
two arcs of 90°, observing and noting down the diiference

betwixt each and the original arc.

The point of zero must now be brought again to the mi-

crometer, and bisected by the movable wire, and the micro-

scope be made to slide back along the arc, till by moving the

wire a little we can bisect the point of 60°, and when this is

done, the microscope must be clamped. We must then

measure the arc of 60* against every succeeding arc of 60"

in the circle, precisely in the same way that we measured

the first arc of 90° against the other three. The arc of 45°

' is next to be measured against av^ry succeeding arc of 45°,
and this will complete all that is necessary to be done in the

early part of the morning before the heat of the sun can

have affected the temperature of the instrument. The rest

may be performed at our leisure.

You will immediately perceive the object of this kind of

measurement. It enables us to determine, with any degree

of accuracy that may be required, the proportion which the

first and every succeeding arc of the circle, contained be-

twixt the micrometer and the microscope, bears to the

whole circle, and of course the absolute length of the

arcs themselves. Let a denote the real length of the

first of these, and ± «', ± H*i ± #"'j &c., the difference

betwixt the first and second, the first and the third, fee.,

respectively : let A represent any other arc, the length

of which is known, and which is a multiple of a, as

marked upon the instrument, and let this multiple be

expressed by n. Then will a -f (a -f- of) -f- (a -f- a")

}- {a+j'j^&t:p (a -fffi*
*" 1

) = A, and a =
A-g'-ff'-fl-a"'-'

~ j
. Hcncc |t |8 evi(Icnt? that? if

n

there is no errour committed in the measurement of any of

these arcs, we shall have the value of a, and consequently

of a + af) a+a'', a-\-a"\ &c, and of any arc, com-

prehending
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prehending any number of these, accurately determined. Method of ex-

But if there be an errour of e in the measurement of the *m»»»gthe di-

visions by ir.

first, e
9 e'\ e"', &c, in the measurement of the second,

third, &c, respectively, then we shall have the following

equation for determining 0, viz. a -f- (a -f- a' -}- £ + e) -f- («

+ a"+e+e') + &c. ... (a + a'"vw
~

*-f e + <?"•••"- A)

= A, and consequently a .will appear to be equal to

A - g'- ^-...q""*- 1 -w-l g-e'-g"-...c///-* - 1 •

which differs from its true value b^-le +
e' + e" -f ...»

„v/ ....w„ i
• Hence it follows, that the value of the pth arc

(p being greater than unity,) as deduced by this process, will

A-tr e -, , i i «£l*e *¥*+*' + ...*"•••/>-*
diner from its true value by ,

1

' —
n

±1 T-g _ g e///...p-
1

and that if we
n

add any number p of these arcs together, in order to deter-

mine the value of the arc which is equal to their sum, we
shall have an errour in this value (and the expression holds

when p is unity, or the first arc only is taken) equal to p

JT^T . e + e' -f e" + ... e'-P
~ l

+e'"-p + ... e'"-
n~ l
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Mattatd of ex- micrometer and the microscope comprehends an arc of 60°,
amining the di- , , . , , .

visions by it.
as marked upon the instrument, and this arc is measured

against every succeeding arc of 60 Q in the whole circle, we
shall have the greatest errour that can be committed in de-

ducing the arc of 120° from the addition of the two first

6-2
arcs of 60°, equal to —— x2x2e = 2.66 e. After these

Temarks, we may proceed to consider how the remaining
divisions upon the circle may be examined with the least

probable errour, and to ascertain the amount of the greatest

to which the process can in any case be liable.

Let the arc of 30° be now measured against every suc-

ceeding arc of 30° in the first, third, fourth, and sixth arcs

of 60°; and let the length of each be determined from a sepa-

rate comparison with the arc of 60°, in which it is com-

prehended, and not from a general comparison with all the

four. The arc of 15° must then be measured against

every succeeding arc of 15° in the first, third, fourth,

sixth, seventh, ninth, tenth, and twelfth arcs of 30^, and

the value oi* each deduced from a comparison with the

arc of 30, in which it is contained. When this is done,
we shall have determined the length of every succeeding

arc of 159, Gf the first arcs of 30°, 45°, 60°, 75' (=
60° + 15°) 90°, 105° (= 90-f- 15°), 120° (= 60 + 60°),

135° (= 90° + 45°), 1 50° (= 120°+ 30°), 165° (= 150«

-f- 15°), and 180° in each semicircle.

We must next measure the arc of 5 Q
against every suc-

ceeding arc of 5 Q in the whole circle, and deduce the

values of the first, and of the sum of the first and second,

in each succeeding arc of 15Q from a comparison with the

arc of 15° in which they are contained. We must then

proceed to determine the values of the first arc of 3° in each

15°, and of its multiples the arcs of 6°, 9°, and 12°. We
must also put down the value of the last arc of 3° in each

arc of 15°, and then deduce the values of the first and last

arcs of l y in each arch of 15°, from a comparison with the

arc of 3° in which they are respectively contained.

We shall now have measured in each arc of 15° the first

arcs of l p
, 3°, 5°, 6°, 9°, 10°, 12°; and by taking the

last arc of one degrec; which has likewise been determined,
* from
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from the arc of 15°, we shall obtain the first arc of 14°. Method of ex-

The first 7° of this arc being measured against the second, y™^| ty. £.*

we ascertain the value of the first 7°; and then, by mea-

suring the first 4° of the remaining arc of 8° against the

second, we shall get the value of the first 4°, which added

to the arc of 7°, before determined, will give us the length

of the first arc of 11°. The first 2° of the remaining arc

of 4° must then be measured against the second, and we
shall get the value of the first 2° ; and by adding this arc to

the arc of 11°, we shall obtain the value of the arc of 13°*

By taking away the first arc of 1° from the arc of 15°, we

get the remaining arc of 14°, and then having determined

the length of the first 7° of this arc, by measuring them

against the second, we must add it to the arc of 1°, and we
shall obtain the arc of 8°. The length of the first 4° of this

arc will then be easily known, by measuring them against

the second, as will afterward that of the first 2° in the arc

of 4° itself, by measuring them against the second in the

same arc.

We have still to ascertain the lengths of all the first arcs

of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 minutes contained in each degree,

for I shall only consider fhe case in which the circle is di-

vided into parts of 10 minutes. Now the length of the first

arc of 30' will be obtained by measuring it against the second;
and the lengths of the first and second arcs of 20* (the sum
of which will give the arc of 40 ;

) by measuring the first

against each of the remaining arcs. The length of the third

arc of 20' must likewise be put down ; and then the first arc

of 10* being measured against the second of the arc of 20', in

which it is included, and also against the two arcs of 10'

contained in the last arc of 20', its own value, and that of

the last 10* in the degree will be determined from a compari-
son with the arcs of 20', in which they arc respectively com-

prehended. The length of this last arc of 10' being taken

from that of the whole degree will give us the length of the

first 50', and complete the operation.

In order to ascertain the greatest possible errour to which Greatest po>

we are liable in the examination, let s denote in parts of a se-
sl errour#

cond the greatest that can be committed in bisectiug any point

upon the limb; then, since this errour may occur at each end

of
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those incident
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of tiiearc, it is evident, that c in the expression deduced above

( X 2pe
J

will become 2
e,
and the expression itself

n~
l\

X 4pe. Hence the
possible

errour w ill be
2-1

4 s = 2 i at

180*
2 i 2-1 2

x4H = 3sat90°;-
3-1

+—— X 4*= 3-33s

at 60°
2 3— 2

, -X2H --x4x2e=:4Eat 120°. The great.

est errour must therefore lie betwixt 90° and 120°, and

nearer to the extremity of the latter than the former arc.

At 105° it will be 550a; at 111° it will be 5-50 e -
2 5-2
5

1-5 s-f X 4 X 2 e = 9-70?; and at 111 10' it will

be 9-70 1*04 £ (the excess of the errour at 111° above

that at 112°) -f 3*33 t — 12-86 e, which will be found to

be the greatest errour betwixt 105° and 120°, and of course

the greatest in the first semicircle. In the other semicircle,

the process being the same, the possible errours must neces-

sarily be the same at the same distances from the first point,

reckoning the contrary way upon the circle.

The magnitude of the quantity s will of course vary upon
circles of the same radius, according to the excellence of the

glass employed, and the accuracy of the examiner's eye.

It will seldom, however, exceed one second upon a circle,

the radius of which is one foot; and in general it will not

amount to so much. I find that I can read off, to a cer,.

tainty, within less than three fourths of a second, and hence

I conclude, that I could examine the divisions of my circle

without being liable to a greater errour than 9*63 seconds,

and those of a circle of three feet radius without the risk of

a greater errour than 321 seconds.

To those people who are accustomed to entertain such

exalted notions of the accuracy, with which astronomical

instruments can with a certainty be divided, this errour, J

dare 'say, will appear very considerable; but for my part,

I am perfectly satisfied, that it beais but a small proportion

to the accumulated errour which may take place, in spite of

nhe utmost vigilance of the ai'tist, in, an instrument divided

i

according
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according to any method which has hitherto been made

public. I need not, however, remark upon the very great will scarcely

improbability, that the errour of examination should ever
ev

attain, or approach, to its extreme limit, as this must be

sufficiently obvious to any person, who is in the least de-

gree conversant with the doctrine of chances; but it may be

proper to observe, that we have it jn our power (and in

this respect the examiner possesses a most important advan-and mayb»

tage over the divider of an instrument) to diminish its P r°-
mfnished!"

bable amount, as much as we please, by bringing the

movable wires of the micrometer and microscope several

times to bisect their respective points in the measurement of

every arc, and taking a mean of the different readings off

for the true position of the wire at the real bisection of the

point. The wire-may be moved in this manner eight or ten

times at each point (if such a degree of caution should be"

thought necessary,) and the mean taken in little more than

a minute, so that the time of performing the work will not

be so much increased, as might perhaps have been appre-

hended; and when it is completed, we may reasonably pre-

sume, that the distance of every point from zero (while the

temperature of the circle continues uniform) will have been

determined with sufficient exactness for every practical pur-

pose.

Of the time necessary for the examination a pretty cor- Time required

rect idea may be formed, by considering how rn^ny measure-
for

.

tne exami*

ments are required, and allowing about a minute and a half

for each; i. e. a quarter of a minute for bringing the ex-

treme points of the arc to the micrometer and the micro- ,

scope, and a minute and a quarter for making the several

bisections. Now, in dividing the whole circle into arcs of

15° each, it will appear, that forty-four measurements must

be performed ;
and to examine every point in each arc of

15°, there will be 161 required, making in all 3908 mea-

surements ;
and consequently the time urcessary for com-

pleting the whole work will be 5862 minutes, or about 98

hours.

The time and labour required for this examination are, no it renders great

doubt, very considerable; but it ought to be recollected, precision
m an

7 J °
instrument un-

that it will render any great degree of precision, in dividing necessary j

Vol.XXYI. Supplement. Bb the
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the instrument, totally unnecessary. Whoever indeed era-

ploys this method of examination will be virtually the di-

vider of his own instrument; and all that he will ask of the

artist is, to make him a point about the end of every five or

ten minutes, the distance of which from zero he will deter-

mine for himself, and enter in his book to be referred to

counteracts bad when wanted. We may likewise observe, that by this ex-

centring and amination we shall not only be secured aarainst the errours
im perfection of

#

J °

figurej of division, but against those which arise from bad centring,

and from the imperfect figure of the circle, and which in

general are of too great a magnitude to be neglected,

may be em- It will, I dare say, have occurred to you, that, whenever
ployed to ob- wc are dcsjrous that an observation should be particularlyiate errours * *

from inequality exact, we may guard it against the effects of unequal ex-
of teinperature ; pans jon or con traction in the metal, by means of the ap-

paratus which I have described : for we have only to measure

the arc which has been determined by the observation against

the whole circle, or against the multiple of
it, which ap-

proaches nearest to the circle, and thence to deduce its

value in the manner explained above; and we shall either

have entirely excluded the errour which we apprehended,
or have rendered it too small to be of any importance.

Suppose, for instance, that the arc determined by the ob-

servation was 48° ; then by measuring it against the whole

circumference increased by an arc of 24°, we shall obtain a

result free from any greater errour of unequal temperature,

, than one eighth of the increase or decrease of this arc of

24° beyond a due proportion to that of the circle itself,

gives all the ad- This expedient gives us all the advantages of the French
vantages of t ie

cj rc j e f repetition, without the inconvenience arising.fromFrench circle of * ' &

repetition with, being obliged to turn the instrument, and move the teles-

out its inron-
COpe so many times in the course of the observation. Nay,

venieuces, and *• ? J •"

is even superior I am persuaded, that the result may be made more accurate
wn > in this way, than by the French method; because not only

can the object be more frequently observed, but the con-

tacts or bisections, it may be presumed, will be more exact,

when the observer is not disturbed by the hurry attendant

upon the use of the repeating circle; and with respect to

any errour in the instrument, from whatever cause it may

arise, it will be as effectually excluded by the process which

Ire-
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I recommend, as by moving the telescope round the circle.

Besides, this method is applicable either to the azimuth or and is applica-

altitude circle, or indeed to any circle which turns upon its^Vj* upon**
awn axis, whereas the French method can never be applied their own axis,

to the azimuth circle, or to any other circle, which does not
j^nclniiilM

turn both upon its own axis, and upon one which is perpen- is not.

dicular to it.
,

After all, however, it is possible, that the process which I

have been explaining to you may be no new discovery, and

that you maybe already acquainted with it. If this should

be the case, you will be kind enough to inform me. At any

rate, indeed, I should esteem myself greatly obliged, if

you would favour me with your sentiments upon the subject,

as soon as you can doit with perfect convenience to yourself.

I am, Dear Sir,

Yours, &c.

WILLIAM LAX.

VI.

A Physical View of the Equatorial Regions, drawn up

from Measures taken and Observations made on the Spot,

from the tenth Degree of North to the tenth of South

Latitude, between the Years 1798 and 1804, $y Mr,

von Humboldt *.

A HE author has here collected together the natural phe- Natural phen©-

nomena of the equinoctical regions, from the level of the™®£*^ Sj
V1

Pacific Ocean to the highest peak of the Andes. The par- equator.

ticulars, from which these results are given, will be found

in his travels at large; but this connected view of their

principal features cannot fail to be highly interesting to the

natural philosopher. Mr. von Humboldt has not extended These vary

this summary nearer the tropics than the latitude of 10°, poaching the

on account of the great difference observed, not only in the equinox.

productions of the soil, but more particularly in the me-

teorological phenomena, between 10° and 23°.

*
Magazin Encyclopedique, Sept. 1807, p. 139.

JB b 2 From
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Tin in on the
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Variation of
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rivcis.

From the western shore of America, in this region, to the

chain of the Cordilleras, we find a plain stretching a consi-

derable distance from north to south, but in no place ex-

ceeding twenty or thirty leagues in breadth. Chimborazo,
the loftiest summit of the vast chain of the Andes, rises in

l p 27' south lat itudc. From the author's barometrical mea-

surements, calculated by the formula of Mr. Laplace, this

mountain is 6536 met. [7143 yards] above the level of the

sea. Mr. Condamine gives 180 met. [197 yards] less: a

difference naturally arising from his neglecting the temper-

ature.

In the map accompanying this volume, where Mr. von

H. has given a vertical plan of Chimborazo, the summit of

Cotopaxi appears behind it; a volcano nearly five times as

high as Vesuvius, and the roarings of which were heard in

1744 to the distance of 220 leagues.

Several eminent natural philosophers have supposed, that

the western slope of the Andes was much steeper than that

on the cast: but Mr. von Humboldt has found the contrary

to be the case, after traversing the chain in several directions.

The part which the author has dedicated to the geogra-

phy of plants exhibits many new views. On the plain of

Chimborazo he has inserted the names of the plants growing

on it at different heights, which he determined accurately by

means of the barometer. His comparison of them with

the plants growing at the same heights on the Alps and Py-

renees is extremely curious: and he has noted the height

they attain, according to the different situations aud ele-

vations where they grow.

This article is followed by a series of observations on

every thing that varies with the heights to which you ascend

above the level of the sea. The table of variations of tem-

perature exhibits the maximum and minimum of heat, which

the centigrade thermometer indicates from five metres to

five hundred. It appears, that the cold of the Andes is not

very considerable; but- many circumstances combine to

render it difficult to bear On Chimborazo, at the height

of £908 met. [6457 yards], the thermometer descends only

to —1-8° [28-76° F.]. In the hottest regions on the

fcanks of the Amazon, Magdalena, and other rivers, the

mcai4
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mean temperature is 27° [80-6° F.] ;
but the thermometer

seldom rises to the extremes of heat, which it frequently

attains in the north of Europe. In the equatorial regions Extremes of

the extremes of the greatest and least heat are not more heatandcold '

than 16° or 20° [28*8° or 36 c
] distant; while in Europe

they exceed 62° [81-6°].
From all the observations made by Mr. von H. on the The tempera-

Cordilleras it appears, that the decrease of temperature more rapTdl^a*

above 3500 met. [3825 yards] is more rapid in the propor- great heights.

tion of 5 to 3, than from the level of the sea to the height

of 2500 met. [2732 yards] : but it is to be remarked, that This influenced

the inequalities of the surface of the Earth have much
tyf ty of the§ur«

~

fluence on this decrement j and that a person going up to face,

the same heights in a balloon would find different results.

Mr. yon Humboldt ascended Chimborazo to such a height, Heights ascead-

that the barometer fell to 0-37717 of a metre [ 14*84 inches] ; ^10rf
lleaU"

its height at the level of the sea being settled at 076202 of

a met. [29-98 in.], and the temperature being 25° [77° F.].

This differs a little from the estimation of Bouguer, who
made it 0*76022 of a met. [29-91 in.].

The elasticity of the air in the temperate zones varies ^'^nations of

iA'j*/,. « r. ~- • t • *» i
the barometer.

sometimes 0-045 of a met. [177 in. J m the same place.

Under the tropics, at the seaside, it varies only 0-0026 of

a met. [1-023 line]. In a separate table Mr. von H. gives

these variations at the different hours, at which they are

noticed. The progress of these variations under the equator,

at the level of the sea, supposing the mean term of the ba-

rometer = Z is as follows.

At 21 hours = Z-f 0-5 At 11 hours = Z +0-1
At 4 =Z~0-4 At 16 =Z-0-2
These horary variations are not noticed in our climates,

on account of the many local causes, that occasion the ba-

rometer to rise or fall irregularly.

Mr. von H. concludes his barometrical researches with Effect of the

some physiological observations on the connexion between ^'on respira-

respiration and the elasticity of the air. It appears thattion.

the inhabitants of the plains, accustomed to a pressure of

28 in. [29-84 Eng.], most easily support these variations

of the density of the air: they easily habituate themselves
'

-2 *>
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to that of Quito, which answers to 20 in. 1 line [21*4 in.

Eng.], and other places still higher, where the barometer

falls to 17 in. 4 1. [18-47 in. Eng.].
Hygrometrical In his hygrometrical observations Mr. Ton H. sometimes

used Saussure's hygrometer, sometimes Mr. De Luc's; but

all his results were reduced to the degrees of Saussure's,

correcting them for temperature.

Moisture on the On the summit of the Andes, where the hygrometer falls

summit of the to 3 1 '7°, there still remains great moisture:' and the fresh-
Andes. . f .

ness retained by the vegetation sufficiently proves, that it

derives from aqueous vapour the aliment, that supports it

amid extreme drought.

Height of The aqueous vapour, which exhibits itself in large masses,
clouds. seems to maintain nearly a constant height. From the mea-

sures of Mr. von H. the lower stratum appears to support
itself at 1169 met. [1277 yards], and the higher at 3300

[3606 yards] above the level of the sea. As to those little

clouds, which are vulgarly termed flocks [rhoutons~\, it is

very remarkable, that they commonly rise to the height of

more than 7800 met. [8524 yards].

Quantity of Mr. von II. estimates the quantity of rain, that falls an-

rain -

nually between the tropics, at more than 1*89 met. [74*36

in.], while in Europe it is only 0*48 [18*88 in.*].

Electricity of The electromedical table exhibits several equally curious
the atmosphere. resujts# The electric intensity increases considerably as you

approach the summit of the Cordilleras. The equatorial

regions from the sea to the height of 2000 met. [2186 yards]

are but slightly charged with the electric fluid
;

it accumu-

lates in the clouds however, and there causes frequent ex-

plosions. They recur periodically, in general two hours

after the culmination of the sun; and their violence in these

Hail. climates is well known. At the height of 3000 met. [3278

* This is certainly much too small. A mean for 11 different

places in England for 1809, see Journal, XXV, p. 309, gives

31*15: this is near Mr. Daltou's mean for all England, taking first

a mean of the counties: and a mean of several places on the con-

tinent, as well as in England, from the table in Dr. Young's Na-

tural Philosophy, vol. II, p. 477, gives 32*1. C,

yards]
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yards] a great deal of hail is formed ;
and the atmosphere

at this height is commonly charged with negative electri-

city.

It is well known, that the blueness of the sky is deeper Blueness of the

in proportion as the air is more dilated. Mr. von 11. thought
s y '

he observed, that in general it was more intense under the

tropics, than at an equal height in Europe. This he as-

cribes to the complete solution of the vapours in the equa-

torial atmosphere. On the Andes the blueness was 46° of

Saussure's cyanometer.

The decrease of light is greater in proportion to the den- Light,

sity of the strata of the air; accordingly it is much less on

the. summits of high mountains. In general the light is

much stronger under the tropics, than at equal heights in

Europe. This is confirmed by the light reflected from the

moon to the Earth in a total eclipse. This intensity of the

light probably acts on vegetable productions, and contri-

butes to that resinous and aromatic character, which they

exhibit on the tops of mountains. Perhaps too it exerts

its influence on the nerves; as the inhabitants of Quito

have a sensation of faintness, whenever the sun darts his

rays on them.

Bouguer calculated, that the atmosphere, reduced to the Atmosphere,

temperature of 0° [32° F.] throughout its whole extent,

and to a column of mercury of 76 met. [29*9 in.], would

be 7820 met. [8546 yards, or not quite 5 miles] : the ob-

servation of the twilight shows, that at 60000 met. [65571

yards, or rather more than 37 miles] the air has sufficient

density to send us a perceptible light.

Mr. von H. gives some results of experiments made by Uniformity of

him and Mr. Gay-Lussac on the chemical composition of its composition.

the atmosphere. From these experiments the component

parts of the air are 0*210 of oxigen gas, 0*787 of nitrogen,

and 0*003 of carbonic gas. If there be any variation, it

appears not to exceed a thousandth part of oxigen ;
and

Mr. Gay-Lussac found it the same at the height of 7000

met. [7650 yards].

Of the interesting series of geological observations we

can give here but a few particulars.

The
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Mountains. The height of the loftiest mountains is so trifling conu

pared with the radius of the Earth, that it has had very littl«

influence ou the grand phenomena of geology: but it is

perceptible with regard to a small part of the Earth's sur-

face, and the law according to which the different rock-

formations are arranged above the level of the sea. The

equatorial regions exhibit both the loftiest summits, and the

most extensive plains. We cannot therefore ascribe to the

rotary motion of the globe this group of mountains. Be-

sides, the chain of the Andes at its two extremities extends

toward the poles as far as 29 Q or 30 p *. This chain is very

unequal: in many places it is not above 200 met. [218*57

yards] high; but in four places it attains a colossal height.

These are in 17° south latitude ;
under the equator in the

kingdom of Quito; atMexico, in the latitude of 19 Q
north;

and opposite Asia, in 60° north lat. This height varies

from 50.0Q to 6000 met. [5464 to 65*57 yards]. The chain

of the Aiidts is not less astonishing for its bulk, than for its

height. Near the volcano of Antisana, at the height of

4000 met. [4371 yards], Mr. von H. found a plain twelve

leagues in circumference. In some parts this chain is from

40 to CO leagues broad.
|

Chimborazo forms one extremity of a colossal group.

The chain that extends to the south stretches so far toward

the ocean, that the islands near the continent may be con-

sidered as fragments of it. On the north the Cordillera se-

parates into, three branches. The easternmost forms the

group of Santa Martha and Merida. The westernmost,

from which we are furnished with platina, forms a group
near the city of Mexico, some of the peaks of which, as

Popocatepec and Oribaza, exceed' 5300 met. [57S2 yards].

This chain afterward diminishes considerably, but in the vi-

cinity of Asia it forms a fourth group, in which Mount

St. Elias is 55 12 met. [6024 yards] high. In these latitudes

the Andes appear to have a subterranean communication

with the volcanoes of Kamtsehatka.

In their interior structure the mountains of the equator

anite almost every kind of rock discovered in the rest of

* It should be 50° or 60°. C.

the
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the globe. The arrangement of their strata too is perfectly equatorial

similar. Granite forms the base of the chain of the Andes ;

and their ridge is every where covered with porphyritic for-

mations, basaltes, phonolites, and greenstone. But a cir-

cumstance peculiar to the equatorial mountains is the vast

height, to which the rocks of subsequent formation to gra-

nite ascend. This base is almost wholly covered by these

more recent formations, and the highest point at which

Mr. von H. observed it was 3500 met. [3825 yards]. The

summits of Chimborazo, Antisana, &c, at the height of

6372 met. [6964 yards], are of porphyry. Mr. von H.

likewise points out the different heights, at which the other

stratifications are met with. The remains of organic bodies

arc very rare in the mountains near the equator, as calca-

reous stones are by no means abundant. Some are found

however at the height of 4300 met. [4699 yards]. The

fossil bones of elephants, which Mr. von H. has collected,

were found about 3000 met. [3278* yards] only.

The great masses of sulphur, that abound in the Cordil-
Sulphur,

lera, are frequeutly met with in primitive rocks, at a dis-

tance from volcanoes.

The greatest number of volcanoes are found in the chain Volcanoes,

of the Andes. There are more than fifty, between cape

Horn and mount St. Elias, that still emit flames. Some of

them pour out lava; others, as those of Quito, throw up
scorified rocks, water, and clay.

The most recent volcano is that of Xorullo, or Jorullo,

[of which an account has already been given in p. 81 of this

volume]. The air collected at the bottom of the crater by
Messrs. von H. and Bonpland contained more than 0*05 of

carbonic acid. y

The lowest limit of the snows under the equator is one of Limit of snoir.

the most constant of the natural phenomena. From the

various measures which he took Mr. von H. estimates it at

4795 met. [5240 yards]. The Cordillera of the Andes has

no glaciers, owing probably to the little snow, that falls

between the tropics; but at Chimborazo, on digging in the

earth, snow of very great antiquity is found.

In his description of the animals that inhabit the Andes,
Mr. von II. notes the different heights, at which they are

seen.

His
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Agriculture. His last article relates to the cultivation of thj? soil, in

the regions he has sketched. Several villages on the accli-

vity of the Ancles are built at a considerable height. From
the level of the sea to the height of 1000 met. [1093 yards]
the plantain, maize, and chocolate nut are cultivated. It

is the region of the most delicious fruits. The Europeans
have introduced other plants ; the sugar cane, indigo, and

coffee tree. The last of these delights in a high and stony
soil.

Wheat grows in the greatest abundance in Quito and Peru

from the height of 1600 to 1900 met. [1748 to 2076 yards].
The great plains of the Cordillera are particularly favour-

The plains bot- able for the corn of Europe. The soil, yielding easily to

lakes

°f °Id ^e Pl°w?
shows that they were anciently the bottoms of

lakes.

From 3000 to 4000 met. [3278 to 4371 yards] the prin-

cipal article of culture is the potato. Higher up the peo-

ple live amid their numerous flocks of lamas, which fre-

quently wander as far as the region of snow.

VII.

Observations on the Pleonast Spinel^ particularly that of

the Environs of Montpellier. By Mr, Marcel »b

Serres *.

Synonimes of JL HE pleonast of Hauy, brown garnet or schoerl in trun-

foundm^ey- cated dodecaedrons of Rome de Lisle, was originally found

Ion, in the island of Ceylon, among tourmalines and other cry-

and distinguish- stalline substances, with which it was confounded. Dela-
ed as a species mgfaQrfc {lrs { made a distinct species of it under the name of
bv F>elani6the-

ri'e. ceylanite. Sometime afterward he found it in rocks thrown

Occurs in vol- up by Vesuvius. Mr. Lhermiua subsequently observed it

canic rocks.
jn the same rocks: and Mr. Lewis Cordicr lately obtained

it from almost all the volcanic rocks in the environs of

Closterlach on the borders of the Rhine. Draparnaud
mentions pleonast in the breccia? of the little basaltic mouiu

* Journal de Physique, vol. LXVII, p. 26.

tain
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tain of Moritferrier: in fact it is met with there in a tufa$

that has the form of a breccia. I have never yet found it

in a breccia, but like those that came from Ceylon, which

are most commonly in amorphous or rounded masses, that

have experienced a commencement of alteration. Perhaps

this word is too strong to mark the state in which this sub-

stance is found, for it appears too hard, to alter easily ; yet

its colour is so dull, that it appears to be altered.

Apparently the pleonast is a very accidental mixture in An accidental

the breccia : a few of the crystals, detached from the rocks
JJ^|.£j

e m

in which they were contained, have been united to the va-

rious surrounding substances by some cement*. Crystal-

lized pleonast rubies are found likewise in the bottom of

the gullies at the foot of the little mountain of Mont-

ferrier, and almost always on the surface of the detritus of

the surrounding substances.

A totally different situation, where this substance equally Found in a

presents itself, and in pretty large quantity, is atSoret, 6n s*nd nej
jJ".

the left bank of the Lez, about a mile from Montpellier.

It is found on the surface of a sand mixed with shells and

bowldered quartz. This sand rests on strata of sandstone,

and very various and heterogeneous agglomerations of the

same nature. Sometimes these strata are covered by others

of shelly limestone, filled chiefly with the oyster, cockle,

and acorn shell. The oysters frequently contain others,

which appear to have grown in their cavity. The strata ofSanc^ton«

sandstone are very irregular, most frequently horizontal/
and containing numerous concretions of sandstone, in the

shape of pears, apples, and tears, almost always in the

same position; which indicates, that these concretions were

not formed in the manner of common stalactites, but as the

nodules of silex. It appears evident, that the pleonasfs

occur in them accidentally, and were brought thither by the

waters. I have since found some in the volcanic hill of

*
Secondary calcareous waters appear to have formed this brec- Formation of

cia, and to enter into the formation of all the known breccia? and breccia and

sandstones. In fact, water loaded with carbonate of lime, flowing
sandstones*

from the base of the basaltic prisms, has there deposited the earth

with which it was impregnated, agglutinated all the broken pieces
of the surrounding rocks, and thus formed a breccia.

Valmahargues,
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Valmahargucs, 6 kil. [8 J miles] north of Montpelliei
1

;

and likewise in a stratum of basaltic tufa 3 kil. [15 fur-

longs] long, at the bottom of a hill called lou Hdout, or

lou Ndont, near Prades, on the north-east of Mont-
fcrrier.

Is tbe pleonast A question, by no means uninteresting, that naturally

Suction?
Pr°

Prescn *s itself, is, whether the pleonast ruby be a volcanic

product, or not. From its hardness it might be presumed,
that it is altogether foreign to the lavas, and formed in the

humid way, anterior to its deposition in the strata where it

Probably it be- is found. It may be said, that none has yet been seen in

JSKSkb**"
the Iaya of the Vivarais, Auvergne, Etna, the Lipari

islands, Iceland, or the Isle of France; but only in the

cavities of some rocks of Vesuvius, Somma, Closterlach,

and Campania. Hence we have sufficient reason to, believe,

that it belongs to the primitive rocks, and that to see it in-

timately united with the tourmalines of Ceylon is sufficient

though sup- to convince us of this. Brongniart however is of opinion,

fobe o/thele-
tnat tn ' s m ^nera''

as we^ as the telesia, or corundum, be-

condary forma- longs to the secondary trap formation. His opinion is

ll0ru
founded perhaps upon that of Werner; who judges from

the nature of the strata, of which the sand containing co-

rundums appears to be the remains, that those of a hard-

ness much superior to the pleonast must belong to that for-

mation. Thus as basaltes and basaltic tufa are rocks of the

secondary trap mountains, and these are met with in the

places where the pleonast is found, this opinion appears to

have some probability : but as we have not yet any accurate

description of the mineralogic'al situation of the corun-

dums; and as the adamantine spar is found in granite rocks,

entering even into their composition in the same manner as

feldspar; we may consider the corundum, adamantine spar,

and pleonast as belonging exclusively to the primitive for-

mations. This opinion however can rank only as a proba-

bility, till we have a precise knowledge of the miheralo-

gical situation of these interesting substances.

VIII. On
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VIII.

On the Nodules of Lavafound in the Klingstein of the Rock

of Sanadoire %

A HE rock of Sanadoire having been described by various Nodules of lai*

naturalists f, we shall confine ourselves to the mentioning of
jlj^®

phono-

a fact, which had long escaped the notice of those whodoire.

visited this singular rock, that of nodules of tumefied lava

imbedded in the clinkstone. This fact was first observed by-

Mr. Lacoste in 1804 +
;
and it has been since noticed by

Messrs. Menard and Alluaud in the summer of 1807. Hav-

ing accompanied these gentlemen in their visits to the Mont-

d'Or, we shall point out the road we pursued, and the pre-

cise places where this fact occurs.

1. Proceeding from the lake of GueVi to the rocks of Sa- Places where

nadoire and Thuiliere, by the road from Mont-d'Or to
itoccurs-

Rochefort, and beginning to descend toward the valley,

where these two rocks are situate, so as to see their summit;
on the left of the road, and not above thirty yards from

it,

is a small eminence, or inequality of the ground, formed of

masses and fragments of phonolite, in which nodules of

lava are imbedded.

2. On ascending the great slope at the base of Sanadoire,

which is on the west, and directly opposite Thuiliere, we
find similar nodules in the crumbled materials from above,
which are all of phonolite. Some of these nodules scarcely

adhere to the mass that includes them, and are separable by
a single stroke of a hammpr. Others adhere £o it more

closely, but still do not form one continuous substance with

it. The surface of those separated by the hammer is round-

ed, but irregular, smooth, and covered with a slight shining

coat, which appears to be a very thin pellicle of klingstein.

These nodules are of different kinds of lava. The lava of dif-

A, A black, compact lava exhibiting in its fracture aj
Gre

^ j
inds*

* Journal de Physique, vol. Ixvii, p. 54.

f Memoirs of the French Academy, for 1771 and 1773 ; Desma-

rets, Memoire sur le Basalte. Journ. de Phys. tome 59, an 1804.

JDaubuisson. Memoire sur la Phonolithe.

X Lacoste's Geological Letters, a work in which they who visit

Auvergne will meet with facts no where else described.

multitude
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multitude of little needles of amphibole, or pyroxene; sq
that they might be taken for fragments of a hornblende

rock, if some of them did not exhibit unequivocal marks of
the action of fire,

fndkind. B. A porous, tumefied lava, of a gray and blackish gray
ground, with needles of pyroxene, and laminse of feldspar.
This is the most common variety.

Kot peculiar to 3. This fact is not peculiar to the rock Sanadoire and
this rock, those iu its vicinity: a large bowklered block in the torrent

of Prent-Garde, coming from the lake of Gueri, exhibited

to us the same phenomenon. The klingstein is a variety of

that of Sanadoire, of a blueish gray colour, and less po-

lyedral in its fracture.

3d kind. & The lava it contains is gray, and composed of very
small crystals mingled together.

Found in an- 4 - ^e cou]d not visit la Vddrine, another phonolitic
other moun- mountain on the cast of Mont-d'Or, but Mr. Menard

informs us, that he found there the same peculiarities as at

Sanadoire, which had wholly escape^ his notice at his first

visit to that mountain,

and probably in It is not in the simple clinkstone, that we found these
several places. nodules f Java; perhaps they would equally be found in

the porphyry with base of clinkstone of the environs of lake

Gueri, Puy Gros, the rock of Dardanche, &c. By an at-

tentive research, employing the time requisite for an exami-

nation of this interesting part of the Monts-d'Or, we have

no doubt they would be found in much greater number.

One single specimen has presented us with two or three

Size of the
nodules. Their size varies from a few cubic millimetres to

nodules. fifteen cubic centimetres [from one or two cubic lines to

near a cubic inch ]

This stone ^is stone has always been considered as a lava in

therefore a France, either under the name of greenish petrosiliceous

lava, or of prismatic and tabular greenish basaltes : but its

being found among volcanic substances was the sole ground
of this opinion, for marks of the action of fire had no

where been observed on it. The volcanic origin therefore

of the rock Sanadoire, long disputed, is now evidently

proved by the presence of the nodules of lava it contains,

which presupposes the rock to hare been in a state of

fluidify.

IX.
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IX.

Chemical Examination of a Substance found in Balsam of

Mecca: by Mr. Vauquelin*.

.R. HALLE, a member of the Institute, &c, requested Portion «f bai-

rnc to examine a substance, which he obtained from balsam no .

t3\^en up
of Mecca on dissolving it in alcohol by means of heat. This by alcohol,

substance had the appearance of a resin, was transparent,

and had an agreeable smell. Thrown on burning coals, it

emitted a smoke and smell like those of frankincense, and

left no coally residuum.

I took a gramme [15| grs.] of it,
and treated it with al- Boiled

jHJJJj
cohol at 40°. The first effect of this was to render it opake
from the surface to the centre, as soon as it began to exert

its action, and it soon gave it a flocculent form throughout.

I continued to boil fresh quantities of alcohol on this floc-

culent substance, till it no longer rendered distilled water

turbid.

The insoluble flocculent matter, being collected, weighed } insoluble.

0-3 of a gramme, or nearly a third of the substance mi.

ployed. Heat united it into masses of great tenacity, which

drew out into threads like birdlime, without however pos-

sessing any elasticity. Thrown on burning coals it emitted

the same smell of frankincense as before, and left no re-

siduum.

The alcoholic solution was transparent while hot; but on The solution

cooling grew turbid, though it let fall no sediment. During

evaporation a white flocculent matter appeared, in propor-
tion as the alcohol was diminished; and when completely
dried part remained in a pulverulent and spongy form.

Another portion united into a transparent mass, having

nearly the appearance of turpentine, lioth of these burned

like resins, but with a less agreeable smell than the part in-

soluble in alcohol.

These experiments prove, that in the residuum of balsam of It consists

Mecca insoluble in cold alcohol, put into my hands by substan^a
W°

Mr. Halle, there are two substances
; one, which dissolves

in a very large quantity of boiling alcohol; and another,

* Annales de Chimie, vol. lxix, p. 221.

which
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either emptey-
cd to sophisti-
cate it, or na-

tural to it j

but probably
the latter.

which does not combine with it at all, though of a resinous

nature.

Do these two substances exist at the same time with the

balsam of Mecca in the tree that furnishes it, the amyris

opobalsamum ? are they formed at the expense of the balsam,

by a change effected by keeping? or are they fraudulently

mixed with the balsam ?

To solve these questions it would be necessary, to examine

genuine balsam of Mecca, both when fresh, and after it is

old. If the resinous substances abovementioned were not

found in either, there would be reason to ascribe them to

fraud: but it is probable, that they are natural to the bal-

sam of Mecca, since Mr. Halle, who has had frequent oc-

casions of dissolving this balsam in alcohol, always obtained

the same result.

Character of

the fettstein.

Of the Fettstein : by Count Dunin Borkowski *.

JL HE colour of this stone is sometimes seagreen, some-

times blueish. It is likewise found of a deep fleshcoloured

red.

Externally it has but little lustre: internally it is very

shining, with a greasy lustre. From this appearance its

name, which signifies /«£ stone, is derived,

Its fracture is lamellar ;
not very determinate, though a

double cleavage, with oblique junctures is perceivable ;
and

a little scaly.

It is very translucid on the edges ; hard, so as to strike

fire with steel ;
and brittle.

Its specific gravity is 2-563.

Heated before the blowpipe its colour changes to an ashen

gray; and it fuses, though with difficulty, into a white

enamel.

It is found accompanied with feldspar and amphibole at

Arendahl, in Norway.
When the fettstein is cut into a spherical form, it ex>

hibits the same play of colours as the cat's-eye.

* Journal de Physique, vol. Ixix, p. 159.
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ACETIC ether, see Ether
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—— boracic, decomposition of, 336
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cinic, 142

' tartarous, experiments on, 44

Adet, M. 226

Air-bladder of the tub-fish, 319

Albers, M. on the eye of the codfish,

318

Albumen, remarks on its analysis, 13

Allen, Mr. on the combustion of char-

coal, &c. 161

A. M. on some curious properties of
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ments on, 21
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pyrotartarous acid, 44—Of antique

bronzes, 88—Of the galvanic pile,

113, 241—Of British and foreign
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Animal secretions, 136
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Bakerian Lecture for 1809, 321
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Bile, analytical experiments on, 20

Biot, M. on the combustion of char-

^coal, l63

Bird, Mr. his method of dividing as-

tronomical instruments, 49, 361

Blagden, Sir Charles, 343
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Bonner, Mr. his establishment for the
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clature, 1, 212, 310
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a solution of sulphate of lime by sul-
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British marbles, from Devonshire, 27
C c Bronzes,
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Bucholz, M. on the oxidation of iron,

147—On potash and soda, 337

Burning glasses, experiments on, 315

C.

Cabbage, culture of different kinds of,

as feed for sheep, 23

Cadet, M. his experiments on potash,

S34

Carpue, Mr. 179

Carriage wheels, method of securing,

189

Cattle, >hoven, method of treating, 294

Cavendish, H. Esq. on an improve-

ment in the manner of dividing as-

tronomical instruments, 47

Chaptal, M. on the muriate of tin,

153, 226

Charcoal, combustion of, 161, 300

Charlard, M. his experiments on the

muriate of tin, 153

Chemical printing, 208,317

Chenevix, R. Esq his researches on

acetic acid, and some acetates, 225,

340

Children, G. Esq. 333

Churn-staff, an improved one, 296

Clock escapement, 176

Clover, improved culture of, 158

Clouds, remarks on, 1, 212, 310

Cochrane, Major Spencer, on the pro-

perties of furze, or whins, 25

Cod's eye, examined, 318

Combustion of charcoal and hidrogen,

1G1, 300

Copland, Professor, his improved elec-

trical machine, 9

Copleyan medal, 318

Gourtenvaux, Marquis de, on some

acetates, 227

Curaudau, M. his hypothesis of the

action of potassium on ammonia, 329

Curtis's " Observations on Grasses,'* 35 7
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D.

Dabit, M. 226

D'Arcet, M. on the metal of the horses

of the Carrousel, 93—On potash and

soda, 337

Darracq, M. 226

Darso, M. on the oxidation of iron,

148

Davy, H. Esq. on the fluidity of al-

bumen, 15—On some chemical agen-
cies of electricity, 114, 136—On
some new electro-chemical researches,
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hidrogen, 321

Delametherie, J. C. letter to, on the

action of the electric fluid, by which

an iron cylinder an inch and a half

thick was torn asunder, 285—His

observations thereon, 288

De Luc, J. A. Esq. on. the mode of

action of the galvanic pile, 69, 1 IS,

241

Derosne, M. on the formation of acetic

ether in the marc of grapes, 157, 226

"Descartes, his theory of heat, 30

Dictionary of Mining, 158

Dividing astronomical instruments, 47

360

Dolf on the structure of mirrors, 316

Ductile metals, see Metals

Dumoutier, M. 286

E.

Earth, diurnal motion of the, 183

Earthen walls, 58

Edenzel, M. 226

Edgewoitb,
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communications, 181

Edmonstone, Dr on Zetland sheep, 79

Eel, electrical, 137

Einhof, M. on the acrid principle of

horse-radish, 111

Electrical machine, improvements in,

9, 218

Electricity, 285, 288, 321

Ellis, Mr. on corallines, 318

Equatorial regions, phcenomena of, 371

Escapement for a clock, 176

Ether, acetic, formation of, 1 57

Eye of the codfish examined, 318

Eye bath, 179

F.

Feed for sheep, 23

Fcttstein, character of, 384

Fischer on the structure of mirrors, 316

Fisher, Mr. T. his description of a

swivel-headed churn-staff, to facili-

tate the making of butter, 296

Fishes eyes, 318

Fleming, Rev. J. on the rare animals

of Shetland, 317

Fluids, animal, observations on their

analysis, 13, 19

Fourcroy ,
and Vauquelin, on some

bones found in a tomb in the church

of St. Geneviva, 39—Experiments

on the tanarous acid, and particularly

on the acid it affords by distillation in

the dry way, 44—On the combustion

of charcoal, 163

France, plants and insects of, 158

French beans, method of preserving

them green, 316

Friction, heat produced by, 30

Furze, properties of, 25—Infusion of,

beneficial to the eyesight, and a pre

ventive of a cough, 26

G.

Gaertncr, M. his parabolic wooden

mirrors, 315

Galvanism, 69, 72, 113, 241

Gas, hidrogen, combustion of, 161, S0O

Gay-Lussac, M. his experiments on

the action of potassium on ammo-

nia, 323

Gehlen, M. on the pyrotartarous acid,

44

on radiant heat, 314

on the formation of acetic

ether, 349

Geology of France, 290

Gillham, Mr. 179

Glenco, mineralogy of, 79

G. O. on the art of printing from

stone, 317

Grape-stone, analytical account of, 273

Grass seeds, raising of, 355

Grasses, germination of, 318

H.

Hackney Literary and Philosophical

Society, 79

Haldat, Dr. on the heat produced by

friction, £0

Halloy, M. De, on the arrangement cf

the strata of the hill of Durbuy, in

the department of the Sambre and

Meuse, 290

Hassenfratz, M. on the oxidation of

iron, 147—-On the component parts

of salts, 206

Hatchett, Mr. 333

Hauy, M. his establishment for the

education of blind persons, 3 19

Heat produced by friction, 30

Heat, radiant, remarks on the doctrine

of, 75, 106, 314

Henry, Dr. W. his analysis of several

varieties of British and foreign salt

(muriate of soda) with a view to ex-

plain their fitness for different econo-

mical purposes, 190, 213

Higgins, Mr. 226

Holland, Mr. H. on the sources of

British salt, 191

C c 2 Home,
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vertebral substance in fish and qua-

drupeds, 13—On animal secretions,

136

Horse-radish, acrid principle of, 111

Hoven cattle, see Cattle

Houses with earthen walls, 58

Howard, L. Esq. on meteorology, 212

—Answered, 610

Hubbard, Mr. his account of several

varieties of British marble, produced
from the Babicomb quarry, near

Teignmouth, in Devonshire, 27

Humboldt, M. on the volcanoes of

Jorulloj 81—His physical view of

the equatorial regions, drawn up
from measures taken, and observa-

tions made on the spot, from the

tenth degree of north to the tenth of

south latitude, 371

jmrie, Lieut. Col. on a vein of green-

stone in Glenco, 79—On the minera-

logy of the Grampian Rock, 239

Insects of the South of France, 158

Iron, oxidation of, 147

J-

Jorullo, volcanoes of, 81

K.

Keate, Mr. 179

Kirwan, Mr. on mineral waters, 274

Klaproth, M. his chemical inquiry into

the composition of some weapons and

utensils of ancient bronze, 86

Kohl Rabi
y
or purple turnip-cabbage, its

superiority over other kinds of feed

for sheep, 24

Krjes, Prof, on radiant heat, 314

" Lambert's Pyrometry,'

Lassonne, M. 226

Lauraguais, M. 226

44

Lava found in clink-stone, 381

Lavoisier, M. on the combustion of char-

coal, 163—-On the oxidation of iron,

147 •

Lax, Rev. W. on a method of examin-

ing the divisions of astronomical in-

struments, 360

Lead, changes of density produced in

by pressure, and the action of distilled

water on it, 104

Leslie, Professor, his doctrine of radiant

heat, 75, 106

Leybouin, Mr. his " Mathematical Re-

pository,'' 239

Lime, sulphate of, precipitation of a

solution of, 237

Linchpin for carriage wheels, 189

M.

Macknight, Dr. on the mineralogy of

the Highlands, 78, 236

Man-traps, improved construction of,

55

Marbles, British, varieties of, 27

Marcet, Dr. on the mu iate of magnesia,

•274

Maskelyne, Dr. communication from,

on a method of examining and di-

viding astronomical instruments, 360

Mason, Mr. W. W. his method of stab-

bing hoven cattle, to discharge the

raiefied air from the stomach, when

they have been overfed with moist

clover- grass, 294

Maycock, S. D. Esq. his remarks on

Professor Leslie's doctrine of radiant

heat; with experiments to show, that

caloric can pass through transparent

media without heating them, 75, 106

Meadow-land, preparation of, 355

Mellip, Count Von, his method of in-

creasing the durability of tiles, 312

Menachanite in micaceous schist, 94

Metals, ductile, tenacity of, 102

Metals, electro-chemical experiments

on, 322

Meteorological
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May, 160—June, 240—July,/ 320

Meteorological nomenclature, 1, 21^>

310

Milk, analytical experiment on, 21

Mineralogy of the Highlands, 78, 236

Mining Dictionary in French and Ger-

man, 158

Mirrors of wood, 315

Mojon, Professor, on the black sand on

the shore between Pegliand Sestri, 94

Mollerat, M. 345

Monge, M. on the oxidation of iron,

147

Mongez, M. his analysis of some an-

tique bronzes, 89

Monnet, M. 226

Moore, Mr. W. his '« Treatise on Flux-

ions," &c. 239

Morveau, Guyton, on the tenacity of

ductile metals, the changes of density

in lead by the operation of pressure,

and the action of distilled water on

this metal, 102—On the muriatic so-

lution of tin, 154

Mucus, experiments on, 13, 19

Muschenbroeck, on the diminution of

the specific gravity of lead by pres-

sure, 104

N.

-Natural history, 78, 158, 236, 317, 371

Nickel, properties of, 99

Nose, M. on the spinellane and other

fossil substances, 339

O.

Oil of poppies, substituted for olive oil,

25

P.

P. on an improved mode of preparing

phosphorus bottles, 105

Pease, method of preserving them green,

316

Pelletier, M. on the muriate of tin, 154

Pepys, Mr. on the combustion of char-

coal, <&c. 161

Pharmaceutical Society at Paris, prize

questions by, 158

Phornomena of the equatorial regions,

371

Phosphorus bottles, improved method

of
preparing, 105

Pictet, M. on radiant heat, 314

Pise, method of building in, 58

Planets, the new, fragments of an old

one, 288

Plants of the South of France, 158

geography of, 372

Pleona.it spinel, 378

Poppy oil, a substitute for that from

olives, 25

Potash and soda, £39

Printing from stone, 208, 317

Prior, Mr. G. jun. his description of a

clock escapement, 176

Proust, M. on the oxidation of iron, 147

Pus, analytical experiments on, 22

Radiant heat, 75, 106 314

Rain and winds, 1

Richter, on the specific gravity of nickel,

100, 103

Ritter, M. on the action of potassium on

ammonia, 330

Rocks, blasted by lightning, 158

Ross, Mr. J. D. his invention of an eye-

bath, to clear the eye from extrane-

ous matters, and to assist the sight,

178

Rumford, Gount, on the existence of

caloric, 31

S.

Saddington, Mr. J. his comparative ex-

periments on the culture and applica-
tion of kohl rabiy drum-headed cab*

bage, and Swedish turnips, 23
Saccholactic acic, see Acid

St.
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St. Barbe, Mr C. on the salt works at

Lymington, &c. 194

Salisbury, Mr. W. on raising grass

seeds, and preparing meadow land,

355

Saliva, analytical experiments on, 14,

19

Salmon, Mr. R. his description of a ma-

chine (man-tra^) for securing persons

attempting depredations, without af-

fecting their lives or limbs, 55—His

method of constructing commodious

houses, with earthen walls, 58

Salt, British and foreign, analysis of,

190, 273

component parts of, 206

Salzmann, M. on the plants and insects

of the South of France, 158

Saussure, M. on the combustion of

several sorts of charcoal, and on hi-

drogen gas, 161, 3C0

Scheele, 142

Scientific News, 78, 158, 236, 317

Secretions of the animal frame, 136

Seguin, M. on the combustion of char-

coal, 163

Serres, M. De, on chemical printing,

and particularly on the progress of this

art in Germany, 208, 317—On the

pleonast spinel, particularly that of

the environs of Montpellier, 378

Shag-cutter, an improved one, 298

Sheep, feed for, 23

Sheep of Zetland, 79

Shetland, rare animals of, 317

Ship building, improvements in, 187

Singer, Mr. his improved cylindrical

electrical machines, 12—see Cuth-

bertson.

Spinellane, description of, 339

Strata of the hill Durbuy, 290

Strontian, mineralogy of, 78

Swedish turnips, see Turnips.

Sylvester, Mr. on galvanic batteries, 72

T.

Tansley, Mr. P. his improvement in

cutting silk shag edgings, 298

Telegraphic communications, 181

Thenard, M. on the oxidation of me*

tals, 148—On the action of potassium
on ammonia, 323, 352—On the for-

mation of acetic ether, 349

Thomson, Dr. on the coagulation of

albumen, 16—On the change of den-

sity produced in lead by pressure, 1 04

Tiles, method of increasing their dura-

bility, and their power of resisting the

action of air and water, 312

Tin, muriate of, 152

Toad, curious property of the, 68

Torpedo, properties of the, 137

Tourte, Professor, on some properties of

nickel, 99

Trachea, mucus of the, analytical ex-

periments on, 20

Traps for securing persons attempting

depredations, without affecting their

lives or limbs, 55

Trommsdorff, M. on the saccholactic

acid, and its conversion into succinic,

142.

Troughton, Mr. E. on dividing astrono-

mical instruments, 49, 318

Turnip-cabbage, purple, 24

Turnip, Swedish, 25

V.

Vandermonde, M. on the oxidation of

iron, 147

Varty, Mr. J. his method to prevent the

accidents which frequently happen
from the linchpins of carriages break-

ing or coming out, 189

Vauquelin, see Fourcroy and Vauquelin.

on the oxidation of iron, 147

—His chemical examination of a

substance found in balsam of Mecca,

383

Viviani, Professor, on the black sand,

or menachanite, found on the coasts
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